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ABSTRACT 

A developmental paradigm was adopted as a theoretical base from which 

the effectiveness of the Natal Education Department Career Education 

lesson-guide in promoting career maturi ty amongst high school pupi ls 

was investi gated. 

It was argued that careers education embodies a distinctive approach to 

careers work. This approach is described. South African Careers Guidance 

pr acti ces are evalu ated in terms 0 fit, and are compared to Ameri can and 

Bri tish ones. 

To investigate the outcomes of the NED lesson guide, 160 predominantly 

whi te, male and female pupils in Standards 6 - 10 were randanly di tided 

into control and experimental grotps and \D1derwent a six session class-

room based careers education programme. 

alternative materials (CRIC - Std. 7 and 

In addition to the NED material, 

CRAC - Std. 9) were used on a 

second experimental group in two standards. 

The Career Mat uri ty Inventory Atti tude Scale was used to measure the out

comes. Analysis of variance and t-tests for the di fference between means 

were used to analyse the data. 

The results were significant only in Standard 8. For all the other stan

dards wi th all the materi als, they were insignificant. Reasons for and 

implications of these findings are discussed. 
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CHAPTER ONE. 

I N T ROD U C T ION. 

'!Career education •••• is an attempt to change the 
entire educational system by diagnosing the short
comings of both vocational and academic training in 
the context of their mutual isolation •••• the move
ment synthesises many of the best reform ideas of 
the pas t decade .••• II 

(Prof. David Rogers in Marland 1974 P.B3) 

1.1 The importance of Career Education. 

There is wide-spread recogni tion of the importance of career education. 

In the U.S.A., the movement has been the vehicle for far-reaching 

educati cnal reform. The American practices, based on broad consul-

tation and ongoing research and evaluation, have not only shown that 

long-term reform is possible, but have also had a powerful impact on 

career education throughout the world. 

The fact that careers education in the U.K. is taken seriously is shown 

by the formation of the National Insti tute for Careers Education and 

Counselling (NICEC) in 1975 with one of its first tasks being to set up 

a research programme to develop firmer theoretical foundations for the 

practice of careers education. (Watts 19B1 P.5). 

In the R.S.A., emphasis on careers guidance can be found in the govern

ment mandate to the De Lange Commission (19B1) to pay realistic attention 

to the Careers side of guidance. The report recognizes that one of the 

factors influencing the effectiveness of the School Gui dance service is 

the content of the school guidance curriculum (HSRC 19B1, P.1). 

Such is the importance of the concept of career development and its 

applications in various settings that the National Vocational Guidance 

Association (NVGA) and the American Vocational Association (AVA) have 

published a joint position paper describing the concept in general terms 

and discussing its application specifically in a school setting (Tolbert 
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1981, P.402). The paper urges further attention to be paid to the 

'nature of the delivery systems needed to implem<nt this concept ••• • 

1.2 Dearth of evaluative research. 

J anse (1982) reports the contention of Watts and Kidd (1978) and Super 

and Hall (1978) that the evaluation of career interventions (of which 

school based career education programmes are one kind) has been neglec

ted. This ilDpression is reinforced by an observation by Hayes (1972) 

that at the time of his writing, only one British study on the effectiTe

ness of career courses taught at schools exi sted ("The Effecti Teness of 

a Careers Course in a Secondary School" (Hopson 19(9)). 

Still staying in Britain, Watts (1973, and Law and Watts 1977) has shown 

an ongoing interest in the effecti veness of careers education. By the 

end of the 1960' s, he found it difficult to determine how lDany schools 

were tackling careers education in a systematic way. Survey evidence 

at the tilDe concentrated on how many periods per week were devoted to 

'careers' for different standards in various schools (secondary modern, 

comprehensive, graJBIDar and independent). Not only were the figures de

pressing and likely to be oTerstated if anything , but (Watts 1973, P.lS) 

also bemoans the fact that no impression of the quantity or the quali ty 

of the work could be formed. 

Such an indication was gi Ten by Law and Watts (1977) in their study of 

the career education proTisions in six church schools. Their eTaluation 

was certainly useful in that it resulted in improvements in career edu

cation in some schools, but was rejected as being too subjective by 

others. It would thus appear that Law' a (1977) words in the preface to 

that study sti 11 stand 

" •••• li ttle effort has been deToted SO far to concep
tualising the objecti ves of career education in a clear 
and satisfactory way and little research has been conducted 
in to the fOrlll it takes." ( P. 1 and 2). ( Emphasi s mine). 

It appears thus, that in Britain there is an awareness of a dearth of 

research into actual practises and an apprehension that this may lead 

to inappropriate borrOwing from other countri ea. To be effectiTe, con-
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cepts and materials must be tested in a specific context in the light 

of social-structural considerations. (Watts 1981). 

Commentators are unanimous in acclaiming the research that has under

pinned career development concepts and programmes in the United States 

(Hayee 1972, Tolbert 1980, Super 1981, Kidd 1981). Tolbert (1980, P.30S-

307) ci tes reviews by Bhaerman (1977) on the effects of Career education 

on academic achievement; Bonnet (1977) who synthesised evaluations of 

twelve career education programmes; and Datta (1977) and High (1977) who 

conclude that there is increasing evidence that Career education is 

achi eving at least some of its goals. By 1978, the American Insti tutes 

had produced seven reports containing descriptions of effective career 

education activities and descri bing the evaluation process used in each 

case (Tolbert 1980, P.J37). Critics have noted that while such studies 

may show what can happen, they do not accurately reflect what does happen 

in the (hypotheti cal) average American school (Hughes 1971). 

In South Africa, vague indications of the effecti veness of guidance are 

given by the Project Talent Survey (HSRC 1978) which reported that lIore than 

half of the considerable sample of white pupils were vocationally uncertain. 

This survey also found that there is some relationship between the extent 

of guidance received at school and consequent vocational certainty. Un

certain pupils felt that they had benefi tted less froll school guidance 

than certain (decided) pupils although only a Sllall percentage attributed 

their certainty to the guidance received at school. In the light of recent 

trends in career psychology, the appropri ateness of the cri terion used to 

evaluate guidance can be strongly contended, although some feedback is given 

about how guidance in schools is percei ved. 

The report of the De Lange Guidance Committee (HSRC 1978) does not make 

a single direct reference to specific research. The bibliography can-

tains what would appear to be only three references to what might be South 

African studies I 

"Waardering van die onderhoudmetode vir die doel van beroepsleiding" 

(Haasbroek 1970, HSRC 1981 Ref. 57) and two lIemoranda on the use of 



vocational information (Venter 1979, Van Mollendorf 1981, HSRC 1981 

refs. 148 & 149). A rather disturbing implication of this is that 

the guidance committee's proposals have not been empirically validated. 

No inference is being made that these are the only studies on Career 

development that have been done in South Africa. Valuable work by Van 

Ni ekerk (1975), Laubscher (1977), N eWlllan (1982), Smi th (1982), Raini er 

(1984) and Watson (1984) has a potentially powerful bearing on career 

education practice even though this was not always their specific 

focus. 

Notwi thstanding there is a need for detai led information on the out

come of lessons based on materials currently in use in high schools. 

Research providing such information will contribute not only to the 

improvement of Career education, but also to the credibility of guidance 

services as a whole. 

1.3 Motivation for this present study. 

It is against thi s background that the principal school psychologi st 

has tried to promote career education in Natal. A preliminary teacher's 

handbook based on lessons subDi tted by -teacher counsellors has been 

compiled and sent to schools for evaluation prior to further modifica

tion. A full description of this lIlaterial is given in Chapter 5 and 

Appendix C. Fonnal evaluation of this material is the focus of this 

study. 

Evaluation seems to be worthwhile for the following reasons: 

* Its relevance to guidance practices throughout 

the province. 

* Evaluation would be well-timed coming during the 

development phase of the resource material. 

Negative results are not likely to be resisted. 

The study could provide valuable information 

about which parts of the lesson guide should be 

excluded, expanded or revised in other ways. 

Feedback on the lIlaterial is being actively sought 
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at present. 

* The efficacy of group guidance strategies is 

particularly pertinent in South Africa under 

present economic condi tions in which the con

sequences of ineffective career education are 

likely to be severe. 

* The usefulness of some of the psychometric 

tests will be tested and evidence for the intro

duction of other tests assimilated. 

* The study wi 11 explore and hopefully strengthen 

links between the theory and the practice of 

career development. 

This should establish a more effective and a more 

confident base from which to work. 
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C HAP T E R TWO. 

TERMINOLOGY, CONCEPTS AND APPROACHES. 

" •••• part of the problem is it (career education) 
is broad in scope and ill-defined •••• " 

(Prof. David Rogers in Marland 1974 P.83) 

2.1 Introductory Comments. 

A consistent criticism of the guidance movement has been its lack 

of clear terminology (Shertzer 1976). Withou,t this, issues in 

the field cannot be resolved. Possible reasons for this confusion 

may be found in the followini factors , the interests of various 

groups are involved (Watts 1980 and 1981 and Do.vey 1980a), concepts 

are derived from a range of disciplines (Overs 1964, Hayes 1972, 

Sofer 1974, Watts 1981), career work strives to aid individuals to 

integrate all of their activities in terms of their potential and 

opportuni ties (Hoyt 1972), the scope of the strateiP-es that falls 

under the umbrella of career work has broadened considerably (Froeh

lich 1958, Hughes 1971, Watts, Law and Fawcett 1981). 

The situation is further complicated by changes in approaches to 

careers work which have taken place durini: the more than seventy years 

that lIUidance has been practised. As Ne_an (1982) accurately 01>-

serves , 

"There has been a shift in terminology ••• which 
represents not only a semantic change but a changing 
interpretation of the role and purpose of counsellors 
working in the field" (P.4) 

Particular attention will be paid to these shifts in terminology and 

to the changes in approach implici t in this process sO that some 

impression of the extent to which South African guidance practices 

have kept pace with the rest of the movement can be formed. Termi-

nology expounds concepts. These are based on assumptions which in 



turn reveal values and attitudes. Practices embody both concepts 

and attitudes, so it seems appropriate that in evaluating practices, 

attention should be given not only to the theory upon which they are 

based, but also to the ideolo&y practices perpetuate. Some observers 

of South African guidance scene have expressed concern about a failure 

to examine these underlying assumptions and to address the issues such 

an examination will raise. (Bauer 1982, Dovey 1980a, Watts 1980). 

2.2 Terminology. 

The terms used to describe career work have included: 

Vocational Guidance 

(Parsons 1909, Hopson &: Hayes 1968, Hughes 1971, Van Zyl 1971, 

Herr 1974, N.E.D. 1980 1983, Dovey 1983) 

Occupational Choice 

(Ginzberg 1972, Sofer 1974, Hoppock 1976) 

Vocational Counselling 

(Overs 1964, Woody 1968) 

Careers Guidance 

(Hayes &: Hopson 1972, Jackson 1973, Gysbers 1973, Watts 1980) 

Career Counselling 

(Weinrach 1979, Cri tes 1981) 

Careers Guidance Counselling 

(Baker 1981) 

Career Education 

(Watts 1973, 1976, Marland 1974, Ewens 1975, Law 1977, 

Fuller 1979, Baker 1981, Gysbers 1981 

Only a superficial attempt has been made to link contributor's names to 

terminolo&y, an attempt made even less useful by the fact that workers 

themselves change terminology. 

From the list presented above, it would appear that a useful way to 

define terms would be to distinguish between words used as modifiers, 

i.e. between • vocation , and 'career,' and between words used as nouns, 

i.e. between' &uidance,' 'counselling' and 'education.' In addition to 
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these distinctions, the concept of career developllent needs clari

fication • it needs to be differentiated froll the term 'career' 

and froll the counselling or educational strategies that seek to 

prolllOte it. 

The distinction between vocation and career will be drawn in the 

next section (2.3). The 

thi s study is that of the 

meanina of the term career adopted for 

AVA/NVGA joint position paper (1973). 

It career means a tim_extended working out of 
a purposeful life pattern throuah work •••• " 

(Tolbert 1980, P.407) 

Di. fferentiatina between aut dance , counselling and education beas a 

consideration of an appropriate model for prollotina career develop-

mente A brief discussion will be presented as 2.4. Simck (1970) 

distinaui shes between the terms as follows. 

"Education > Guidance > Counsellina" 

( P.2) 

His proposal is valued for its open-endedness. The Ilathematical > 
, areater than' sian implies that education is wider in scope (not 

JIIore illportant)than guidance which in turn involves more than 

lIerely counsellina. No value judpent or hierarchy is intended by 

this distinction. What is desired is to point out that the terms are 

not synonymous. It is not helpful to assert that education is guid-

ance or yice versa. Many definitions of ' counselling,' of 'gui dance' 

and of 'career education' can be found. It seems inappropriate simply 

to select one as this will show no JIIore than personal preference. It 

.... eIIS more useful to suaaest distinguishina features which may con

tribute to later clarification. Table 2-1 summarises these features. 

The synthesis is wide, but draws lIostly from Shertzer (1974), Law (1977) 

Bauer ( 1979). 
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TABIE 2-1 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF COUNSELLING, GUIDANCE AND EDUCATION. 

Career 
Developllent 
Strategy. 

Counselling 

Guidance 

Career 
Education 

Distin&Ui shing 
Features. 

Usually one-to-one; 
conducted in pri vate; 
relationship vi tal; focus 
on client attempts to 
facilitate voluntary 
change; requires hi&hly 
speci ali sed trainina;; 
adopts counselling/ 
theraPeutic model. 

Often defined i. t. o. the 
services offered. Tend 
to concentra.te on test
ing and information 
gi Ying. Focus tends to 
be on short-term outcome 
e. g. occupati on al choi ce. 
Adopts remedi al model. 

Co-ordinated effort in
volving school, community 
and economic insti tuti ons 
to produce skills and 
atti tudes conducive to 
career progress. Appro
pri ate con ten t in tegrated 
into curriculum. Ongoing 
evaluation and increasing 
adaPtation of materials 
and activities to specific 
population needs. Adopts 
development model. 

Possible 
Limi tations. 

Only a limited number 
of clients can be accom
modated. Problem rather 
than growth oriented. 
Requires a large number 
of highly trained persolUlel. 

Can be directive to the 
point of manipulatiyeness. 
Lends itself to social 
control role (See 2.5). 
May foster passi vi ty by 
expecting experts to solve 
problems. By being solu
ti on rather than ski 11 
oriented, guidance will be 
of short-term benefit. 

Dependent on wide-spread 
co-operation for success. 
Role-confusion and rivalry 
possi ble amongst st aff. 
Goals unlikely to be 
achi eved. Developmen tis 
an inappropriate paradigm 
for industri aI/post-indus
trial societies : Work ful
filment applies to ever
decreasing proportion of 
population; real problems 
e. g. wide-spread unemployment 
cannot be salyed. 
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Hoyt (1894) compares/con trasts career education (CE) wi th career guidance 

( CG) • He argues : 

* There en st no aspects of CG that cannot be found 

wi thin the concept of CE. 

* CG can exist without CE but the reverse is not true. 

* Current major trends of CG can be enhanced through CE 

efforts. 

* CG may find it necessary in the years ahead to expand 

its conceptual base to include all of CE. 

Although definitions of career education abound, the open-ended reminder 

of the acknowledged initiator of the career education movement, 

Dr. Sycney Marland (1974) seems most appropriate : 

"career education will really be defined by the individuals 
themselves, who are designing programmes and by the in
trinsic teaching and experiential activities of cOllllllunities 
and schools across the country." (P.100). 

The term "career development" as di stinet from career or career develop

ment strategies is defined in the joint NVGA/AVA position paper: 

" •••• the total constellation of psychological, socio
logical, educational, physical, economic and chance 
factors that combine to shape the career of any gi ven 
indi vi dual ... 

(Tolbert 1980, P.407). 

Another key concept which needs definition is that of Career maturity. 

Super (1973 in Newman 1982) defines career maturi ty as : 

"The readiness to cope wi th the developmental task of one 
life stages, to make socially required career decision , 
and to cope appropriately wi th the tasks with which 
society confronts the developing youth and adult." (p.6) . 

2.3 Changing atti tudes to work. 

A tendency to replace the word 'vocation' by 'career'reflects chang-

ing attitudes to work. Vocation has connotations of a divine calling 



and an eIIIphasi s on duty or soci al responsi bi.li ty. I t also seems to 

take for granted that work is meaningful and dignified. These 

assuaptions apply to a decreasing proportion of the (American) work 

force (Warnath 1975). Whether work carries the importance tradi tic

nally assigned to it by vocational gui dance proponents, has been 

questioned on the following grounds s 

* Technology has not replaced low level jobs with 

high level ones (Report U.S. Dept. of Health, 

Education and Welfare 1973 in Weinrach 1975 P.422). 

The report states many workers at all levels feel 

locked in •••• the opportuni ty to grow lacking in 

their jobs. 

* Movement fro. rural to urban areas has meant an 

increaaing proportion of people working for large, 

illpersonal bureaucratic organisations. Con colli tan tl y , 

job acti vi ties have been reduced to smaller uni ts of 

speci ali sation, while educational requirements for the 

job have remained the Sallie or have even been raised. 

The result of this is that work is not seen to be a 

personal contribution and is not experienced as ful

filling but rather as a role wi thin a system. 

(Touraine 1974 in Warnath 1975 P.424). 

* Fi tting in to a job becomes the cri terion for fulfi 1-

mente This illplies an endorsement of uniformity and 

passivity. It also raises the potential conflict be

tween the needs of the people and the lIanpower needs 

of the country. (Warnath 1975, Watts 1980, Dovey 1980b). 

Having noted, briefly, some of the assumptions, implications and 

limitations of viewing work as vocation for all people and as the 

goal of guidance work, the replacement term career will be dis

cussed. 

Implicit in dictionary definitions of the word is the idea of a 



course through life. Super (1969) has defined career as 

"the sequence of occupations, jobs and posi tions 
occupied during the course of a person' s working 
li f e. " ( p • 72) • 

More recently, this emphasis on a series of working roles has been 

extended to include non-working roles as well. Norris et al (1972) 

see career as s 

"the totali ty of meaningful experiences of an indi
vidual which typically includes some combination of 
vocational and avocational involvement." (P.31). 

Loughary and Ripley (1976) ha've systematised the concept of career 

to include : 

"job: 

whi ch provi des for sl1rvi val and determines a 

standard of living; 

vocation: 

which gives a sense of meaning and personal fl1lfiIment. 

The pur sui t of valu~directed activities is intended 

here; 

leisure: 

where the emphasi s is on recreation and pleasure." 

(Newman 1982 P.4). 

There is clear evidence that the implications of this much wider 

conceptualisation of work has permeated career guidance thinking. 

In America, Herr (1974) writes : 

"The narrow definition of vocational guidance as 
pertinent to job choice only is being replaced by 
terms such as career guidance. More than semantic 
in its implications, the term refers to the 
necessity .... of providing assistance in such 
areas as educational as well as vocational choice, 
in the development of the personal attitudes which 
underlie the acquisition of a vocational identity, 
in the formulation of personal values in relation 
to different lif~style alternatives, job development, 
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job placement and identification of avocational 
or leisure pursuits •••• It (P.S6) 

Similarly, an awareness of the implications for careers guidance in 

British schools is reflected by Daws' (in Hayes 1972) formulation: 

"Inevi tably, they (young people) must decide .... the 
style of li fe they wi 11 work to achieve and the values 
that will canaHse their energies. They must decide, 
too, the part that they wish their working lives to 
play in their total lives .... It r6llains a primary 
educational obligation that we help young people to 
make a promising start on these tasks of self-defini tion 
and decision-making. Careers work is at the very core 
of such work or should be." (P.4). 

Baker's (1981) review of recent trends in school counselling confirms 

the expansion of the career concept from an occupational perspective 

to a much broader life-career perspective. This has important illpli

cations for the practice of careers education. 

An appropriate model for careers work. 
; 

The term "model" refers to the structure, the pattern, the groundplan 

(O.E.D.) of careers work. As such, it involves both theoretical and 

practical considerations. Theoretically, it must be decided whether 

careers work is to be seen in terms of its product, i.e. a particular 

occupational chOioel or in terms of a process, i.e. the development 

of skills and attitudes that will form the basis of career decisions 

made throughout life. Practically, appropriate delivery systems must 

be developed to achieve stated goals. 

Table 2-2 SUIDIIIarises the advantages and disadvantages of what have been 

called tradi tional taient-liatching models (Watts 1981, P.2). 

The situation can best be summed up in the light of Zaccaria's (1970 

p.S6) observation that while both theories of occupational choice and 

theories of career develoPllent are useful for the field of career 

guidance by providing, among other things, a basis for improving ex

isting practices, it is the theories of career development which have 

predominated. 



TABLE 2:-2 

TRADITIONAL TAlENT-MATCHING MODELS. 

SUMMARY OF STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS. 

Strengths. 

• Objective assessment instru
ments developed. These have 
extended the scientific and 
professional base of careers 
work. 

• Serious attention paid to 
occupational information. 
Norris et al (1972), Hoppock 
( 1976), Isaacson (1977) and 
Striebalus( 1982) among others 
have shown the close relation
ship between careers guidance 
and occupational information. 
They have provided resources 

. and suggestions for giving 
content to career exploration 
acti vi ties. 

• The concept of choice has led 
to a wide-spread interest in 
the deci sion-making process. 
Together with Career maturity, 
thi s topi c dolllin ates the 
attention of career-development 
researchers. (Super 1981). 

Limi t ations. 

• Many people have no 
choices. (Watts 1980). 

• Over-reliance on psycho
metric testing and 
occupational information 
turns human problems into 
techni cal on es (Dovey 
1983) resul ting in 
passi vi ty. 

• A definite choice is not 
always appropriate by 
the time an individual 
leaves school. In fact, 
the increased pressure to 
make a choice may be 
counter-producti ve (Van 
Niekerk 1975). 

• Careers guidance particu
larly in schools should 
be developing potential 
rather than merely match
ing it. (Watts 1981). 

• Appropriate professional 
roles are eaneei ved too 
narrowly i.t.o. guiding, 
di agnosing or prescri bing 
rather than i.t.o. facili
tating, innovating, co
ordinating and programm
ing. (Watts 1981). 

• Wi der aspect s of Career 
not catered for. 
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The theoretical arguments presented above have had a lIarked effect on 

guidance practices. In both America and Britain, there has been, 

during the 1970' s, a shift away from vocational guidance towards 

career education. The shift reflects a changed role-definition 

for guidance with careers education becoming the means of integrating 

career development concepts into the curriculum. 

change include : 

Specific points of 

* Replacement of an ancillary, crisis oriented service 

by cOlllprehensi ve, developmental programmes. This 

implies that the earlier contentions that guidance 

was a supportive service because it had no content 

of its own (Sprin thall 1971 and Aubrey 1973 in Gysbers 

1981 Pviii) were no longer valid. It also affirmed 

an essentially educational rather than a therapeutic 

role for guidance. These vi ews en tai led the broaden-

ing of skills and roles required of counsellors. 

(Baker 1981 P.14). They also stressed the importance 

of curricular development in career education. 

" The considerable multiplication of the population for 

whom career education has to cater, put pressure on 

the tradi tional techni ques of gui dance services, par

ticularly on those of individual assessment and coun

selling. It also raised questions about the organisation 

of guidance: the personnel, time and resources available, 

as well as the delivery systems used. 

* Intensifi ed interests in the outcomes of career educa

tion activities has led to wide-spread acceptance of 

the American concept of programming. It is almost 

axiomatic that to be effective, careers education must 

be undertaken systematically. As Glanz (1974) has it 

"Available patterns of guidance must be 
matched to the assessed needs of the in
sti tution and the students •••• gui dance 
is a tailor-made item and cannot be ordered 
from a catalogue." (P.zn). 
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Writers in the field have long decried the incidental approach (Chis

holm 1945 in Froehlich 1958, P.49) to careers work in whi ch somebody's 

good idea is inappropriately applied in dissimilar situations. In 

the light of the discussion above, this cannot properly be called 

careers education. Careers education, therefore, does imply a par-

ti cular approach. As wi 11 be shown in the next chapter, it does have 

a sound theoretical base in the concepts of developmental psychology. 

Systematic means of introducing it into the curriculum, largely deri ved 

from systea!s theory, are being refined. Despite limitations and 

cri ticisms (refer Table 2-1), career education, far from being a fad, 

has much to offer responsible and credible attempts to promote career 

developmen t • 

2. 5 Ideology and career education. 

Watts (1981, P.374) notes that all guidance practi tioners hold a mental 

representation of the reality with which they believe themselves to be 

dealing. Credibility Can be enhanced if the assumptions and implications 

contained in these conceptions are made explicit and subjected to close 

critical examination. Credibility will be damaged, if not jeopardised, 

when practi tioners overlook the socio-p·oli tical implications of their 

acti vi ties or when they espouse aspirations which are contradicted by 

socio-political reali ties. Wagner (1980) and Roberts (1977 in Watts 1981) 

and Gothard(1985) are among those who have pointed out the contradiction 

implicit in the Career education movement which stresses the ideals of 

liberal society - individual development, freedom, choice, social mobi

lity, but at the same time affirming that schools should better prepare 

studen ts for work - where ski lIs and expectati ons must be consi sten t 

wi th job reali ti es. They argue that this necessarily involves socialis-

ing individuals to be conforming, passive and alienated - the pre

requisi tes for maintaining capi talist social relationships. 

Wi th career education being inextricably involved wi th the deployment 

of opportunities and the socialisation of individuals into their work 

roles it seems naive or di shonest to deny that it has close links wi th 

ideology, as Watts (1981) has aptly observed: 
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"It (careers guidance) operates at the interface 
between indi vi dual choi ces and soci etal choi ces, 
individual needs and societal needs." (P.374-37S) 

Watts and Herr (1976 P.134-7) provide a description of four alternative 

ideologi. es. According to this, careers guidance can be a form of 

social control, adapting individuals to the manpower requirements of 

the economy; of social change whereby attention is focused on 

social dimensions such as opportunity structures, a process which may 

bring about changes to these structures; of individual-change which 

seeks to maximise the life-chances of the individual within the exist

ing socio-political system and finally a form of activity which allows 

individuals to examine available opportuni ties in the light of their 

own value systems. In sO doing, it focuses on individual aspirations 

and the cultural contexts in which these must be accommodated. 

Combinations of ideolOgies are possible. The purpose of classific_ 

tion such as the one above is to encourage serious thought about the 

value systems underlying careers work. If the main function of a 

Careers service is to maintain social control, is credible careers 

education possible? 

The assumption being made here is that the needs of individuals and 

the needs of society can be reconciled, that in fact they are inter

related, and that guidance as a service has much to offer in promoting 

the personal, educational and career development of pupils. To do 

this, it needs to be aware of the context in which it is operating; 

to be in touch with the needs of the population it is serving; to 

define and negotiate a constructive role which can co-ordinate available 

resources; to work from a sound theoretical foundation; and to evaluate 

and improve its services regularly. 

2.6 Implementing career education. 

To show how the concepts and approaches previously discussed have been 

translated into practice, career education in the USA, the UK and the 

RSA will be reviewed briefly. Thi swill serve to assess the state of 

South African career education and will conclude this chapter which has 
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attempted to place career education wi thin a broader context. The 

intended overview calls for rather considerable generalisation and 

simplification. The focus will be on the areas to be addressed by 

Career education and on a brief description of the course the im

plementation of Career education has taken in the respective countries. 

2.6.1 Career education in the USA. 

2.6.1.1 Overview. Concern about student apathy and alienation 

(Glanz 1974), dead-end vocational training in high schools and an 

excessi ve post-Sputnik emphasi s on academi c training that leads nowhere 

(Kramer 1972 in Marland 1974 P.87), were probably among the factors indicating 

that the prevailing approach to guidance in schools was inadequate. 

Credit is usually given to S.P. Marland, Commissioner of Education, 

for c~rdinating the national efforts to rectify the si tuation 

(Gysbers 1973, Isaacson 1977, Baker 1981). His period of office saw 

legislation, federal funding, the organisation of national conferences 

and the establishment of the National Insti tute of Education (NIE) for 

ongoing research and development. 

Impressi ve results came from these ini ti ati ves : Of the fifty states 

ini ti ally involved in 1971, 44 developed a model for career education 

by 1974; a manual (Gysbers and Moore 1974) was produced to assist states 

wi th the production of their own materi als, and the NIE developed four 

career education models: school based, employer based, family based and 

rural residential. Appropriate bodies were contracted to run projects 

and to report on their experiences. Results of these included field

tested curriculum units (from Model I), the compilation of data on 

utilising educational opportuni ties wi thin economic insti tutions (froll 

Model II), ways in which existing work and training opportuni ties wi thin the 

communi ty could be exploi ted (froll Model III), and strategi es for assi st

ing chronically underemployed multi-problem rural families (from Model IV). 

A more recent trend has been to provide funds for the implementation of 

local programmes rather than for evaluation at a centralised (NIE) level 

(Baker 1981 P.S). Conditions for the appropriation of such monies have 

been set. They include, amongst others, an adequate assessment of needs 

and ongoing evaluation. 
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Because he held that it was vital for career education to be defined 

at a local level , Marland and his associates did no more than provide 

a framework within which specific career education programmes could 

be developed. Hoyt (1972) reviewed the 21 state definitions of career 

education (Marland 1974 P.92-98): from these we can synthesise the 

following areas to be addressed by tailor-made career education pro-

gr aJIUIles: 

* 

* 

Career education was to be integrated through

out the school from kindergarten to twelfth 

grade (K-12). 

Emphasis was placed on the development of the 

self concept. 

* Deci sion-making ski lIs were to be taught as a 

means of reconciling the economic and social 

structures of society with indi vidual aspira

tions. 

* Career awareness was to be nurtured through a 

planned sequence of age-appropriate strategies 

with attention being given to occupational in

formation and work experience. 

* Preparation for job seeking, entry and main

tenance was also to receive priority. 

* The potential contributions of the community and 

economic insti tutions, to complement those of 

the school, to career education were recognised. 

2.6.1.2 ' Components of American career education. In general, the 

pattern for tackling these areas in schools has been through a sequence 

of stages: awareness, exploration, decision-making (crystallisation) and 

preparation (action). A description of these follows. 

2.6.1.2.1 Awareness. Stage at which the individual begins to 

realise that many career paths are available offering different oppor-
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tuni ti es and imposing di fferen t demands. Self-awareness is also 

an aspect of this ste~process of self comparison initiated i.t.o. 

abili ty, interests, goals, moti vation, etc. between self and others. 

(Elementary years: K-6). 

2.6.1.2.2 Exploration. Haphazard impressi on" ··and di storted views 

corrected as indi vidual becomes more knowledgeable of the distin

guishing characteristics of occupations and people. 

(Mi ddle school to junior hi gh: 7-10) • 

2.6.1.2.3 Decision-Making. Individuals apply information about jobs 

and about self and crystallise tentative choices. Decision-making is 

viewed as a continuum of choices, involving choice of subjects, part

time work, etc., that wi 11 ultimately define the career. Activity of 

separating self from others leads indi vi duals to look speci fically at 

their 010 personalities. The process of differentiation among occu

pations permi ts more accurate compari son of self to work. These two 

processes are the basis for tentati ve choices. Detailed information is 

vi tally important. (Decision stage overlaps and provides the transi tion 

between the exploration and preparati on periods). 

2.6.1.2.4 Preparation. Indi vi duals act on previous plans. Ski lIs, 

knowledge and attitudes are developed until en try level for choice is 

reached. Emplo}'lllent or further preparation is decided upon. Involves 

ski lls of job-seeking, job entry and job maintenance (realistic work 

goals, positive work-role identification, finding and applying for jobs, 

interviewing, IoOrk adjustment skills). 

Stages are not discrete each one shades into the next. Recycling is 

possi ble. 

(Isaacson 1977, P.17-18, 424-426; Strebalus 1982, P.1Q7-186). 

2.6.1.3 Current status of American c¥eer education. Career 

education has developed as a response to the fact that students do 

not iet the help they need or want in exploring themselves and careers 
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and that the help they do get may be based on outmoded matching models 

of vocational guidance that do not do justice to the development of 

the individual, the changed nature of work, the lifelong process of 

Career development and the psychosocial implications of Careers work. 

(H ansen 1972). 

A wealth of resources are available. Many of these have been field

tested. Constant emphasis is placed on appropriate selection, organi

sation, sequencing of such resources to meet specific objectives. 

Some of them include I 

* Methods of classi fying and deli vering career in

formation including computer based systems, e.g. 

System of Interacti ve Guidance and Information 

(SIGI) Katz 1973. 

Curriculum packages such as : 

Life Career Game Simulations (Boocock 1968) 

Job Experience Kits (Kru:nboltz 19(9) 

Deciding: Programme in deci sion-making 

Vahrenhorst & Gelatt (1972) 

Career Development Curri culum (Laws 1971) 

Further resources are quoted in Hoppock (1974); 

Isaacson( 1977); Strebalus (1982) and Norris 

et al (1982). 

* Methods of assessing career development: 

Self Directed Search (Holland 1974) 

Career Development Inventory (Super 1971) 

Career Maturi ty Inventory (Cri tes 1978) 

Career Decision Scale (Osipow 1980) 

Assessment of Career Development (American 

College Testing Prog. 1974) 

* A comprehensive approach co-ordinating com

munity resources. 

It is for these reasons that the Americans are world leaders in career 

education. 
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2.6.2 Career education in the UK. 

2.6.2.1 Overview. Watts (1981 P.1) reports that the developmental 

concepts propounded by Super and Ginzberg were introduced to Bri tain in 

the late 1960' s. The Vocational Guidance Research Uni t retitled the 

Counselling and Career DevelopmEnt Unit was largely responsible for 

spreading these concepts and for translating them into British terms. 

The importance of translating concepts and practi ces needs emphasi s. 

Hughes (1971) states : 

"It is very doubtful whether many of the valuable 
details froll American textbooks can be used con
structi vely by those working wi thin a different 
cultural context unless the necessary cultural 
translations are made first." (P.210). 

Further evidence that Bri Ush career services were adopting a changed 

approach to their work is the renaming of the Youth Employment Service 

to the Careers Service, with the distinct intention of getting away 

from the idea of a person primari ly concerned wi th helping boys and 

girls to get jobs (Avent 1971 P.13S). The Careers Research and A~ 

visory CEntre (CRAC) and the National Insti tute for Career Education and 

Counselling (NICEC) have been other major contributors to the development 

of careers education and counselling wi thin educational institutions 

(Holdsworth 1982 P.88). 

Britain has a highly developed social support system. This includes a 

nwnber of services the Careers Service, the School Psychological Ser-

vice and the Child Guidance Clinics in addition to other welfare services 

(Hughes 1971). This raises the issue of co-ordination if resources are 

to be harnessed effectively. The point is, that guidance is seen as a 

community endeavour. 

As far as the content of careers work is concerned, Hughes (1972) pro

vides the following list of areas to be covered: 

* Self Assessmen t. 

* Development of the self-concept. 

* Encouragement of a greater awareness and 
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defini tion of a student's 0,,", values. 

* Provision of occupational information. 

* Development of realistic occupational concepts . 

* Development of an occupational self-concept, 

and extra-occupational self-concept. 

* Encouragement of planning for the immedi ate 

period after leaving school, and as far into 

the future as a student is capable and desirous 

of doing. 

* Equipping students with the skills and insights 

to cope wi th and benefi t from the accelerating 

rate of change encountered in all spheres of 

life (P.121). 

2.6.2.2 Components of British career education. More recently, Law 

(1977) has stream-lined the tasks of Career education to include the 

development of : 

2. 6.2.2.1 Opportunity Awareness . Some understanding of the working 

world is fostered. It includes the exploration of the different paths 

which are open or closed to particular individuals for gaining entry to 

those opportuni ties. Opportuni ties include family and communi ty possi

bi li ties as well as occupational and educational ones. 

2.6.2.2.2 Self Awareness. Involves an exploration of actual and poten

tial strengths, limitations, needs and aspirations. It addresses the 

question, "What kind of personali ty is it that I take with me to imple-

ment in the world of opportunities?" 

in Career development is recognised. 

The importance of the self concept 

2.6.2.2.3 Decision-Learning. Assists students to understand how decisions 

are made. This might involve focusing at ten tion on the various pressures, 

expectations and cues which are offered to someone in a decision-making 

situation. It might entail an analysis of decision- making styles and an 

assesSillen t of the si tuation for which they ar e appropri ate . Specific ski 11s 

can be acquired including those of collating information and ordering 

priori ties as well as those of taking account of risks and accepting res-
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possibili ty for outcomes. Decision-learning, therefore integrates what 

students know of their opportunities with what they know about themselves. 

2.6.2.2.4 Transi tion Learning. This facilitates the skills required 

for the changes students are likely to face. One such transi tion is 

from school to work. Skills including communication skills, interper

sonal skills, financial budgetting skills, etc. and information needed to 

cope with new situations can be anticipated and taught. There may of 

course be considerable variations in the types of learning required by 

students according to the si tuations they are likely to face. 

(Law and Watts 1977). 

2.6.2.3 Current status of Bri tish career education. Qui te clearly, 

careers education has proved to be a viable approach to careers work in 

Bri ti sh schools. Tomlinson (1981, P. 5) feels that whi Ie enormous stri des 

have been made in developing effective careers advisory services these 

are inadequately resourced to meet the enormity of the need. Thus, he 

feels, there is a very strong case to be made out for the provision of 

formal careers education and for a regular place for thi s to be found 

in the various curricula. 

Already in 1977, Law and Watts used the components described in the pre

ceding section to assess to what extent careers education concepts had 

been infused into the school curriculum. They described two ways in 

which this can occur: either "bottom up," from less senior staff who 

initiate activities which in time are legitimised or "top down" with the 

initiative cOming from senior staff. Their report also highlights the 

importance of community involvement which they found evident in only one 

of the schools investigated. 

Law (1981 in Gothard 1985, P.1l5) demonstrates the need for an adequate 

perception of the careers education concept by describing some of the 

perceptions that prevent the meaningful implementation of careers educa

tion. Firstly, careers education can be seen as a cosmetic where it is 

not allowed to interfere with the existing curriculum, it may officially 
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be gi. ven prominence but no colllllli tment to use it creatively is evident. 

Secondly, Careers education may be used to v ali date the school's 

success in an attempt to strengthen links wi th employers to increase 

the chances of the school's pupi Is getting jobs. The aim may be to 

increase the prestige of the school rather than to enable pupils to 

find jobs best sui ted to them. Finally, yet another perception of 

careers education, which will not lead to curricular innovation, in

volves seeing careers work as supplemental, where an area for resources 

and interviewing may be provided on the understanding that use will be 

made of them outsi de the time for classes or sport practices. Obser-

vations like these indicate the maturi ty of British career education 

thinking. 

Strong awareness of a need to make career education relevant is also 

evident. Avent (1978) uses the term programme in recognition of the 

fact that Careers education was to be developmental (P.23) and syste

matic. She identifies groups of pupils with special needs including: 

the physically and mentally handicapped, the unmotivated 16-19 year old, 

the university aspirant from a socio-economically disadvantaged back

ground, the child froll an illlllligrant family, the socially deprived young

ster, the less acadeonically able child of ambitious parents, the aca

demically gifted pupil and girls (P.Z<l-Z1). Silver (1981) justifies 

her selection of guidance materials on the basis of relevance to sixth 

formers, she also emphasises that Careers education can be meaningful 

only if pupils have a context in which to place it and against which to 

assess it. Hamblin (1983) stresses as a basic assumption for gui dance 

the fact that it should be adapted to specific needs. He says: 

"Application of unmodified programmes coming from 
outside •••• invite routine and unthinking perfor
mance by tutors and superficial responses from 
students. Measures have to be taken to negotiate 
the content of the programme wi th students and 
stimulate their involvement. 1I (P.l). 

This assumes that students are aware of their needs, an assumption which, 

whi Ie possi bly applying to the 16-19 year olds Hamblin had in mind, can

not safely be applied to the whole school population. Assessment is 
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covered as the first task school guidance personnel are supposed to 

perform (Hughes 1971). British guidance texts do pay sufficient 

attention to the issues surrounding testing and to the development 

of school testing programmes (Hayes 1972; Avent 1978; Holdsworth 

1981; Gothard 1985). The extent to which pupils feel that tests 

address their personal needs is debatable. Holdsworth (1981, P.170) 

cites evidence that interest in tests declined after they had been 

taken, particularly amongst girls. Needs assessment therefore remains 

a problem area, but at least the Bri tish are addressing it. 

Sources of information, examples of programmes and other suggestions 

for the implementation of Careers education are to be found in the 

following references : 

* Hayes ( 1972): offers examples of programmes and 

has a particularly good section on the psycho

social aspects of career information. 

* Jackson (1974): offers suggestions for programmes, 

resources and strategies, work visi ts and experience 

and the needs of special groups. 

* Avent (1978): covers organisation, integration into 

curriculwn and resources, strategies. 

* Silver (1981): gives lists of ti tles sui table for 

covering the components of career education suggested 

by Law and Watts as well as outlining a programme she 

has used wi th fourth and fi fth year pupi Is. 

* Hamblin (1983): presents a well researched approach to 

gui dance including work where the focus is on the 

transi tion to work and the change in roles thi s wi 11 

entai 1. 
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* Gothard (1985) I contains a current cogent over

view of rationale, research, resources and other 

issues in career education. 

British materials are of high quality, varied and have a clear rationale. 

The extent to which they are effective, particularly in other countries 

outside the support services associated with them, needs to be demon

strated. 

An aspect of career education which has 

is that of work experience (Watts 1983; 

received significant attention 

Gothard 1985). There have been 

legal difficulties, opposition from trade unions and other difficulties 

in obtaining co-operation, particularly in recessionary times. Work 

experience is a potentially valuable means of information gathering, 

role identification and reality testing. It also increases pupils' 

understanding of society and prepares them for the transi tion to adult 

roles. 

A final, very important feature of careers education in Britain is 

its close relationship wi th economic condi tions. Watts (1986) provides 

some sobering observations on how career education has been affected by 

the economic recession. Poli tical and economi c reali ties have influenced 

both the content of careers education and broader curriculum trends. 

The shortage of employment opportunities has led to the content being 

more concerned wi th employabi li ty ski lIs - job finding, self presen-

tation, etc., than with opportuni ties and decision learning. Increased 

attention is given to exploring ways of coping with unemployment, inclu~ 

ing continued education and self employment. Career education having 

enjoyed a period of special support, is now being integrated witb other 

curricular activities such as moral education. There is an increasing 

ski lIs focus, particularly On life ski lIs. In short, school-industry 

links have been strengthened more for poli tical and economic reasons than 

for personal development. Under such condi tions, it is easy for pupils 

to be subtly directed into areas of need. There have been concomi tan t 

pressures on the Careers Service to attach higher priori ty to employer's 
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needs as opposed to pupils' needs. Some Careers Services have come to 

be seen as recrui ting offices for Youth Training Schemes which currently 

cater for approxill1ately 10% of unemployed young people. The net result 

of these pressures has been that the credibility of careers education 

has been damaged. There has been a split between , what Watts (1986) has 

called the work elements of career education and the personal elements. 

One might question whether this is inevi table. Watts (1986) realistically, 

if a little cynically,feels I 

"the contraction of the job market has meant that the 
noti on of indi vi dual developmen t has not been strong 
or vi able enough to hold them together." (P.172). 

The British experience shows that even when the concept of career education 

is clearly grasped and vigorously applied, deterioration is possible owing 

to economic factors. This shows the need for ongoing assessment and 

adjustment to changing condi tions. The Bri tish brand of career education 

appears to be more pragmatic, less idealistic than its American equi valent. 

Hopefully, despite pressures, it will prove to be a resilient and respected 

part of British education. 

2.6.3 

2.6.3.1 

Career education in the R.S.A. 

Overview. Careers work is being done both outside and inside 

the schools. 

Outside the control of education departments are organisations such as the 

National Insti tute for Personnel Research (NIPR), the Department of Man

power, student advi sory services at uni versi ti es and technikons and in

dependent, non-profi t making bodies such as the Career Information Centre 

(CIC) in Durban wi th simi lar, affiliated centres in other major ci ties 

(CRIC) Cape Town, (COREe) Port Elizabeth, etc. While the last mentioned 

organisations (modelled on the Bri ti sh CRAC) run workshops aimed at de

veloping career related skills, the other services usually operate on a 

once-off basis, using tests and individual counselling to enable sound 

occupational choices to be made. This is certainly the approach of the 

NIPR (Visser 1977, Toerien 1984) which was started in the 1950's because 

vocational counselling was not available at the time in either schools or 
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universities (Visser 1977). One can therefore understand why the focus 

fell on a short term choi ce, with testing, informing and advising, re

lieving the uncertainty of school leavers. The term vocational guidance 

accurately describes this approach. 

It is not surprising to find that the terminology and the approach have 

been carried over to the schools. What is noteworthy is the fact that 

while there are signs of changing terminology, there is less evidence of 

a changed approach to Careers work. 

The validity of this contention needs to be assessed in relation to current 

educational policy and practice which is presented diagramatically in 

Fig. 2-1. It has been accurately observed that the overall structure of 

educational policymaking is a complex one which involves a large number 

of advi $Ory bodies, all of which have interests to serve and which can 

influence the system in a certain way (Beard et al 1981). 
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FIGURE 2-1 

EDUCATION POLICY-MAKING STRUCTURE 

(BASED ON SAIRR 1984 p.651-654j AFTER BEARD 1981 P.?) 
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Education in South Africa is subject principally to the provisions of 

the following acts 1 

* the National Educational Policy Act (J9 of 1967), amended (73 of 

1969) and again (92 of 1974) (Beard et al 1981, P. 7); 

* the Republic of South Africa Consti tution Act of 1983 and the 

National Policy for General Education Affai rs Act of 1984 (SAIHR 

1984 P .651) • 

The principles of these acts, particularly when they apply to education 

at school level, have been interpreted in various HSRC reports 

* Committee for Differentiated Education and Guidance (1971). 

* "School Guidance: Principles and Methods." (1978). 

* (De Lange) Work Committee: Guidance (1981b). 

In principle, South African guidance is intended to be an indispensable 

part of differentiated, Christian, national education (HSRC 1971, 1978). 

The concept of differentiation is served by the prescription that guidance 

should be provided according to pupils' abilities, aptitudes and interest 

(no mention of needs) (HSRC 1978). It was extended in the De Lange Com. 

formulation that gui dance must acti vely contri bute towards reali zing the 

potential of pupils (HSRC 1981b, P.l). This still falls short of a state-

ment accepting the responsibili ty to develop potential - a central tenet 

of careers education. 

Proponents of the South African discipline of Pedagogics may argue that 

"becoming" - the synonym for development, is facili tated by the processes 

of moulding and orientation that lead the child to morally independent 

adulthood (Gunter 1974). The rigour of the attempts at phenomenological 

reduction have been questioned (Beyers Nel 1981; Van der Walt 1981, p.S6; 

Sharp 1981, P.l00) and consequently also the discipline's status as a 

science and its validity (Enslin 1981). 

The theological basis for the application of the Christian epithet to 
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nationali SID is being re-assessed in the growing awareness that it has been 

used to legitimise inequality, and socialisation of passive compliance 

wi th the status quo. 

National education implies -a strong social control emphasis (Watts 1980). 

Guidance should be involved in moulding the consciences of pupils accor~ 

ing to the South African hierarchy of values (HSRC 1971). This rather 

vague statement is operationalised to include: not flinChing when required 

to shoulder the responsibility of being a South African, guarding their 

identity, and rendering service born out of gratitude to only one country. 

On an even more practi cal level as far as vocational gui dance is concel'

ned, a posi tive contribution towards meeting the manpower requirements of 

the country is required (HSRC 1978 and 1981b). In particular, great 

concern is sh010lll about meeting high level manpower requirements, often 

referring to Careers in science and teChnology (Van Zyl 1971; Roos 

1984) • 

In practice, departmental guidelines, syllabi and directives, influenced 

by the HSRC reports referred to earlier, encapsulate a further interpre

tation of policy, one which is to inform classroom practice. These re

interpretations seem to involve a process of selecting- what are felt to 

be the salient features of the principle policy statements. So it is 

that the National Education Department (NED) syllabus (1983, P.1) asserts 

the Christian character of education, but omits reference to its national 

tone (compare HSRC 1971 and 78). It also fails to adopt either the term 

career guidance or the time allocation recommended in HSRC (1981b, P.3 

and 16). 

The Department of Education and Training (DE! Circular 2 of 1986) has 

described a new approach to careel'-education. Not only is this the first 

time that a name is given to the careers work undertaken in the department 

(DE! 198~1982), but it also extends the exi sting Std. 5 - 10 gui dance pro

vision to the whole primary school (Sub A - Std. 4) SO that technical moulding 

can achieve its rightful place. This accords with the recommendation that 

attention should be given to technical education and that vocational training 

links should be reinforced (HSRC 1981a). 
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There is thus a certain degree of flexibility in the interpretation of 

policy as departmental officials not only transmit policy but also 

translate it for implementation in schools. Whi Ie the impression should 

not be formed from the illustrations given above that this is an arbi trary 

process - it is mediated, previously through the Provincial administra

tions and now through the Department of Education and Culture (Whi tel 

which may in effect increase the influence of Transvaal Education De

partment (TED) poli cy on whi te education generally - nei ther should the 

potential influence of this translating role of the inspectorate on the 

infusion of new concepts and approaches into the system be underestimated. 

Common to the current syllabi of the Cape Education Department (CEO 1981), 

the DET (1980-1982) and the TED (1986) is the making of a SOCially 

acceptable (CED P.1) correct (DET Std. 10 P.9) sensible (TED 1986 P.1) 

career choice. There is a corresponding emphasis on self assessment, 

occupational information and teaching deci sion making so that incorrect 

decisions can be avoided. 

There is clear evidence that most careers oork is done on a choice rather 

than a development rationale. This may be conducive to the social control 

function of guidance or it may reflect the current level of conceptualising 

career work. 

Credi t is given to Niels Lindhard for introducing the concept of careers 

education to South Africa as early as 1975 (HSRC 1981b, P.17; Lindhard et 

al 1985, P.22). Al though superfici al reference is made to the approaches 

to career education in the USA and in the UK (Lindhard et al 1985, P. 20-21), 

American career education is rather summari ly dismissed on the grounds 

that it" educates not for li fe but lIlerely for a li ving" (P. 21) and whi Ie 

it is perceived that British careers education embodies a new approach to 

careers oork, the incentive to evaluate his own approach is not exploited. 

Lindhard's conceptuali sation of careers education does not embody a new 

approach: he is content to accept that Career education is merely a 

systematised form of vocational guidance (Lindhard 1983, P.180; Career 

Education Project Worksheet P.3). His definitions are loose and rather 
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ambi valent. The emphasis never gets away from making a career choice. 

Al though it is conceded that thi sis the culmination of a process, thi s 

is seen to be essenti ally a matching one, of matching his nature with 

the nature of work (lindhard 1985, P.23). That these may be irreconcilable 

is not addressed, nor are the possi ble tensions contained in the following 

formulation : 

"Gui dance means teaching reali ty to the young and 
helping them to grow, helping the pupils to under
stand themselves, providing them with coping skills, 
and letting them learn how to make decisions wi sely 
so that they can lead full and meaningful lives and 
become responsible ci ti zens." (Career Education 
Project, Worksheet for Session 1, P.1). 

Omnibus definitions such as this have the capacity to carry an impressive 

number of people along with them, but they stick to safe, circular routes 

and don't tend to go anywhere. They are certainly not the vehicles likely 

to open the way to new destinations. 

will be before they are stoned. 

The cynical may wonder how long it 

2.6.3.2 Components of South African career guidance. 

Lindhard's programme is quoted in full (1983, P.18(}...181): 

2.6.3.2.1 Self Awareness. This is knowledge of one's nature, personality, 

abili ty and values. Such knowledge is important because a good careers 

choice means matching one's nature wi th the nature of the job. 

2.6.3.2.2 Educational Awareness. Means knOwing and accepting that educa-

tion is the best basis for progress and success. It means knowing what 

education and training is avai lable, what jobs can be held wi th such edu

cation and what entrance qualifications are required to join a course in 

further education or training. 

2.6.3.2.3 Career and Job Awareness. Means knowing about the South African 

economy: Some people work in mining, others in factories and offices, 

others in services such as hospi tals, hotels, shops or with the police, 

army, rai lways or other government servi ces. It also means knowing some-
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thing about indi vidual jobs. What does a salesman do? Or a radio announcer, 

a lawyer, a land surveyor, a storeman, a coal miner, a computer programmer, 

etc.? Career and job awareness also includes knowledge of the entrance 

requirements for a job and the knowledge skills and experience to be 

accepted for a parti cul ar job. 

2.6.3.2.4 Decision-making Skills. Having mastered the first three parts 

of the programme, pupils may still be unable to make a decision because 

they do not know how to. Includes aim, information solutions, decisions. 

2.6.3.2.5 Employability Awareness. Moving from school to the first job 

is a difficult transition. It means learning about a whole new way of 

life. It includes information On how to find a job, keep it and how to 

get promoted. 

Current status of South African career education. It has been 

argued that career education has not been clearly conceived in this 

country and that the implications of the approach have not been grasped. 

This might in part be due to the fact that official policy rather than 

accepted theory provides the rationale for guidance work. Recommendations 

for reform (HSRC 1981) have proposed changes to the structure far more 

than to the curriculum of guidance provi sions. Watts (1980, P.8) finds 

the prescription of a formal syllabus a hindrance to guidance being res-

ponsi ve to the needs of pupi Is. The an om ali e of a sy llabus wi thout 

materials has often been met wi th one of three responses. One, might be 

for guidance to be disregarded by teachers and pupils as a waste of time. 

The second is the adoption of a sui table text-book as the basis for guid

ance. Such texts often adopt a simplistic approach and will not meet 

pupil needs. The assumption is that the aim of careers work is a choice 

and this is approached unproblematically - a question of collecting infol'

mation and supplying the skills of deCision-making. Some books may be 

helpful. Brooks (1982) is a recent, thorough text with a useful descrip-

tion of the South African economy. Although reservations have been ex-

pressed about Lindhard's theoretical soundness, his books are professionally 

presented, valuable resources. Despite the prOmising titles of Guidance 

for the 80's (Venter et al 1982 - 5; 1985 - 6) and Active Guidance (Engel-
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brecht et al 1982) there is no evi dence that they are wri tten wi th the 

needs of the black pupils for whom they are intended in mind. No 

mention of the improvements heralded by the Riekart Report and the Wiehahn 

Commissions or the current manpower si tuation as reflected in publications 

such as the SAIRR (1984, P.248-253) are given. Fuller analysis of text

books and the myths they propagate has been done by du Preez (in SAIRR 

1984, p.655). Amongst the myths she identified were: Legitimate au tho

ri ties should not be questioned, blacks were inferior. South Africa was 

an agricultural country, etc. The assumption that career education can be 

taught from a text book begs scrutiny. A final way to supply con ten t to 

guidance is to define aims and then to consult workers in the field to 01>-

tain lesson material. The validi ty of this approach is determined by its 

initial statement of aims and risks losing the benefit of good material 

when it is haphazardly applied in different si tuations. Despi te the 

possi hi li ty of degenerating into an incidental 

by the NED (1984) may represent genuine career 

approach, this method adopted 

education. If it can demon-

strate the development of age and situation appropriate career skills through 

relevant curricular acti vi ty, then career education might at last have 

arri ved in South Africa. 

2.7 Concluding comments. 

Tunmer (1981) concludes his discussion on the curriculum in the 80 's by 

questioning not only whether our curricula and syllabi are too cluttered and 

our methods and materi als too limi ted, but also whether thi s reflects an 

inadequate view of knowledge. The questions relate to the adequacy of 

the curriculum model South Africa has developed and therefore are relevant 

to the present study which is attempting to evaluate a particular curricular 

area viz. guidance. Implicit in Tunmer's paper is an affirmative answer 

to the first of his questions. The recommendations underlying curriculum, 

syllabus and methodological decisions are questionable. As far as guidance 

is concerned, the applicabi li ty of the recommendations to systems other 

than white education is questioned. So is the fact that t he HSRC (1971) 

report takes for granted that tbere is only one model for education: a 

product oriented one in which the teacher is no more than a transmitter of 

knowledge and information. Equally, the report (HSRC 1971) presents only 

one purpose of schools - the forming or moulding of pupi Is, without conceding 
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that it is con tradictory to be moulded into responsi bi Ii ty, i. e. moral 

autonomy. 

To the question whether an, inadequate curriculum reflec ts an inadequate 

view of knowledge, Sarup (1978) would deci dedly aver that it does. 

He describes three models of social science: the positivist, the inter-

pretive or phenomenological and the marxist. Each of these contains a 

view of knowledge which has important implications for education. 

The positivist view assumes that reality exists unproblematically, knowledge 

is objectified, viewed as if it existed in an unsituated, context;..free 

manner. This enables thinkers like Hirst to hold absolute conceptions 

about the forms of knowledge, ignoring the fact that knowledge is a 

selection and organisation of the knowledge available at a certain time 

which involves conscious and tnlconscious choices. What is regarded as 

logical or valid is based on models which are simply sets of shared meanings 

which have come to be taken for granted. When teachers take these sets of 

meanings for granted, they may regard anyone who does not comply with ,them 

as deviant. By accepting what it is to be educated as unproblematic, the 

existing poli tical order is legi timised. The curriculum contains ths 

dominant group's ideas of the educated man and creates a hierarchy between 

those who possess knowledge and those who don't. Scientific knowledge is 

stressed and is applied to increasing areas of life which are viewed as 

technical problems requiring solution by experts. Other features of this 

view of knowledge are that external to, and separate from, the knower, 

knowledge needs to be mastered and learned; this can lead to an emphasis 

on knowledge at the expense of man. Detached and therefore neutral, 

knowledge can serve a system. Positivism permi ts rationali ty to be mani-

pulati ve, to be concerned wi th prediction and control. 

education, it involves no more than social engineering. 

Positivism leads to reification which is defined as 

When appli ed to 

"that historical and poli tical process wherein the 
products of human practice, the objectified expres
sions of man I s interaction wi th other men and nature, 
become alienated from the actual producers and thus 
appear in consciousness as independent and autonomous 
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things." (Sarup 1978, P. 94) • 

Assuming that a conventional structure is the only one or an absolute 

one Le. that there is only one way of approaching guidance has important 

implications. 

The phenomenological view of knowledge stresses the concept of inten-

ti on ali ty which holds that man participates in making meaning of the 

known thing. Mental activities are always directed towards some" object. 

Knowing involves mental ordering. Truth and objecti vi ty are human pro

ducts; knowledge is inextricably linked to methods of coming to know. 

The application of this view of knowledge involves the recognition that 

views and categories of experience must not be imposed on the phenomena 

studied; the knower must take the role of the actor-subject, see the 

world from his point of view. It is also recognized that knowledge is 

related to a cultural or situational context and that meanings must be 

interpreted within context. Phenomenologists have been criticised for 

being SO preoccupied with the problem of meaning that they neglect the 

material world. In short they are too idealistic, disregarding aspects 

of the material world, which, though socially produced, cannot be thought 

away. Socioeconomic deprivation is an example of this. Phenomenological 

knowledge functions well under ideal circumstances. It can also Unmask 

assumptions because it stresses that meaning is constructed rather than 

given; because it is essentially a mental activity, it cannot change the 

situation. In other words, while it can reveal where reification has 

occurred, it cannot de-reify the situation. 

To achieve de-rei fi cati on , to overcome alienation and to create a more 

fully human society, a third view of knowledge is required. This view 

emphasises praxis: the uni ty of theory and practice. Such a uni ty can 

only be found in a soci al context. The resolution of theoretical contra-

dictions is possible only through practical means. Knowledge must not 

merely be directed to comprehending reali ty, but rather to changing it . 

Supra (1978) argues that a marxi sm can benefi t from the phenomenological 

view of knowledge to detect reification. Praxis will be restored through 

cri tical thought being validated by revolutionary action. 
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The question is, are there al ternati ve means of achieving praxi s and de

reification , and more specifically, does careers education present such an 

al ternati ve? 

There are many indications of reification in South African education and 

guidance in particular. Is labour viewed as a commodi ty which can be 

used to meet manpower needs? To what extent are individuals being exploited 

rather than developed through the present career guidance system? To what 

extent is reification seen in technical terms requiring the application of 

technology and expertise for restoration as opposed to the deployment of 

human resources as a solution? Does Pedagogics as embracing a supposedly 

phenomenological view of knowledge, reveal rei fication? Does the present 

curriculum foster reification or de-reification? 

American career education possi bly embodi es the phenomenological view em-

phasising intentionality and choice. Career education may not always be 

implemented under such ideal condi tions. 

British career education demonstrates the power of the social context. In 

the light of the increasing difficulty wi th maintaining the ideals of career 

educati<n, it might be asked whether an extreme social influence cannot 

also lead to reification. 

Can Career education prove to be a viable means of restoring praxis to a 

reified South African curriculum? 
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CHAPTER T H R E E. 

SOME EDUCATIONALLY RELEVANT 

CAREER DEVELOPMENT THEORIES 

"The vocational counselor/practitioner who operates 
without a knowledge of accrued theory (whatever its 
level of explanatory power) and who operates without 
constructing mcrc-theories that guide practice in 
speci fi c cases has li ttle more to offer the cli en t, 
or society as a whole, than the local palm reader." 

(Lenore Harmon in Walsh e t al 1983, P. 39). 

Introductory comments. 

"A thorough understanding of career development theory and research" is 

the first competency for faci li tating career guidance mentioned in the 

AVA/NVGA (1974) joint posi tion paper (Tolbert 1980 P.410). This state-

ment is balanced by the observation by Zaccaria (1970 P.3) that a major 

shortcoming in the training of guidance practi tione rs is that theories 

have been 'studied apart from their applications in work settings, and con

sequent ones by Herr and Hansen (in Gysbers 1973) that guidance practi c es 

in schools have not matched theoretical developments. 

The state of theories of career development has been questioned by Herr 

( 1970), Zaccaria ( 1970) , 

(1983) and Osipow ( 1983) 

Isaacson (1977), Tolbert (1980), Harmon and Farmer 

among others. The shortcomings include : 

* fragmentedness. Only a part of the developmental process is accounted 

for; 

* lack of empirical support. Research that has been done often reflects 

data from middle class, male, student populations; 

* lack of applicabi li ty. 

Osipow (1983) has poin ted out the dangers of working wi thout any theory. 

Theories, even inadequate ones, do provide some basis for action and for 
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integrating research findings into an organized body of knowledge (Isaac

son 1977, Osipow 1983). They make for systematic progress and provide a 

rationale for practice (Tolbert 1980). 

3.2 Classi fication and Selecti on of Theori es. 

Various classi fications of theories or approaches to career development 

have been proposed. (Zaccari a 1970, Isaacson 1977, Weinrach 1979 , Tol

bert 1980, Super 1981 and Osipow 1983). 

Recogni tion of the fact that such ar ran gem en ts are arbi trary and the 

fact that the various models do not exi st independently of one another is 

clearly expressed (Osipow 1983 P.l1). It therefore seems lOgical to 

conclude that any classification system reflects the perceived needs or 

interests of its author. 

In the light of Zaccaria's (1970) earlier comment, it was decided to 

select and attend to only those theories which 'have a potential bearing on 

career education practi ces in schools. In terms of the recent trends in 

career education discussed in Chapter 2, it seemed logical to work wi thin 

a developmental paradigm. Herr (1970) provides an early, yet helpful 

description of such theori es. 

II ••• recent theories of vocational development view 
vocational behaviour as a continuing and fluid process 
of growth and learning. And, they attach consi derable 
importance to the individual's self-concept( s)! develop
mental experiences, and s ch~social environment as 
major determinants of thi s process." P.10 Emphasi s mine). 

These considerations support some of the standard distinctions made among 

theoretical approaches and cut across others. Clearly, what Weinrach 

(1979, P . 123) refers to as 'process approaches' and Tolbert (1980, P.35) 

and Super (1981, P. 9 ) as 'development approaches' n eed close attention. 

Theories in thi s group adopt a longi tudin al perspecti ve on career develop

ment and focus on the dynamic aspects of career decision-making. Al though 

Ginzberg et al (1952) are considered to be amon!! the first to speak of 

occupational choice as a process , their theory will not be covered here 
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because it ooes not provide strategies for faci li tating or explaining 

career development, it uses pseudo-concepts and because it has been 

superceded by Super's theory (Watson 1984 P.32). It is likely that 

it has served its purpose (Osipow 1983, P.20S). 

Another group of theories is called occupational choice theories (Zac

caria 1970, P.25) , structuralist theories (Weinrach 1979, F.SS) or 

matching theories (Super 1981, P.8). These theories adopt a cross

sectional, moment-in-time perspecti ve and emphasise the unhistorical, 

immediate, non-dynamic elements in career decision-making (Watson 1984, 

P .16) • They appear to have more relevance to counsellors working 

wi thin a clinical model of diagnosis and prescription than to programme 

evaluators working wi thin an educational model. Only those addressing 

the 'psycho-social environment' as a determinant of the developmental 

process will be dealt wi th in this overview. 

A final theoretical approach which Super (1981) feels Can fit into 

either the development or the matching theories is the decision-making 

approach which seeks to explain how development or matching occur. Only 

some of the decision-making models which are suitable for school popu'la

tions will be discussed. 

It is realized that such a selection of theories is arbitrary. No ooubt 

comprehensi veness suffers. None the less, it is hoped that the overview 

will be representative of different approaches and that links between 

theory and practi ce will be strengthened. 

3.3 Developmental Theories. 

Synthesising the overviews of developmental concepts of Zaccaria (1970), 

Zytowski (1970), Tolbert (1980), Newman (1982), Toeri en (1984) and par

ticularly Watson (1984), key developmental concepts may be summarised as 

follows: 

* Development implies orderly growth and change. 

* For descriptive purposes, individual growth can be divided into 

periods of life stages. This enables comparisons to be made 



between individuals wi thin simi lar st ages. 

* Different developmental tasks are associ ated with the various 

life-stages. These refer to ski lIs to be mastered and/or 

atti tudes to be internalised in order to progress through a 

given stage. 

* The Epigenetic Principle, whereby early stages establish the foun

dation for later stages wi th a weak foundation resulting in in

ferior development, applies to such tasks. 

* Two related concepts are those of critical stages and development 

crises. These refer to the idea that there is an optimal time 

for resolving certain developmental issues. This provides a basis 

for establishing the potentially long-term effects of deprivation . 

At the same time, recognition must be made of indi vidual differences 

of people who develop at '1ttypical rates. 

* Development takes place within a politico-socic-cultural context 

which cannot be ignored. 

* Individual development involves a progressive differentiation and 

in tegration of the person' s self and his perception of the world. 

* Career development is viewed as the implementation of an evolving 

self concept. 

* Career development occurs within the context of several decisions 

and their subsequent outcomes. 

* Career development Can be facilitated by appropriate educational or 

counselling in terven ti ens. 

These principles of development have been in corporated into career 

theories in a variety of ways. In doing so, theories have attempted 

to provide some explanation of the processes underlying development. 

It is these processes and how they can be facilitated in planned class

room based interventions that are the main interests of this study. 

One of the criticisms of developmental approaches is that they have been 

insufficiently applied to practice, where trai t and factor approaches 

tend to dominate (Watson 1984, P.27). 
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3.).1 Super L SelL Theory. 

Watson (1984, P.37-3l) haa provided clear evidence of the considerable 

status and achi evement of Super's theory. He report .. the con .. ensus of 

opinion (Bai ley and Stadt (1973), Zunker (1981) and Osipow (1983» that 

Super's theory of career development is considered the most comprehensive, 

the most empirically validated and offering the most highly advanced con

ceptual model of all developmental theories. He notes that it contains 

the five major element .. of a complete career development theory; 

* a li f .... Ion g developmental process 

* deci sion-making strategi es 

* the impact of social and personal factors 

* roles in one's lifestyle 

* career patterns 

In addition, he cites the opinion of (Borow, 1982) crediting Super's in

terpretation of career development behaviour, as a tim .... extended effort 

to bui ld and implement a self-concept, wi th laying the foundation for 

the' concept of career maturi ty. 

Watson (1984) also presents one of the most succint synopses of Super's 

theory available : 

"According to this approach, the indi vidual's career 
developmen tis one aspect of hi s/her total develop
ment which progresses at a rate determined in part 
by his/her psychological and physiological character-
istics and in part by environmental factors. In-
creasing career maturi ty results from the mastery of 
specific career developmental tasks. This is an 
orderly progression which allows for the prediction 
of career patterns. The four major elements of his 
theory are: career life stages, career maturity, 
translating self-concept into a career self-concept 
and career patterns." (P. 33) • 

Super's theory has been formulated as a series of proposi tions which 

have been revi sed and expanded frequently. 
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TABLE 3:1 

SUPER'S PROPOSITIONS. 

(SUPER & BACHRACH 1957 IN SUPER 1981, P . 26-27) 

Proposi tion 1. 

person ali ties. 

Proposi tion 2. 

People differ in their abilities, interests and 

They are quali fied, by virtue of these charac-

teristics, each for a number of occupations. 

Proposi tion 3. Each of these occupations requires a character-

istic pattern of abilities, interests and personality traits, though with 

tolerances wide enough to allow both some variety of occupations for each 

individual and some variety of individuals in each occupation. 

Propolii tion 4. Vocational preferences and competencies, the 

Iii tuations in which people live and work, and hence their self concepts, 

change wi th time and experi ence (although self concepts are generally 

fairly stable froll late adolescence until late maturi ty), making choice 

and adjustment a continuous process. 

Proposi tion 5. Thi s process may be summed up in a series of life 

stages characterised as those of Growth, Exploration, Establishment, Main

tenance, and Decline, and these stages lIay in turn be subdivided into (a) 

the Fantasy, Tentative, and Realistic phases of the Exploratory stage and 

(b) the Tri al and Stable phases of the Establi shment stage. 

Proposi tion 6. The nature of the career pattern (that is, the 

occupational level attained and the sequence, frequency and duration of 

trial and stable jobs) is determined by the individual's parental socio

economic level, lien tal abi li ty, and personali ty characteri stics and by 

the opportlDli ties to whi ch he is exposed. 

Proposi tion 7. Development through the life stages can be guided, 

partly by facili tatinl/; the process of maturation of abili ties and interests, 

and partly by aidinl/; in reality testing and in the development of the self 

concept. 

Propoliition 8. The process of vocational development is essen-

ti ally that of developinl/; and implemen ting a self concept, it is a co_ 
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promise process in which the self concept is a product of the inter

action of inheri ted apti tudes, neural and endocrine make-up, oppor-

tuni ty to play various roles, and evaluations of the extent to which the 

resulta of role playing meet wi th the approval of superiors and fellows. 

Proposi ti on 9. The process of compromi se between indi vi dual 

and soci al factors, between self concept aid reali ty, is one of role 

playing, whether the role is played in fantasy, in the counselling in

terview, or in real-life activities such as school classes, clubs, 

part-time work, and entry jobs. 

Proposition 10. Work satisfactions and life satisfactions depend 

upon the extent to · which the individual finds adequate outlets for 

his abilities, interests, personality traits, and values; they depend 

upon his establishment in a type of work, a work situation, and a way 

of life in which he can play the kind of role which his growth and 

exploratory experiences have led him to consider congenial and approp

ri ate. 

Proposi tion 11. The degree of sati sfacti on the individual attains 

from his or her work is proportionate to th e degree to which he or she 

has been able to implement self concepts. 

Propoai tion 12. Work and occupation provide a focus for person ali ty 

organi sation for most men and many women, although for some people thi s 

focus is peripheral, incidental, or even non-existent, and other foci 

such as social acti vi ti es and the home are cen tral. 

These revisions have included: 

* the addi tion of two propositions to his original ten (Super and 

Bachrach 1957 in Super 1981). The twelve proposi tions are given as 

Table 3-1. 

* Changing conceptuali sati ons of career as a sequence of posi ti ons 

(1957), as a decision tree portraying deci sion points (1979), (see 

Figure 3-1), and as a career rainbow (1981) showing a variety of roles 

people Can play in a li fe time (Super 1981, P. 27-33) • 
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FIGURE }-1 

MAJOR ROLES IN A HYPOTHETICAL LIFE CAREER. (Super 1981, P.32) 

PClIsionef • / 
/, 

Parcnt • /~~ 
Homemaker F' ·L 
Spouse • , 

/ 

·r '1ft, Citizen ,/1 ',; . , 

.£ : -' / 

~//~//; Worker ' . 
. , 

Lcisurite cd .L, • • . ,/ / , / i / ' . / 

Pupil/student 
/ '. • • • , , h r-<l r-Tl 

Child /, ~ -f1 / '/ / / / 
Age: 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

Lift Stage: Growth E~plor- Establish- Maintenance D"ecline 
atlOn men! 

NB. Variation of breadth orrolc bands shows diITerential involvement 
,wilhin roles at various times, not between roles . 

• Decision point 

* the linking of roles wi. th theatres (home, community, school and 

workplace) within the concepts of life cycles and Career patterns. 

Also the in traduction of the concepts of role conflict, balance and 

extension to explain the results of multi-role careers (Super 1981, 

P.2B-31) • 

* the emphasi s on the 

3-2) through the concept 

Watson 1984, P.36). 

dynamic nature of the life-stages (see Table 

of are-cycling (Super 1974, 1976, 1980 in 

* the introduction of the concepts of floundering and stagnating 

(Watts and Kidd 1977 in Watson 1984, P. 37). 
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TABLE :t2 

SUPER'S CAREER LIFE STAGES. 

( Sources; Super 1957 P.40-41, Tolbert 1980 P.42-44, 
Watson 1984 P.34-))) 

STAGE/Sub-Stage. 

1. GROWTH. 

1.1 Fantasy 

1.2 Interest 

1.3 Capacity 

2. EXPLORATION. 

2.1 Tentative 

2.2 Transi tion 

203 Trial 

3. ESTABLISHMENT. 

3.1 Trial 

AGES. 

0-14 

4-10 

11-12 

1}-14 

15-17 

18-21 

22-24 

25-44 

CHARACTERISTIcs. 

Self-concept develops through 
identi fication with key school 
and fami ly figures. Needs and 
fantasy dominate early stages. 
Interests and abilities becollle 
increasingly illlPortant wi th in
creasing social participation and 
reali ty testing. 

Needs dominate; role-playing in 
fantasy is illlPortant. 

Likes are the lIIajor determ.nan ts 
of goals and activities. 

Abilities are given more weight. 
Job training requirements are Con
sidered. 

The stage is characterised by in
creasing self-exploration, and 
the recognition . and acceptance of 
the need to lIIake career deci si ons 
through career exploration. 

Needs, interests, capacities, 
values and work opportunities are 
considered. Tentative choices are 
made and tried out in fantasy, 
through discussion, and so forth. 

As the individual attempts to illl
plement his/her self-concept through 
a career choice, reality considera
tions are given increasing wei ght. 

A first job is found after having 
considered possible alternatives. 
Attempts at commitment. 

An effort is now lIIade to establish 
a permanent place in the field of 
one's choice. The early stage may 
be characterized by some trial and 
consequen t shi fting. 

There may be some change before 
one's life work is found and commit
ment results, or before it becomes 



3.2 Stabilization 
(Advancemen t) 

4. MAINTENANCE. 

5. DECLINE. 

5.1 Deceleration 

5.2 Reti remm t 
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31-44 

clear that one's life work will 
be a succession of unrelated jobs. 

As the career pattern becomes clear, 
efforts are made to stabi li ze it and 
develop a secure place in the world 
of work. 

45-64 Consoli dation is the main concern. 
Li ttle new ground is broken. There 
is confirmation along established 
lines. 

65 Yrs. As physical and mental powers decline, 
on work activity changes, and eventually 

ceases. New roles must be developed. 

65-70 The pace of work slackens, sometimes 
as early as the maintenance stage, 
usually later at official retirement. 
Part-time jobs may be found to replace 
full-time work. 

71 Yrs. There are great variations from per-
on son to person, but complete cessa

tion of career ultimately comes to 
all. 

* The analysis of the career life stages has been extended by a descrip-

tion of behaviours that promote passage through the stages (Super 1963 in 

Osipow 1983, P .157). These behaviours have been conceived as career develop

ment tasks including: crystallisation (14-18), specification (18-21), imple

mentation (21-24), and stabilisation (25-35). The behaviours involve the 

awareness, use, differentiation and planning of concepts to be used in de

termining actions regarding goals, values, preferences and occupations. 

The degree to which the individual accomplishes the career tasks is a func

tion of the adequacy with which the behaviours appropriate to the develop

mental phase have been performed. 

* Passage through the maxi-cycles of the life-stages as described above, 

involves mini cycles of problem solving denoted by decision points (refer 

Fig. 

they 

3-1) • These decision points can be anticipated for pupils, because 

are age-related and fairly standard within a culture or society. 

This has led Super (1981, P.34) to conceive a cycling and recycling model 

of career decision-making (see Figure 3-2). Such rational, emergent Career 

decision-making, Super says, may be the result of effective career educa

tion in a well-adjusted, well-situated individual. What should be noted in 
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the figure is that the vertical lines are meant to be flexible with the 

lengths varying from one decision cycle to another; this depicting the 

fact that the time interval between steps may vary greatly. 

FIGURE 3-=2 

A DEVELOPMENTAL MODEL OF CAREER DECISION-MAKING 

(Super 1981, P.35) 
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\1odify plan accordingly 

A 
Evaluate execution and ou tcomes 

A 
Pursue tentati ve commitment action plan (Eslablishmenl) 

Pursue exploratory plan 

" Evaluate ex pi ora lOry outcomes 

Select preferred plan and siore alternatives 
/::,. 

Weigh alterna tives 

/::,. 
Identify outcomes and probabilities 

/::,. 
Identify alternatives, stored and new.found 

/::,. 
Evaluate and weigh old-new data 

o 
Seek needed data (Exploration) 

/::,. 
Id ent ify needed data 

/::,. 
Review premises 

/::,. 
Decision question (Growth) 

/::,. 
Career decision-pain! 

o 
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* Decision points involve a variety of personal and situational deter

minants. Personal determinan ts consist of the indi vi dual's genetic con

stitution modified by experiences in the womb, the home and the community. 

Included are the elements of intelligence, specific aptitudes, academic 

achievement, needs, values, interests, attitudes, self awareness and 

si tuaticnal awareness. Si tuational determinants are geographic, historic, 

soci al and economic condi tions wi. thin which the individual functions. 

Included are social structure and economic conditions, socia-economic or

ganisations, employment, cOlllllluni ty, school and family elements. 

3.3.2 Krumboltz et al. I Social Learning Theory. 

The decision to classify this theory as a developmental one ,needs justi

fication. Tolbert (1981, P.85) places it in a cate&ory of its own, Osipow 

(1983, P.143) deals wi th it under trai t-factor theories on the grounds 

that it identifies and explains the personal and environmental events 

that shape decisions about careers made at major choice points in life. 

The authors themselves characteri se their approach as one that I 

" •••• attempt& to encompass a total process •••• It 
explains the developm.ent of career aspirations and 
achievements which are so important in the trai t
factor approach; reinforces the notion that career 
selection ia a developmental process •••• , clarifies 
the role of deci sion-llakin& ..... ; allows for the in
fluence of economic and sociological vari abIes ...... 

(Krumboltz et al. 1975 in Tolbert 1980, P.85). 

The developmental process emphasis illplici t in the orientation above sug

gests that it would not be inappropri ate to deal wi th the theory in thi s 

section. 

Osipow (1983) has no doubt that it is a significant contributor to career 

development theory. He feels that this is due to its explicit objectives 

and means to achieve them, and its integration of environmental and social 

in flue:nces. Limi tations include a lack of empirical validations for the 

central ideas of the theory, a shortage of methods of application and too 

much ecphasi s 00 choices rather than on the adjusti ve process. These 

may, however, be overcome as the theory matures (Osipow 1983, P.150). 
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Osipow (1983) succintly sUllllllarises the theory as follows 

"People bring a set of genetic and socially inheri ted 
attributes to their particular environments. The 
attributes and environments interact to produce self
views which influence the individual's work-related 
behaviours. These behaviours are shaped by and may 
be modified by natural or programmed reinforcements 
or punishments." (P.146). 

Social learning theory is formulated in a description of influences 

on career decision-making, (Table 3-3); a discussion of the outcomes 

of interactions among influences, (Table 3-4), and a set of proposi tions 

explaining I how self-observation generali sations are acquired, how 

decision-making skills are influenced and how entry behaviours may be 

shaped (Table 3-5), (Krumboltz 1979, P.19-49). 

TABLE 3=3 

CATEGORIES OF CAREER DECISION-MAKING INFLUENCES. 

(Krumboltz 1979; Tolbert 1980; Osipow 1983) 

CATEGORY OF INFLUENCE EFFECT 

1. Genetic Endo_ent Race , sex, in telli gence. 

2. Environmental Conditions Job and training opportunities; 
laws; social changes; family 
experiences, etc. 

3. Learning Experi ences 

3.1 Instrumental Indi vi dual acts on en vi ronmen t -
acquires ski lls. 

3.2 Associ ati ve Connections between external 
stimuli are percei ved - generali-
sations, associations formed, 
atti tudes and values influenced. 

4. Task Approach Skills Formed from unexplained interaction 
of previous influences. Involves 
work habi ts, cogni ti ve styles, 
emotional responses, etc. 

The outcomes of the interaction of inheritance, environment learni ng histories 

and task approach skills are considered to be very important (see Fig. 3-4). 
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TABLE 3=4 

INFLUENCE - INTERACTION. 

OUTCOMES 

(KrUlllboltz 1978; Tolbert 1980; Osipow 1983) 

OUTCOME DESCRIPTION 

1. Self Observation These are self views based on life 
Gener ali zati on s experiences. They may take the 

form of expressed interests, which 
are the outcomes of experience 
rather than the reverse. 

2. Task Approach Skills Modifications of the ones mentioned 
earlier. They are characteristic, 
cogni ti ve and affective di sposi tions 
wi th which individual deals with, 
interprets ald predicts the environ-
ment. 

3. Action Outcomes Speci fic, decision-related behaviours 
stemming from previous outcomes. 
They include job applications, regi&-
tering for training, developing spe-
cific ski 11s. 

The set of theoretical proposi tions presented as Table 3=5 serves to 

stimulate research into the validity of social learning theory (Krumboltz 

1979, P.J3). 
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TABLE }-5 

SOCIAL LEARNING : THEORETICAL PROPOSITIONS. 

(Krumboltz 1979; Osipow 1983) 

AREA 

Acqui si ti on of 
Self-Observation 
Generalizations 

Acqui si tion of 
T ask Approach 
Skills Pertinent 
to Career Decis
ion-Making 

PROPOSITION 

1. Posi tive reinforce
ment of acti vi ties 
associated wi th tasks, 
fields of work or occu
pati on swill increase 
the likelihood of an ex
pressed preference for 
them. 

2. Observing a model 
being reinforced for task 
associ ated acti vi ties, 
will increase the expres
sed preference for them. 

3. Expressed preferences 
can also be increased if 
a valued person models or 
advocates engaging in an 
acti vi ty etc. 

4. Even exposure to posi
ti ve words and images can 
increase expressed pre
ferences. 

1. Positive reinforcemEnt 
increases the likelihood 
that cognitive and perfor
mance ski lIs as well as 
the emotional responses 
necessary for career plann
ing, self-observing, goal 
setting and information 
seeking, wi 11 be learned. 

2. Observation of real or 
vicarious models engaging 
ineffective Career approach 
skills can aid the acquisi
tion of these skills. 

COMMENTS 

* Preferences are 
evaluative self
observation genera
lizations. 

* Methods of reinforce
ment vary from direct, 
active reinforcement, 
to observation of re
inforcement of a valued 
model, to reinforcement 
by a valued model to 
exposure to positive 
words associated with 
the acti vi ty. 

* Parallel negative in
fluences are also des
cri bed. 

* Career decision-making 
skills are a subset 
of task approach ski 11s. 

* Various ways of increas
ing the likelihood that 
they will be acquired 
are gi. yen. 

* These have importan t 
implications for career 
environments seeking to 
improve decision-making 
skills. 

* Again, there are also a 
set of negative influen-

3. Access to people and ces. 
other resources wi th the 
necessary information in-
creases the likelihood of 
the acqui sition of rele-
vant task approach 
skills 
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(TABLE 3-5 Contd.) 

AREA PROPOSITION 

Factors influencing 1. If indi vi duals have 
entry behaviours recently expressed pre-
in to training or f erences for a gi ven 
careers course of action , they 

are more likely to take 
actions to pursue it. 

2. Entry actions are 
more likely if there 
has been exposure to 
learning an:! employ-
men t opportuni ti es. 

3. Entry action is en-
hanced if learned skills 
match the educational or 
occupational require-
ments. 

Trai t-Factor or Structural Approaches. 

Holland: Typologr Theory. 

COMlr!ENTS 

* Negative influences 
on entry behaviours 
include: 
perception of the 
cost exceeding 
future gains; limited 
aCCess to the minimum 
resources needed to 
enter that field. 

Watson (1984, p.18) states that Holland's theory is the most influential to 

have emerged from the trai t and factor approach. Osipow (1983, P.1l2) 0 ,01l»

ends', the amOun t of research it has generated. Thi s re.earch has supported 

the existence of his personal orientations and fOWld that the types are 

reasonably stable. Support for the existence of the occupational environ

ments, the predicted characteristics of the types and characteristics that 

di fferen tiate the types, has also been provi ded. The concept of congruence 

has also attracted wide-spread research at ten tion. Weinrach (1979, P.91) 

lists the achi evemen ts of this theory : it has yielded an occupational 

classification system and a self-administered simulated guidance experience; 

it has stimulated interest in the area of bias-free vocational counselling 

and has developed in to a model for the deli very of gui dance servi ces whi ch 

integrate the theory, the classification system and the instrumentation. 

Apart from Super's (1981, P.20-22) potentially damaging attack on the vali

dity of the types, other limitations of Holland's theory include: sample 

rather restricted, possibly sexist bias (not valid for women) and failure to 

explain how personali ty types develop (Weinrach 1979, P.92; Osipow 1983, 
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P.112; Watson 1984, P.21). 

Weinrach (1979) and Super (1981) summarise the theory as follows 

"Holland's theory of vocational choice is based on 
the assumption that vocational interests are one 
aspect of what is commonly known as person ali ty, 
and that the description of an indi vi dual's VOca
tional interests also describes the person's 
person ali ty (Weinrach 1979, P.8S). 

The theory has three organi sing axioms: (1) people 
fall into six personality types, or rather possess 
six traits in varying degrees and combinations 
(RealistiC, Intellectual, Social, Conventional, 
Enterpri sing and Artistic); (2) environments can 
be descri bed in the same terms; and (3) behaviour 
is determined by person-environment interaction. II 

(Super 1981, 1'.19) 

Table }-6 summarises the typology. 
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TABLE }-6 

HOLLAND'S TYPOLOGY . 

(Holland 1973; Weinrach 1979) 

PERSONALITY 
TYPE 

Realistic (R) 

Investigati ve (I) 

Artistic (A) 

Social (S) 

En terpri sing (E) 

Conventional (C) 

DESCRIPTION 

Prefers activities 
involving the systematic 
manipulation of machi
nery, tools and animals 

Tends to be analytical, 
curious, methodical, 
precise 

Expressive, non-conform
ing, original, intro
spective 

Enjoy working wi th and 
helping others, but 
avoid ordered, systema
tic activi ties involving 
tools or machinery 

Enjoy activities that 
entail manipulating 
others to attain orga
nisational goals or 
economi c gain 

Enjoy the systematic 
manipulation of data, 
filing records or re
producing material 

DEFICIT 

Social 
skills 

Leader
ship 
skills 

Clerical 
skills 

Mechanical 
and 
Scientific 
abili ty 

Scientific 
abili ty 

Artistic 
skills 

POSSIBLE JOB 

Truck 
driver 

Biologist 

Decorators 
Musicians 

Bartender 
Counsellor 
Funeral 
Director 

Salesman 
Manager 
Lawyer 

Secretaries 
Ac countants 

The remainder of Holland's theory has consisted of formulations of concepts 

describing the relationships between person ali ty types and environments. 

Some of these key concepts include : 

* A hexagonal model, shown in Figure 3-3, showing the relationslU ps 

between types or environments, in which the distances between types of 

environments are inversely proportional to the theoreti cal relationships 

between them (W einrach 1979, P .88) • 
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FIGURE }=3 

PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEMBLANCES ON HOLLAND'S TYPOLOGY. 
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* One of the main functions of the hexagon is to define the degree of 

consistency present in indi viduals. The closer on the hexagon the types 

that figure in a personality, the more consistent the person is said to 

be (RIC configuration on a Vocational Preference Inventory is more con

sistent than a RES configuration) (Weinrach 1979, p.88). 

* Differentiation: Some persons or environments show a higher resem-

blance to a single type and a lower resemblance to other types; others 

resemble, relatively equally, several types. 

* Congruence. This reflects the extent to which a personality type 
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has been successfully lIatched with his corresponding environllent. 

* Model personal orientation refers to the developllental process 

determined by heredi tary and environllental influences which will later 

determine that individuals seek employment in certain environments 

(Osipow 1983, Watson 1984). 

* Model personal style refers to the congruence resulting frOll 

lIatching self perceptions with perceptions of the career world. . This 

establishes a level hierarchy which leads towards a career within the 

occupational environment that is at a ski 11 level equivalent to a person's 

abili ties and achievements (Osipow 1983, Watson 1984). 

3.4.2 Roe's Personality Theory. 

Osipow (1983, P.34) concludes that Roe's theory has few applications and 

li ttle empirical support. Little 1I0re than the general statellent: that 

indi vi duals are ei ther person- or nonperson-orientated in their interests 

and that this orientation influences career choice, has been supported. 

There are three parts to Roe's theory: The first part, psychoanalytically 

based, explores the expendi ture of psychic energy to lIeet needs. It has 

been related to the degree of 1I0tivation an individual shows towards at-

taining career goals. The level of occupation a person is likely to choose 

is influenced by this need structure. .The second part pertains to the 

relationship between chi Id rearing practi ces and the kinds of needs sati s

fied. Persons brought up in rejecting homes lIay develop intense defensive 

awareness of others; if so, they may have aggressive tendencies which may 

find socially acceptable expression in occupational terms, or they lIay 

reject people, and turn defensively to non-person orientated careers (Roe 

1957). Those froll accepting homes would not be as defensive or as un

certain as the first group. The third part of her theory is an occupa

tional classification which is based on eight fields of work and six levels. 

Table '3r7 shows these two dimensions. This system can be used for assess

ing realism of career choices (Van Niekerk 1975). Regardless of field, 

low-level jobs are more similar to one another, psycholOgically, than high 

level jobs (Roe & Klos 1969 in Osipow 1983, P.19). 
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TABLE 3:7 

CATEGORIES IN ROE'S CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM. 

(Roe 1957, P .107) 

FIELDS LEVELS 

1 Service Prof essi on a1 & Managerial 1 

2 Business Prof essi on al & Managerial 2 

3 Organizations Semi -prof. , small business 

4 TeChnology Skilled 

5 Outdoor Semi-ski lled 

6 Science Unskilled 

7 Gen. Cultural 

B Arts & Entertainment 

1 
Pro. & 
Man. 1 

2 
Pro .• & 
Man 2 

3 
Semi-
Prof. 

4 
Skilled 

Etc. 

TABLE }-B 

SECTION OF ROE'S FIELD BY LEVEL 

OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION 

(Tolbert 19BO, p.64) 

FIELDS 

1 2 3 
Service Business Organizations 

Social Director Cabinet 
Scientist Member 

Social Pers. Hotel 
Worker Man. Man. 

Nurse Insurance Pri vate 
Salesman Secretary 

Cook Auctioneer Stenographer 

4 
Technology 

Design 
Sci en tist 

Engineer 

Pilot 

Dressmaker 

Etc. 
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3.5 Si tuational or Social Systems Theories. 

Watson (1984, P.22) notes that theoretical approaches which focus on 

socio-economic status, the social environment or the socialisation 

process itself, have received increasing emphasis in career literature. 

Osipow (1983, P.225) states that they are based on the premise that 

elements outside the individual's control exert a major influence on 

the course of life, including educational and career decisions. These 

factors include: environment, cultural expectations, social class, 

socioeconomic status, education, race, sex and family belief systems 

(Watson opp ci t.). The concept of 'happenstance', referring to un

planned events which exert distinct influences on behaviour, emphasises 

unstable and unpredictable external factors which have to be incorporated 

into an adequate theoretical model (Loc. cit.). 

While impersonal and chance social factors represent one set of factors 

on career (and other) development, the organization of society itself 

represents another, more systematic social aspect which influences in

dividual career behaviour in a way that is not under individual control 

(Osipow 1983, P.226). Overs (1964) suggests that careers work may be 

operating on a very shallow theoretical base in respect to the institutional 

arrangements of society in the world of work. He proposes a set of labour 

economic proposi tions to be scrutinised against those of Career counsell

ing to strengthen the theoretical base of career counselling. 

Career education, Watson (1984, P.24) points out, is based on the assump

tion that a particular environment can influence an individual's Career 

development. 

3.5.1 Roberts: Opportunity-structure Theory. 

Super (1981, P.13) notes that Roberts is the principal Bri tish exponent of 

a social-structural theory. Although American work has been done bY , among 

others, Sewell and Hauser (1975) on the effects of social status on educa

tion, Super (opp. cit.) feels that American society is stratified according 

to social statuses rather than social class. Such statuses are plural. 

This may account for American society being more open than Bri tish society 



is, and hence, the fact that opportunity structures should attract more 

Bri tish attention. Gothard (1985, p.64) concedes that Roberts has made 

a persuasive case for this perspective, but that more empirical evidence 

is needed to support it. 

The starting point for his theory is that occupational choice is frequently 

not the determinant of career behaviour (Roberts 1968, P.147). He cites 

three types of evidence to support this position 

* Most of the occupational mobility that takes place in the adolescent 

labour force is not anticipated in their ambi tions. 

* It is careers that determine ambi tions, not vice versa, as can be 

seen from the fact that while many school leavers fail to enter their 

chosen jobs, few are di s ... tisfied wi th the employment they do obtain. 

* School Ie avers , ambitions do not represent their true career-aspir .. tions. 

They rarely entertain ambi tions for jobs falling beyond their educational 

attainments. 

In the light of this, Roberts proposes an alternative theory (Roberts 1968; 

Gothard 1985). 

* Neither school leavers or adults typically choose their jobs in a 

meaningful sense. they take what's available. Job preferences are not 

determined by individual taste, but by a system of stratification. 

* The Career opportunities open to any school leaver are structured by 

a number of factors, the most important of which is that the individual's 

educational a ttainmen ts and hi s scope of occupational choice are limi ted. 

* School leavers stand in varying degrees of soci al proximi ty to di ffer

en t types of occupations. These have nothing to do wi th the ambi ti OIls of 

the indi vi duals concerned. They are inherent in the structure of the edu

cational insti tutions that the young people are leaving and the occupational 

insti tutions they are entering. 
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* Once young people have entered their first jobs, the different 

opportunity structures opened up by the nature of their early occupations 

can largely account for the subsequent development of their careers. 

Thus, Roberts maintains that for all indi viduals, regardless of their 

qualifications, the social structure determines their eventual Career. 

Roberts decries career development activities because this encourages 

them to have unrealistic ambitions and leaves them less adaptable when 

faced with the constraints of job aVailability. Careers work for him 

should concentrate upon practical employment problems (Gothard 1985, 

P.135) • 

Daws (1977) counters this by maintaining that there is more occupational 

and social mobility than Roberts admits and that socially imposed barriers 

may be overcome, to some extent, by indi vi dual s who have a full awareness 

of choice and opportunity. Career education can help pupils to be less 

vulnerable to societal pressures (Gothard 1985, P.I)6). Roberts (1981, 

P.2B1) still maintains that he has seen no evidence requiring a retraction. 

Law (1981) proposes an extension to existing classifications of career 

theoriesl In addition to theories emphasizing differential (structural) or 

developmental aspects of career development and those offering psychological 

or sociological explanations for the processes involved, theories may also 

be classified according to the dimension of autonomy. Thi s paves the way 

for reconciling the internal and the external influences on Career behaviour. 

The concept of inner-directed versus outer-di rected people (locus of COn

trol), the notion of a repertoire of responses and of decisions made in

dependently of ei ther the immedi ate si tuation, or the more di stant cues set 

up in the distant past, and the idea of autonomy as an acquired character

istic of development, all have a potentially important contribut ion to our 

understanding of career behaviour. 

absolute. 

Roberts' extreme position need not be 

3.6 Career Deci si on-making Theori es. 

Decision-llaking is perhaps the key element in career development (Tolbert 

1980, P.213). This view is reinforced by Smith (1982, P. 12) who concludes 
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from his review of the literature that deci si on-making models were a 

major force in providing career guidance with both a theoretical basis 

and a structured model within which Career progress could be processed. 

Super (1981, P. 34) observes that revi ved interest in problem-solving 

theory and the application of thi s in rational models of career deci sion

makina has characterised the career education movement, particularly in 

the U.K. 

While developmental theori sts are cri tical of the emphasis laid on mo

men t-in-time occupational choices by the structural theorists, it has 

been pointed out that Career development consists of a series of choices 

made by an individual over a period of time (Zaccaria 1970). Smith 

(1982) quotes Tiedemann as follows I 

"Career development is self development viewed in 
relation to choice, entry and progress in educa
tional and vocational pursui ts." (P.1S). 

Jepson and Dilley (1974 p.189) describe the conceptual framework of de

cision-makina to include. a decision-maker, a decision si tuation and . 

decision information. 

This framework will be used to structure this general discussion. 

Theories which attempt to reconcile all the decision-making components 

are process theories. These in tum can be subdivided into prescriptive 

and descripti ve models on the basis of whether the models describe what 

should occur and thus how people can make better decisions, or whether 

they represent the way people normally make decisions (Jepson & Dilley 

1974, P.190). Smith (1982, P.13) cites the opinion of Horan (1979) that 

despi te considerable research, it is impossible to state categorically 

how decisions are made. Super (1981, P.49) notes that before good pres

criptions are likely, good descriptions must be available . He urges far 

more longitudinal or overlapping cross-sectional studies to be done. The 

leading prescripti ve theori sts have produced gui dance materi als based on 

their models. (Super 1981, P.46). 
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Apart from their global impact, theories have been analysed in terms of 

the types of decisions they explore. Four types have been identi fied: 

1. Long-range decisions guided by considerable knowledge 

and understanding; 

2. Long-range decisions guided by li ttle knowledge; 

3. Short-r ange deci sions gui ded by minimal knowledge; 

4. Short-range decisions based on considerable infor

mation and high understanding. 

(J epsen & Dilley 1974, P .200). 

Type 1 are rare; they involve computer based systems which perm t proba

bi li ty statements to be made. 

Type 2 are likely to apply to more general goals than to decisions. 

Type 3 are described by Ti edemann et al. (1963) and Hi 1 ton ( 1962), both 

of whom treat specific, minor decisions as links in a decision sequence 

consti tu ting a career. 

Type 4 decisions are most common and are dealt with by Gelatt, Katz and 

Vroom (Super 1981, P.47). 

The question of the making of types of 

types of decision_akers (Jepsen 1974; 

deci si ons led to the di scovery of 

Arroba 1977 in Super op ci t.) • 

Arroba (1977 loco cit.) has identified three basic groups of decision 

styles: oompli ance, a cluster of no-thought, emotional and intuitive 

styles, and logical (deci sive or hesi tant) • An examination of these 

styles in relation to situations revealed the following tendencies: 

* When limited opportuni ty was percei ved, the no-trought style de-

creased and the compli ant style increased. 
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* Believing that one has control did not increase lOgical decision-

makina· 

* However, if the decision was perceived as important, there was a 

clear tendency to use a logical or an intui ti ve decision-making approach. 

(The use of intuition may be due to the fact that information has been 

acquired and weighed for some time, so that at the time of the decision, 

it appears to be made intuitively, but is in fact made logically). 

A very important finding was that individuals are likely to use a number 

of styles rather than belonging to one consistent type. Thi s varied wi th 

individuals and situations. 

Attempts have been made to integrate all the models: process, style, situa

tion into one model (Harpen 1978 in Super 1981, P.48). 

As these attempts are refined conceptually and operationalised empirically, 

understanding of important career behaviour will be enhanced. 

3.7 Career t.laturi ty. 

The term and the concept have been derived mainly from the Career Pattern 

Study (CPS) undertaken by Super et al (1950 - 1975). The study was based 

on the theoretical concepts of career life stages and resulted in Super's 

(1955) conceptualisation of career maturi ty for 9th and 12th grade boys 

and career status at age 25 (NeWlllan 1981, P.23). Cri tes (1965 in West

brook 1983, P.267) reorganized the CPS dimensions of career maturity into 

his own model. 

The term career maturity was used to descri be the coping behaviours necessary 

for dealing wi th career development tasks at my life stage (Super et al 

1957, 1960 in Kidd 1981, P.3:IJ). Since one of the most pressing demands 

of adolescence is the making of career and educational deci sions, career 

maturity Came to be defined i.t.o. the individual's readiness for career 

decision-making as compared with others handling the same tasks (Kidd op. 

ci t.) • 



Super (1955 in Westbrook 1983, p.164) has specified dimensions of career 

maturi ty which were applicable to the adolescent phase. These are pre

sented in Table 3-9. 

TABlE 3-9 

DIMENSIONS AND INDICES OF CAREER MATURITY. 

(Super 1955 in Kidd 1981, Westbrook 1983 and Watson 1984) 

DIMENSION 

1. Orientation to career 
choice. 

2. Infol'll1ation and Planning. 

3. Consistency of Career 
preferences. 

INDEX 

* Concern wi th choice. 
* Use of resources. 

* Specificity of information 
about preference. 

* Specifici ty of planning for 
preferred occupation. 

* Extent of planning acti vi ty. 

* Field consistency. 
* Level consi stency. 
* Consistency with field and 

level. 

4. Crystalli sation of trai ts. * Degree of patterning of 
measured interests. 

* In terest Dla turi ty. 
* Posi ti ve lOJrk attitudes. 
* Realistic appraisal of rewards 

of work. 
* Acceptance of responsi hi li ty 

for choice and planning. 
* Vocational independence. 

5. Wisdom of career preferences. * Agreement between ahili ty, 
inter.ests, activities and 
preference. 

* Socio-economic accessi hi li ty 
of pr eference. 

Kidd (1981, P.339-341) reports that many of the dimensions and indices 

originally hypothesised did not seem to be useful indicators of career 

maturi ty during high school. However, certain variables derived from thi s 

original model have been shown to have had significant though low correla-

tions wi th career success and satisfaction at age 25. These vari abIes 

were : 
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* planfulness i.e. extent of planning; 

* occupational information i.e. use of resources; 

* interest Ilaturi ty; 

* agreement between preferences and abilities 

i.e. career decision-making skills; 

* independence of work experi ence i. e. self reli ance 

in obtaining and performing part-time work. 

In addition, recent analysis of CPS data indicates that while conventional 

variables such as school achievement and parental socia-economic status 

are often superior to career maturity measures, some combinations of the 

two types of measures yield better predictions than ei ther type alone. 

Cri tes ( 1961 - 1965, in Kidd 1981; Newman 1982 and Westbrook 1983) syn the

si sed the en sting definitions of career maturi ty into two independent, 

measurable constructsl 

* the rate of career development referring to the maturi ty of an in-

di vi dual's career behavionr compared to other members of hi s age group; 

* the degree of Career developmen t ref erring to a compari son wi th the 

oldest members of the life-stage to see how far the individual has progressed 

in relation to those who have moved furthest through it. 

These definitions have been criticised for not being independent of each 

other and for not indicating which variables should be included in a career 

maturity model (Westbrook 1983, p.267). 

They may, however, have been the basis for the degree of Career development 

being subdivided into career choice content factors and career choice 

process f actors in Cri tes' lIodel. 

His model (1965) and the Career Maturi ty Inven tory (CMI) which stemmed from 

it (1973; revised 1978), included four dimensions I 

* Consistency of career choices. 
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* Realism of career choices 

* Career choice competencies 

* Career choice attitudes 

(Westbrook 1983, p.267). 

The model is given as Fi gure ~4. It is important to note that the hi ghest 

levels of career behaviour are made up of the relationships between the 

lower-level variables (Kidd 1981, P.345). Only two of the four group 

factors were selected for measurement by the CM! career choice competen

cies and career choice atti tudes since lIeasures of the other variables were 

already avai lable. 

As to the current status of Career maturity, (Super 1983, P.577) claims 

that there is good objective evidence not only to the existence of indivi

dual differences in career maturity, but also to its increase with age and 

its dimensions and components. 

The principal dimensions have been refined to : 

* planfulness and exploration 

* information 

* deci sion-making: 

knowledge and application of decision

making principles and awareness of 

decision-making styles 

* reality orientation. 

realistic self knowledge and situational 

assessments, crystallisation of goals 

and preferences, stabilisation in roles 
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The components of these dimensions have been identified as : 

* autonomys often called locus of control 

* time perspecti vet reflection on past experiences; anticipation 

of the future, vi tal for planning 

* selt-esteem 

* exploration 

In addition to dimensions and components, determinants of Career maturity 

have also been reco&nized. Among these are work salience, and person ali ty 

characteristics. 

Work salience reflects the extent to which work is important to a person. 

Not everyone is work motivated (Kanungo (1982) in Super 1983, P.S58). To 

such people, career maturity must seem irrelevant. 

It has become clear that personality characteristics are basic to Career 

development. These are traits that develop in childhood and are streng

thened or weakened in adolescence. 

The model of career maturi ty, therefore, allows for a comprehensi ve des

cription and assessment of the current stage of career development. This 

forms the basi s of helping people to move on to the next stage. 

Among the limi tations of career maturi ty, Kidd (1981) and Westbrook (1983) 

note the following : 

* There is very little consensus as to the number of Career maturity 

variablesthat can be reli ably measured, the best organization of them, or 

their most appropriate names. 

* There is no evidence that career maturi ty variables have more in Common 

wi th each other than they have with non-career-maturi ty vari abIes. 

* Scales having similar names in different tests may not be measuring the 

same behaviour. 
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* The rationale behind dividing career development knowledge into so 

many differently named parts has been questioned: different scales may 

be measuring the same thing. This challenges conceptualising career 

maturi ty as a multi-dimensional construct. 

* There is evidence that Career maturity may be related to sex (females 

higher), ethnic background (whites higher) and reading level. 

* Some scales are value-laden (GMI-AS and one CD! scale). 

These assume that it is more mature to seek in trinsic rather than ex

trinsic rewards from work. 

* Work salience, the perceived importance of work, is not reflected in 

current measures of career maturity. 

* The relevance of the construct to the career development tasks faced 

by young people outside America has also been questioned (Roberts 1968). 

The~e cri tici sms have led to increased research into the validity of current 

measures of Career maturity. Kidd (1981) goes further: She suggests that, 

for the present, more operational approaches should be adopted in assessing 

the behavioural variables which may be facets of decision-making readiness; 

rather than the global concept, task-specific behaviours should be focu4ed 

on. 

3.8 Relevance to the present study. 

An appropriate rationale for careers education needs to avoid the twin dan

gers of oversimplification and over generalization. Career development is 

a complex process taking a vari ety of possi ble courses for di fferen t groups 

and indi viduals. 

The process approaches have shown what development is and how it takes place; 

the structuralist theories have focussed on important factors in development; 

the situational ones on the parameters wi thin development that takes place 

or which prevent it altogether. The deci sion-making theories show how it 
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is or can be con trolled; whi Ie career maturity presents a conceptual 

framework for assessing it. 

Career education needs to be informed by all these approaches if it is 

to prove effective in accelerating the rate of career development . 
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C HA PTE R F 0 U R. 

EMPIRICAL SUPPORT. 

"On the other hand, the vocational psychologist 
who bui lds theory wi thout a firm base in the 
reality of people's lives a'ldneeds, will at 
best be simply lucky or wrong, and at worst, 
squander resources and influence li ves in a 
negative way. 

(Leonore Harmon; P.);I Walsh et al. 1983). 

4.1 In troductory OOmmen ts. 

The vollEe of research that has a po ten ti al bearing on career development 

is awesome. This reflects the wide range of variables ' being investigated, 

the proliferation of research methods and a multi-disciplinary approach to 

career development, with increasing recogni tion of contributions from oc

cupational sociology and labour economics. The brief review which follows 

can in no way purport to be comprehen si ve; it aims merely to gi ve a rep

resentative selection of studies related to the concepts and variables 

underpinning career behaviour and the programmes meant to promote career 

maturi ty. Even this modest aim wi 11 only be partially achieved; results 

are by aRd large taken at face value. This in effect confers equivalent 

status on support obtained from di fferent methods. 

4.2 Research into career development concepts and factors. 

Harmon et al. (1983) summarise some of the issues being addressed in career 

development research: 

* Whether Career maturi ty is primarily cogni ti ve, both cogni ti ve and 

affecti ve or a more holistic concept encompassing cogni ti ve, affecti ve and 

behavioural aspects. 
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* Whether there are sex differences in career maturity or whether 

these reflect shortcomings in the measures used. 

* To what extent career attainment is a function of personal variables 

and en:vi.ronmental vari ables, which are open to change, or of background 

variables which are not open to change. 

On the basis of a combination of discriminant-function, regression analysis 

and path analysis data from 1009 high school and 1633 university students 

in an American Institute for Research (AIR) study, Card et al (1975 in 

Super 1981, P.41) have identified the following general factors which p0-

tentially influence career decisions: poli tico-socia-economic context; 

scp.ool programme and context; individual background and primary sociali

sation; life experiences or secondary socialisation; individual aptitudes, 

values, interests, aspirations and atti tudes; career information and 

career-related experiences. Their derived principles also include statements 

of relationships between the factors. 

* While specific variables wi thin the above-named categories vary from 

one age or ethnic group to another, the general factors listed above are 

alike. 

* Different Career influences become salient at different career stages. 

* The more intrinsic or free the initial motivation to explore a career 

path, the greater the likelihood of subsequent commitment to it. 

* Experiences have more impact on commi tment than expectations do. 

* The career commi tment process is different with different gender and 

ethnic groups: whi tes being influenced more by intermediate determinants; 

blacks by remote parental and proximate work experience influences . Males 

and females are influenced by sex-role stereotypes. 

Farmer (1985) drawing on social learning theory, achievement motivation theory 

and a socia-cultural perspective, investigated three sets of influences: 
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Background, Personal and Fnvironmental on three career motivation dimen

sions: aspiration, mastery and career commi tment. Her subjects were 1 863, 

9th and 12th grade male and female pupi Is drawn from a random selection of 

inner city, urban and rural schools. Regression and path analyses revealed 

the following results: 

* All the Background variables (sex, social status, school location, 

race, age, verbal abi li ty and maths abi li ty) were signi fican t influences 

on aspiration. Four of these had direct influences. school location, 

race, age and verbal ability. Social status had both a direct and a aediated 

effect. Sex had only a medi ated effect. Two particularly interesting find

ings were that minority pupi Is scored higher than white pupils on aspiration. 

They also scored higher on parental support. They scored lower on verbal 

abi li ty. The other interesting finding was that 

than 12th graders on aspiration. Thi s supports 

9th graders scored 

Super's (1980) CPS 

higher 

finding 

that 12th graders are more realistic in their career choices than are 9th 

graders. For 9th graders , parental support for aspirations was more impor-

tant than teacher support. By 12th grade, this had been reversed: teacher 

support was more important. 

Environment variables (parent support, teacher support, support for women 

working) contributed less than Ihckground but more than Personal variables 

(academic self-esteem ,expressi ve, independent, co-operati ve, competi ti ve, 

effort and abili ty attributes etc.) to aspiration. 

* The direct effects of all three sets of variables accounted uiliquely for 

the results. Four of the six Background vari abIes influenced mastery. 

Only age and race did not. The findings that maths abi li ty, school location 

and social status are influences on mastery while age is not , support the 

view that mastery motivation is established fairly early in a child's life. 

Among the Personal variables, effort and intrinsic values were significant. 

All three Environment variables were significant, direct influences on 

mastery. 

* Career was influenced approximately three times as much by Personal 

factors as by Background and Environment factors combined. Career commitment 

appears to be set fairly early in life, but life mastery and aspiration can be 

influenced by changes in the self and the environment. The importance of 

role priorities (i.e. the amount of time spent in homemaking, work or student 
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roles) and personal values for commi tmen t to ;<)rk was demonstrated. 

These findings suggest that it is possible to increase motivation by 

concen trating efforts to change modifiable environmen t and personal in

fluences. 

Farmer's (1985) study reinforced, extended and systematised the fo llowing 

findings: 

* Healy et al. (1985) examined the relationship of age and academic 

progress to career atti tudes. Path analysis revealed that, as hypothesised, 

career attitudes related positively to age, academic aggregate, occupational 

level and work experi ence, the findings are consi sten t wi th career develop

ment theory but further research to identify the process by which the rela

tionship occurs is necessary. 

* Piper (1985) undertook a ccmparative analysis of career maturity (CM) 

by sex, school standard and curriculum. His results showed no significant 

sex differences in either the 10th or the 12th grades. Significant differ

ences were, however, found according to three curri cula areas: in the 10th 

grade the college preparatory curriculum pupils' GM was significantly higher 

than for pupils in the vocational or general streams which also did not 

differ significantly from each other. By the 12th grade, the vocational 

curriculum pupils' GM was similar to the college preparatory pupils' and both 

were higher than for pupils in the general stream. It is interesting to 

note that 10th to 12th grade CM increases were much greater for the vocational 

and general streaons than for the college prep aratory curriculum pupi Is. 

* Lee (1984) concluded that factors related to predicting aspects of 

career maturi ty may differ for whi te and non-whi te minori ty youth. Parental 

influence md self-concept interacted with ethnici ty in the prediction of 

career choice atti tude scores. It is concluded that parent al infl uence has 

a greater impact on the Career choice attitudes of black and nati ve American 

students than that of white students. Interventions must take these psycho

logical md social variables into account. 

* Super (1984) on the basis of data from 382 high school pupils contends 
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that comni tmen t to work, but not socio-economic status is directly related 

to aI. Sex and socia-economic status exert a mediated influence on CM by 

directly influencing work role salience, or comni tment to work. Work 

role salience is related to career development atti tudes, but not to career 

development informatioo.. Females scored higher than males in cogni ti ve 

measures of career maturity while males scored higher in work role salience 

because females showed a stronger coll1ll1i tment to home and to family than to 

work. 

* Marganoff (1978) using a modified form of the Rosenberg Self Esteell 

Scale (to focus on si tuation al i.e. career self-esteem which was found to 

differ sigpificantly frolll global self esteem when the modified form was 

cOlllpared to the standard form) and the CMI-AS, investigated the relation of 

sex and career (vocational) self-esteem to readiness for career planning.· 

Resul ts showed that females were lIlore ready than males for career planning. 

It was also found that in certain curricular stre<llls (i .e. college prepara

tory and business curricula) significant differences between low and high 

self- esteem were found. No such differences were found for indi viduals in 

the general stream. These results may indicate that career maturity is 

determined by a large number of lIlore restrictive determining states like 

career self- esteem, rather than by fewer broad range determining states 

such as global self-esteem. 

* Putn<lll et al' s (1978) study suggests that females possess sig-

ni ficantly higher atti tude maturi ty scores possibly because they tend 

to be more involved with educational and career planning, than their male 

counterparts are. Stepwise regression analysis suggested that the Tennessee 

Self Concept Scale scores can be useful for predi. cting career maturi ty for 

both sexes. 

* Mintzer's (1976) study supported the view that Career maturi ty is a 

developmental process; that in telligence is a component of it and that 

there are sex differences in thi s process. 

* Shappell (1976) supplied results from a study on 186 randomly s<lllpled 
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9th grade racially mixed males and females frOOl urban and inner ci ty schools 

to support his contention that guidance programmes often ignore both the 

variability of environments and the range of choices available as a con-

di ti on 0 f thi s setting. The study demonstrated significant differences 

in perceptions and orientations to the world of work between inner city 

md suburban pupils. The inner city males and females showed fairly simil ar 

occupational orientations as did the suburbM males and females. This 

research also demonstrated that quanti tative methods can be applied to seek 

out similarities md differences in pupil needs which can be used in planning 

career education courses. 

Watson (1984, P.48-5») reviews extensive research support for the follOwing 

notions: 

* The existence of career stages and age-related behaviour (Cri tes 1974; 

So!'ochty et al. 1979; Ii tley et al. 1976 loco cit.) Furthermore, chrono

logical development through stages CM be interrupted and impaired. Thi s 

makes it imperative to know pupils' career maturity levels and not just their 

ages before determining the types of career developmental tasks they are 

capable of. 

* Career development can be concei ved as the acqui si tion of a set of 

atti tudinal and cogni tive characteristics, (Super et al. 1973 loco ci t.). 

Thi s validates the career maturi ty atti tudinal dimension as a construct of 

adolescent general adjustment. The cogni ti ve dimension of career maturi ty 

is adequately supported by research (Cri tes 1978, Forrest et al. 1974 , Super 

1974, Westbrook et al. 1974; lac. cit.). Career knowledge is an essential 

pre-requisite for mature career behaviour (Grass 1970; Loesch et al. 1978; 

loco cit.). Future success in the labour market is influenced by the amount 

of occupational knowledge an individual has (Borgen et al. 1982; Crites 1971; 

Howell 1978; Jordaan et al. 1979; Super et al. 1973; loco ci t.). Attitudinal 

and cognitive career maturity dimensions appear to be inter-related (Jordaan 

et al. 1979; Pedro 1982; loco ci t.) • 

While much of the work about career development is focused on the atti tudes 

and cognitions of individuals, considerable attention has also been given to 

the external constraints which may delay or impair career development (Lo 
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Casio 1967; Osipow 1975 in Smi th 1983, P .186). External constraints, limi ted 

economic resources and racial discrimination make the concept of life stage 

developmen t a meaningless concept for some raci al groups. Amongst the find

ings summari sed by Smi th (1983) are : 

* 
ing. 

Findings regarding the work attitudes of black Americans were conflict

Whi Ie scme studies found that blacks held negative atti tudes to work, 

others found the opposi te. In some instances, black workers not only held 

more posi ti ve atti tudes to work than did a comparable sample of whi tes, but 

they also viewed work as a more centralising influence in their lives than 

whi tes di d. 

* Race and soci o-economic status are confounded in many studies, making 

it ·difficult to ascertain which was the lIIore important vari able in determin

ing work atti tudes. 

* Studies did not demonstrate clearly the relationship of work attitudes 

to work behaviour . 

Some of these conclusions have been challenged. Smith (op ci t . ) ci tes work 

by Gottlieb (1979) which suggested that alienation may . be related to adjust

ment to limited prospects. There is thus Ii ttle reason to believe that 

alienation is more characteristic of poor and racially discriminated groups 

than of middle class youths. 

Rabinowi tz (1978) agrees that too much research has focused upon race as the 

black chi ld' s most salient characteristic. Her study indi cated th at locus 

of control scores reflected differences in soci al class among black children. 

Locus of control represents an individual's estimate of the probability that 

a certain behaviour wi 11 lead to a certain goal. An internal control expec-

tancy represents an indi vidual's belief th at rein forcemen ts are the result of 

his own behaviour or skills. Conversely, external control is the expectancy 

that reinforcements are controlled by forces such as chance, fate or powerful 

others and, thus, occur independently of one's own actions. One of the find

ings to emerge from the research li ter ature is that indi vi duals who are res

tricted by societal barriers and by limi ted access to opportuni ty are generally 

characterised by an external control expectancy (Rotter 1966; Joe 1971 ; 
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Lefcourt 1966,1972,1976; Phares 1973,1976 in Rabinowitz op. cit.) 

Particularly pertinent is the finding that this tendency may be observed 

in children as young as pre-school age (Stephens et al. 1973; loco ci t.) • 

Thi s study therefore reinforces the finding of Glanz (1977 in Sari th 1983, 

P.200) that there was a significant relationship between black students 

in ternal sense of control and their o~cupational risk taking. 

There is also strong support for the fact that the earnings, lifestyle, 

occup ation and occupation al level of fathers and sons are closely · correlated 

(Hollingshead 1949; Miller et al. 1951; Samson et al. 1952; Porter 1954; 

Beilin 1955; 

Clark 1967; 

Jenson et al. 1955; Krippner 1963; 

Werts 1968; in Osipow 1983, P. 2JJ). 

Gunderson et al. 1965; 

Factors such as these lead Watson (1984) to make the follOwing statement: 

"The dynamics of career developmen t can only be under
stood against the environmental background in which 
the individual is raised and to which he/she is ex
posed." (P.5IJ). 

Watson (1984, P. 44-47) also revi ews the findings of three major long;. tudinal 

studi es of Career development: the Career Pattern Study (CPS) (Super et al. 

1951-1980), the Career Development Study (CDS) (Gribbons & Lohnes 1968) and 

the Project Talent Survey (FTS) (Flanagan et al. 1972). Repeated findings 

include I 

* Intelligence ",d marks are good predictors of eventual careers (CPS 

,.,d PTS) • 

* The majority of pupils are making unrealistic choices (CPS and FTS). 

* Pupils radically modify their career plans within a short time of 

leaving school (CPS; CDS; FTS) • 

The implications of these studies point to the need: to set realistic goals 

for career education programmes (Jordaan (1974) in Watson 1984); to research 

and describe target populations before devising programmes in order that these 

can be oriented towards prOviding lifeskills required for successful career-
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adjustment and progress (Super et al. 1978; Watson 1984). 

Super et al. (1978) report that one of the results of the CPS is that something 

more than half of the position changes (i.e. pupil to student; student to 

job, job to job) ma:le between leaving school and the age of 25, were essen

tially floundering: unplanned, unsystematic and not fully recognized. By 

the age 25, 7:10 had stabi li zed, but 25% were still floundering. Super et al. 

(1978) thus conclude that exploration goes on much longer than usually catered 

for in career education progr<lJllDes formulated wi thout the benefi t of avai lable 

data. 

Super et al. (1978) contend that too often exploration has simply been seen 

in terms of gathering information needed for making decisions, but the actual 

exploration process is neglected. He ci tes the studies by Berlyne ( 1960) 

into the exploratory behaviour of animals and infants which found that ex

ploration is the result of arousal and curiosity. The awareness stage of 

career education should be concerned wi th faci li tating such arousal and 

awareness of a need in pupi Is, only then can awareness in the sense of know

ledge and understanding follow. Too often, career educators have assumed that 

people are ready for awareness in this second sense (Super 1983, P.559) . 

Strebalus (1982, P.107) contributes to our understanding of exploratory be

haviour by ci ting research that supports the fact that sex-stereotyped ideas 

are reinforced by television (Kaniuga et al. 1974) and elementary readers 

(Stefflre 19(9). These lead to occupational distortions. CDS (Gribbons et 

al. 1968 in Strebalus op. cit.) results do, however, point to the increasingly 

realistic self comparisons as a result of increased awareness of abi li ties 

and knowledge of the requirements of different occupations. 

Strebalus et al. (1982) also bemoan the fact that good use is not made of the 

research related to the dissemination of career information. They agree wi th 

Herr and Cramer (1979) that motivation to use career information is based on 

a person 0 s attempt to meet a career related need. Thi s supports the concep-

tion of exploration espoused by Super et al. (1978) above . KrLlllboltz and 

Schroeder ( 1965 in Strebalus 1982, P .147) have suggested verbal reinforcement 

to increase client information seeking responses. Furthermore, they suggest 
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that such rein for cem en t >Ii 11 also increase external career information 

seeking, i.e. the reinforced behaviour >lill generalize. Sankowsky (1973) 

and Johnson et al. (1975), both in Strebalus (1982) and Maul< (1984) have 

provided support for the use of slide-tape programmes in presenting occu

pational information. There is also awareness of the need to personalise 

information: to individualise it to meet unique needs (Hollis et al. 1969 

in Strebalus op . cit.) and this has led to increased interest in computer 

based interacti ve systems. The CPS indications of pupi 1 floundering have 

already been alluded to; they are reinforced by findings from the N ati mal 

Assessment of Educational Progress (in Super et al. 1978, P.346) which show 

that high school students have not explored the world of work adequately, 

lack needed information and typi cally do not know what information to seek 

or row to seek it. 

Nuckols et al. (1974) found that the academic achievement of students did 

not exert an influence on how knowledgeable they were of -occupations. 

Studen ts of all academi c levels had a greater knowledge of low-level than 

high-level occupations. Students of high academic achievement do not there

fore have a sounder base from which to make decisions. Students who had 

formulated future plans had more accurate occupational stereotypes than those 

wi thout pi-ans. In this study, students who had formulated plans did not 

have greater knowledge of the twelve occupations considered. Early plans 

might be formulated because of limited opportunities in the community or 

geographic location. Another reason for the premature formulation of plans 

might be the general expectation that yowg people must determine the occu

pation they wish to follow even if they do not have the necessary information 

wi th whi ch to do so. The- situatim is attenuated for the black youth. 

In particular, it has been found that they lack information regarding job 

availability (Davidson 1980 in Smith 198 3 , P.196 ) . This leads to a depend-

ance on formal networks (employment ~encies,placement offices) because 

the informal connections of parents, friends and neighbours were inadequate 

(Osterman 1978 in Smith op. cit.). Employers, however, use informal con

tacts and closed systems before using placement agencies (Mangum 1978; loco 

cit.). Strebalus et al. (1982, P.156) presents support for the fact that 

job seeking Can be learned effecti vely (McClure 1972; Azrin et al. 1975, 

1979) • They also report considerable empirical documentation on methods 

that are successful in job finding and self presentation (Strebalus et al. 
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1982, P .165-186) • Once again, they bemoan the f act that many courses 

advocate methods that are n ot based on s ystematic r esear ch. Munene 

(1983), however, did not find support for three stereotypes of unemploy able 

young people, viz. unrealistic judgJIlents, poor moti vati on and inadequate 

job seeking s trategi es. 

Unemployment may be associ ated wi th lack of knowledge of preferred job, 

confidence that such a job could be secured easily and p oor educational 

quali fi cation s. 

Decision-1llaking behaviour has proved an elusi ve area of research. Smi th 

(1982, P.13) cites the conclusion of Horan (1979) that despi te the consider

able amount of research conducted into deci si on-making behaviour, it is 

still not possible to state exactly how decisions come to be made. Jepsen 

( 1974 in Super et al. 1978 , P. 347) studi ed fi ve deci si on-making (DM) dimen

si ens: range or frequency of di fferen t st atemen ts of a particular OM con

cept; specificity of time, place and activity; level of influence of the 

concepts; heterogeneity of statemen ts concerning career decision-making, 

and consistency of CDM statements over time. Using a speci all y construc ted 

questionnaire on 116 non-college bOllld )1igh school junior s of blue collar 

parents, Jepsen found that four CDM clusters based on proximi ty and distance 

in time were identified: the imme diat e futu re, the intermediate f uture, 

the long range <nd one cluster involving c urren t behaviour affecting plann-

ing for the intermediate and distant fu ture . On the basis of this , Jepsen 

concluded that COM is situation-related rather than concept-related. 

et al. (1978, P.347) see this as independent support for the factors 

Super 

( short 

view ahead, intermediate view ahead and long view ahead) consider ed to 

assess planfulness in the Career Pattern Study (CPS) . Variables such as 

knowledge of labour market condi tions, which are thought to be functions of 

planning ahead are shown in CPS derived results to be correlated with career 

success at age 25 (Super et al. 1978, P. 348) • 

Arroba ( 1977 in Super 1981) has extended J ep sen's (1974 in Super et al. 1978) 

work by identi fying three basic groups of deci sian styles and by finding 

that any given person is likely to use a number of styles r ather than belong-

in g to a consi sten t type. This model permits descriptions of the use of 
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di fferent styles in differing sequences for different si tuations. The 

outccmes of styles and sequences can now be evaluated. The gap between 

the apriori construction of descriptive models and the actual lJr1 process 

is being narrowed. At the mcment, however, attempts to prescribe how 

lJr1 occurs are not yet working from a sound basi s. 

o 'Nei 1 (1980) proposed a career deci sion-making (CDM) model depicting 

6 general factors and 22 sub-factors affecting both sex role socialization 

and CWo His model hypothesises that individual, societal, familial, 

socia-economic, situational and psychosocial-emotional factors affect both 

sex role socialisation and the CDM process. His instrument, the Career 

Factor Checklist measures the six factors. In his study of 1436 high 

school pupi Is and college studen ts, 0 'N ei l' s findings support the noti on 

that multiple factors affect CDM. Furthermore, it would appear that the 

correlates and problem areas affect students in different ways. Students 

need to consider multiple factors in CDM, but may not be able to relate 

them. In the process of career development, students need to be exposed 

to these factors so that greater awareness of their implications for the 

future can be fostered . Both personality and environmental factors need 

to be emphasized during career development programmes. 

O'Neil's model has been criticised on the basis of oversimplification. A 

seventh factor, not mentioned, also recei ved si gni fican t values. This 

7th value may aCcom t for some of the other high factor loadings obtained 

as well. Certain items on the checklist cross-traded, making it impossible 

to identify which factor was involved (Prediger 1984). Despite these 

shortcomings, O'Neil's study and model has value in that it he.s outlined solle 

of the factors that need to be taken in to account before speci fi c career 

programmes can be planned. 

4.3 Studies reporting career de velopment programmes . 

Career development programmes can be more interested in demonstrating methods 

rather than understanding the developmen tal processes whi ch the methods were 

meant to influence (Super et al. 1978, P.337). This indictment is echoed 

by Peiner et al. (198 4, P.532) who feel that interventions are often inade

quately described and are not based on a coherent theory or model. This, 
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and the fact that interventions do not identify the correlates of career 

deci si on-m ;king (0 'N ei 1 1980), probably account for the mi xed successes of 

current career development programmes. 

This review fOlI1d programmes which incorporated work experience to produce 

significant results without exception. Pumfrey (1980) investigated the 

effects of a school organized work experience scheme on the career maturi ty 

(CM) of 80 fi fth form pupi Is. Cri tes' all showed pupils who had undertaken 

work experience to have scored significantly higher th<n those wlio had 

not. This study also produced signifiCl3l1t differences for low and high 

academic attainment groups on the atti tude scale and male/female differences 

on the problem-solving dimension. Pryor (1985) investigated an innovati ve 

way of promoting career awareness. On a rotational basi s, all 6th, 7th 

and 8th gr ade pupi Is attended a career-ori en ted centre for ten weeks each 

year. Experimental subjects were found to perfo .... significantly better on: 

work related atti tudes, sense of con trol and job speci fic occupational infor

mation. Cottone (1985) evaluated the effects of a programme including job 

search workshops, cOl.llsellor intervention and career related work experience 

on seniors from a vocational teclnical school. Resul ts were si gni fi can t 

and show that career developmen t programmes containing appropri ate oompalents 

can be eff ecti ve. 

Programmes concentrating on enhancing decision-making skills have also been 

shown to be generally effecti ve. Attempts to teach deci sion-making ski 11s 

to high school pupils have sholn that active, career explloratory behaviours 

can be increased, that advanced level pupils benefi t more than general level 

pupils do and that fifteen <nd thirty hour programmes 

acquisi tion <nd mastery of decisicn-making 

have significantly im

skills (McLaughlin et proved the 

al. 1984; Peek 1984; Huddleston 1985). A two hours workshop on problem-

solving, however, produced no significant results in the use of materials in 

the career library, the number of alternatives generated in response to five 

bypotheti cal problems or the use of deci si on-making ski lIs. It did, however, 

make a signific<nt difference to confidence in making decisions. McAuliffe 

(1985) applied a structured decision-making model in treatments of twenty, 

ten and no sessions to a group of college students. The results showed a 

trend favouring the longer treatments particularly regarding the frequency 
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of information seeking. This study also noted significant age related 

di fferences in treatmen t gains, but not sex or readin g level ones. Reiner 

et al. (1984) report signi ficant changes in decision-making attitudes to

ward more responsibili ty and planning, more crystallisation of Career 

self concept and improved identification of problem solving approaches 

to career barriers after a forty hour intervention. Important to note 

is the fact that participants vohnteered for the programme. The authors 

suggest that a major contri bu ti on of their study was the multi vari ate 

evaluation of their programme which allowed a pattern to be hypothesised 

from the relationship of the outcomes to each 0 ther; certainty, informa

ti<n gathering, clarifying a career identity and reducing the number of 

problems associated with career decisions are related to adopting a more 

rational decision-making style and vice versa. This is different from the 

findings by Krumboltz et al. (1982 in Remmer op. cit.) that a rational 

approach was not useful to everyone, especi ally if they had an exi sting 

decision-making style other than rational (i.e. non-rational decision

makers made poorer decisions after rationally based treatment). 

While Newnan (1982, P.))) cites studies shOwing the use of computer-based 

systems on Career exploration to be effective (Myers et al. 1975, Pyle et 

al. 1976), Hobart (1985) found that exposure to Search and Learn and Micro 

View programmes did not influence significantly the career maturity of 

600, randomly selected, 8th and 10th gr ade pupi Is. This study al SO found 

no statistically significant differences to exist in the Career maturity 

pro fi les of 8 th and 10th gr ade pupi Is. 

Various indications of the optimLlll length for career development programmes 

are given. McLean et al. (1983) reviewing an experience based career 

education" project implemented for three years conclude that: participating 

students outperformed controls on several career skills; one year spent in 

the programme provided maximum benefi t; that the programme operated best 

when the pupil teacher ratio was 25 : 1 or less and that extensi ve communi ty 

support was required to implement it properly. Menson (1978) working with 

86 female participants from eight different schools, reported significant 

CDI gains over the con trol group after a one-day career planning workshop. 
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Reefe (1985) also found that si gni ficant progress could be made to wards 

reducing sex typing and increasing career aspirations for girls after a 

seven session programme. 

have a posi ti ve impact. 

Short term sex-fair programmes can therefore 

Feldman (1979 in Newnan 1982, P.):)) reported significant increases in 

career maturity among prison inmates after a career planning programme. 

Marshak's (1985) attempt to increase maturi ty and reduce hopelessness 

among incarcerated male delinquents, by means of a six week career planning 

group, produced no significant results. 

Two somewhat unusual studi es are those by Dixon (1984) and Jimenez Valen

zuela ( 1985). Dixon investi gated the effects of a testing programme on 

10th grade pupi Is' career development. Hi s results suggested that they have 

a very limited impact when used in the traditional test and interpret 

fashion. He urges attention to be gi ven to the kinds of supplemental ac-

ti vi ties and interven tions that can be used wi th them to make them more 

effecti ve. Jimenez Valenzuela collected survey data to assess the effects 

of elementary school career education by the 12th grade. Chi-square analysis 

revealed significant differences between males and females, showed parents 

to exert the greatest influence on career choi ce and di stingui shed between 

high and low career awareness groups. 

Amongst studies which fail to produce significan t results are the following: 

Slaney (1983) found that career interventions have small, but measurable 

effects on career indeci sion. He suggests, however, that career indecision 

may adversely affect in terventi ons and should therefore recei ve at ten tion in 

counselling. Floyd (1984) tested a programme on two classes of 9th grade 

pupils. A control group attended soci al studies classes while the experimen

tal group were given a twelve session career guidance prograrrune containing 

self-awareness, career exploration, job interest components as well as planning 

for the fut ure ski lIs. CMI SCJre s re ve aled non -si gni .-i cant resul t s fo r th e 

control and experimental groups. Clark (198 5) investigated the effects of 

the Ragsdale Career Maturi ty Project on the Career maturi ty, locus of control 

and career development responsibili ty of high school pupils. He concludes 

that his study reinforces current findings that short-term career development 

programmes are not effecti ve in faci Ii t ... ting long-term atti tudes such as 
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career maturi ty and locus of control. 

This section may be appropriately concluded by ci ting two evaluations of 

locally developed career education courses intended for disadvantaged 

inner-ci ty adolescEn ts by Hamdani (1974 in Super et al. 1978, P. 345) and 

HaIIlIIIer (1974; loco ci t.) (both were for doctoral degrees under the same 

supervisor, Jordaan). Hamdani IS semester - long course, developed in con

sultation with an experienced local teacher during one year, designed to 

increase occupational information and motivation of the target pupils, 

was taught by a teacher during the second, experimental year. Results 

showed significant increases in planfulness, use of resources for ex-

ploration and decision-making. Hammer's group guidance programme was 

in tended to extend a more prescripti ve career education course through 

skilled leadership, facilitating pupil discussion of their own aptitudes, 

atti tudes, pI ans etc. The pupils who experienced only the prescriptive 

programme and those who experienced the prescriptive programme plus more 

effecti ve leadership showed no si gni fi can t di fferences. 

Super (1978 op. ci t.) suggests that Hamdani' s success lay in the fact that 

it was other-ini ti ated md more environmen t-oriented t h an self-orien ted. 

It was therefore tailor-made for the pupi Is in that school. The group

counselling approach (H<IIlIIIer) paradoxically did not involve subjects to 

the degree intended; it tended to be more self-ini ti ated. 

4.4 South Afri can career research. 

South African career research can be divided into evaluative studies cover

ing programmes designed to increase career skills and at ti t udes , and des

criptive studies covering the variables related to career development. 

Studies of the former kind include those by Laubscher (1977), Bergh (1900 

in Newman 1982, P.32) , Newman (19tl2) , Smi t h (198 2) and Toerien (19i:l4) The 

latter kind include Van Niekerk's (1975), Raini er's (19i:l2) and Watson's 

(1984) studies. 

J ames Laubscher (1977) aimed to develop a career education p r ogramme for 

use in schools. He specified Career maturity in t erms of the development 
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of a planning orientaticn to career choice and awareness of the personal 

and o=upational factors associated wi th career choice (P.59). He devised 

and tested a prograJllme, taught by the guidance staff, on two matric classes 

at different schools. The classes were not matched on the variables of 

sex, age, intelligence and socio-economic status (SES) even though signifi

CiDt differences did exist between the classes on these variables. His 

results showed significant increases for one of the standard 10 classes. 

He also found that job certainty can increase independently of career matu

rity. As no attempt was made to assess the realism of the choices, this 

can not necessarily be considered to be beneficial, a point which needs to 

be borne in mind when deciding on objectives for a careers education pro-

gr aDlDe. As might be expected, pupils from the two schools reacted dif-

ferently to the programme: Pupils from the boys only school, who had shoWl 

significant increases in 01, endorsed the problem-solving part of the 

programme most highly (25%) followed by the parts on abili ties (21,7%) and 

interests (18,3"). The majority of the co-educational pupils at the 

other school found the programme to have been no use (38,7'''). The compon

ents of the programme that were valued were interests (33,3"") abilities 

(14,8%) iDd problems (7,4;0) (p .13)) • Perhaps the most important imph-

cation of this study is that it cannot be assumed that different pupils, 

even in the same geographical location J will experience or value a gi ven 

progr amme simi I ar I y. 

Anne Newman (1982,P.33) cites a study by Bergh (1980) which found that 

nine undecided pupils gained significantly from a counselling programme 

consisting of indi vidual and group counselling and home assignments empha

sising self evaluation, occupational infonnation, decisi on-making and inter

personal skills. Moreover, the results were still evident after six weeks. 

On the basis of her own study, Newnan (1982) reported that career matun ty 

could be nurtured during the Explanatory Stage of career development by 

intervention aimed at improving decision~aking, and crystallising career 

choices based en the =llection and analysis of information . Her inter-

vention took the fonn of a five day workshop in which value c larification 

exercises, interest analysis, decision-making skills, occupational informa

tion, teaching about career theory, guided fantasy and an interpretation of 
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the significance of events and others were faci li tated. Her small 

sample and the fact that participants were volWlteers,rather limi ts the 

generalizabili ty of her posi tive findings. 

Darryl Smi th (1982) studied the effects of six, twc hour micrO-coWlsell 

ing workshops on the career decision-making of nine Wldecided matriculants 

who volWl tee red for tre sessions. The programme produced signi fi can t 

gain scores on four Career Deci si on Sc ale dimensions: spon t aneous - con

trolled; asserti ve - ple asing; responsible - blaming; and self-assured -

attention-seeking. He concludes that these gains were the results of 

specific skills training which were emphasised in the programme (P.77). 

Fred Toerien (1984) randomly assigned forty subjects who were ei ther mat

riculants; in their first year of post school study; or in their final 

year of national service, to <:ither an experimental or a control group. 

Both gro~s followed the routine cOWlselling procedure of the NIPR. In 

addi tion, the experimental group completed biographical data along the 

lines suggested by Dovey ( 1982) • The experimental group did not evidence 

a greater increase in career maturity, career decisiveness or a greater 

decrease in Career indecision than the control group did, although both 

groups showed significant post test gains along the dimensions measured. 

These results stpport the view that no consistently strong relationship 

has been found be tween specifi c hi story data and career choice. 

One of the earliest descriptive studies was by Eugene van Niekerk (1975), 

who sought to establish the extent to which the independent variables 

of intelligence, scholastic achievement, parental attitude to education, 

soci<>-economic status (SES) and self concept are related to the dependent 

variables of aspiration level and realism of both field and level of 

vocati anal choice. 

were selected. 

Schools representing all socio-economi c baCkgrounds 

The final sample consisted of 77 boys from a high soci<>-economic status 

high school and 55 boys from three lower socio-economic status high schools; 

all of these were standard nine or ten pupi ls wi th IQ' s above 75. Signi-

ficant, positive relationships were found between the follOwing factors and 
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the career decisions of senior high school pupils. 

* Socio-economic status, and appropri ateness of both field and level 

of vocational choices. Subjects from high SES homes made more approp-

riate choices than lowSES subjects did. 

* Intelligence, and field and level appropri ateness. 

* Parental atti tude to education related to field realism, but not 

to level realism. Subjects reporting high parental interest made signifi

cantly more realistic field choices. 

* Educational record related to the level of choi ceo 

* A correlation between self concept and level of aspiration was 

partially confirmed. There are, however, also pupils with low self images 

who make high level vocational choices. No signi ficant relationship between 

self concept and appropri ateness of field was found. 

Mark Rainier (1982) found no relationship between gi ftedness and career 

maturity. He recommends that they receive appropriate guidance to meet 

their unique needs. Whi le reservations are expressed about the methods 

used to identify gifted pupils, what also emerges from this study is evi

dence that career mat uri ty does not develop automatically even among those 

of above average personal resources; it needs special nurture. 

Mark Watson (1984) in a major descripti ve study on a representati ve sample 

of coloured pupils in the Eastern Cape established the influence of eight 

factors on their career development. Amongst his findings are the follow

ing: 

* Hi s sample of pupils were found to have insufficient career know-

ledge in such vital areas as the typical functions workers routinely perform. 

* Parental SES is not neutralised by the education system. 

* Although significant differences between ages and school standards 
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were shown on the GMI-AS, Watson suggests that the educational environment 

in whi ch such differences occur may prove to be a more practi cal focus of 

attention. He cites research reporting not only school differences in the 

GM of pupils at the 9th grade, but also differences in the amoU1t of matu

ri ty which occurs from the 9th to the 12th grades (Herr et al. 1976 in 

loco cit.). 

... The relationship of personality to career development appeared in-

consistent and contradictory. Watson (op. cit.) surmises that they may co

vary wi th econ emi c and soci al ones and that it may increasingl y be s tudi ed 

as part of a atuaticnal context. 

... Locus of con trol (LOC) was found to be significantly related to 

career development: the greater the internal LOC, the greater the career 

maturi ty. Thi s was found to hold for both the atti tude and the cogni tive 

CM scales. Furthermore, it was found that this relationship becomes non-

signific<nt in the older age-groups. Thi s leads Watson to infer that 

pupils take less responsi bi li ty for both their career choice and for seek

ing career information as they approach the point in their education where 

a choice must be made. 

4.5 Concluding comments. 

Despi te its relati ve sp arsi ty, South Afri Can research mirrors general find

ings that career development takes place against a particular context and 

involves a nunber of vari abIes. These must be taken in to consideration in 

career education programmes. Studies such as those by Van Niekerk (1975) 

and Watson (1984) have done a great deal to identify and describe the factors 

influencing career maturi ty. I t is up to career educators to establi sh to 

what extent these influences are present in the population they are serving. 

Various instruments and methods are described in the studies ci ted. It is, 

however, beyond the scope of this thesis to review them in detail. It is 

also clear from the research reviewed that certain programmes or techniques 

work for specific groups in specific situations. Their effectiveness is 

enhanced if the target group percei ve them to be meeting personal needs. 

While the applicabi lity of principles Can and needs to be extended, the 

appli cation of methods, however, Can only be generali sed wi th caution. 
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CHAPTER F I V E. 

AN ANALYTICAL DESCRIPTION OF A 

CAREERS EDUCATION PROGRAMME 

"Programmes of guidance may impose the irrele
vant, or ; Hhat is relevant from the teacher's 
standpoint . Does this mean that we have noth
ing to offer?" 

(Douglas Hamblin 1983) . 

5.1 Introductory comment s. 

Modern evaluators increasingly realize the shortcomings of defining their 

activity too narrowly (Schriven 1967, Bhola 1979, Brinkerhoff 1981 and 

Frere 1985 in Pi tse 1987). Decisions and development suffer. In his 

cogent article, Pi tse (1987) cites Brinkerhoff (1981) on evaluation as 

follows : 

II ••• more than an assessment of outcomes or effects _ 
It is systematic inquiry into training contexts, 
needs, plans, operations and effects. It also 
helps to collect information to decide what's needed, 
what's working and how to improve i L" (P.2) . 

In the light of this, responsibi lity to provide information about the context 

as well as the content of the career education programme is accepted. 

5.2 The school environment. 

5.2.1 Ethos . Thi s has both philosophical and practical components. It 

embraces the ideals, values and assumptions held by those in authority as 

well as the practices that stem from them; the deployment of personnel and 

resources; the role defini tions that emerge; the acti vi ties which are seen to 

be legi timate, etc. It also invol ves pupil perceptions and the way these 

interact with formal policy. All these factors can be expected to affect the 

day to day school experiences of pupi Is (and staff) and to influence the 

effectiveness of classroom activities. Some assessment of the specific fac-

tors contributing to a school's ethos therefore does seem to serve the 
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interests of eval uati on. 

5.2.1.1 Government aided, pri vate school. This means that it probably 

enjoys greater autonomy than state schools while at the same time main

taining links with the NED. An advantage of increased freedom is that 

innovation is more easily undertaken. A disadvantage is that this in-

novation is likely to be spontaneous and shortlived because it is often 

associ ated wi th a parti cul ar personali ty who has been fortunate enough to 

be able to negoti ate a producti ve role. I t is therefore di fficul t to 

assess the long term effects of innovati ve approaches or their generaliza

bi li ty. Links wi th the NED mean th at pri v ate schools are kept aware of 

wider educati onal developments but have the disadvantage of propa~ating 

the limi taticns of present educational provisions, which as far as guidance 

is concerned, fai Is to take the par ticular needs of di fferen t groups into 

aCCOll1 t. 

Church connections. The school has a Chri s ti an emphasi s and 

is affi hated to one of the church denominations. This Can be posi-

tive in that it implies a serious concern for, and a commi tment to, the 

welfare of pupils. An overemphasis on academic results as a prestige 

symbol is less likely to be found. It can be negative in that it might 

adopt an oversimplified view of its task: tending to resolve complex 

psycho-social situations i .t.o. simple so-called spiri tual formulas. 

Ch;nges might be resisted because they are seen to threaten the perceived 

aims of a church SQhool. The implications of these aims and how they 

are to be achieved in an educational setting might sometimes not have been 

thought through. Pupi Is may perceive careers education as being concerned 

to prescribe the right career: they may even come to expect this, rather 

than seeing Careers education as a means of enabling pupils themselves to 

be responsible co-ordinators of their own careers. A church influence may 

also exacerbate pupil feelings that they belong to an unnatural, isolated 

communi ty (Bauer 1974). As a result of these factors, church schools may be 

highly moti vated to under take careers educati on but their approach may be in

appropriate, resistant to improvement and could be rejected by the pupi Is. 

Si. tu ati on • 

wi th pupils possible. 

Rural boarding schools make ·informal relationships 

The obvious advantages of this are exploited through 

this school's environmental education programme. Fuller discussion of the 
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rationale for this may be fOl.l1d in Solomon (n.d.) and Richards (1986). 

Some of the features of this approach include: classroom work supple-

men ted by field trips, project work, etc.; attempts to integrate subjects 

and to break down rather artificial compartmentalisation of subjects being 

taught in isolation, and an emphasis on experimental learning. This means 

that subjects are taught in an applied setting, there are increased oppor

tunities for pupils to discover the relev<llce of different subjects and 

some attempts at personalising learning - relating it to 

Environmental education is emphasised in Stds. 5 and 8. 

self - are possi ble. 

Hypothetically, 

the Standard 8 career education programme should benefi t from these advan

tages of the environmen tal approach. 

Isolation not only from parents, but also from the local communi ty can be 

a disadvantage because it means that resources for career education must 

come from wi thin the school; thi s could lead to arti fi ci ali ty and incre ase 

the likelihood of ineffecti veness and rejection. It would also mean that 

attempts to offer career help are made in isolation by parents and the 

school and are likely to be unco-ordinated if not mutually contradictory. 

The boarding school context possibly increases the influence of the peer 

group and decreases the influence of teachers and parents on the career 

contemplations of adolescents. It may also make the process of individua

lisation more difficult (Bauer 1974). 

5.2.1.4 Pupil population. The school population is diverse and there is 

a danger of unfair generalization. A co-educational, open-whi te, mixed 

abili ty r<llge, academic high school, wi th a pupil enrolment of under >Xl 

in Stds. 6-10; it is a small school even by South African standards. 

Pupil staff ratio is approximately 18 : 1 which is similar to the national 

average for whi te schools (SAIRR 1985). Pupils attending pri vate schools 

mostly represent families of high socio-economic status. The three most 

frequently cited reasons for selecting the school are individual attention, 

the Christian emphasis <Ild the environmental programme. The school is 

known for its caring, supportive ethos and this has attracted a noticeable 

proportion of pupils with learning problems or who for other reasons are 

not progressing in mainstream education. The school I s current achnission 
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policy is actively trying to balance this by admitting more potential 

matric-exemption candidates. Of 1986 candidates, 32% achieved matric 

exemption. A recent survey showed that parents' primary expectation of 

the school was for it to prepare pupils for later life. This was not 

further defined and the underlying percepticn is likely to see the school 

in terms of maintaining social status. It would be interesting to know 

what proportion of fi rst admissions is moti vated by a desire to avoid 

repeating a fai led year. An emphasi s on success, parti cularl y ma teri al 

success, is evident in the frequent aspiration of pupils to open their 

own businesses. There is occasional evidence of unrealistically high 

parental aspirations and a resistance to consider potential working en

vironments that are incompatible with home background, but to what extent 

this is typical or atypical of other school populations, is impossible to 

say. 

5 .. 2.2 Place of guidance in the school curriculum. 

Law et al. (1977) have proposed a model describing the developmental pro

cess through which career guidance evolves in schools. The model contains 

four stages each of which are broken into two sub-stages. The first, pri

mitive stage is an Information stage. The main task is the collection of 

books and pamphlets which at first are randomly arranged and badly displayed 

the cardboard-box substage. The provision progresses to the clerical sub

stage when materi al is comprehensi ve up-to-date and systemati cally arranged 

to maximi se pupi Is' chances of finding what they need. The next stage of 

progress is reached when pupils Can talk to staff about their occupational 

futures. From an advice sub-stage where the interview is directive, infor

mation-based it may become increasingly concerned with allOwing pupils to 

analyse their 0>11 situaticns - cOlnselling sub-stage. At a third level -

the curricular stage regular time-tabled opportuni ties are made available 

to present occupational information. In the early sub-stage this is likely 

to take the form of occup ational education, but once it has been extended 

to include a wider consideration of the life-style implications of a career, 

to encourage pupils to examine themselves in such a way as to help them 

relate their own personalities to this information and to foster skills 

necessary for career-progress then it has reached the career education sub

stage. At a final even more highly developed, co-ordinated stage the bene-
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fits of a resource centre, careers cOtn1selling GIld careers education are 

integrated with the wide range or curricular and extra-curricular acti vi

ties of the school - the school guidance sub-stage. When integrated wi th 

the resources avai lable in the communi ty, work experience, outside speakers 

etc. the commmi ty gui dance sub-stage has been reached. Figure 5-1 

presents a subjecti ve assessment of the stage reached by thi s school on 

the model outlined above. It can be seen that some progress has been 

made in all the stages, but that only two have been mas teredo There is 

thus considerable room for consolidation and increasing co-ordination of 

resources. In the information stage, pupils are insufficiently aware of 

the resources available and are not using them fully. As a result, the 

occupational education sub-stage of the curricular stage also suffers. 

Community guidance is represented by occasional speakers and annual career 

days. Valuable though they may be, they have tended to be somewhat peri

pheral. Pupils often find that their particular interest fields are not 

represented. Formal excursions , which for st andard nine pupils takes the 

form of a weeklong business tour,is at least one valuable attempt to in

tegrate school guidance. Various informal attempts are made by subject 

teachers to show the career-relevance of their subjects, but these are 

haphazard iIld unco-ordinated. 

Guidillce is time-tabled once a week for all standards. A reasonable annual 

budget is allowed. Attempts to promote gui dance recei ve every encouragement 

from the headm aster. Innovation is hampered more by the heavy demands on 

time of running a small boarding school with a full programme than by any 

other factor. The counsellor has a teaching load well wi thin education 

department recommendations. 

5.3 Research desi gn. 

The rationale for this study is: if the lessons contained in the lesson

guides to be compared and as presented during the study, do provide learn

ing experiences which facilitate career development; then there should be 

an obsenrable change in the career maturi ty of parti ci p ating pupi Is whi ch 

can be measured by the instrtmlent designed to do so and chosen for this 

study. 
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FIGURE 5-1 

STAGE REACHED BY TARGET SCHOOL 

LAW'S DEVELOPMENTAL MODEL 

OF 

GUIDANCE APPROACHES 

(Adapted from Law et al. 1977, P .137) 

STAGE 

INTEGRATED : 

CURRICULAR: 

INTERVIEW: 

INFORMATION: 

SUB-STAGE 

Commwri ty Guidance 

School Gui dance 

Careers Education 

Occupational Education 

Counselling 

Advice 

Clerical 

'Cardboard Box' 

BAR GRAPH 

Weak 

Poor 

Poor 

Fair 

Mastery 

Mastery 

Good 

Mastery 

The Bar depicts how far development has progressed; 
shading indicates extent to which sub-stages have 
been reached: darker shading indi ca tes gre ater pro-
gress. Cross-shading indicates mastery. 
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HYpotheses to be tested. 

Primary Hypothesi s: 

Pupils experiencing classroom-based career education programmes 

wi 11 show signi ficant increases in Career maturi ty over those 

who do not receive such career education. 

The Primary Null Hypothesis is: There will be no significant difference in. 

career maturity between pupils who experience a classroom-based career edu

cation progranme and those who do not. 

5.3.1.2 Seoondary Hypothesis: 

Pupils experiencing classroom-based career education based on the 

Natal Education Department (NED) lesson-guide will show signifi

cantly greater increases in career maturi ty than the pupi Is recei v

ing career education based on an al ternati ve lesson guide. 

The Secondary Null Hypothesis is: There will be no significant differences 

between the pupils who receive Career education based on the NED lesson

guide and those who recei ve career education based on an alternative guide. 

5.3.2 The Desi gn. 

To test these hypotheses, a standard pre- and post -test desi gp . was chosen. 

Subjects were randomly assigned to a con trol group or an experimen tal group 

in standards 6, 8 and 10. In standards 7 and 9, they were randomly assi gned 

to a control group or one of two experimental groups. There is consensus 

that such a design controls for a wide range of extraneous variables (Ker

linger 1973, Lewin 1979, Neale et al. 1980 in Toerien 1984, P.101). The 

only problem area could be that the pre-test sensitises subjects to the 

desired outcomes. Thi s, however, is unli kel y in si tuations where the 

measures used appear to be a normal part of the process and where no un

usual testing procedures are to be used (Kerlinger 1973, loco ci t.). 

5.3.3 Setting and Procedure. 

The programmes were run over eight weeks of the second term. The second term 

was selected because it has oome to be the term usually devoted to Careers 

work, the progrananes would therefore not be seen to be new and unusual. The 

second term is possibly a more productive term than the first, particularly 
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in the light of the fact that pupils sit exams at the end of it. It 

was hoped that the more serious, motivated ati ttude would benefi t the 

career education programmes. In fact, pupils felt pressured to prepare 

for exams, particularly towards the end, and there was evidence that car-

eers education suffered because of its non-examination status. A defini te 

disadvantage was the fact that the post-test measurements were taken after 

the exams in the fin al week of term. The effect of an end of term feeling 

was compounded by one class having to interrupt a farewell for a favourite 

te acher to comp lete the ev alu ati on. 

The NED programme was deli vered during time-tabled guidance lessons to the 

experimental groups concerned in standards 7-10. Control group subjects 

went to the library where they read or studied in accordance with existing 

library rules. The second experimental groups in standards 7 and 9 which 

recei ved the Career Information Centre (GIC) programme (Std. 7) and the 

Careers Research and Advisory Centre (CRAC) material (Std. 9) attended 

sessions run during the afternoon pre-supper prep session. The escape from 

prep and the wearing of civvies compensated for any negati vi ty that might 

have been encountered. The sessions were relaxed, yet producti ve. Day 

pupils with transport problems swapped with boarder friends in the other 

experimental groups. Obviously, no swapping groups was allowed during the 

sessions. Ini tially, the prospect of going to the library, 'to do nothing', 

appealed to some pupi Is, but once they found that sampling had indeed been 

done randomly they were somewhat placated (perhaps because the random samp

ling had the happy effect of dividing friendship groups fairly evenly). 

They were also informed that whi Ie guidance was time-tabled and they were 

expected to attend, if they had strong objections to attending, they could 

elect not to attend prOviding their parents consented. This proved to be 

unnecessary negoti ati on/manipulation; pupils were qui te happy to attend. 

As can be expected in boarding schools, absenteeism was minimal. 

Standard sixes are still part of the Preparatory School and although they 

have a time-tabled headmaster's period, this clashed and another period had 

to be negoti ated; control group pupi Is recei ved normal subject teaChing 

durin g the progr amme se ssi ons. The programmes were conducted for all classes 

by the researcher himself, who is a teacher-counsellor with six years' 
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experi ence. 

5.3.4 Sampling. 

All standard six to ten pupils were originally chosen to participate. 

Pupils who missed a session were elimina ted from the experimental groups. 

In addition, quite significant sample mortality occurred owing to the 

fact that the post-test measurem<nts took place after the exams. A 

number of pupils had left early and therefore missed the post-test 

measurement. An entire class's results had to be discarded because they 

were absurd. It was even tua11y decided to compare at least fi fteen people 

in each group who had benefi tted most from the programmes wi th those in 

the control groups whose results had increased least or had even decreased. 

BOYS 

GIRLS 

TOT 

BOYS 

GIRLS 

TOT 

TABLE 5-1 

SAMPLE SIlMt.IARISED BY 

SEX AND SQlOOL STANDARD 

STD. 6 STD. 7 STD. 8 

14 27 27 

16 3 13 

)J )J 40 

TABLE :t2 

SAMPLE SUMMARISED BY 

SEX AND GROUP 

CONTROL EXP 1 

47 5) 

23 20 

70 70 

STD. 9 STD. 10 TOT 

22 25 115 
8 5 45 

)J 30 160 

EXP 2 TOT 

18 115 

2 45 

20 160 

The final sanple consisted of 160 pupils. Tables 5-1 to 5-3 summarise the 

sample according to various d:i.mensions. 
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TABLE 5=3 

SAMPLE SUMMARISED BY 

SEX AND RACE 

BLACK INDIAN MIXED WHITE TOT 

BOYS 0 2 2 111 115 

GIRlS 1 3 1 40 45 

TOT 1 5 3 151 160 

5.3.5 InstrllDent ation: Crites Maturi ty Inventory: Attitude Scale (CMI-AS). 

For the purpose of this study, the second (1978) edition of the screening 

fonn (A-2) of the all-AS was used. It is a five-dimensional scale with 

:P items to be rated true or false; it yields a total score out of :p. 

Ap art from ease of admini stration and scoring, another advantage of the 

CMI-AS is that it is relatively culture free because raw scores are used 

instead of standard scores; the comparl ron gro~ is therefore the peer 

group and not an age-group. 

The function of the Atti tude Scale is described by Cri tes (1978) as follows 

,,( it) elici ts the feelings, the subjective 
reactions, the dispositions that the indi
vi dual has towards making a career choice 
and entering the world of work." (P.3) 

It measures the following decision-making variables 

ment, independence, ori en tation and compromi se. 

deci si vene,ss, involve-

Amongst the uses of the Attitude Scale is the evaluation of career education. 

The basic asSllJ1ption underlying the construction of the CM! is that career 

behaviour ch<nges systematically with increasing age. School standard was 

taken to be the most sui table index of this time-related development. Age

standard incre ases have been cri ti cised as being too rigid and not recogni zing 

that development does not proceed as evenly as supposed (Super et al. 1978). 

Other theoretical criticisms have centred around issues of reliability and 
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validity and will be briefly summarised. 

5.3.5.1 Reliabili ty. Because equi. valent forms of the instrument are 

not avai lab1e, internal consi stency or test-retest reli abi li ty measures 

have had to be used. Westbrook (1983) has provided a summary of data 

that suggest that the reliability coefficients for the CMI-AS fall between 

,61 - ,78 (Moore et al. 1978; Hanna et al. 1978; Crites 1973, 1978; 

Mowsesi an et al. 1977; Westbrook et al. 1980 in Westbrook 198 3, P .280). 

Test-retest coefficients range between ,Eo - ,78 (loc. cit.). Westbrook is 

not particularly impressed by these results <nd contends that scales with 

reliabilities in the ,60s and ,70s will probably find it difficult to 

demonstrate their validi ty. Crites (1978, P.1Z) defends this by claiming 

that it is to be expected from a scale measuring a group of related, but 

not identical, career atti tudes. 

5.3.5.2 Validity. The content validity of the CMI-AS is supported by 

the fact that 8 out of 10 expert judges agreed wi th Cri tes' empirically 

derived scoring keys on 37 out of the 5) items. Kidd (1981, P.351) counters 

this piece of her reported evidence with the observation by Katz (1978) that 

agreement between judges is little evidence for content validity; it merely 

supports the logic of a response. 

The construct validi ty of the GMI-AS has had mixed support. Cri tes (1978) 

cites studies showing that the scale does not elicit response bias in spite 

of its format requiring true or false answers. Also cited by Crites (op. 

cit.) are a variety of studies demonstrating that the scale is sensitive to 

a range of variables which are known to be correlated with Career maturity. 

These variables include: socio-economic status, family b ackground, intelli

gence, work experience, personality variables, etc. Also positive, is the 

fact that the Attitude Scale reflects changes brought about by various in-

terventions. On the negative side, Kidd (1981, P.351) reports studies 

showing that correlations between the C~lI-AS and intelligence and scholastic 

aptitude range from 0,40 to 0,61, which she feels are rather high for an 

atti tudinal sc ale. Westbrook (1983) cites numerous studies shOwing co rre-

lations between the Competency and Attitude Scales ranging from ,17 to , 6 4 

wi th a median of ,40. Whi le the mem an is close to Cri tes' (1974 in West-
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brook op . ci t.) estimate of the expected correlation, the range of co

effi cien ts, whi Ie linked to the reli abi li ty of the measures suggests at 

least some evidence that the attitudinal components and the cogni ti ve 

componen ts may be blurred. 

Kidd (1981) ci tes studies showing only low-to-moderate concurrent and 

validi ty coefficients. These were based on correlations with realism of 

aspiration (O,:Il), success in certain training courses (O,)J - 0,16) and 

job success md satisfaction (0,14 - 0,19). 

Despite criticisms such as these, the test is one of the most widely used 

<Old accepted instruments. I t is logically deri ved, empirically defined, 

free of sex bi as and remains one of the few validated career development 

instruments (Super 1974; Young et al. 1975; Omng et al. 1977; Moore 

et al . 1977; Jordaan et al. 1979; Tolbert 1980; Gardner et al. 1981 in 

Watson 1984, p.108). Appendix B contains the CMI-AS scale. 

The Career Education Materi also 

Natal Education DepartmEnt (NED) Career Education Programme. 

The NED (1984) materi al is descri bed by its compi ler as : 

II ••• a handbook in process, ...... it will 
grow and change as new parts are added, 
deleted, updated or revi sed." 

( Appendix C). 

It has been compiled from lessons submitted by teacher-counsellors attached 

to NED schools. Two other guides for personal/social and educational 

guidance are being developed and wi 11 be designed to cover materi al which 

will be complementary to this careers education programme. 

Table 5-4 summarises the lessons covered in the NED programme. 
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TABLE 5=4 

SUMMARY OF TOPICS COVERED BY NED 

CAREERS EDUCATION PROGRAMME 

TOPICS 

Introduction to Careers Education 

The Need to Work 

The Place of Work in Our Lives 

Jobs Which Make a School Run 

Career Fields - Groupings 

Subjects and Careers 

Subject Grades and Careers 

Leaving School Before Matric 

Further Educat{on and Training 

The Process of Careel"-P lanning 

Classi fi cati on of Lessons 

Sources of Career Information 

A World of Change 

Identifying Skills Abilities and Desired 

Working Condi tions 

Evaluating Job Advertisements 

Career Indecision: Is ita Fact of Life? 

Adul t Career Experi ences Reviewed 

19 Field Interest Inventory: Use of Results 

Seni or Apti tude Test: Use of Results 

Jung Person ali ty Questionnaire: Use of Results 

Applying for a Post 

The Interview 

Coping with Unemployment 

Rights and Obligations in the World of Work 

Standard 10 Individual Intervi ew: Informing 

Parents 



Career Information Cen tre (erc) Deci ding Ki t • a 

Std. 7 guide to career deci sion-making. 

The CIC material consists of a Deciding Booklet which serves as a pupil 

workbook (Appendix D) and a Teacher Manual which contains 13 lessons to 

help the teacher guide the pupils. The topics of these lessons are 

SUIIIII ari sed in Table 5-5. 

TABLE 5-5 

SUMMARY OF PROGRAMME TOPICS 

LESs)N 

INTRODUCTIOO 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 

11 

TOPIC 

Some Considerations in Career Decisions 

The Value of Subjects. Work Skills & 

Life Ski 11s 

Matching Subject Groups to Job Fields 

Subjects & Jobs 

Standard of Education Required for 

Differen t Jobs 

Senior Certificate &. Matric Exemption 

Finding out about Myself 

Abili ties and Jobs 

Values 

Values & Jobs in the Future 

Deciding about Subjects 

Finding out about Jobs 

An Experience-Based Learning Model is adopted and is explained in the be

ginning of the ·Teacher's Handbook. The emphasis is on providing experiences 

in the lesson and encouraging pupils to analyse a given situation or body of 

information, reflect on the implications arising from it and, if possible, 

to take appropriate action. 

relevant. 

The inheren t concern is for guidance to be 

A problem was experienced in getting the lessons to fi t in t o the six session 

duration of the study. At the outset, it was decided that the study would be 
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completed wi thin a term to prevent external vari abIes affecting the out

comes. This presen ted no problems wi th the NED materi al which was the 

main focus of the investigation. It was therefore decided to combine 

CIC lessons dealing with subject choices, i.e. 1, 2, 3 & 10 (t1ooO sessions), 

the lessons on educational qualifications, i.e. 4 & 5 (one session), the 

lessons on self discovery, i.e. 6 & 8 (one session), and the applicaticn 

of these insights to jobs Le. 7, 9 & 11 (two sessions). While the sessicns 

were 45 instead of 3P minutes long, these combinations exerted pressure on 

the sessions which detracted from the reflectiveness that is a vi tal part 

of experiental learning. 

The Careers Research and Advi sory COUllci I (CRAC) 

Decide for Y"urself programme. 

In his introduction to the Teacher's notes, Law (1977) states that Decide 

for Yourself is intended to assist pupils to explore both themselves and the 

world of 1000rk in such a way so that the two can be related. The course 

therefore covers three of the four guidance areas proposed by Law et al. 

( 1977). The are a it does not address is transi ti on learning. Deci de for 

Yourself is addressed to mid- and late adolescents of average 1IDd above 

average academic achievement and is recommended for use with fourth year 

and above, secondary school pupils. Silver (1981) recommended its use with 

more able pupils. The six stages of the course are summarised in Table 5-6. 

Law maintains that there is enough materi al to form the basi s of a year's 

""rk of one to one-and-a-half hours a week of class time, but that the 

material Can be covered in considerably less time . Obviously the latter option 

was taken. The fi ve three-quarter hour sessions and one marathon two hour 

session allowed the course to be completed, but without the depth of discussion 

the author obviously aims at. Appendix E contains the CRAC materi al. 
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TABLE 5 - 6 

SUMMARY OF CRAC COURSE CONTENT 

STAGE 

Influences 

and 

Choices 

Values 

and 

Needs 

Values and 

Needs at 

Work 

Qualifications, 

Abi li ti es and 

Ski 11s 

Personal Style 

and 

Occupational Style 

Focus 

DESCR! PTI ON 

Making Choices 

Internal and External Influences 

(Self Assessnent) 

In Education 

For Leisure 

8 Values Presented 

(Self Assessment) 

Survey of Job Values 

Analysis of Job Values 

(' J ob Assessmen t) 

School or College Qualifications 

Mental Abilities 

Physical or Heal th Considerations 

Analysis of Job Demands 

(Self and Job Assessments) 

Personal Style 

Survey of Matching and 

Misnatching Job Styles 

Analysis of Job Styles 

( Sel f and Job Assessments) 

Self Assessment - Summary 

Job Assessment - Summary 

It would have been ideal to have also included material from Work and Me by 

Ken Dovey (1982) in this study but it was considered too ambi tious to cover 

a fourth programme. 

As it is, though, it is fel t that the study focuses on some of the best 

materi al currently avai lable. 
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CHAPTER SIX. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 

"Although the question of aims and emphaais for 
careers educati on has been much debated in re
cent years, little attention has .been given to 
the feasi bi li ty of the models proposed. On a 
purely practical level, the problems and possi
bili ties of implementing careers education de
serve attention." 

(Inge Bates 1983, P.ll3). 

6.1 Analysis of Data. 

The randomised, pre- and post-test design allows for an analysis of the 

di fference scores. A t-test can be used for comparing differences in 

means between two groups. For more than two groups analysi s of vari ance 

(ANOYA) is suitable. These methods have been criticised on the grounds 

that the change scores are considered less reliable than the scores from 

which they were obtained and thus signi ficant treatment effects can be 

present and yet not show up in the analysis (Kerlinger 1973 in Toerien 

1984, P .113) • 

Consideration of the consequences of making Type I or Type II errors led to 

the conclusion that the former would be more serious. A Type I err or would 

mean that the Null Hypothesis is rejected when it is in fact true. This 

would lead to an oveI'-estimation of the effecti veness of the materi als o 

Programmes th at should sti 11 be improved, would be accep ted. A Type II 

error lPuld involve accepting the Null Hypotheses when it should be rejected, 

it would mean under-estimating the effecti veness of materials. In practice 

this would lead to effort being devoted to refining materials that are al

ready effective. Whi Ie this may be wasteful,i t is not necessarily a bad 

thing. The consequences of adopting materials which are in fact ineffective, 

in the belief that they are not, seem to be far more serious. 

In the light of Kurlinger' s (1973, loco cit.) cri ticisrn, it was decided to 

set a less stringent level of signi ficance than P ~ O,0 1. The decision rule 
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for both kinds of an alyses is therefore 

I f the computed t or f is greater than the tabled 

t or f value for the appropri ate degrees of freedom 

at the 0,05 level of probabili ty, then reject the 

null hypotheses (H ) . 
a 

The formula used for the computation of the t test for the difference 

between means is 

t 

where: 

= 

= di fference between the me ans 

= sum of the squared differences 
between the mean and each in
di vi dual score 

(Notation after Noble et al. (1982) Rhodes M.Ed. lectures). 

The formulae used for the analysis of variance (ANOVA) are 

X .. 
2-

43 l:; 
1. 

TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES: Xlj ""kr\ c J 

X .. 
, 

AMONG GROUP VARIATION: ~ I; X.l. 
L kn 

;;::z:; X·· 
2 

~~ X.1-WITHIN GROUP VARIATION: 
c J "J L 

1 
where: 1: B X·· = sum of every score squared . ", 

c J ~ 

x .: = to tal sum of scores squared 

• 4: X. = sum of squared group totals 
, ' 

ANOVA entails dividing the among groups variance and the between groups 

variance by the total variance to give F values. 

(Notation after Huntsberger (19 77, P.301). 
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6 .2 Results. 

The results of the t-test analyses are summarised in Tables 6-1 to 6-3. 

These give the outcomes of the NED programmes. The comparison groups 

are the control and the experimental groups for standards 6, 8 and 10. 

The NlOVA results are given in Tables 6-4 to 6-5. They gi ve the outcomes 

of the NED and erc programmes for Std. 7 and of the NED and CRAC programmes 

for Std. 9. I t should be borne in mind that data from the final sample 

reflects the scores of pupi Is in the experimental groups who benefi tted 

'most from the programmes wi th those in the control groups who benefi tted 

least. All data "no calcu.lations a~e :>hown in .Appendix. F. 

TABLE 6 - 1 

RESULTS FROM STD. 6 eM! t-test NlALYSIS 

(NED PROGRAMME OUTCOMES) 

COMP ARI SON GRO UPS t-VAWE P Ho 

1- CONTROL/EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 1,0>p)0,8 Accepted 
PRE-TEST COMPARISON 0,16 

. 

2. CONTROL Gh'OUP, 
PRE-TEST/POST-TEST COMPARISON 0,('8 0,6)p)0,4 Accepted 

3. EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
PRE-TEST /POST-TEST CXJMPARISON 1,22 0,4)p >0,2 Accepted 

4. CXJNTROL/EXPERIMENTAL GOOUPS 
POST-TEST COMPARISON 1,82 0,1)p)0,05 Accepted 

TABLE 6 - 2 

RESULTS FROM STD. 8 eM! t-test NlALYSIS 

(NED PROGRAMME OUTCOMES) 

CXJMP ARI SON GRO UPS t-VAWE P Ho 

1. CONTROL/EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 
PRE-TEST COMPARISON 0,49 0,8)p )0,6 Accepted 

2. CONTROL GROUP 
PRE-TEST/POST-TEST COMPARISON 0,64 0,6> P) 0, 4 Accep ted 

3. EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
PRE-TEST/POST-TEST COMPARISON 2,23 0,5 >p) 0,02 Rejected 

4. CONTROL/EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 
POST-TEST COMPARISON 2,81 O,Ol)P Rejected 
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TABLE 6 - 3 

RESULTS FROM STD. 10 CMI t-test ANALYSIS 

(NED PROGRAMME OUTCOMES) 

COMPARISON GROUPS t-VALUE P Ho 

1. CONTROL/EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 
PRE-TEST COMPARISON 1,)9 O,Z)p )0,1 Accepted 

2. CX>NTROL GROUP 
PRE-TEST/POST-TEST COMPARISON 1,76 O,l)P> 0,05 Accepted 

3. EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
PRE-TEST/POST-TEST COMPARISON 1,42 0,2)P)0,1 Accepted 

4. CX>NTROL/EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 
POST-TEST COMPARISON 1,68 0,2)P)0,1 Accepted 

The obtained t-values are not greater than the tabled t-values for the approp

riate degrees of freedom at the 0,05 probabili ty level and the null hypothesis 

is therefore accepted. 

TABlE 6 - 4 

RESULTS FROM STD. 7 CMI ANOVA 

(NED AND CRIC PROGRAMME OUTCOMES) 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE-. 
SUM OF 

SOURCE OF VARIANCE df SQUARES 

AMONG GROUPS 5 241,15 

WITHIN GROUPS 54 1327,70 

TOTAL 59 1568,85 

MEAN 
SQUARE F P 

48,83 1,81 .90> P 

24,59 0,92 .90)p 

26,59 
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TABLE 6 - 5 

RESULTS FROM STD. 9 CMI fI}IOV A 

( NED AND CRAC PROGRAMME OUTCOMES) 

AN ALYSIS OF V ARlfI}ICE • . 
SUM OF 

SOURCE OF V ARI fI}ICE: df SQUARES 

AMONG GROUPS 5 8 4,73 

WITHIN GROUPS 54 1027,0 

TOTAL 59 1111,73 

MEfI}I 
SQUARE F P 

16 , 95 0,9 .90>P 

19 ,02 1,01 .90>P 

18,84 

The observed v ari ati ens are si gni fi cant only at less than the 0.90 level 

and we therefore accept the null hypothesis. There is a greater than 10% 

probability of this being a chance result. The primary hypotheses is 

abandoned in favour of the pri,mary null hypotheses which asserts that no 

significant difference in career maturity between pupils who experience 

career educatLm programmes and those who do not will be found. In the 

Ii gh t of thi s, it was c onsi der,ed unnecessar y to undert ake addi ti on al 

analyses to test the secondary hypotheses (i .e. that NED progranmes wi 11 

produce si,gni ficant1y greater career maturi ty than other programmes). 

From these results, the following observations can be made 

* The means of the post-test mean scores show a t endency to increase 

wi th each standard, though there are excep ti ons and the increases are not 

as LU1i form as may have been expected. The means are Std. 6 : 32,7; 

Std. 7 : 34,1; Std. 8 : 34,0; Std. 9 ]6,0; Std. 10 ]6 ,2. These 

results therefore support the notion of c hronologi c al career development 

(Crites 19 71, 1978 ; Sorochty et al. 197 9 in Watson 198 4, p.48) . They also 

suggest that there may be di scontinui ti es in thi s development or that it 

may not proceed uniformly (Crites 1969 ; Kelso 1977; Wolff 1963, loco cit.). 

* South African mean GM! scores are not too dissimilar from those obtained 

from American samples. This finding reinforces those of Laubscher (19 77) 

and Rainier (1982). This is taken to be an indication of the validity of 

the American model and instrumen ts for South African populations. 
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* The unexpected finding of a decrease in control group scores has 

precursors in the findings of Goodson (in Laubscher 1977) and Laubscher 

(1'J77, P.llZ). This trend may have been accentuated when selecting the 

fin al data for thi s study. 

* The null hypotheses were accepted in all Cases except for Standard 8. 

Pupils in this standard who experienced the NED career education programme 

showed a significan t increase in career maturi ty over those who did not. 

6.3 Discussion. 

The most prominent finding of this study was the fact that the careers work 

attempted with the majori ty of the school (6, 7, 9 and 10) did not produce 

significant results. Not only were these findings repeated for different 

standards, they were also repeated with different progr,."mes. The effect is 

to multiply the message that careers education must be percei ved to be 

meeting personal needs. There are a variety of influences that prevent 

this from happening: teachers defining their role requiremen ts in terms 

of covering the syllabus or maintaining control. Bates (1983) raises 

questions about a style of pedagogy that mayor may not be sui table for 

achieving the aims of career education. Both pupils and teachers bring to 

the classroom role expectations. These often do not promote pupil partici

pation but when these expectations are not met, the activity is seen as 

poin tless or as something di fferen t from a normal lesson, whi ch then does not 

elici t lesson-appropri ate behaviour. 

Pressure to complete programmes was cer t ainly experi enced in thi s study. 

This was directly due to the fact that in an examination term, only six 

sessions were able to be devoted to the programme ( actually seven, but one 

was used to introduce the study, divide pupils into groups and administer 

the pre-test). This resulted in material being compressed. Worksheets 

often became ends in themselves r ather than means towards ends. In addi ti on, 

for the NED programme the point is made that careers education is only one 

componen t of guidance. Here, it is being evaluated in i solation and it is 

assumed that each standard's work cont ains all the elements necessary to 

promote career maturi ty. Longi tudin al evaluation of pupi ls who have completed 

the whole course would complement the findings of this preliminary study. 

It can, however, be questioned whether the overall programme is likely to be 
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effecti ve if its component parts have largely not proved to be so. 

While it has been conceded that other programmes suffered through being 

compressed and condensed, it can also be asked whether or not sufficient 

material was covered to hav'e made a significant difference. Certainly, 

research has been reviewed in this study showing significant results 

after much less time - gi. ven the right programmes. 

Al though thi s purports to be a preliminary study, it can not claim to 

have presented information based on a representative sample of Natal pupils. 

The findings of this study cannot be generali zed to other schools and there 

is a need to verify these results in similar studies covering more schools. 

There is also a need for what has been called illuminative research (Sten

rouse 1980 in Bates 1983). This will provide South African data on some 

of the issues Bates (op. cit.) has addressed including the extent to which 

the developmental model of careers education can achieve its aims in 

practice. The erosion of the ideals of an approach, or the effect of 

materials, has been touched on in thi s study. 

There is also a need for further research to focus on micro-issues associated 

wi. th careers educati on. One such issue is the di ssemination of occupational 

information. There is convincing evidence that pupils lack information. 

This includes academically able pupils as well as those who have suffered 

deprivation. On the whole, it is felt that existing programmes do not 

faci 1i tate a systematic exploration of opportuni ties open or closed to 

pupils. Pupils' occupational hori zons (Hayes et al. 1972) are not being 

expanded. Such infonn ation apart from being current and comprehensi ve, must 

also permit an increased awareness of the psycho-soci al dimensions of work. 

In other words, careers education needs to provide information about careers 

in ways which promote the development of realistic expectations about work 

roles. This infonnation also has to be personalised - assessed in rei ation 

to a self-concept. Whi Ie computer technology c an be useful in di sseminating 

information, there is evidence to suggest that this is not necessarily the 

case. The appropri ateness of technology needs examination. It should be 

questioned whether expensi ve computer systems can necessarily compensate for 

persistent deprivation. It seems clear that career education programmes 

reflect the level of development of existing guidance provisions. It is 



simplistic to expect progr <IIlIIles consi sting merely o f parti cular materi als 

to compensate for or to replace such provisions. In this study, it was 

found that the fact that many pupils had never used the career occup ational 

information that has been collected and filed, memt that they were unable 

to benefi t from some of the acti viti es. Ther.e were repeated examples 

where discussions fell flat because the topic was outside pupils' knowledge 

and experience. One ex,""ple was the simulated jo~interview which was 

part of the Standard 10 NED programme. Such an interview requires specific 

information for it to be successful. The value of the exerci se lay in the 

re ali zati on by pupi Is that they lacked thi s information. This led to a 

consideration of where such information could be obtained and also revealed 

deficiencies in the school's e xisting collection of information. It 

would have been worthwhile to have spent more time preparing for the simu

la ti on, but time di d not permi t thi s . 

DecisiQ'l ..... aking, another micro-area of careers education, is affected by the 

indi vidual's knowledge of occup ations, self-understanding and Career thinking. 

While there is evidence that decision-making skills can be taught, it should 

be questioned whether this can be done in isolation. Both American and 

Bri tish careers education frameworks see the function of decision-makin.g ski lls 

being to integrate self-understanding wi. th knowledge of the world of work and 

opportunity. A major contributing factor to the failure of the CRAC material 

might well have been that it did not build on a sound basis in these two areas. 

In a similar vein, it might be asked whe t her the CIC programmes attention to 

subject choices was out of proportion wi th the actu al choices pupils have. 

Only very few pupils wi 11 be allowed the option of selecting another high school 

because it offers preferable subject combinations. 

The practical value of this study has lain in its diagnosis of needs and the 

feedback it has given about the extent to which these career needs are being 

met at one particular school. In doing so, it possibly paved the way for 

more effecti ve career interventions in future, but it also raised the issue 

of needs assessments and how this is bes t done, or at least, effectively 

approached. Attempts to apply the systems approach which involves a dis

ciplined malysis of the elements which c ombine and relate to makea system what 

it is,need docllllentation and dissemination so that t hey can bec ome more promi

nent features of Careers education curriculum design. While testing r emains a 

contentious issue because of its associ a tion with matching and the problems 
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associ ated wi th using the results, a case for extending the tests currently 

avai lable for assessing career developmen t should be considered. Ideally, 

this should include some global assessment of career development, or, what 

might be more appropri ate in the light of the problems associated wi th such 

instruments, a nlDDber- of specific assessments of the fact..:Jrs which have been 

shown to be associ ated wi th career development. These might include self

concept, locus of control, decision-making and interest scales. 

The success of the standard eight programme is probably due partly to the 

m ateri al whi ch included: a clear statement of the rationale in terms of the 

process of career deci sion~akingJ and opporttmi ties to use and assess sources 

of occupational information and to attempt some self evaluation; and partly 

to the envircnmen tal programme benefi ts. These findings lend support to the 

validity of the environmental education programme and show that it is possible 

to make pupils aware of a different approach to education; one that is rele

vant, integrates subject areas, extends ski 11s and invites active participation. 

When this happens, there are spin-offs which significantly affect pupils' 

capacity to benefit from other programmes. Ways of extending this integration, 

co-or.dinating available reso urces and strengthening links between what is 

learned and the si tuations which wi 11 be encountered later, need further con

sideration ;nd implementation. Work experience promises to be a fruitful area 

for such contemplations. 

It should be clear that career education can not be predicated on apriori 

decisions about what is to be included in curricula, the way other subjects 

may be. A developmental framework may be used as the basis for identifying 

the tasks requi ring mastery. From there aims and objecti ves may be derived 

and sui table materi als developed. The NED approach to Careers education is a 

welcome departure from tradi tional ",proaches to curricular development. It 

must, however, be realized that developing an adequate career education curri

culum may entail a clash with currently dominant political and ideolOgical 

value systems. 

Despi te its predominan tly negati ve findings, its limi ted generali zabi li ty and 

its vague recommendations, it is hoped that this study has raised many of 

the issues of principle and practice that,i f resolved, will demonstrate that 

genuine careers education can con tri bute posi ti vely to l"eform in thi s country 

as it has done in other countries. 
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.CAREER MATURITY INVENTORY ATTITUDE SCALE. 

(Cn tes 1978) 

Please read the statements below about occupational choice and work. 

Decide whether you agree or disagree with the statement. If you 

agree or mos Uy agree wi th it, put a ti ck in the column labelled A 

on this sheet. If you disagree or mostly disagree with the statement, 

put a tick in the column headed D on thi s sheet. 

PLEASE ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS 

1. Once you make al occ~ational choice, you can't make 
1I'lother one 

2. In making an occupatienal choice you need to know what 
kind of perS';m you are 

3. A person can do anything he wants as long as he tries 
hard 

,4. Your occupation is important because it determines how 
much you em earn 

5. A consideration of what you are good at is more important 
than what you like in choosing an occupation 

6. Your parents probably know better than anybody which 
occupation you should enter 

7. Work is worthwhi Ie mainly because i t Ie ts you buy the 
things you wan t 

8. Work is drudgery 

9. Why try to deci de upon an occupati on when the future is 
SO uncert ain 

10. It's probably just as easy to be successful in one 
occupation as it is in another 

11. By the time you are fi fteen, you should have your mind 
pretty well made up about the occupati en you in tend to 
enter 

12. There are so many factors to consider in choosing an 
occupation it is hard to make a decision 

13. You can't go very far wrong by following your parents' 
advice about which occupation to enter 

14. Working in an occupation is much like going to school 

15. The best thing to do is to tryout several occupati ons 
and then choose the one you li ke best 

A D 



16. There is only one occupation for each individual 

17. Whether you are interested in an occupation is not 
as important as whether you can do the work 

18. You get into an occupation mostly by chance 

19. It's who you know not . what you know that is important 
in an occup ati on 

20. Choose an occupation which gi ves you a chance to help 
others 

21. Choose an occupation then plan how to enter it 

22. Choose an occupation in which you can someday become 
famous 

23. If you have some doubts about what you want to do, 
ask your p aren ts or fri ends for advi ce and sugges tions 

24. Choose an occupation which allows you to do what you 
believe in 

25. The most important part of IoPrk is the pleasure which 
comes from doing it 

26. It doesn't matter which occupation you choose as long 
as it pays well 

27. As far as choosing an occupation is concerned, some
thing will corne along sooner or later 

28. Why worry abou t choosing an occupation when you don't 
have anything to say about it anyway 

29. I really can't find any occupation that has much 
appeal to me 

J). I have li ttle or no idea what IoPrking wi 11 be like 

31. When I am trying to study, I often find myself 
daydremng about what it'll be like when I start 
working 

32. If I have to go into military s ervice , I think I'll 
wait to choose an occupation unti 1 I am out 

33. When it comes to choosing an occupation, I'll make 
up my own mind 

34. I wan t to really accompli sh something in my IoPrk - to 
make a great di scovery or earn lots of money or help 
a great number of people 

35. As long as I can remember . I 've kno"",- what I want to do 

:p. I can't understand how some people can be so set about 
what they want to do 

A D 



:r7. The occup ation I choose has to gi ve me plen ty of 
freedom to do what I want 

jl. I know lIhi ch occup ation I want to en ter, bu t I have 
difficulty in preparing myself for it 

59. I know very little about the requirements of 
occupations 

40. I want to continue my education but I don't know 
what courses to take or whi ch occupati en to choose 

41. I spend a lot of time wishing I could do work I 
know I cannot ever possibly do 

42. I'm not /Fing to worry about choosing an occupation 
until I am out of school 

43. I f I c;n jus t help 0 thers in my work I'll be happy 

44, I guess everybody has to go to work sooner or later, 
but I don't look forward to it 

45. I often daydream about what I want to be but I don't 
really have any occupatienal choice 

46. The greatest appeal of an occupation to me is the 
opportuni ty it provides for getting ahead 

47. Everyone seems to tell me something different until 
now I don't know which occupation to choose 

48. I have a pretty good idea of the occupation I want 
to en ter but I don't know how to go abo ut it 

49. I plan to follow the occupation my parents suggest 

5). I seldom think about the occupation I want to enter 

A D 
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NATAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT (NED) 

CAREER EDUCATION LESSON-GUIDE: 



CAR E E R S E D U CAT ION 

PRELIMINARY TEACHERS' HANDBOOK/ 

LESSON GUIDE 

The attached lesson guide has been produced as a preliminary 
working document from materials and lessons submitted by 
teacher-counsellors attached to N.E .D. schools. It is 
essentially a handbook in process, as it will grow and change 
as new parts are added, deleted, updated or revised. The 
quality and relevance of the final form of the guide will 
be determined in large part by the wi l lingness of teacher
counsellors to offer constructive comment about the individual 
l~ssons and the programme as a whole . 

Similar guides are being prepared for PERSONAL/SOCIAL 
GUIDANCE and for EDUCATIONAL GUIDANCE. The final forms of 
all three guides will be made available as official docu
ments once teacher-counsellors ha ve had an opportunity to 
evaluate and comment on the preliminary guides. For this 
reason an urgent appeal is made to all teacher-counsellors 
to participate in the evaluation process, and to make time 
to comment on each lesson as it is completed. (A retrospec~
ive evaluation of any lesson is likely to be less effective.) 
Gu idelines for evaluating both the individual lessons (and 
acc ompanying worksheets, questionnairs and resource material) 
a nd t he programme as a whole, are provided . An honest 
app roach to the evaluation is desired. I f you like the 
lesson, say it. If you don't, say why! The comple t ed 
evaluation forms should be forwarded to the writer each time 
f our or five lessons have been completed . Counsellors are 
E~ues ted only to evaluate lessons in the standards for 
whi c h they have been designed and not to use material 
i n t ended for Std. 6 in Std 7 etc. etc. 

When evaluating the CAREERS EDUCATION programme as a whole 
it will be important to bear in mind that the guides aims 
t o cover only those aspects of careers education which are 
considered to be essential. It will also be ne c essary to 
remember that the guides for PERSONAL/ SOC IAL GUIDANCE and 
EDUCATIONAL GUIDANCE will be designed to contain much 
ma t erial which will be complimentary to the careers edu
cation programme. Where there are ob v ious omisSions, or 
where, in the opinion of the teacher-counsellor, unnecessary 
mate r ial has been included, i t would be appreciated if t his 
c ould be brought to the attention of the writer. As a 
downward extension of the CAREERS ED UCATI ON programme is 
planned for the primary school, any ideas or suggestions for 
le s son content at this level (especially Std 5) would be 
greatly appreciated . 

/The . . . 



The submission of additional lessons and supporting material 
for any part of the guide will be most appreciated. Much 
information previously submitted has yet to be incorporated 
in the guide in some form. Teacher-counsellors submitting 
material from other sources are asked to ensure that th e 
source of the material is fully acknowledged. 

Die gids sal aanvanklik alleenlik in 
Engels beskikbaar wees. Sodra dit 
in die finale vorm beskikbaar gestel 
word, sal dit ook in Afrikaans ver
skyn. Kommentaar op die voorlopige 
gids sal in albei tale verwelkom 
word. 



£ V A L U A T ION C ... R E E R S B 0 U C ... T 10" 

Once you have cl)mpleted t he entire programme plea&e comment as fully as possible on your overall 
impressions---it is assumed that your evaluation of individual lessons will have covered the 
5pecjfi r~. You might wish to comment for example on t he comprehensiveness of the programme as a 
whole; o n obvio us omissions or over-emphases; and on biases etc. etc. In particular, comment on 
the degree to which the aims of the programme, as outlined in the preamble to careers education are 
reali~tic or otherwise, and to what extent these aims have or have not b~en realised in the programme 
cont~nt. specific suggestions for improvement would be appreciated. Post this form to A.J.J. Brownell 
PL1~t.!:. . ~_'!l._~Q~L4.1 P ietermar i ~zbuC9, ~200. 

If a programme such as this is to be successful it will have to be continuous. If you have had any 
difficulty implementing it wlth all standards, please give details. Please give details too of the 
sections omitted, if you have not used the whole programme. 

n""a . Teac her-Counsellor 



Careers EQucatior~ 

(E'rearrble) 

CAREERS 2::;':::AT : 'J~; 

In the mi~~s o~ sc~o~l ~ersc~ne: and ~~e public at large the , -
teacher-co~~sellc~ 3 ~T/C) =cle a~d f~~ct~on ~s often exc~us ively 
linked with VCCAT:0NA~ GUI0A~~E. T~~3 limited role pe~ceptio~ 
has been almost i~svi~able s~nce the TIC's predecessor was the 
vocational guidance ~2~c~~erioffice~. More p~ecise ro:e clarifica
tion is one of ~he ~aj~= tasks faci~g the ~/C whose pot2ntial 
contribution to the we:i-be!ng of P~f!:S is ve~y much greater 
tha~ is ge~erally ?e~ce~ve~ . :~vclverne~t in ~atte~s ~elat~ng to 
the vocational C~C iC2S of ?u?~ls ~s but one important aspect of 
the service tha~ T!C ~ 5 o~~e=. 

VOCATIONAL GCI~A~C3 OR CAR~~RS EDUCATION? 

With ~espect to mat~e~s re:ating to vocational choice and 
prep2~ation fo= em;:cy~e~~ it is necessary to differentiate 
betwee~ t~2 foc~s and aDcr~ach of vocat~o~a! counsellors who are 
not a~tached ~o schcol~ ·~-and tha~ 0f ~/C's withi~ schools. The 
services offered in ea=h c a se a=e inter- ~~elated, but quite 
different. On ::he CEe ~c.nd, ~!1e VOCAT:m,l'.:' GUIDANCE of fe;:: ed by 
specialist vocat~onal =ou~sello~s attached to outside institut i ons 
is generally ai~ed at resolving s?Ecific shor t - term problems. By 
definition , the VOCATIDNAL GUIDAl-ICE: ::Jffered by these counsellors is 
of relatively short d~;::ation and ::ends to be characterised by 
comprehensive evaluation , voc~ticna]. cOllnselli:1g and, if necessary , 
p l acement . On the o·::he!:" hand t tr.e Cl\RSEPS E:';';C.n.TION p!."ogramme 
for which ~/C's 3re res90~s~ble is vi3ua~ ~se~ as a long - term 
p r eparation which will enab:e pupils themse:79s to ~e in ~ better 
positioh to make ccns~de=e d a~d realistis vocati~nal choices. 
The TIC's involvement ~n CAREERS EDUCA~ION is in many respects, 
no d i f:erent from that of a s?ecialist vocational counsellor, 
and does not p~ec!ude the possib~lity that pupils will sometimes 
be assisted to make specific vocational c~oices. but such an 
outcome ~s c learly not t').e a.im of the progrc.mme. 

CAREERS EDUCATION is essentially a shared res,?onsibility of T/C'~ 
teachers, parents and others. In broad terms ·:Ohe programme aim s 
to help pupils to th!.n}: about themselves a!1d wo rk, and to become 
more effective in inte~personal skills an~ 1!1 soc i al and work 
situations. The gClidan.ce prog-ramme as a whole, cf which CAREERS 
EDUCATION is but one part, tries to facilitate the arowth process 
towards g reater independence, adulthood and personal responsibility . 

THE AIMS OF THE CAREERS S~~CATION PROGRAMME 

The CAREERS EDUCATION programme of th e Natal Education Department 
has a number of aims, the c hi ef of which are 

* To ma ke pupils aware of the need ~cr a b;::oader view of the 
world of wo;::k than ::ra: so often espoused by the modern techno
log ica l society - a 30ciety which e!evates the i mage of a 
rational, objectiv'?, ambit iou s and mater: c.:. isti c ~la n above 
th~lt· of the moral , v....:lue s -ortentated t emctiond: ui1r1 :;~Jlr!t\lal 

l1l.J.rl. A vi ~w of Life \ ..... h j(; h ter.d!:> t.c give thf-: hj (.1~ I '-::;I. :;! . ....:t.u;; L( ) 
jobs that ace chafat_L~~ised by high remure=ati oo an d ~{)cj ~ l 



CA.<EERS EDUCATION 
(Preamble) 

power, and carries with it, for example, the danger of a 
reconceptualisation of mans' responsibility to his family in 
lerms of material, rather than psychological and emotional 
provision. 

* To alert pupils to the dangers inherent in th~ assumption that 
the choice of work is merely a "technical" problem which can 
more or less be solved by technical, psychometric means i . e. to 
make pupils aware of ,the need to see job selection as a 
developmental process and not merely an event. This process 
should aim at maximising the potential that work has to create 
additi onal meaning for life by providing a sense of personal 
fulfilment, and by improving the emotional quality of life, 
rather than leading to a "death in life" working situation 
in which people feel obliged to cling to secure jobs, even 
though their spirit and enthusiasm for the job has already died. 

* To examine cultural conventions such as the ·one life/one career" 
assumption which can no longer be supported by available 
statistics on job mobility - statistics which show that the 
average man can expect to have up to 5 or 6 different jobs in 
a life time, and that what may be a meaningful choice at age 18 
or 25; need not necessarily be so at age 35 or 40. 

* To develop the self concept of pupils through greater self 
understanding, and to encourage empathy for the situation of 
others as a means to improving human, relations at work and 
elsewhere. ' 

* To help adolescents to be able to communicate in an informed 
and articulate manner on the topic of careers choice, so chat 
they are better able to defend themselves against any unr·ealistic 
pressures and prescriptions which parents and important others 
may attempt to impose on them in this regard. 

SOME OTHER AREAS OF FOCUS 

The CAREERS EDUCATION component, in conjunction with the rest of 
the guidance programme, will also emphasise some of the following 
aspects in the .~est for better self-understanding by pupils 
during the cour~e of their school career: 

* Environmental Influences 

Pupils will be made aware of the expectations that others have 
of them, and that they have of themselves, and be encouraged 
to examine these in light of family and social traditions, 
financial circumstances and available opportunities. 

* Abilities and Aptitudes 

Pupils will be encouraged to greater awareness of the importance 
of knowing as much as possible about their abilities and " 
aptitudes, and will be exposed to evaluation of both of these 
by formal and informal means. 

* Interests/ 



* Interests 

Careers Education 
(Preamble) 

The importance of identifying and stimulating specific 
interests is emphasised systematically through the 
curriculum. 

* Values, Needs and Aspirations 

Throughout their school career pupils will be encouraged to 
explore their own value systems, needs and aspirations with 
a view to alerting them to the influences that these will 
have on motivation and choice. 

* Subjects and Subject Combinations 

Pupils will be made aware of the importance of specific 
subjects and of subject combinations for both further 
training and for career choice. 

* Sources of Career Information and Career Research 

During the course of their school careers pupils will be 
introduced to available sources .of caIeer information, and 
will be expected to participate in structured career research 
exercises aimed at self-discovery, and the reinforcement of 
what has been introduced to them in class. 

* Job-seeking and Job·-holding skills 

Towards the end of their school career there will be increased 
emphasis on skills which relate more directly to job-seeking 
and job-holding, as well as an introduction to such issues 
as unionism and industrial relations. 

* A future Perspective 

Vocational trends vary, and the preparation of pupils' for the 
choices that they might only be called upon to make a decade 
hence i~ exceptionally difficult. The focus on future 
vocational trends is aimed essentially at alerting pupils to 
the inevitability of change and to the need for continual 
retraining and upgrading of skills if they are to make 
maximum use of their potential in the years ahead. Because 
unemployment has become a fact of life in almost all societies, 
it is also covered, sinbe it is inevitable that many of those 
now at school will at some stage, and possibly even for long 
periods, have to learn to cope constructively with unemployment. 

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT 

The onus is on the school to ensure that parents, in particular, 
are made aware of the scope and intention of the CAREERS EDUCATION 
component of guidance, and that they have reasonable access to 
the TiC, so that they are not tempted to seek advice elsewhere 
without first counsulting the TiC. The services offered by 
counsellors attached to bodies such as the Department of Manpower, 
the Career Information Centre, and the student counselling • 
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(Preamble) 

servi c es of universities and technikons, to name but a few, 
are often indi s pensable, but should not be used as a first 
resort by parents. When they are, this probably 'means that 
parents ha ve not be e n sufficiently informed about the T/C's 
role, or that insufficient effort has been made to encourage 
parents to make use of the T/C's services and/or that T/C's 
have not made an effort to offer a meaningful service. There 
are many ways of ensuring that parents are informed about the 
servi c es offered. However this is done, it is important that 
the parents' own role in continUing CAREERS EDUCATION is 
stressed by emphasising that : 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Career development and career decision-making are processes 
and not events. That Career decisions cannot be tak~n by 
merely undergoing a single test or series of psychological 
tests. 

They should encourage their children to think about themselves 
their abilities, aptitudes, interests and aspirations - as 
well as about possible careers for which t hey feel they are 
suited, without pressurising them into premature decision
making. 

They should not allow their own doubts about their child's 
choice to hamper the decision-making process. Decisions should 
be questioned in a positive and supportive way, questions 
must be posed, and parents should contribute by listening, 
supporting and creating opportunities for constructive 
dialogue . Children should be allowed to find their own 
answers as the final decision isnot that of the parent . 

It will be in their interest to contact the T/C who might 
al s o consider it to be in their child's interest to seek 
further advi c e from counsellors at institutions outside 
the school. 

/psfm 



CE 6.1 

INTRODUCTION TO CAREERS EDUCATION IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL 

OBJECTIVES 

PROCEDURE 

RESOURCES 

To introduce CAREERS EDUCATION as an inter
related component of the total guidance 
programme and to provide an overview of its aims 
throughout the secondary school curriculum. 

1. Refer to the preamble to the CAREERS 
EDUCATION programme for the content of this 
lesson. Emphasise that the CAREERS EDUCATION 
component is only one part of the total 
guidance programme. Provide an overview of 
the aims of CAREERS EDUCATION stressing that 
much of what is learned in other sections 
will be directly applicable here. Stress the 
importances of pupils.' own involvement in 
research etc, and outline the TIC's role w.r.t. 
individual careers counselling. Allow time 
for discussion and clarification. 

2. Encourage pupils to encourage their parents 
to become involved in their careec develop
ment. Assist them to do ' this by preparing 
a hand-out for their parents (along the lines 
suggested in the preamble to the CAREERS 
EDUCATION programme) in which you tell them 
what you will be doing in your lessons. 
Encourage pupils to feed-back their parents' 
responses to you and encourage parents to 
make use of the services you offer. 

Preamble to the CAREERS EDUCATION programme -
CAREERS EDUCATION - it's scope and focus . . . .. 



OBJECTIVE 

PROCEDURE 

Resources 

CE 6.2 

THE NEED TO WORK 

To explore man's need to work. 

1. Present contrasting sit uations to the class to 
illustrate how primitive man worked to su rvive 
and how modern man is increasi ngly motivated 
by higher order needs which look beyond 
survival to the improvement of his quality 
of life. The extracts provided in CE 6.2 -
Survival and How and Why People Work, should 
provide su i table introductory materia l. 

2. Explore the need to work by focusing , for 
examp le, on such aspects as survival , pay, 
security, service , status, interest, enjoy
ment and leisure etc. Allow time for dis
cussion and encourage pupils to add to the 
list. 

3. Select any 10 aspects dealt with in 2, write 
them on the bib and ask each pupil to rank 
them in order of persona l preference - a rank 
of 1 is 'most important' and a rank of 10 
'least i~~ortant' for them. Ask one or two 
pupils to give their ranking and to tell the 
class what motivated their choice. Do not allow 
any further discussion at this s tage. 

4. Deal with each of the 10 selected aspec ts in 
turn and try to establish a class ranking for 
each. Focus on the range 0: individual choices , 
and illustrate in particular how man's need 
and motivation to work,when survival is not 
at stake, will be influenced by fa c tors which 
would appear on face va lue to bear little rela
tion to thi s issue. 

1. LindhardN . \'IhatCanldo pp 1 - 7 

2. Dovey K. Work and Me (Pub . Oxford University Press) 
pp 57 - 5S-an~--~ 35 

3. Lindhard M. 
School pp 

What am I gOlng to do when I leave 
6 9 



HOW AND WHY PEOPLE WORK 

The First Wave - ...,orking in the fie1.g!L.'Uld. ~.t hom~. 

In First Wave societies most work was performed in the fields 
or in the home, with the entire household toiling t092ther 
as an economic unit and with most production destined for 
consumption within the village or manor. Work life and home 
life were fused and intermingled. And since each village was 
largely self-sufficient, the success of the peasants in one 
place was not dependent upon what happened in another. Even 
with in the production unit most workers performed a variety 
of tasks, swapping and shifting roles as demanded by the 
season, by sickness, or by choice. The pre-industrial division 
of labor was very primitive. AS a result, work in First Wave 
agricultural societies was characterized by low levels of 
interdependency. 

The Second Wave - mas§.....Pro.?.!,Lc: .t:i.Q.I}_)Il .J'act9.r~es. 

The Second Wave, washing across Britain, France, Germany and 
other countries, shifted work from field and home to factory, 
and introduced a much higher level of interdependency. Work 
now demanded collective effort, divisjc ~ of labor, co-ordina
tion, the integration of many different skills. Its success 
depended upon the carefully scheduled co-operative behaviour 
of thousands of far-flung people, many of whom never laid eyes 
on one another. The failure of a major steel mil l or glass 
factory to deliver needed supplies to an auto plant cou ld, under 
certain circumstances, send repercussions throughout a whole 
industry or regional economy. 

The collision of low- and high-interdependency work produced 
severe conflict over ro les, responsibilities and rewards. The 
early factory owners, for example, complained that their 
workers were irresponsible - that they cared little about the 
efficiency of the factory, that they went fishing when most 
needed, engaged in horseplay, or turned up drunk. In fact, 
most of the early industrial workers were rural folk who were 
accustomed to low interdependency, and had littl e or no under
standing of their own role in the overal l production process 
or of the failures, breakdowns , and malfunction s occasioned by 
their "irresponsibility." Moreover, since most of them earned 
pitiful wages, they had little incentive to care. 

In the clash between these two work systems, the new forms of 
work seemed to triumph. More and more production was transferred 
to the factory and office. The countryside was stripped of 
population. Millions of workers became part of high-interdepen
dence networks. Second Wave work overshadowed the old backward 
form associated with the First Wave. 

The Third Wave - beyond mass...J2..!:.9.<lm:t .ion . 

AS I entered the building, I remembered again the factories in 
which I had once worked, with all their clatter and roar, their 
dirt, smoke, and suppressed anger. For years, ever since leaving 
our manual jobs, my wife and I have been "factory voyeurs." In 
all our travels around the globe, instead of zeroing in on ruined 
cathedrals and tour i s t c lip joints we have made it our business 

to see hewl 



CE 6.2 

to see how people work. For nothing tells us more about their 
culture. And now in Colorado Springs I was once again visiting 
a factory. I had been told that it was among the most advanced 
-'n'lfacturing facilitles in the world. 

It soon became clear why. 
the latest technology and 
and the practical effects 

For, in plants like this, one glimpses 
the most advanced information systems -
of their convergence. 

This Hewlett-Packard facility turns out $100 million worth a year 
of electrn~ ic apparatus - cathode-ray tubes for use in TV monitors 
and medical equipment, oscilloscopes, "logic analyzers" for 
testing, and even more arcane items. Of the 1,700 people 
employed here, fully 40 percent are engineers, programmers, 
technicians, clerical or managerial personnel. They work in a 
huge, high-ceilinged open space. One wall is a giant picture 
window that frames an imposing view of Pikes Peak. The other 
walls are painted bright yellow and white. The floors are light
colored vinyl, gleaming and hospital clean. 

The workers at H-P, from clerks to c omputer specialists, from 
the "1 " '1t 'lla nager t.o assemblers and inspecto rs, are not separated 
spa tial. ·j b" l- "".)rk to gether in open bays. Instead of shouting to 
one another over a machine clatter, they speak in normal conversa
tional tones. Because everyone wears ordinary street clothes 
there are no visible distinct ions of rank or task. Production 
~:3ployees sit at their own benches or desks; so many of these 
are decorated with tra:J.ing ivy, flowers, and other greenery 
that, fr om some visual angles, one has the fleeting illusion of 
being in a ga rden. 

SI "irl ing through this facility, I thought how poignant it would 
be il I COU1 ~ magically lift some of myoId 'llates out of the 
foundry a~~ auto assembly line, out of the racket, the dirt, 
the hard bc uising manual labor, and the rigidly ~uthoritarian 
discipline that accompanied it, and transplant the m into this 
new·-sty le wor k environment. 

They would stare in wonder at what they saw. I doubt very much 
th~t H-P is a workers' paradise, and my blue collar friends 
wouJ II not be easily fooled. They would demand to know, item by 
i t 'll ' , the pay schedules, the fringe benefits, the grievance 
procedures, if any. They would ask whether the exotic new 
materials being handled in this plant are really safe or whether 
there are environmental health hazards. They would assume 
rightly that even under the seemingly casual rela tionships some 
people give orders and others take them. 

Nevertheless, myoId friends' shrewd eyes wou21 take in much 
that is new and sharply different from the classical factories 
they knew. They would notice, for example, that instead of all 
the H-P employees arriving at once, punching the clock, and 
racing to their work stations, t hey are able , within limits, to 
choose their own individual working hour s. I nstead of being 
forced to stay in one work location, they are able to move about 
as they wish. Myoid friends would marvel at the freedom of 
the H-P employees, again within limits, to set their own work 

pace. To talk tol 



pace. To talk to managers or engineers without worrying about 
status or hierarchy. To dress as they wish. In short, to be 
individuals. In fact, myoId companions in their heavy steel
tipped shoes, dirty overalls, and working men's legs would 
find it hard, I believe. to think of the place as a factory 
at all. 

And if we regard the factory as the home of mass production, 
they would be right. For mass production is not what this 
facility is all about. We have moved beyond mass production. 

Extracted from 

/sb 

Toffler A. The Third World . 
Pub. Collins, 1980 



CE 6.1 

SURVIVAL 

An older girl, not yet a woman but carrying a woman's 
load, wplked behind the woman who followed Iza, glancing 
back now and then at a boy, very nearly a man, trailing 
the women. He tried to allow enough distance between 
himself and them so it would seem he was one of the 
three hunters bringing up the rear and not one of the 
children. He wished he had game to carry, too, and 
even envied the old man, one of the two flanking the 
women, who carried a large hare over his shoulders, 
felled by a stone from his sling. 

The hunters were not the only source of food for the 
clan. The women often contributed the greater share, 
and their so urces were more reliable. Despite their 
burdens, they foraged as they travelled, and so 
efficiently it hardly slowed them down. A patch of 
day lilies was quickly stripped of buds and flowers, 
and tender new roots exposed with a few strokes of the 
digging sticks. Cattail roots, pulled loose from 
beneath the surface of marshy backwaters, were even 
easier to gather. 

If they hadn't been on the move, the women would have 
made a point of remembering the location of the tall 
stalky plants, to return later in the season to pick 
the tender tails at the top for a vegetable. Later 
still, yellow pollen mixed with starch pounded from the 
fibres of old roots would make doughy unleavened 
biscuits. When the tops dried, fuzz would be 
collected, and several of the baskets were made from 
the tough leaves and stalks. Now they gathered only 
what they found, but little was overlooked. 

New shoots and tender young leaves of clover, alfalfa, 
dandelion; thistles stripped of prickles before they 
were cut down; a few early berries and frui t s. The 
po inted digging sticks were in constant use, nothing 
wa s safe from them in the women's deft hands. They 
were used as a lever to overturn log s for ne wts and 
delectable fat grubs; fr es hwater mo lluscs were 
fished out of streams and pushed closer to shore for 
easy reach, and a variety of b ulbs, t ubers a nd roots 
were dug out of the ground. 

From 

/psfln 

AUEL, J . M. The Clan of the Cave Bear. 
Pub. Hodder & Stoughton, 1980. 



Objective 

Procedure 

CE 6.3 

THE PLACE OF WORK IN OUR LIVES 

To encourage grea t er awareness of some of the more 
subtle changes in values and needs which have Deen 
occasioned by the modern technologicals 'lclety, and 
to make pupils conscious of some of the im?lications 
for the career decision ' making process. 

1. AS this lesson is a follow-up on some of the 
issues dealt with in CE 6.2 it will be advisable 
to introduce it with a brief summary of tne most 
important points which relate to t he content of 
that lesson. 

2. Use the information contained in A Contrast of 
Needs (CE 6.3) as the basis for this lesson which 
is aimed primarily at highlighting the cnanges 
in values brought about by the technological age, 
and at the creation of an awareness of some of 
the important implica ti ons of these changes. 
Try to encourage pup i ls to be aware of the need 
and value of traditional societal values which 
often tend to be reles~ted to a level of 
insignificance by those imposed on modern man 
by a primarily material philosophy of life. 
(The primary issues in question are dealt witn 
in Ken Dovey'S article Educa tio n for Work ln a 
Modern Technological Society (CE 6.3)(Counsellors 
are asked to acquaint themselves with the main 
points made in this article as they are of vital 
importance to a ba lanced Careers Education 
programme. A summary of the )nain poin t s is to 
be found at the end of CE 9.3) 

3. Divide the class into buzz groups giving each 
of the groups one of the following topics for 
discussion. Allow abou t ten minutes and then 
ask for feed-back from one member of each group: 

* 

* 

The work place is much like c he jungle, only 
the fittest survive. 

All people have equal access to work and if 
you really put your mind to it you can do 
anything. 

* Money is all that counts. Nothing else ,natters 
when you choose a job. 

* 

• 

You can choose your friends, but you can't 
always choose the people you work with. 

The ~hought of being une,nployed doesn' t 
worry me 



Resource 

CE. 6.3 

4. During the discussion which follows, the 
counsellor should attempt to highlight the 
most important issues. Point out, in particular, 
that the essentially human, spiritual, emotional 
factors which inevitably come into play when one 
looks beyond the mere acquisition of a job, to 
work satisfaction and personal fulfilment, are 
ignored at one's peril. Material security has 
a place - but should not necessarily have a 
primary place. The law of the jungle might be 
an inevitable fact of life - but for those for 
whom other values take presedence, a type of 
employment where such a law does not predominate 
is essential for emotional survival etc. etc. 
Our technological society has imposed factors, 
needs and issues which might never have entered 
the minds of those in more traditional (and 
contented?) communities. 

It is important to emphasise the capacity of 
different forms of work experience to enhance 
or destroy the emotional quality of any working 
individual's life - something that so many 
people find to their cost that they had never 
considered. Because of a distorted sense of 
material well-being and security, many people 
cling to secure jobs even though their spirit 
of enthusiasm for the job died ten years earlier. 

5. If time permits, and if it is considered to be 
appropriate, conclude the lesson by asking 
pupils to predict the factors likely to be most 
important when choosing a job 20 years hence. 
What, for example, might be some of the factors 
to consider if the economic health of the 
country were to deteriorate dramatically? Could 
one under such circumstances, afford to be "too 
choosey" about a job? Can one envisage a 
situation in which one is forced by circumstances 
to take any job, even a job that will clearly 
not satisfy one? What would the i~plications 
of such a forced choice be for personal fulfil
ment? Are there not many in our society for 
whom this is the only choice/etc. etc. 

Dovey K. Education 
Society. 

for Work in a modern Technological 
From Mon t or 1984 (See CE 6.3) 

Dovey K. Work and Me . Cape Town: Oxford Univ. 
Press 1983 
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A CONTRAST OF NEEDS 

------:--------------,----------------_ .. 
leeds 

Surviva l 

Traditi onal Society 

Most oE th e needs of primitive 
societies, and ma ny o E the needs 
of traditi onal soci e ties would 
have ce ntred around the question 
f)f surv ival. Those needs would, 
in primitive s ociety in particulaG 
have been satisfied through an 
intimate knowledge of their 
ach i evement, and as a result of 
tips passed down through the 
generations. 

Technological society 

In a tech nological soc ie t y, wor ~ . plays 

an importa nt role in ensuring one 's 
physical survival, b~t many people 
become en trapped in ma t erial Istic needs 
which are crE.'ated by the mass meula -
needs which a re frequen t ly not needs at 
all but 'wan ts ' that c au se man to wan t 
more and more. The r esult is f r eguently 
personal unhappines s because al l wants 
can' t be sat is fied. 

·_-------1------------+------- -------
1 
IJdentlt y It is reasonable to assume that 

all men search for a personal 
identity. In more primitive 
societies it is likely that the 
identity of individuals became 
very much enmeshed in the 

In a techno l og i cal soci ety, the c hoice 
of work means the choice of a soci al 
identity . One's answers to the question 
·W hat work do you do ? - tends to determine 
the kind of r espo nse to you a s a person 
Social pressure , and indeed individual 
preference , tends towards the choice o f 
high status working identities, and often 
results in disillus i on; a sense of 
failure; and cl tendency to buy c x ~ efl S Iv~ 
cars and furniture , or other materiaL 
goods to boost one's s ense of identity. 

I 
I 

greater group identity, but that 
for example, hunting prowess 
and physical strength and 
e nd uranc~ would have l~d to 
individual recognition. Personal 
identity also acc rued to a large 
extent as a result of ritual 
ceremonies which demarcated the 
line between childhood and 
adulthood. 

---------~------------------------~--------------------------.-----
Community In traditional society a sense of 

community was generally well 
dev~loped. Divisions into 
communitie~, clans , tribes etc 
incrp~sed a sense of belonqin~. 

'1')113 sensl:' (If community was 
usually enhanced because people 
~orked in alld ( O C tile community. 
Whatev('r corl es of co nd uct 
e x isted within a community were 

! und('rst ood by all. 

The c hoice of a particular type of work 
i s in effec t the choiGe of a communlty. 
The wor k commu nity might be ve ry 
d i fferen t from the home commu lli t ~ and 
so t()O may ~e the aCCPflt at)je cOfJe~ o f 
c onduL:t. Wh e re cod es di((c r, L1lE~ (- e .:lce 
bound to be real dilemmas and unce,tain t ies 
even neurose s - in short , the elno tional 
quality o f one ' ~ life will be affected 
(for the better or the worse) by the 
peop le with wh om on$? wor ks, and beca us E' 
one might live in one community and wock 
in another i t is not un li kely that this 
div ided s~ n se o f loya l ty will lead to 
mo re se lf gratification and less 
cOlnlnllnity invoJvelnent. 

I ...... - --.-----+-----------------------------t-------------------------------
I I-Ieiln I T1fJ 

I 
I 

Traditional society , whether it 
were o f th e primitive variety 
I)r no t , usually relied on very 
definite codes of conduct which 
gave a se nse of meaning and 
direction to the lives of 
individ ual s. Meaning eminated 
primarily from religious beliefs 
and experiences, a nd the codes 
usually made a definite 
distinction between what was 
~cceptable (right) and unaccept
able (wrong) 

In th e t echnoloyil:al society, matecialiS~1 

is often o ffe red a s an al tecnatLve frame 
of reference. The profit lno tive ~ec omes 
the means or even t he end of Inan ' s search 
fo r meaning. Bus ines s practices are 
frequently at variance with normally 
accep ted societal and (~l iyious nor ms 
and values. Pe op le are of ten s acc lf ied 
for profit. 

_ ____ • ___ _ ___ • _ _________________ L ______ • _____ ___________ _ • 

AUdptE.'d from Dovey K. 



0~fo~Yua~ 
!Y~!lHxd YoC~ 

by Ken Dovey, Rhodes University 
The concp.pt, "modern If''chnological · ~ocip.ty" referA 

to the instl lutions I and the values that infuse 
therw, which dominate much of the delly exper ience 
of Iftlet South Afric9f1o: institutions which trans
fOfm the economy through tecmological production 
and urb .. 1i88t ion I 9fld the poli tical, bureaucratic, 
mj Ii tacy and "educaUonal" institutions ..... ith which 
they are closely 88socisted. Ttoe 'progress of the 
proceS8 of modernisation depends, amongst other 
things, upon the effeclive transmission of the val
ue orientations necessary for maintenance of these 

insti lutions. I...!:Je.n....-.Y!1lld~ _. ~IJen_~l!.t~ .on9 inc l~d ,:: the 
interoalis8tion of 8 technical view of the world 
which is rational, objective, materialist Md dis

creetj and the internaUsation of sodal values of 
competitiveness, individualism, consumerism, short
term time orientation, materialism and ambition . 
Even though (according to the official statistics 
in South A fr ical) a mjnor ity of people actuaUy 

inhabit the ci tiea, the urbBl context, with Hs 
pJuralised social life worlds represents the model 
of life to which IIlJst South Afr icans aspire. TheBe 
values are beamed by the modern media to the furth
erest corners of rUfal South Africa. (ven in the 
most isolated parts of rural Transkei for example, 
the value orientations necessary for progress are 
tranamitted by radio waves, te8Ch~rs and returning 
m..igrant workers . There is no going beck to tradi
tional (White and Black) lifestyles. There is how
ever, an urgent need to critically scrutinise rood
ern lifestyles and particuiBrly the central role 
that work has come to play in the U ves of modern 
indiviooals . 

. some ~.~ ~h~ v.slu.es of trOdernit~ there is, a very 
real danger of a process of de-l"lJmani sat i on occom
panying the procesa of rodernisation to the point 

where it undermines the foundations of human exJst

MC". The place to begin ooch re-negotiation _is 
at the workplaces and in the schools. 

CAREERS QJIDAHCE IN IU)ERN, TECIftOLOGICN.. SOCIET

IES. 
Guid8f'lC'f!' 9f'rvicf'9, or institutions, usually re f
lect the values of the sodety in ..... hich the y have 
been created. ThuB conventional South African 
(}Jidance services generally operate upon the foll
owing assumptions: 
• the choice of 8 career is a technical problem 

which CEl'l be more or less solved by technical 
mesna - for eX8mple psychometric tests. The accu
rate identification of skilJs in particular is 
viewed a8 a very important part of thi s process. 

• the process of attainment of work is e problem 
of _rketing oneself. One needs to ma r ket one's 

skills in 9uch a WRy that one succeed" in aell
ing them to the highest bJdder in terms of money 
status and power. Thus the jobs with the highest 
status in ITtldern, industrial society reflect 
these values in that they are generally charact
erised by high remuneration mld social power. 

Whereaa fl'WJral criteri8 have played an t".,ort.,t 
role in the status of work in 80fIIIe traditional 
societies, this is not generally true of ntodern 
society. 

• the workplace is value-neutral, and quali HClt
ions and hard work are the criteria of aucceas 
at worl(. Simi lar ly all have equal access t:J 

Work. 
• each individuBl prepares for the choice of one 

form of work for the entire duration of her/hh 
working life. 

• material security is a critical factor In the 
choice of work. 

Soch approachea neglect the signi ficant role that 

work plays in terms of the emotional QUality of III 
indi v i dual' 9 li fe. Hey neg lect . i"'4'ortant ·dlnltn
sions such BS. meaning and identity because their 
theoretical paradigm cannot deal with such phenolll
ena. Work ho ..... ever, dominates the modern indlvid
uBl's consdou&ness at whatever level of the 
social hierarchy she/he finde her/himself, as the 
following quotes demonstrate: (1) 

til dro't think there ' s a day in my Ufe when I 
don't think about ..... ork. If I dream it i8 UBU

ally about work". (Engineer) 

"I had to examine about thirty-six dozen paJre 

of socks 8 day. It was 8 crazy rush. I found 

the I«lrk abso lutely boring. Socks &fld ""rlt 
socks. dreamt of socks and thought I •• 

going mad'·. (f actory worker) 

Consultant and educational acti .... ities withJn 'lui ... 

ous South African workplaces over the oet 'h. 
years ha .... e made it clear to ~ that a radically 
different form of education for work j8 essential 
in our schools, jf individuals are to realise the 
potenU 81 of work, which ie meanirtgful to theil, in 
thejr lives . 

EDUCATION fOR ~RI( IN I(J()[RN, TECIftOLOGICN.. SOCIET

IES: 
£ciJcation for work must involve the demystifiClt
ion of the role of "Boci al power" in the proc888 
of work attainment and work experience. Such educI-



tion lIust thus begin with the acknowledgement that 
...,rk, 88 a human phenOflenon, cannot be conei dered 
outside of the real. of ruman values. This means 
a::knowledgi;')g tha.~ f~tors such 88 sex, race, reU
g1011, social class, political and personal values. 
will influence ens' 8 chances ewld experiences at 
the MOrkplace as much 98 , if not more thfrl, fact-. 
Drs such a8 certification and hard work. The inten
tion of such education will be to help adolescents 
particularly those from low power social groupa,to 
prepare for the reality of the workplace in such 8 

_y that they have a better chance of transcending 
the negative features arKI rrI8)dmising tho positive 
features of the workplace. Too m&1y talented young 

p'eople are sent nalvely to the workplace with 
false expectations, Wld are subsequently emotion
ally shattered by the reality of their experience 
there . 
Secondly, education for Itflrk in rrodern R. S.A. 
ahould show that the choice of work is not a "tech
nical" problem, by acknowledginq the relationship 
between life experiences and the attainment of 
lI!Ianingful work . S\.£h education would involve the 
exploration of the individual's life experience 

II1d his interpretation of the irrplications of his 
life 8)(pMiencea for the choice of meaningful 
'fIlrk. Thi s wou Ld involve the clari ficatian of the 
ellOUonal irrpact that such expadences have had on 
hill. It would also include a1 &1alysia of the 
degree to which the at t i tudes r norms and valuea of 

8ignificant others, such B8 family peer group Wid 
teachers, within the social context of each 
individual have been internaLised. 

finally, edUcation for work should incorporate Er1 

lIlderatanding of the very inportant role that work 
elare in 8 Il'ICIdern, technoLogical society, with res
eect to the satisfaction of signi ficant life tasks 
all rumS) beings face, in creating a Ii fe which 
makea elCiatential eense to them. I have elsewhere 
(2) identified four such tasks: survival; ~
!.xi c~lty and ...... ing. In traditional societ
ja8 these tasks were met through a great variety 
of IN!Iana. In roodern societies however, thay are 
met aLMOst e)(cluBively through one's work. 

Surdvah The role that work plays in ensuring 
one ' s physicaL survival i~ obviou8 but many people 
particularly froll lbw power social groups, tend to 
beca. entrapped in lnateriaUstic need a which are 
created by tt.:t IASSS media. Education for work 
~e9' t_o create Er1 awareness of the higher order 
I! fe talks and to asaist people to move through 
IUrvtvaL needa to negotiate taaka such a8 the role 
of work in the creation of • .,iog for them in 
Ktrk. Hus is particularly necessary in R.S.A. 
where the vast majority of adolescents do not have 
• choJce with respect to their work but have to 
tlke whatever job is available to them. Such adol
eecenta will need to know how to plan later move
Mnta to more meaningful work, once they havs met 
their econolAic survival tasks. falling victim to 
the artificial needs r::rsated by the advertisere, 
often prevents such vocational mobiLity. 

Identityl In modern society the choice of work is, 

in effect, the choice of a social identity. O,..,'s 
answer to the qusstion, "What work do you do7" 

tends to determine the kind of response to one as 
a person. £ducation for work needs to explors the 
various social identities that tend to go with 
different jobs and to critically e xslQine the crit
eria upon ~ich auch identities are fo unded. The 

fact that most adolescents wi 11 nat ha\le a choice 
in their -.«Jrk !Jeans that for them, Q'l acceptable 
Bocial identity will be problematic. Modern aocie
.ty's 8~t~rnat.ive to work 88 a source of identity, 
tends towsrde W1 identity gained through the poss
essions one B:cumulatea. Thus those people whose 

work provides a low statua identity often resort 
to cars, furnishings Sid other material gooda to 
booat their Bocial identity. It i8, in my opinim, 

the task of education to question IOOdern values in 
this respect and to help adolescents elCplore the 
concept of identity through a vsriety of perspec

tives. It should also assist adoleacents who find 
s low-status form of work, like teaching, attract
ive snd enable them to defend their choice against 
materialistic argurrents argurrenta oftsn used 
most fo;r .'i bly by their immediate family . 

Ad:>Lt:f..cants should also be helped to aee that the 
Bocial identity thst a job carries often disC} .. lises 
the -endeavour behind the actual work. It is very 

prevalent in modern society for people to choose 
<r1 "identity" without Wly real understanding of 
the nature of the work . This process is beauti
fully described in the following extract: 

lilt was mainly the jdea of the things around 

the job that I enjoyed aa opposed to .-.ything 
to do with the actual work. What diai llusioned 
rre was the fact thst if I got the job 88 EI'l 

actuary, I'd actually be working 8S Er1 actuary 

and I woulm' t just be being an actuary." 

Social pressure particularly from parents, towards 

the choice of high ststus w·orking identities rea

ults in disillusion 8l1d 8 sense of failure 88 the 
following quotes demonstrate: 

"I started to hear roors and IOOre about medi

'cine, medicine, medicine. My mother, whenever 
we used to go to the doctor, would sit there 
and admire ..• 80 .the prospect of doing medicine 
becall'e stronger ..,d stronger but not the root i
vation." (Medical school drop-out - now conten

ted airforce pilot ) 

"I had been earmarked by IIY father fraAi a very 

early age for a medicsl degree . My fsther was 
only Park Constable but he wanted the very 
best for his chi ldren .He was very disappointed 
~en I had to train as a teacher instead ... 
This is the driving force behind my decision 
to study unti L 1 get my doctorste in education 
- I want to be able to say , lDaddy, up there 
in heaven, you can aee 1 t m 8 doctor now'. II 

(Art teacher) 



(ducation for work must he)E.._ed? _l~8.cents to necp-

ti8~e __ ~~.~~~!!-___ a-ld other press~~e_~~ __ ~d prescrip-
tions, and to be able to cOfTlTlunicate with signifi

can,t" ot~~~" .~~_- . ~_~i~ ._~~qp!C .in_. a_n_ J~nfo_t:~~, __ ~~ arti-: 

_~J .. !!.~.~.!1~r _~ 
C~ity: The choice of work is in effect, B 

choice of cormuni ty. T he working 'adult generally 

spends rrore time when he is awake wi th people a"t 

work than he does with his own family. Thus the 
people with lIi"lom one works become very i~ortant 

with ._ r,:spec~ __ to the etIKJtional quality of one's 
daily life. My research (1) -ah~~s - cleari y that 

thfo h..Jma-l relations at tlKJst South AfricWl work----_._- --_ ... ,. ,_ . 
places are poor Bfld that rather th~n ~_h~ _ p.ro ... i9jon 
of support and corrrnuni ty, the people: __ wi. th whom one 

works are a source of tension ~d fr ustr ation. 
This is par ti~~i·;rlY·t ·ru~"of auttKj-ri ty figu·res: 

"In the new department there was a lady super

visor. She was a rude woman and used to swear 

at the workers because she wanted her depart
ment to be tops jn production. If one was per
haps away from work she would junp down one's 

throat before even listening to one's explana
tion. After three II'Dnths I couldn't take it 
any roore and resigned. I wanted a supervisor 
who would treat me like a hurren being Wld not 

like a dog." (Factory worker) 

"I think the fact that the headll13ster shouts' 

at. 90mebody like that ShOW9 he has absolutely 

no reqard for people for 8 slert, and secondly 
for the people who work under him". (Teacher) 

A signi ficant component of any educat ion for work 

pro9ramrre should thus focus 'upon human relatiCll

ehip education 91d self education. The development 

.of a healthy self -concept, and respect and enpathy 
for the situation of others is crucial to 'success

ful romeo relati ons at work. Such a programme 0) 
WITl need to sc'rutinise the role that the roodern 

e~has..!.~!-!P5?~_ c:..~~~,~_iti~n, individ,!al . .ism and mater
ialism plays in the current poor hun-en relAtions 

at t~_~_~rkplace and in the home. 
Meaning: In modern society work -~ js often the most 

significant source of meaning jn 8 person's life. 

T he val ues of modernit y have undermined t rad it i on

al religious world views and oFfer the ideology of 

materialism, besides work, as W1 alternati ... e frame 

of reference with respect to meaning in life. Work 
has become 8 central source of rreaning even for 

those modern individJals who are members of relig
ioua organisations. Thus the choice of work has 
powerful irrplicaUons for the emotional/spiritual 
dimensions of one's existence. Work which fulfils 

these dimensions contributes significantly to 8'l 

enriched life experience: 

"I need to make music. 1 can never stop play
ing, even if I don't earn money for it. It'~ 

the way it IT8kes Ire feel.. . it takes me far 

CE 6.3 

away. You've just got to get invol ... ed with 
what you're doing 91d then you go into 8 kind 

of trance. It "'akes rne see beautHul thJng. 
which 1 could never describe . It'e 80 beautiful 
to reach that peak, to be able to say, 'Wowl 
Wrere was 17"1 (Restaurant musician) 

Such essentially "religioua" experiences of work 

are rare, but this is not surprising when one exa

mines the conventionsl "wisdom" of modern careers 

~snce: base..YQ.!!L. decj~.!.o'l_~'l. m'!teri!ll _ !:~.t_~er1a; 

material security is tlKJre i"l'ortant that "spirit

ual" or emotionsl fulf ilrnent; you r responsIbility 
- t~ your f~;"i1y is material pro ... iBion · rather- -thWl 

emotional; etc. [wcatlon for work must cribcaUr 

scrutinise social values which lead to 8 "death-in
Ii fe" working situation for the vast majority of 

our people. Many working people are clinging to 
secure jobs, event hough - t~ei r _ sprri£ " .,~~e_~l~u-si

.aem For the job, dJed ten years earlier, because of 

a distorted sense of material securit.y . Eruealion 
for work needs to explore the potenti al of work 
for meaning in one's life, and to examine cu-Iturir 

COriVenffona- ·such- 88 -lhe one li fe/one ·career as8J~. 
tion. whel------niay bea--v·ery·neanlngfui cho]ce of -wo;k 
at thP. age of 2S, may no longer be meaningful at 

}S. AdJlescents need to be educated to the fact 
that life experience frequently aiters one 's val

ues and goals, and this wj 11 hAve ~~lic8tjonl!l for 
their work: 

"Ore fjnp day there's something that it not 

dght ... your priorities changP., and you pick 

up chall~nges that ~tar t to make you look with
in yourself, and probp. and disco ... er". 

(Architect turned porcelain doll maker) 

Work, [ believe, is the centre of the modern indiv

idual's 11 fe. To be unemployed in rooderll society 

is to be almost identity-lesB and meaninglea9. As 
Studs Terkel (4) points out, work is about a hull&'l 

sea rch "for daily meaning as well 89 daily bread, 
for recognition as well 9'3 cBsh, for astonishment 
rather thBl torpor; in short, for a sort of life 

- rather than a Monday through Fridsy sort of dy

ing". The individual's experience at the workplace 

c an develop or destroy him or her: 

"Having been doing this I ha ... e got mare self .. 

confident then I was before". (Balk teUer) 

"E ... ery ro Ie that you at t sck you learn so much 

by doing it ••. I am learning more about myself 
and other people all the tirre". (Actresa) 

"I'm continually under stress and I feel that 

I muat ha ... e en outlet for my frustrations •.• 

T his I had to learn a few years ago. 1 had a 
complete breekdoMl. Unfortunately I just had 
too much to handle". (Minister of religjon) 



"I got .., upset that eventually 1 juat cracked 

up and 1 couldn't go to aehool. 1 tried to go 
to ochoal but when 1 got there 1 juat started 
to cry". (Teacher) 

EWeltion for ICJrk quite obv iouely neede to attem

pt to facilitate the fornler two experiences and to 
prevent , the latter type experiences described 
above, at S. African workplaces. 
Cancluaionl The choice of .ark is ultimately 8 

choice of lifestyle, as it determines the quality 
a-ad qUlIltity of the emotional, time and .terial 
relOurCSB Ivailable to the indivirual. The distri
bution of these wi 11 illp8Ct all the indiv i dual ' 8 

relationships, self-feelings and values, and the 
nature of such distribution will also be determin
ed by the nature of · the indiviciJal's work. The 
choice of work · i8 thus one of the roost i""ortant 
docl.ione that any individJal will .ake. Education 

for work should assist adolescents to .ake 8S in
forMd a decision 88 p08sib Ie. Such 8 process of 
"infora-ation" should exhibit a strong critical 
dillen.ion with respect to "official" information 

about work, by teaching adolescents to ask several 
vital questions about any information about work: 
i) Who produced this information? 
i1) r or what purpose waa it produced? 
Iii) What 1. It telling me about work in this 

organisation? 
iv) What is it not telling me about work in this 

organi8ati~? 

v) How can I find out supplementary information 
about work in thia organisation? 

SLCh 8 critical consciousness wi 11 prevent "offic
ial" manip.dstion of the workforce and ahould en
able adolescents to e xplore the qualitative diMen
sions of work experience. Interviews with working 
people are 8f1 easy method of supplementing "offic
ial" information and will nat limit information to 
"reutrsl". phenomena like salaries and fringe bene
fits, but will convey the capacity of different 
forms of work exper i ence to enhance or deat roy the 
emotional quality of any working individual'a 
li fe. 

Notes end referencee: 
1. All quotationa from Oa;.y et al (oda) . Working 

in South Arrlc •• Johannesburg: Rav8l1 Press (in 
print) • 

2. Ken Dovey. Work .. d He. Cspe Town: Oxford Univ. 
Pre •• , 1982 - and 
Ken Oa;ey. lW<ing it Work . Melbourne: Oxford 
Univ. Press, 1983. 

J . for 8f1 example of such a programme see Ken 
Dovey - learning to Relate: [xerciaes in Social 

Guidance. Grahamstown; Guidance Publications 
1984. 

4. Studs Terkel. Working. Harmondsworlh: Penguin 
1975, p. Xl 
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Objective 

Procedure 

CE 6.4 

JOBS WHICH MAKE A SCHOOL RUN 

1. To mak e pupils aware of the numerous varie
ties of work necessary f or the smooth running 
of an institution such as a school. 

2. To encourage awareness of the skills, training 
or education required for each of these jobs/ 
occupations. 

3. To introduce the concept of career fields/ 
groupings. 

1. By way of introduction write on the bib all 
the different occupations involved in the 
construction of your 3chool from t he vacant 
veld stage to the stage of completion (as it 
is now) . The object is to encourage pupils 
to become aware of the variety of jobs and 
skills involved. There is no need for further 
discussion at this stage. 

2. Focus the pupils' attention on the school as a 
living organism, and more particularly on the 
skills and training of the people responsible 
for keeping it alive and running. Use t he 
fo llowing headings on the bib to provide 
structure to this task : 

Jobs required 
to keep our 
school opera
ting smoothly 

Some of the ' 
skills re
quired for 
each job 

The training o r 
education re
quired for each 
job 

3. Ask some pupils to identify one or two of th~ 
jobs listed in 2. which particularly interest 
them; to t e ll the c lass why; and to state 
whether they feel they have , or can develop , 
any of the s kill s which are re~uired . Emphasise 
the need to explore th e Ekil l s and trai n ing 
required for any job. Empha~ tse too the need 
for realistic aspi rations. Point out th e d iffe
rence between skilled and unskilled jobs. 



CE 6.4 

4. By way of introduction to career groupings 
show pupils how it is possible to categorise 
the jobs they listed in 2. in ways which will 
enable them to identify some of their 
interests. Categorise the different jobs 
under the following columns 

-
Interest in Interest in Interest in Other 
facts and People Things Interest 
figures 

5. As a homework assignment ask all pupils to · 
speak to at least one adult (family member or 
otherwise) about his/her job/occupation. The 
information they should bring to school with 
them for the next class should be based on 

s 

the categories given in 2. and 4. above. The 
object o f the exercise should be to give them 
an opportunity to apply what they have learned, 
and to make them awar~ of the need to be active 
in the process of information gathering. 

NOTE: This ex~rcise should be encouraged and 
can be repeated from to time during the year. 
It is important to give structure to what you 
want the pupil to do and not to expect too 
much detail at this stage. Later in the pro
gramme they wi ll have an opportunity to do more 
comprehensive interviews. 



Objective 

Procedure 

Joo/ 

CE 6.5 

CAREER FIELDS / GROUPINGS 

To reinforce the conc ept of career fields/groupings 
and to provide pupils with an opportunity to assign 
different occupations to these groupings. 

1 . Ask each pupil in turn to feed back information 
gathered for the homework assignment set at 
the end of lesson CE 6.4 . Categorise the infor
mation on the bib under the following headings : 

Classification according to interest Skills Training 
Occupation Required required identi-
fied 

i 

Alternate 
Procedures 

Facts and People Things Other 
figures 

Discuss each occupation in turn giving indivi
dual pupils an opp o rtunity to justify their 
class if i cation and encouraging them to search 
for more information if t here is a lack of 
consensus . You might be abl e to provide them 
with the information yourse lf, but if not, ' 
te ll t hem whe re they may l ook for it. Encou
rage pupils to 'see' themse lves in each occu
pation and to try to verb alise why they can 
or cannot imag ine themselves doing the kind 
of work expec t ed . Emphas i se the need to 
identify areas of indivldual interes t so that 
the y l earn to eval ua te a job or occupation 
agains t their own interests . 

N. B. Ensure that there is sufficient time 
IeIt to complete Procedure (2 ). 

1.A(1) If a homework assignmen t was no t given 
at the end of CE 6.3. use the same headings 
and procedurrc as ou t; ined ~n 1. above but 
use the list of occ upatiuns g iven below 
for categorization. 

OR 

1.A ( 2) Provide pupils with a lis t of t hese occupa
tions and ask them to Classify the occupa
tions using the headings given in 1. The 
classification is done individua lly first 
and then eithe r wi th the class as a whole. 
The Object of the exercise is the same as 
that outlined in 1 . 



Procedure 

Resources 

CE 6.5 

1.A(3) Ask pupils to think of an occupation 
starting with each letter of the alphabet 
and then use the procedure and headings 
outlined 1n 1. 

OR 

1.A(4) Using the headings outlined in 1. Get the 
class to play a career game which requires 
each pupil to choose an occupation which 
others in the class try to identify. The 
identification process should use the 
following procedure; The occupation 
itself may not be identified until the 
classification has been completed i .e. 
questions relating first to the occupa
tional field. then to training. and 
finally to the skills required shou ld 
preceed the final identification. (For 
this activity it could be possible to 
divide the class into groups and struc
ture the exercise as a quiz. It might 
be necessary to lirr. ~ ~ the :lumber of 
questions that can be asked). 

N.B. ?lease e~cure that there is sufficient 
time for pupils to complete Pr ocedure 2. 

Chemist Priest Dancer Engineer 
Nurse Denti st Surgeon Teacher 
Plumber Chemist Social \"Iorker Photographer 
Salesperson ~1echanic Hairstylist Policeman 
Farmer Fireman Truck Driver Electrician 

2. Either hand out a copy of the accompanying 
~{ork Sheet for lesson CE 6 .5 to e ach 
pupil or make a transparency for use with an 
OHP. Let the pupils complete the task. score 
their responses. and complete the appropriate 
bar graph on their PERSONAL PROFILE SHEETS.* 
Stress that interests will probably change and 
that the process of self discove ry is a con 
tinuing one. 

1. Lindhard 1-1. I-Ihat can I do? 
class i fication syste~---

p23 for alternate 

2. Caree r Information Centres - Career Training 
Guide 1985/6 

* The PERSONAL PROFILE SHEET will be designed once 
the entire Guidance programme has been completed. 



INTERESTS I~ FACTS AND fIGURES, PEOPLE q R THI~GS 

This su~vey is designed to help you to identify your preferred 
interest in activities related to FACTS AND FiGURES, PEOPLE or 
THi~G5. It is designed to help you to begln to evalu~ur
serr:- During the remainder of your school career you wil l have 
many more opportunities for self evaluation. For each of the 
sta~ements which follow circl e the number of the actiVity you 
prerer. 

A. When waiting for a bus you would prefer to ; 

1. read a book, newspaper, or magazine. 
2. strike up a conversation with another person. 
3. observe different makes of cars or details of a nearby 

building. 

8. As a membe~ a: a SCience club you would prefer to : 

1. read scientiEic articles, or edit a monthly newsletter. 
2. be public relations chairperson or organize an outing. 
3. set up scientific apparatus, or arrange exhibits. 

C. In a job you might prefer to : 

1 . check answers to a survey. 
2. interview people. 
3. assemble and test a new toy. 

D. As a boat enthusiast you might prefer to ; 

1. draw plans for a model boat. 
2. teach a friend to sail a boat. 
3. build a model boat. 

~. As a member of an athletic club you might prefer to 

1. write minutes of club meetlngs . 
2. se ll tickets f o r a club game. 
3. mend damaged athletic equipment. 

(. As a home chore you might prefer to 

1. draw up a family budge t. 
2. persuade family members to take part in gardening activities. 
3. wash the windows or work in the garden . 

G. As a member of a theatre club you might prefer to : 

1. imagine and write up a dramatic incident. 
2. act out a dramatic incident. 
3. build stage props. 

H. As an outlet for an interest in engineering you might prefer to 

1. work out formulae on your own. 
2. share the task with a close friend. 
3. exper~ment with a chemistry set. 

I. As a member of an amateur an;haelogical group you migh~ 
prefer to 

1. write about Indian rellcs. 
2. t e,ch a class abeut Indian relics. 
3. d _g up Indian relics and restore them. 

J . As a s pare time activity yeu would prefer to ; 

1. play solitaire/do crosswords. 
2. take a group of chi ldren on a picnic. 
3. build a model space craft. 

SCORING THE ACTIVITY SHEET 

1. Add up the number of answers where you have clrcled state
ment NO.1. This will be your interest score for FACTS AND 
FIGURES " 

2. Do the same for questions where statement No.2 has been 
circled. This will be your interest score for PEOPLE . 

3. Do the same again where you have circled statenent No.3. 
This will be your interest score for THINGS. 

4. Complete the bar graph to give yourself a visual picture 
of your lnterests as indicated by this survey. Enter the 
results on your PERSONAL PROfILE SHEET. 

10 

5 

o 

A.dapted from 

/ ... 

Facts and PeqJle Figures nl.1.nqs 

Guidance Activities for the Intermed iate Division 
Toronto Board of Education (1981) 
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Objective 

Procedure 

CE 7.1 

SUBJECTS AND CAREERS 

To alert pupils to the relevance for particular careers of 
school subjects and subject combinations being offered . 

1. Refer to the classification· of careers according to interest 
as dealt with in CE 6.4 and CE 6.S Briefly revise the 
group ings. Write the headings on the bi b. Ask pupils to 
name some careers which fall under each heading and write 
these on b/ b. (See below) 

2. Explain to pupils that these groupings can to some extent 
be associated with the following groupings; 

Commerce; General; Practical / Technical and Science. 

Use the following headings on the bib and ask pupils to 
classify the subjects available to them in Std 8 under 
these headings. 

Point out t hat certain subjects may be classified under 
more than one group. 

Facts and Figures People Things Ideas 

Cummerce General Technical/ Science 
Practi cal 

3. Use an OHP, or hand out the information sheet SUBJECTS and 
JOBS and encourage comparison with the ~up ils' own classi
fications. Discuss the types of jobs/careers available 
and encourage pupils to suggest other jobs which may be 
added to different categories. Stress that some careers 
require specific subjects while certain subjects are only 
recommended for others. 

Although the information sheet The Application of School 
Subjects in the World of Work has an American bias, it is none
the-less informative and may be used in the same way as the 
first information sheet Subjects and Jobs. 



Alternate 
Procedure 

Resources: 

CE 7 .1 

4. Emphasise to pupils that if they are already considering 
a certain career (or car ee r field) they must ensure that 
they have the correct subjects . Encourage them to check 
wi th you and or Universities and Technikons b e fore t hey 
make a decision about subjects in Std 8. 
Point out that an increasing number of caree rs require 
mathematics as a school subject. 

5. Hand out the worksheet Academic Achi e vement, Interest 
and Career Choice (CE 7.1) fOf completion in class or at 
hOllle. Ensure that pupils aregiven an opportunity for 
discussion and feed-back. R~member the focus ,ere is not 
as much on subject choice a s it is on the importance of 
keeping options open for later career decision, if this is 
possible. 

6. Prepare a handout for pupils and their parents either to 
precede or to accompany information sent to parents at the 
time when pupils'3ubject choices are to be made. The hand
out shi..>u::'0. , wi th your assis-tance , help pupils and parents 
to choose the 'correct course of study (subject package) to 
be followed in the senior high school. The guide should 
inc lude information r elating to subject content, educational 
val ue of the subj ect , care er possibilities and any special 
aptitUli<>s required. A sample handout CE 7.1) is provided. 
Subject heeds s hould be approached for the ir assistance in 
produc i ng chis handout. 

NOTE: 1 t is mor e than likely that the procedure outl ined abov e 
will requ ire at l east two lessons for successful compl et ion. 

Counsell ors who have t he DECIDING KIT produced by the 
Careers Informat ion Centre may prefer to use the relevant 
sections in the kit, together with the worksheet and in
formation sheets r eferred to above . Remember to keep 
the lesson objective in mind i.e. the f ocus i s no t as much 
on subject choice a s it is on keeping opt i ons open for 
later career decisions. 

- Career Information Centre 

- Career Information Centre 

Career In format ion Centre 



;.....c., I . j. 

ACTIV I TY SH EE 

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT, INTEREST AND CAREER CHOICE 

This profile will enable you to identify and eva l ua te your academic achi eve
ments and interests (likes and dis likes) 

1. Write any other school subjects taken by you bu t no t included on the 
list in the space provided. 

2 . Plot your most recent marks for eac h subj ec t on the gra ph. 

[1 = 0 - 20 % 2. 21 - 40 % 3 . 41 - 60 % 4. 61 - 80 % 5 . 8 1 - 100 %] 

J o in the crosses with a pencil. Ignore the subjects whi c h you a r e 
no t taking. 

% 1 2 3 4 5 -

-+-English 
-~ - '.- -

Afrikaans 
i 

Maths i 

History 
I I 
! 

Geography 

! 
Accountancy ! . 
German I 
French 

Technical Drawings I 

Woodwork 

General Science 

I 
I , . 
i 

i ! , i I 

3 . Now indicate how much you en j oy each sub ject . How interested you 
a r e i n i t . Plot your in t eres ts . 

[5 . 
2 . 

l ikes very 
dislikes 

much. 4. li kes . 3. (neu t r Cll) nV('r,lJ'." . 
1. di s likes inte nsely . Join wi th " pen . 1 

4. Study y our gra ph. You wi ll be a ble to i dentify t he s ub jec ts wh ic h 
y ou like mos t-. nnct in whi c h YOl] :lr,hi e v f' t he best resul t s . Wh,tt du 
,Vllll t. ll il! k UH' i t1:'n r'I11: 1I. illI 1 h; l~; !; 11W,ht y ou? 

~ . Thi nk o f a car pe r o r c aree r f iel d t ha t matc hes y our subjec: 
i n ter'e sts a nd achi eveme nts . Wo uld such a ca:-eer appeal t o :; ~~t . 
no t? 

Discuss your choic e with your couflsdllor OI' 3 f i rt~ nd ! )f' r2tlTlil y 
mp.mhpr 

. 
: 

I , 

I 
I 
I 

! 

I 

i 



THE CHOICE OF HISTORY AS A SCHOOL SUBJECT 

The Natal History Teachers' Association has expressed concern 
that in many schools the value of History as a School subject 
is not being adequately brought to the attention .of pupils who 
are required to make subject choices at the end of Standard 7. 
What follows has been prepared by the Society for the informa
tion of teacher-counsellors, on whose shoulders the responsibility 
for correct advice about subject choices often rests. 

THE VALUE OF HISTORY AS A SCHOOL SUBJECT 

'We can chart our future clearly and wisely only when we know the 
path which has led to the present.' - Adlai Stevenson. 

In the materialistic world in which we live few school subjects 
would seem as difficult to justify as history which is often 
perceived as an optional extra, of cultural interest but little 
practical use. Yet few subjects are as vital to society as history. 
Before examining the validity of this contention we might first 
look at ways in which the study of history does have direct 
practical application. 

What skills are learned from the practice of history? J.W. Hunt 
has put it very succinctly: the student of history will 'learn 
to detect bias, to assess evidence, te see more than one side of 
a question, to write a good essay'. If 'memorandum' is substituted 
for 'essay', it is obvious that these are qualities which are 
valuable in a wide variety of occupations, from bank manager to 
station-master. Everyone needs to know how to acquire information; 
how to assess material honestly, distinguishing between the 
important and the secondary; and how to process and present 
conclusions in a clear and readable form. 

The raw material of history could hardly be wider, including as 
it does many aspects of life in different ages and different 
ccuntries, and the study of life in general provides a background 
that is essential for all successful careers . The technical 
abilities necessary in modern society often lie within a narrow 
field but people who wish to excel require a broader framework 
within which to place their particular expertise. Leading 
accountants have reputedly stated that they prafer aspirant 
members of their profession to have a background in history rather 
than accountancy at school level. The point is that any educated 
person can subsequently undergo practical training and this 
combined approach is considered superior to the purely vocational. 

History has more elevated claims for recognition as a basic/school 
subject. It is concerned with society and claims to shed light 
on the human condition. Economic, political and social factors 
from the past are adduced in an endeavour to help explain the 
present. History is the only social science taught in our schools 
and from history pupils derive an introduction to sociology, 
politics, economics and race relations, not to mention psychology. 
Without some knowledge of these areas there is a very real danger 
that we shall be producing technocrats with little understanding 
of what ' makes society function. Progress in agriculture, industry, 

commerce and science/ 



2 

commerce and science will be vain if nations are torn apart 
by conflict. History does not purport to supply readymade 
solutions b ut, despite cynical suggestions that people do 
not learn from history, the study of the past can assist in 
illuminating present problems. It has been said that 'people 
who do not know history have no future'. 

I sb 



Choice of SubJects 

Your choice of subjects is determln3d Plrtly by your educational and vocational plans for the 
tuture. You ,hauld choose. in the ,any grades at secondary school. the sUbjects whici\ will 
keep the- maximum number of possibllitiea open to you. It you avoidcertainlubjects in i1'Oi . I 

q and '''you might be narrowingyourpossibJe future choices. However you should keep in . 
mind that you are in school not only to taka courses leading to a career -Important as that is. 
You will also spend many hours of your lite In recreltionaland leisure activities. School is the 
ideal time to explore and devolop your interests. whether these will lead to full- time careers or ' \ 
not. . 

This sl1eetls designed to give you Inforrnation on careers and areas of post-secondary study as 
they relate to the subjects taught in seconda.ry school. 

English: \!:; required fo r journa!ism, theology. commerCd and finance, radio and television arts, I 
business a.dministration, home economics, architecture. earty childhood education, interior 
design. secretarial science and graphic arts. It is recommended for every course or career ' 
where people use spOl\en or wrinen words to communicate ideas to each other. 

Mathematics: is requi red for architecture. astronomy. engineering, comput6r science, . 
dentistry, science, forestry. medicine, meteorology. interior desi9n, surveying, pharmacy. I 
vetennnry SC ience, business administration. food sciences. commerce and finance. graphic 
arts "nd technology. It is recommended for economics, soc iology. psychology, law, nursing. 
phys ica l and health education and agriculture. 

French: is required for translating. interpre:mg and public administration. It is recommended 
for comrnerce and finance. journal ism. business administration. history. archaeology. law and 
Englist",. It is strongly recommended for careers in airline and shipping companies, exporV 
import business, travel agencies. hotel and resort scrvices. foods. and fashion , civil service and 
politics. 

Science: is required lor architecture. engineering. dentistry, forestry , medicine. agr icu lture, 
pharmacy. veterinary science, food sc iences, techn04ogy. survey ing, physical and health 
€.Oucatlon , home economiCS, physical and occupational therapy and nursing. It is rscom· 
mendeo' lor gl~og raphy. psychology, crimInology. computer science, meteorology. astronomy .' 
(There ar{! many different science courses taugni at several levels in each school. You !;hould 
discuss the possibihlies with your gUIdance counsellor.) 

Hiltory: is required lor journalism, inter ior design, diplomatk: service. public adminrs tration. 
It is recommendfld lor geography, economics. commerce an C' finance. music. urban and I 
reg ional plannirlQ . architecture. law. soci~ogy . philosophy, polit ics. archaeology and! 
anthropology. 

GIIt"lgraphy: is recommended for nistor/. commerce and finance, publiC admin istra tion. agri · 
culture. I"'leteorology. urban and regKlnal planning. buslOSSS administration. economics and 
forestry . 

LaUn: is r.commended fOf" law, history. English. French. arChaeology. theology. political 
science. government. medicine. 

~~'t'W\ tha ~ ot Guidance I(Id c . 'V ~ T«onto Beard 01 !~on. for .... ·In 
TOfQM:)~"'II~g""tII;"'" S.P •• I .... 1. "" . ..:;. ' 

Ace 0 U • T I " , 

Accounting • . if taken as a subJ~ct 4t school level . should prove IROst va1u:lblel 
tn adult hie as regdrds one's pdvate f1n6nc14l affairs. as it gives the 
pupll a. general in s igr.t int("l t he workings of bank i ng: and budgeting . It 
should also result 1n ~ sound gene,.! I knC*ledge of pub l ic companies as a 
forn: of investlDent throlJ~h shares :>ought on the Jo hannestJUl"g Stoc r ElI.ct:a~~e. 

Although it is not a pre·requisHe to have Accounti ng at school in order ' 
to s tudy the subjec.t at a tertiary level, research has proved t hat those 
student s who do nave Malr"!c Accounting al'"e at an c!Jdvantage. 

Various post · ~:c!Jt ric course s can be taken. for ex amp l e the Techn1kon offers ' 
a coun:e whi ch leads to an Accounting Technician di ploma for the averase I 
achiever ~ the :')nivers iti es offer Bache lor of CCkMlerce degrees and, with 
furthe- r study, one cou ld obtain a LA . (S. A.). lhis is one of the highest 
pa id professions in the country. . 

This sutlject requi r es a logical mind capable of understAnding . not merely 
l ellrning. Good mathematical ability is requlred to pass, especially on 
the Hi9he r Grade. 

HIS , 0 R Y 

HIHfJ '-Y t~'d(ht'rs Me 'OOIt'l im(>s 4~k.ed "Why ... hould ., chi ld de Hllio lOry ? '1 
Of ... 1.cH val ue i s the s ubj",: t t How will it heneflt hi", In h i s futu re career ?- . 

A .. In "ny d (" a.1~"l(" ,>ubj .. , t. s(udyi n y Hist(.of"y is " mode of enquiry and ts 
not mp l'"e-: y d (tlrTlRlttill9 t.tI m~mo r'y of names end ddl es. What is invo l ved 
is In i nvest iga tIon of the p.Ht events. c{lfTlllUn i(If"S olld people of the 
pdsl 4re st udied, nu t oll l y IJp( iUlliot! they 4re tnte l't!'>t i flg irl t/, elUse lve- s bul 
be-cause they devel op withIn Ult! young person his im <1g i nd tion and ." undel'" stand *i 
Ing. Through these- he ... ill "cquire an appr:eciatton at his he l'"iuge and : 
o f h is and other peopl e ' s culture s, 

It goes wHhout uying thal those who ho)ve 11tlle or no knowledge and uoder- i 
standing of the past (./lnot be fully orientated i n the world of ' today . 
They ""ve no Vrup of \>fhy current trends In world e(h,r$ or dnf'loptae-tlts 
tn ttl" country t"ke ttle coun.e ttley do. for theJ.e pe'Ople have no b.cltground 
Itnowledge upon which to dr"w. Young people 6re .ore tnterested tl'l6n one 
generally rul1ses tn "what go .. on around the-", A background kl"\O\llllrdge 
thal is obt61ned (rOd a study of History enables the youn9 person to Kqu1re 
an underst.ndillg 6nd perspective of the world 1n which he end others Un 
and thus to contribute in a .are pos1tive wey to constructive cit1zenshlp. 

It follows therefore that taking H'story n • subject is beneftchl to a 
young person 1rrespecthe of whir career he .. y cttoole. for 1n that CAreer 1 

he !Ny reqll1re a pos1tht sense of valwes and 'ttHudes wMcn C~ fr. 
a study of those hUltf,n forces which hne shllMd tbe .orld tn .-Mch .... lhe 
And .orll . 

UTM~T F"OI1: IlI1DE TO 1H£ OPTlCIW. SUlJ£CTS OfTEII£II 
AT II ...... HI5M _ )111111: 4111 PIlAU i 
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SUBJECTS 

Two Languages compulsory. 

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS 

Business Economics 

] Accountancy 
Economics 
Typing 
Matlls 

SCIENCE SUBJECTS --------
Biology 

] Physical Science 
Maths 
Agricultural Science 
Geog raphy 

TECH NICALI PRACTICAL _ ... . . - . __ ._-_ ._----- -
SUBJECTS . - . __ ._-- -

Technical Draw ing 
Trade Theory 
WoocJworl< 
Metalv/ork 
Mati,s 
Physical Science 

GEI'>lERAL SU8JECTS - _ .. - .. - _ .. " . __ . .. - . 

History 
Biblical Studies 
Agricultural Science 
Geography 
Mu sic 
Art 
Home Economics 
Needlework and Clothing 
Olh er Langu ages 

CE 7.1 

INFORMATION SHEET 

SUBJECTS AND JOBS 

EXAIy1PLES~[}Q!?~L 

- . i .. 

bookkeeper 
accountant 

I Commerce > bank teller 
wages clerk 
secretary 
salesperson 
insurance agent 
typist 

scienr:e teacher 

I Science > complJter prograrnnwr 
engineering techni cian 
farmer 
medical technologi st 
microbiologist 
laboratory assistant 
nurse 
radiographer 

mot.or mechanic 
fitle,- anc] turner 

Technical boilermaker 
(Apprentice! pol isher 
Techn ician) plumber 

d raugllt ';rnan !won ';) rl 
surveying lor:hnici an 

leg<.11 ;1ssi~;t"nt 
speech and di&rna teac her 
textile designer 

I Genera l > translator 
reporter 
home economist 
hairdres se r 
community worker 
pre-primary t(~ache r 
driver 

FROM DECIDING 

PRODUCED BY CAREER INFORMATION CENTRE 



HIE APPLICATION OF SCHOOL SUBJECTS IN THE WORLO OF WORK 

--- -- -- - ------
The Arts (Art. MJsic, Treatre Arts. etc.) 

Animation 
Sroadcasting . radlu dnd i V 
Corrrnerc1 a 1 art 
Crafts and design 
Fashion arts 
Graphic arts 
Interior design 
Jewellery arts 
landscape design 
Media arts 
Music 
Painting 
Photographic arts 
Theatre arts/performing arts 

French and Modern Languages 

Airline services 
Archaeology 
Business administration 
Cor.merce and finance 
English 
Export/import business 
Fashi on 
Food services 
History 
Hotel and resort services 
Interpreting 
Journ a Ii sm 
Pol1tics 
Public admi~lstration 
Shipping 
Transll1ting 
Travel business 

Mathematics 

Agriculture 
Architecture 
Astronomy 
Busine~s administration 
Commerce and finance 
Computer science 
Dentistry 
Economics 
Engineering 
F Dod sci ence s 
Forestry 
Graphic arts 
Health education 
Interior deSign 
Law 
Medicine 
Meteorology 
Nursing 
Pharmacy 
Physical and health education 
Psychology 
Sociol ogy 
Surveying 
Techno logy 
Veterinary science 

Inrn 

Commercial Subjects 

Accounting 
Advertising 
Business administration 
Computer operations 
Finance 
Industria l relations 
Insurance 
legal ·off ice admi nistration 
Marketing 
personnel 
Public administration 
Sales and merchandising 
Secret arial science 
Stenography 

Geography 

Agriculture 
Architecurte 
Business administration 
Cartography 
Commerce and finance 
Economics 
Forei gn trade 
Forestry 
History 
Marketing research 
Meteorology 
Public administration 
Research management 
Teaching 
Urban and regional planning 

Science 

Agr i cu 1t ure 
Architecture 
Astronomy 
Comput er science 
Crimi nology 
Dentistry 
Engineering 
Fashion 
Food sciences 
Forestry 
Geography 
Graphi c arts 
Home economics 
Interior deSign 
Medicine 
Meteorology 
Nurs ing 
Pharmacy 
Physical and health education 
Physical and occupational therapy 
Psychology 
Surveyi ng 
Techno logy 
Veter1 nary sci ence 

English 

Architecture 
Business administration 
Commerce and finance 
Early childhood education 
Engineering 
Graphic arts 
Home economt C 5 
Journalism 
Journal ism 
Radio and television arts 
Secretarial science 
Teaching 
Theology 

History 

Anthropology 
Archaeology 
Architecture 
Business administration 
Commerce and finance 
Diplomatic service 
Economics 
Geography 
Interior design 
Journalism 
Law 
Music 
Phi losophy 
Politics 
Public administration 
Sociol ogy 
Teaching 
Urban and regional planning 

Technical Subjects 

Automotive services 
Cooking 
ConstrlJct ion 
Dr afting 
Electrical services 
Electronics 
Engineering 
Hair styling 
Horticulture 
Industrial chemistry 
Instrumentation 
Machine operations 
Marine science 
Mining 
Plumbing 
Radio and TV technology 
Sheet metal work 
Technology 
1001- and die-making 
Welding 

Adapted from Guidance Activities for the 
Intermedlate O,vls10n 
Pub. Toronto Board of Education 

Cl I. I 



CE 7,2 

subject Grades And Careers 

Objective 

Procedure 

Resources 

To alert pupils to the implications of Higher, 
Standard and Lower Grade passes for further 
training and for career choice. 

1 . Give pupils the handout on requirements for 
matric exemption and senior certificate. 

2. Discuss thoroughly the implications of 
subjects taken on the Higher, Standard and 
Lower Grade for matric exemption and 
senior certificate . 

3. Explain the c onversion formula for subjec ts 
taken at Higher Grade and passed on 
Standard Grade. 

4. Emphasise that there is no conversion for 
subjects taken at Standard Grade. i.e. 
that subjects failed on Standard Grade 
cannot bep~ssed on Lower Grade 

5. Discuss the entry requirements of various 
institutions for further education. (See 
CE 7,2 Information.) Point out to pupils 
that they must check with the ~niversities, 
colleges and other places offering tertiary 
education for the requirements to specific 
courses . Point out to pupils that the 
opportunities with Lower Grade passes are 
limi ted. 

1. Handbooks fo Universities, Technikons, 
Teacher Training Colleges 

2. 
I 

Natal Schools Handbook 



Requirements for further training with 

CE .7,2 
Information 

speci al reference to Higher, Standard and' Lower Grades: 

1 . Univ e rslty degree - matric exemption (four subjects 
on Higher grade, no subjects on lower grade) 
For c ertain degrees the requirements may be higher 
or pupils may be required to pass particular subjects 
on Higher grade. An increasing number of Universities 
are introducing their own selection procedures. The 
University of Natal, for example, has introduced a 
points system based on the matric exam. results . There 
is increasing competition for places in certain facul
ties. 

2. University diploma - senior certificate with three or 
two subjects on Higher Grade. 

3. Technikon studies - senior certificate. For a teaching 
dipl oma you need English, Afrikaans and another subject 
o~ Highe r Grade . For certain courses ego pharmacy a 

4. 

I"'. " :: 'c exemptio n is required and for courses like 
engineering certain Higher Grade passes may be required. 

(Lower Grade subjects will probably not be accepted if 
the subjects concerned are considered to be important 
for t he course ~ei ng taken. No final decision has yet 
been taken in this regard by the Committee of Technikon 
Heads.) Where in doubt,counsellors must contact the 
rel ev ant Technikon . The Natal Technikon Handbook 
usually ca ntains all the relevant information. All 
counsellors should have a copy of this. 

: ~acher's training college (Natal) -
with Higher Grade passes in English, 
ano the r s ubject and a tota l of 900. 
some universities (teaching diploma) 
Hig her Grade passes. 

Senior Certificate 
Afrikaans and 
Some colleges and 
require only two 

5. Technical College - st. 7, 8, 9 or 10 (if under the age 
of 16 pupils must obtain permission from the Education 
Department to enroll for th is) , Counsellors are advised 
to contact Technical Colege s for more details. The 
policy on entry requirements for prospective students 
will appear to be quite flexible. 

6. Other t ra ining institutions - find out from the 
institution in quest ion. 



Objective 

Procedure 

CE 7,3 

LEAVING SCHOOL BEFORE MATRIC 

(a) To inform p upils f u l ly of the disadvan
tages for subseq uen t ca r eer choice of 
leaving school be f ore the end of st . 10 , 

and 

(b) of t he o pportuni ti es for further train ing , 
s hould they leave school early. 

1. Discussion on the necessity of obtaining 
the best schoo l- leaving qua l if ica tions 
pos s ible. Discuss with reference to tech
no logical change, socio-political cha n ges 
and increasing competition in the R.S .A., 
and the ever increasing needs for training 
and retaining. 

2. Examine "Situa tions vacant" co lu mn in the 
local daily newspaper to ascert ain what 
jobs are avail :ble for early scho o rleav ers . 
NOTE :It is i mpor tant to remind pupils 
that they are required by law to r emain at 
school until t he end of the year in which 
they turn 16. I n-eicepti ona l circumstances 
they may however be exempted from schoo ling 
before this. In suc h c a ses the app l ication 
f o r exemption is handled by the Schoo l 
~sychological Serv i ces in the f irst place. 
Only the Director of Education may exempt 
a pupil . 

3. Ei ther ~ and out the Worksheet (CE 7 ( 3) as 
a homework a ssignment, or hand out the 
"Si tuat ions Vacant " section of the local 
newspaper and reproduce the worksheet o n 
t h e bib. Let pup i ls work in groups and 
arrange feed- bac k be f ore the end of the 
lesson (or during the nex t session if it 
is done for homework.) Try i n particular 
to ge t pup il s to fo cus on the short and 
long te r m reali ties of jobs which may be 
available to t hem. Help them to compare 
an d eval uate the various jobs on offer for 
persons with a nd without a matriculation 
cert if icate. 

NOTE: While this lesson may be aimed 
pr i mar i ly at prospective early schoo l 
le avers , i t should not be used exclusively 
for them . It might in fac t be a means to 
identifyi ng possible early schoo l leave rs. 



Resources 

CE 7,3 

Having been identified, it is incumbent 
upon the counsellor to ensure that such 
pupils are seen individually to try to 
ascertain th e real reasons for wanting to 
leave school. 

4. Discuss the opportunities for further 
training available to those who leave 
s c hool early. Pay particular emphasis 
to entty requirements, training facilities 
and career opportunities for apprentices. 
Alert pupils to the various courses . 
available at Technical Colleges, Business 
colleges etc. 

NOTE: I t is important to mention the 
difficulties associated with part-time 
study - espec ially for the unmotivated. 

(1) Local Newspaper cuttings 

(2) Opportunities for matriculants and 
School Leavers il)_ . .§..QlLth . b t~i ': !i. 

(3) Apprenticeship - See CE 7,3 (Information) 



CE 7,3 
WORKSHEET 

JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR EARLY SCHOOL LEAVERS 

1. Look at the advertisements provided and list the names 

of companies/government departments which provide 

opportunities for jobs or training for persons 

(1) 

( 2 ) 

3 ) 

4 ) 

5 ) 

without a matric. 

JOB COMPANY MINIMUM 
QUALIFICATIONS 

2. What appeal does each of the above have? 

(1) 

( 2 ) 

( 3 ) 

( 4 ) 

( 5 ) 

3. What do you still have to achieve before you co uld 
qualify and /or apply? 



APPRENTICESHIP 
CE 7,) 

WHAT IS AN APPRENTICE? 
The word "Irade" indicales Ihe acquired skill in manual wor'< by 
which materials are manufactured or processed into a final prod· 
ucl . An artisan is Iherefore a qualified person who undertakes 
practical work on artisan level. It is customary to reter to such a 
per::; : : . .... . ~ <..::penter , molor mechanic. weld~r, etc. Before qu~.I· 
itying as an ~r:t i san however, an apprenticeship (a period of train· 
ing for a specific trade) mus. ou complet&d ,. 
The aprentice learns all Ihe aspects of his trade through practi
cal experience under supervision of a qualified tradesman or 
artisan. In addition it is compulsory for him to follow ·theoretlcal 
cfasses at a lechnical college. As an artisan he will war'< with 
machines and equipment which has been designed by the eng!· 
neer and assembled by the techf'}ician. 
In the Republic of South Alr;ca the training of apprentices is at 
present administered by 19 industries, some of which have more 
than 40 deslgnaled Irades. Should a prospective apprenlice wish 
to qualify in one of these trades, it would be necessary tor rllm to 
conclude an apprenticeship. 
In terms of the Manpower Training ACI, t 981, an apprentice is a 
person serving under an apprenticeship contract which includes 
minors on probation in deslgnaled Irades. The purpose of Ihe Act 
is to provide for Ihe promotion and regulat ion of Ihe training of 
manpower. the recognition of skilled perso~s as art isans ~ ~he 
registration of co~t.racts of apprentl~e~hlp, group tralnmg 
"entres. private training centres and training schemes and the 

lpositlan on cenain employers of a. levy in aid of training and to 
provide lor matters connected !herewlth. 

THE APPRENTICE 
1. Personal characteristics required for admission 
In general. the personal characteristics required for admission 
are: 
interest in the specific trade, practical aptitude for the trade, dex· 
lenly and Ihe necessary lechnical knowledge. . 
To be an artisan satisfies creativity and otters opportUnity lor 
progress . The slalus of the art isan is usually directly related 10 
Ihe quality of his war'<. 
A favourable medical report is essential . 
The prospeclive apprenlice should be al leasl 16 years of age 
and nOI required by law to anend schocl. Care should be taken 
Ihal he aChieves Ih~ highest possible educational certificale be
fore leaving school. Although minimum . educ.atlanal qual~f~ca· 
hans for admission to the vanous apprenticeships are specif ied, 
employers are entitlec to Lemand higher educational qualifica~ 
lions. which they in fact do. 
2. Educatlonat qualifications required for admission 
DIfferent educational qualifications are required by the diHerent 
induslries. but a Siandard 7 (or equivalenl) Certificale and a 
<::'taf'1dard 8 (or equivalent) Certifica te are the general minimum 

r.,;irements. A Standard 9 Certificate is the minimum require~ 
IIIen{ for an aircraft electrician and an aircraft radio/radartrician. 
A pass in Ihe sublecls Afrikaans, English. Malhematics and at 
least one more subject is a prerequisite for apprenticeship in 
order that an apprentice may be able 10 continue his theoretical 
studies. 
Prospecllve apprentices shGuld remember that the abovemen~ 
tioned is only the general minimum requirement and that employ· 
ers could insist on higher educational qualifications fo r instance 
a Standard 9 or even a Standard 10 Certificate for a specific 
trade. 
CandIdates may also arrange for an aptitude test which is set 
free of charge by Ihe Departmenl of Manpower. This lest could 
determine the most suitable trade forthe candidate concerned. 
In deserving cases exemption from the minimum educational 
qualificalions may be granted by the Regislrar of Manpower 
Training on recommendation by the relevant manpower training 
committee. Career counsellors of the Deoartment of Manpower 
may make recommendations after a prospective apprent ice has 
done a test Indicating his suitability fo r a cenain trade , notwiU,· 
standing the fact that ~· e is not in possession of the required 
minimum educational Qualif ication. 

THE EMPLOYER 
The following aspects which ar~ inter alia applicable. to the em· 
player. are cons idered on rece ipt of an apclicatian far apprenti. 
ceshlp : 
(1) The personnel situation in the employer's undertaking - suf. 

ficlent artisans should be available for the provision of 
adequate training for the apprentice . 

(il) The equipmenl should be such Ihat the apprentice is al
lowed full and modem Iraining . 

(iii) The diversily of wor'< undertaken by the relevant employer 
should oHer adecuale scope for Ihe apprentice 10 be Irained 
in all the basic rudiments of his trade. 

(iv) The slabil ity of Ihe firm. 
(v) Olher aspects as for inslance Ihe character of Ihe employer 

and the prospects of Ihe prospective apprentice in the spe
cific Irade on expiry of his apprenticeship. 

THE APPRENTICESHIP CONTRACT 
After selection of a trade in terms of the Manpower Training Act. 
1981 , an apprenticeship contract should be concluded between 
a minor prospective apprentice , his guardian and his employer in 
Ihe trade. The Regislrar of Manpower Training registers Ihe con
tract on recommendation of the relevant manpower training com~ 
mittee after which the parties are bound by the conlract. Violation 
of Ihe contracl conditions by one of Ihe parties is not only a civil 
but also ~ criminal offence. 
A conlract may be recalled: when an a9reement is reached be
tween the employer and the apprentice (assisted by his guardian 
If necessary) with the consenl of Ihe Regislrar: or by Ihe RegiS
trar after consultation with the relevant committee, or on htS own 
initiative, or on insistance by any of the parties , or if he is satis~ 
fled ihat any such action is advisable . 
t. SHORTENING OF TRAINtNG PERIOD 
The dural ion of Ihe Iraining period depends on the requirements 
of Ihe specific induslry, and may vary between two and a half and 
five years, Ihough the Iraining period is usually four years. The 
training period can be shor1ened by wriling a qualifying trade test 
at an earlier dale Ihan specified in the conlract, however. 
2. REMISStON FOR RELEVANT EXPERIENCE AND 

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 
The Registrar of Manpower Training mayan recommendation by 
the relevant manpower training committee shorten the contract 
period by a suitable period for experience gained or educatio~al 
Qua:; ficatians 0blained ~efore the contract is concluded or dunng 
the contract ;ariod . 
3, QUALIFYING TRADE TEST 
Qualify ing trade lests exist for two reasons. Firstly to release 
qualified artisans by shortening the apprenticeship period of tal
enled aoprecllcos and secondly 10 encourage apprentices to do 
their ulroost in both Ihe workshop and lechnical classes with the 
resuit that they aChieve arti!.an status sooner. 
Trade lests sel by Ihe Departmenl of Manpower are undertaken 
al the Central Organisalion for Trade Testing at Olifantsfontein 
near Kempton Park in the Transvaal. 
Apart from the 'Joluntary trade :est which may be written at an 
earlier stage during Ihe apprenUceship, compulscry trade lests 
for all Industries are also prescribed. 
The Departmenl of Manpower issues Trade Certliicates 10 all 
apprentices who pass the prescribed test. 
App··entices should bear in rnirld nlal although the trade test is a 
practical test, theoretical knowledge contributes to the success
ful passing of a lest. 
4. REMUNERATION 
Wages for apprertic8S are published in the Government Ga· 
zette. Minlm'J rr. wages are specified and could differ from one 
induslry or are" 10 Ihe next. Most employers pay' more than Ihe 
prescribed minimum 
Certain industries pay supplementary wages for educational 
qua!itications obta jne~ ; :or !') or during the apprent iceship . Ma~ 
jors rna'! also bec'Jme apprentices and their wages are higher 
than the'wages prescribed for minor apprent ices. 
5. CONDfTIONS FOR APPRENTtCESHIP 
As with trainiog and wages, the conditions laid down for apprenti
ceship var; fro", induslry 10 industry and are subject 10 altera
tion. Information in this regard may be obtained directly from the 
career counse ilor~ of the Department of Manpower. 

APPRENTICESHIP AND MILITARY SERVICE 
Details concerning mili:ary service and apprenticeship are in~ 
eluded in the conditions lor apprenticeship applicable to each 
indl.,!stry . The apprent ice is for instance granted a remission 
should he be called up for mililary service before or during his 
apprenticeship, depending on the period of military service and 
the relevant industry. A !ist of all the trades and their respective 
periods of tra ining is avaIlable ~~ the oHices of the Department of 
Manpower for scrutiny. ..... 

P h'nM -



OBJECTIVE 

PROCEDURE 

RESOURCES 

lIb 

CE 7.4 

FURTHER EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

To inform pupils about the various avenues 
open to them for further education and training 
on leaving school with a matric certificate 
and/~r matriculation exemption. 

1. Discuss forma l Education. List the 
institutions which offer formal education 
and highlight the variety of courses 
available. i.e. Universities, Technikons, 
Teacher Training Colleges, Nursing Colleges, 
Commercial Colleges, Hotel Schools etc. 
Focus in particular on any local institu
tions and, if appropriate, encourage pupils 
to visit them. Tables giving a list of 
courses available at various institutions 
should be regularl y ~~d~ced. 

2. Discuss Informal Education. List places 
where informal education is offered, where 
training i s done by the companys for their 
particular needs. e.g . Ang lo-Amer ican 
AEC I; ESCOM; Banks, Building Societies, SAR, 
SAA, SAP. Mention some of the job types. 

Note: It is important that counsellors 
inform themselves of the content 
of at least one on - job training 
course or other so that they can 
use it as an example an d talk with 
real authority about it. 

3. Differentiate between land 2. Discuss the 
difference between matric exemption and a 
normal matric certificate. 

Note: It is desirable that some appropriate 
pupil involvement be planned for this 
lesson. Suggestions for inclusion in 
the final guide will be most welcome. 

(1) Tables of courses available at Universities 
or Tp.chn ikons) 

(2) Lists of courses available at Technicul 
Colleges. 
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STUDY OPPORTUNITIES AT 
TedriI<ons In lhe Republic 01 South AIr1ao (preIIiousIy lutown as CoIIeg ... Jor 
AdvanCed Technical Educalion) are tully-liedged post-matriculalion level 
educatlOl"l8l ins/i1:utions. They otter ~I and career oriented courses at 
le<1iary-I<NeI. 

The T ecI1nikons pi«;e gr •• 1 ~oais on the oppIicalion 01 knowledge. The 
apptoac/l is less ICOdemic and formal. IIIIt'Ioug1 sludenlS acquire • sound 
..-owtedge 01 sdence. tech iOIo!lY and the humanities. This knowledge is 
8Cq\Jired .... h • VtfIW 10 Is posa.tJIo applicalion '" ~aclice . The training methods 
at a T-ecMikon "'. also desq1ed 10 lost", this approacl1. 

FOI' lhe convenience of prospective studerts and other interested persons. the 
courses usually ottered ~ the Tecmikons are listed in this pubticalion. Ellery 
eHor1 has been made 10 Compile the information as correctty as ~ssible . 
However, new courses are continualty being introduced. TherefOf8, 
prospechve students afe advised to make enquiries at their nearest Technikon 
with a VieW to obtaining more II'ltQ(mation regarding courses, syllabuses, 
admission and eX8mnalion requirements, tees and available accommodation. 

In addition to the courses listed on these pages. Technikons oHer a variety 
of courses according to local demand. These inc lude certified as well as 
I"'I()fl-CsrtlUcated Of short courses at management and middle-management 
level. The Technikoos also offer courses in conjuncUon with local UnJver
sHies, partk:uJarly in the tiekm of teac~r education. pharmacy and 
engineering. All these courses are not listed in the Gareers Supplement. 

A f'lIefarC!'ly of TechnlkOn quauhcations exists, pmOOing lor advanced or post
dtp60ma courses at 4th year. 5th year and 6th year level. The existing National 

TECHNIKONS 
Higher Dlptoma courses and courses lor the National Diplom~ in Technology 
are not listed In the careers Supplement. 

Further information may be Obtained from any Technikon. Their addresses are 
as loIlows: 

Cape Tec:hni<on P.O. Box 652, 
CAPE TOWN 8000 

Mangosu1hu Tectri<on P.O. Box 12363. JACOBS 4026 
ML Sultan Techni<on P.O. Box 1334. DURBAN 4000 
TecI1nikon Mabopane Pnvate Bag 1<24. 

East SOSHANGlM' Of 52 
TecI1ni<on Nalal P.O. Box 953. DURBAN 4000 
Technikon OFS Private Bag 1<20539. 

BLOEMFONTEIN 9300 
Tecmikon Peni1s\M Private Bag 3. 

T echnikon Port 
Eizabeth 

T echnikon Pretaia 

T ecI1nikon ASA 

Technikon 
W~atersrand 

Vaal Triangle 
TecI1ni<on 

KASSELSVlEI 7533 
Private Bag X601'. 
PORT ELIZABETH 6000 
420 Oltxcl1 Str88l. 
PRETORIA CXJ02 
Private Bag 7. 
BAMMFONTEIN 2017 
P.O. Box 3293. 
JOHANNESBU~ 2000 
Privale Bag X021. 
VANDERBULPAAK 1900 

Tel. (021) 46-<!220 

Tel. (031) 99-1856 
Tel. (031) 31.-1 
Tel (01214) 2005/8 

Tel. (031) 31-8711 
Tel (051) 71-003/4/5 
Tel.(OSI) 7-33811213 
TeI.(021 )95-31 81 12/3 

Tel. (041) 53-3121 

Tel (012) 26-3811 

Tel (Ott) 725-1031 

Tel. (01 I) 29-7136 

Tel. (016) 33-5951 

Key 10 T8cI1n,kons: C (Gape): MAN (Mangosulhu): MLS (ML Sultan): MAB (Maboo'oe East): N (Nalal): OFS (Orange Free Stale): 
PEN (Peninsula). PE (Port EI~abelh) : P (Pretoria): ASA (Technikon RSA - Ce' ",";;"n';';nce): W (Witwalersrand). VT (Veal Triangle) 

nCHNO\.OQY 
_ c:..ttllc.olt: • "" ... " , .... VT Nltlonal Higher Certlflcat.: ."" "" ... -,,,, ... " , .... VT 

Alf POllution Control * Fert ilizer Manufacture * 
Alchltectural Oraughfsmanship * Industrial Englneenng * 
Bu,1ding ;, Instrumentat ion and Control * 
BUIldIng Inspeclors * Laboratory Animal Tecnnology * 
CM! Enginee<ing * * ~ .1anne Engineering .. * 
Coal Preparation * MechanICal Englneefing * ** 
Compu~er Technology * Mechanical Eng Craughtsmanst'up * * * 
Electrical Eng. (Draughlsmen) * Production Engineering * 
Electncal Engineering (Heavy Current) * * * 
~ leclfical Engineering (Ught Current) * * * 

Residential Child Care * T'elecommunlcatlOn * 1* 
Fertilizer Manufacture * 

National Diploma: c I"" lou ... -I '" ..." , ..... VT 

nd\.Jstnal Englneenng * Aeronautical Englneenng * 
ndustrJal Radiography * Agriculture * 
nstrumentat ion and Control 1* * Agriculture (Field Services-Zoology )! * 
Laboratory AnImal Technology * Agr (lnsp Serv -AOIma! ProdUCtion) 1 * 
MectlantCal Engineering * * Agr (Insp. Se(v - Botany) .. 
Non·Destr Testing (Eda.,. Currents) * Agr (Insp Serv -Plant Production) * 
Non-DestructIVe Testmg (General) * * Agriculture (Land Use Planning) * 
Non·Destrudive Testing (Radiography) * * Agriculture (Research - Botany) * 
Non· Destructive Testing (Ullrasonic) * * Agnculture (ResearCh - Zoology) * 
NoIse Control * Agnculture (Soil SCience) * 
Ocea""9raphy * Air Condi\JOntng and Relngeratlon * * * * 
Producl1on Engineering * Analy1lcat Chem:slry .. * * * * .. * * * * 
Radar Maintenance * Analytical PhYSICS * * 
Rub"'" T ecM<llogy * * Architectural Technicians .. * * * * .. * 
Syrvey Draughlsmen (Land) * AssaYing * 
SueVeylng Draughtsmanship (Mining) I' Automotive Engineering * * * 
TeleCummunlcall()(l * Brewing Technology * * 
Theatre Technology * BUIlding SUrveying * * * * * * * * 
Water PollutIOn i:5ontrol * Cartographic Qraughlsmanshlp .. * 
NolI"".1 Higher CeI1Itlc:ato: eM ..... 1·1", ... " 

, .... VT Ceramics Technology * * 
BUilding * Chemical Engineering * * * * * * * * 
::1\111 Engineering * * Chiropody * 
:omputer Technology * Civil Engineering * * * * * * * * • * --
~I('-Clncal EOOIneering (Heavy Curre~) * * Civil Engineering Qraugntsmanshtp * * * 
Electrical Engineering (Ught OJrrent) • * . C:fmca!;-dC:: ·-:iqy .. ~ * * * * ~ ~ 



- L..MneNe In Tec:hi alag~: e • .. .. " , ... " 
"""'" PesI Ga* 01 
CMhM' c."'cMM= e • .. ... • on I'" 
Ambulance Medtcal ASSistant (Prov.) " 
Ato(T'~ .'~ ,.:- -0 Spectroscopy • 
BasIc Ambulance (Prov.) • 
c.tfrklli. 01 eomp. ... lOe. 

Electrical Engineering (Factories) • • • 
ElectrICal Engineering (Mining) 

Etnefgency Medical ASSistants 1 &2 * 
Intra.red Spectrophotometry • 
Infra -reel Spectroscopy 

Lquid Chromatography * 
Marine Radio and Communication * * 
MecI"'Ianical Engineering (Factories) * * • 
Mine Manager (Coal) I 
Mine Manager (Metaniferous ) 

Mine SurveyOf 

Denta: ASSistants * * 
Gas Chromatography * 

d Audiometry &. NOise Measurement * * 
Non-DeslrOOl'le Tesllng (General) * 
Non-Destructive T estl-1g (R adlC'9r3phy) * .. _----
Non-DestructIVe Tesllng \Ultras'JOlc) *1 
Occupational Health NurSing . ' 
Plastics T ethnology * * 
UV·Vislble Spectroscopy 

Other Diploma.: ' I"" ,M" "" . Ofll'U 

Advanced OrthoptiCS 

Communtty Nursing SClen...:~ * * · 1* · 1* 
Dyeing and Finishing * 

, 
Optometry , 
Pharmacy , , 

* 
De9<- r-r 
l in colIatx>rallOn with UnlverSlt'p.'i 1 .. _--
Pharmacy (8 PtIarm) * ._------ -

HUMANITIES --
N.tlonet C.rtltioate: i t IIW M" lUI , 1>. .. , 

' '1llel 

Beauty Technology 

BUSiness Educallon * * * * * * * 
Cklthtng PrOductIOn Technology ' * 
CommerC ial Demonstrators * : ' * . 
Computer Progra",mlng '. R I * , ... * 
Compu1er OperatIng (Bus. Computer) * * * *i ... • 
Dental ASSisting I 
D.essmaklng and Panero Constr *' *' 

* .. EI~tronlc Data Processing * 
F~,'~m~p'~od==U=c~"o~n~ _______________ I_+-~_ct-1-+_ 
GraphiC Design • 

Home M al(lng I * 
HOlel RecepliOf"l 

HOUSing Management 

Induslrlal TraIning OHicer$ 

InlenO( Design 

Legal Secretanes 

Materials Management and Admin. 

Medical Secretaries 

Oceanography 

Orgarusatkln and Work Study 

Personnel Management 

Pharmacy Sales COnsultants 

* * 

* 
* 

" 
" , ... " , 
• 

" • • • • • • 
• 

* 
* 
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* * ", 
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HUMANITIES 

Nollonol C<tr1l1loot.: '[MAl .. .... .. '" .. , .. • " 
Pri ..... ate Secretaries .. * • • .. • • • • * * 
Property De ..... elopment Management .. 
Public Relations Secretar ies * 
Purc.,aslng Management * .. * .. * * .. . 
Secretana! (General) * * .. .. * .. " * * . .. 
Secretanal (Home MaklOg) * 
Secretarial (PI.;b/ic Relations) 

SecretarIal (Tourism) .. .. .. .. * 1* 
Supefllisory Management .. 
Tounsm (Tour GUIdes) * * * • 
Natlonel Higher Certlflca,.: 'UI .. ... , : .. ... " , .. • " Beauty Technology * * * * * 
Clothing Production T ecnnotogy .. 
Comm~rcla l catering * 
Commercial OemonslratOfs • * .. * • * 
:Jistnbutl ..... e Trade SupervisIOn * 
Film ProJucllon • 
Home Economics (FOOd & Clottnng) .. • *, 
Hotel and Induslnal CaterIng * 
Markeung and ::;~lIeS Management • .. * * .. * .. 
Materials Management ., 
MQtOf BUSiness Management .. .. * * * * 
Fersonnel ManagemP.flt .. * * .. .. .. • · .. 
Property De ..... elop. and Management .. • 
PurchaSing Management .. * 
Private Secretaries .. * * * • • .. * * • 
ReSidential Child Care .. * .. 
Safety Management * * 
Supervisory "-1 3nagemen: * * * .. .. • 
Tourism ,Tour GUides) * .. 
Natlonei OlplOfNl: 

I , ... 
"" • [0f1 .... ... .. , .. . " 

BaHet T each'ng .. 
d';slness Admin. Management .. * * 
BUSiness Computers * * * .. * .. 
CeramiCS Oesign * .. * * .. .. 
Churcn OrganIsts ok 

Clothing DeSIgn '* • * * .. 
C"Olh,ng ProducltOn Management 1* * • 
Coaching and Accompanimen t I , ., 
Commerce • * .. .. * • ok * . _. 
Commun.ty NurSing Sc ience • * 
Company Administration * .. * • .. * • 
Cost Accounting * * .. * * * * * • * 
Dlslnbulive T (ade Managef"T'ent * * ------- -
DrafT'::I I * 
~- i"::"la Processir:; * * * .. *. * •• * * • - - ------. 
Ex.:cul\ve 3ecre:arif!'i * * * .. • .. * * • ---- -_. 
F ~rr: ProductIOn * -. 
F ~r.~ At! .. .. .. * • .. 
r:ood and Clothing Technology .. * * * * • 
.:ooj S9(v't;e Management .. .. * * * • * ---_. 
Graphic Q·.):~,gn • .. * * * * * * • ---.. -
!-lome Economics (Food & Clothing) * * * * 
I-tc: t ; . I..r..anc;.;,;;ement • I .. 
I~ldustflal Oes:.gn * 
instrumental Music * 
Interior Design • * .. * .. 
tnlemal Auditing * * * * * • * * 
J~Uery Design and Distribution * 
Journalism • * * .. .. 

.--- ----
Management .. .. * * * * * * * 
Marketing 'and Sales Management .. • * • * " * ok ok 
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NoIloMlOlpomo: C ... ..... , ... " No_I Diploma In T_noIogy: c -IU ~ • IR ..... , .. · " Malerials Management * * * * * 1* * Cost Accounting • • * '" 
Motor BuSiness Management • • '" * * * * Orama/Direc1ing • 
Museum Technology * Electronic Data Processing • .. 
Opera * Film Production • 
Organisation and Work Study • • • * * * * * * * Fine Art .. • • • '" Personnel Management • • • * * * * • * Marketing and Sales Management • • • • • • ... 
Pho<ograpMy * • * • * • Management Practice • .. * • • 
PnntlnQ Management • • • • • • * Personnel Management • * '" Pnvate Secretaries • • • • • • • • • Production Management • • 
ProductIOn Management • * * '" • '" * * Pholography • * •• 
Property DevelOp and Management • • • * * • Other C.r1IlIcwl." cl'" IU .... EfI'(I I'E , ... " Property ValuallO • • * • * * Certificate 'Of Training Instructors • • • 
PUb/IC Admtnl51:ra lloo * * * * * • '" * * • Secretarial Cart. for Graduates • • * * .' • PubliC RetallOl'lS * • • • • * * t l , Occupational Hea"h Nursing • • 
PurcMSlng Management * • * • • * • • ., Other Diploma" cl ... IllS 

"" • IIf1 '"~ 
.. , ... . " Safety Management • • • * • Higher ~ploml In Educat5on: 

ShIPPll1g and Forwarding Admm. • • • '" , Art • 
Slale Aces. and Finance (General) • '" * • • '" • • * '" Commercial • • 
Siale Aces and Finance (Inl. Rev.) '" '" '" • '" • '" • '" 

; 
Electronics • 

Teacher - Workshop Practice '" '" '" * , Home Economics • • 
T exule Design * * '" • • * Industrial • 
Theatre Crafts * Technical • 1 
Tounsm * * * 
NoIiONI Higher Diploma: c 

• an 
... .. , ... " 

-
FUf1hC't_~IYle.~ In Educ.ltlon: 

Commercial .. I 

Apphed DeSign (Art) * '" * * * * • Home EconomiCS • 
Adlng '" Industrial Arts • 
Company AdrrufltslraUofl * * • .' * * Teacher 's Performer's Dlpl (MuSIc) .. • 
Cooe,", Singing • Teacher's Pert Dlpl (Speech & Drama) .. 
Cost Accounting • *, • * • • • * Inltlluta.: c ... "" .... 0 .. '"~ .. , ... " Electronic Dala Processing • .. * • '" • * Admin. and Commerce (I A.C.) • . '" • • • • * .. .. • 
Film Producllon * 

I 
Bankers • .. • • • • • • 

FlOe Art • '" '" • • * i BUilding Societies .. • .. .'. • 
FOOd and Clothing Technology * • • • : Certified Bookkeepers • • 
FOOd and Nutrition • Chartered Secr. & Admin. (CI.S.) • . ! '" • '" • • • • • 
Instrumental MUSIC * I CommerCial & Financial Technician • 
Management Practice • • • • • '" '" Cost & Management ACCls (C M.A ) • '" • • • • • • 
Mark.etlng and Sales Management '" '" • • • • • .' Credit Management • • 

" 
'" 

Opera • Estate Agents (Residential) ., • !. 
Personnel Management • • • * * • • Management (SAl M.) • • • • • • * 
PhO(ography • • • • Markellng Management (I M.M ) • • • • • • • • 
Post School Education • • • • Paper DistrlbutOfs , • 
production Management • • • • • • Personnel Management (r PM ) • '" • • • 
Theatre Crafts • Retail Management '" 
Nollonol DIploma In Technology: c 

• an 
... " , .. .' " Shlpbrokers • '" • 

Applied Oesogn (Art) * • • • • Trustees • 
Company Administration . j 

. _. 

From: Careers for You May 1984 
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THE PROCESS OF CAREER PLANNING 

OBJECTIVE : To illustrate that career planning is a process 
rather than an event, and to provide an outline 
of this process. 

PROCEDURE 1. Expl ain to pupils that the entire guidance 
programme from Std 6 - Std 10 aims to alert 
them to the fact that careers choice is a 
process and not an event - that the programme 
forms part of the career planning process 
which will hopefully enable them to make 
considered career choices. 

2. Read "One Person's Career Decision: An Event 
not a process" to the class and then ask the 
puplls Eo suggest what factors the person in 
question should have considered before rushing 
off to the student adviser. What are some of 
the avenues that should have been explored? 

3. Now structure the content more carefully by 
providing a brief outline of the guidance 
programme and pointing out how each aspect 
is planned to increase self understanding. 
Refer in particular to some of the evaluation 
techniques (both formal and informal) which 
have been aimed at improving self understanding. 
Use the diagram below, or something similar on 
the bib, or prepare a hand out which enables 
the pupilS-to see how the different elements 
of the guidance programme provide substance to 
the concept that career planning is a process. 
Encourage pupils to add to the lists. 

I Social/ Careers Education School SUbjects l 
I Person al I I 

Self Awareness 

: -r-ei~-t-i-o-n-s-h-i-P-s-,--+--c-l-a-s-s-i-f-l-' c-a-t-i-o-n--+I -im-p-l-i-c-a-t-l-' o-n-s-,--1I-r-n-t-e-r-e-s-t-s-,---+ 

problem according to lA-grades, aspirations, 
I solving, interest, SUbjects! course selec- I Values, 
: decision - training, skills, I tions, SUbjects: needs, 
I making, etc. I for certain I abilities, 
I acceptance of I I careers, matric i achievements, 
I authority etc. i I exempt ion etc. I personali ty 
I I I I etc. 

I 
PROCESS 

J 
CAREER CHOICE 
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4 . Encourage all pupils to approach at least one 
adult before the next lesson and to ask that 
person how he/she came to a career choice, 
i.e. who influenced them , wha~ factors they 
took into account, what training they had to do 
etc. The structure provided in 3 could be 
adapted to provide a structure for the different 
questions pupils should be asked. Stress that 
the object of the exercise is to investigate the 
process which led up to the choice of a particu
lar career. 

Note (1):(1) It would b e equally valuab l e for 
pupils to identify the factors which 
led adults to the rejection of a 
chosen job or career. 

(2) It is esse n tia l that an opportunity 
be afforded to pupils to feed bac k 
the information they have collected. 
It would not be unreasonable to expect 
to take a whole lesson for this. 
This follow-up l esson could be 
concluded by asking pupi l s to look at 
their particular si t uation and to 
attempt to ide n tify elements of t he 
process which they sti ll need to 
investiga t e more fully . Some 
questions which t hey might be 
enc ouraged to ask the;"selves are 

(1) Have you con sidered any particular 
career yet? If 'yes' go on to 
questlon (2) . If no, what do 
you need to do? What are the 
reasons for your lack of decision 
etc. 

(2) Will t he career you are consi dering 
require furth2r training from you? 

(3) Can you p ursu e the career you are 
considering with t he subjects 
you are taking? 

(4) Wi ll you require matric exemption, 
senior certiEicate o~ Standard 8? 

(5) Do you know much abou t the ca reer 
you are considering? 1 f nol, 
Vlhen~ shou ld you 1)(.' If)f)~irf'l 10, 
more inforillatiun! 

(6) How well do you think you are 
suited to the career you are 
consi dering? i.e. how well do 
your i n terests, values , needs , 
abilities, aspiratio n s match 0~ 

to the career in question? etc. 



Note (2) 

/sb 
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Unless you intend to discuss the 
responses of each individual on an 
individual basis it is beter to 
structure this exercise as a group 
exercise. To be of any value at 
all, there must be meaningful feed
back. 



ONE PERSON'S DECISION : AN EVENT, NOT A PROCESS 

We didn't have teacher-counsellors at school and I received 
no careers guidance whatever, though I remember that one of 
my teachers once told me that he thought I would ma ke a good 
teacher - he thought I had the personali ty for the job! The 
idea didn't particularly appeal to me though , and I can no t 
recall ever having given serious thought to what I might do 
one day. I did know though that I wou ld be spending some time 
at a University - my father insisted on t ha t , describing it as 
an insurance policy! To him it was immaterial what I s t udied. 
Getting a degree was all that mattered, and I don't recall 
ever having seriously questioned that. 

After matriculating with the necessary exemption I was called 
up for military training and it was only during the latter 
part of my time in the army that I became aware of an 
increasing sense of panic. I had made no arrangemen t s ror 
enrolment at any University and I had no idea how I would 
finance my study years. A friend suggested I make an appoint 
ment to see the student Adviser at a University , which I did. 
He discussed my p lans, or lack of plans with me and, on the 
strength of my matri cu la tion results, advised me to do a BSC 
(although I eventually enrolled for, and completed, a BA!) a nd 
arranged an education department loan ror me s ince this wa s the 
most readily available finance available. In o ne short i n terview 
he solved all my problems for me - he decided what course I 
should do (even if r didn't take his advice) a nd he arranged 
finance for me, thus deciding for me that I wou ld one day be 
a teacher! I was very happy to be able to go home and tell 
my father that from t ha t day on I'd be costing him very lit t le! 

I don't think I have any regrets a bo ut the decisio n I made -
or, should I say, the decision that the kind man at the 
University made for me - but I do sometimes wonder whe t her I 
would not have chosen something else had I stopped to think 
for one moment that the decision I eventually made on the 
spur of the moment was act~ally one of the more important 
deci sions I'd ever ha ve to make in my life. 

By a former Teacher-Counsellor 

Isb 
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How to increase your chance of 
succeeding in life 

By: M" R.C. 'Ichter-Hlgglns 

Managing DlrKtO': Human Resources. 

010 you know that If your ChilO make, an 
unwl,e ChOice of career. this baa aeclSion 
will caust him a great aeal Of unnecessary 
misery ana can even ruin his life? 

A working per.;on ,penas at least half of 
hi' waking hOu" at wane. If the inalvlaual 
aetests his job becau,e he i, 
temperamentally un,ultea and 
uninterested In It. he will be miserable for 
half of hiS conscious life! 

The frustration an Individual feels when 
trappea In an unsuitable career, fre
Quently spills over Into other areas. NOt 
only Is the person who derives no job 
satisfaction from his work. normally a 
.... "'lor performer and thus a problem 

IPloyee, but his frustration can cause 
111m to become a problem spouse, a 
n~lectful parent and a soCial problem. 

For example, frustratIon IS a major 
cause of alCOhol and drug abuse. The cost 
to the individual , hiS family ana societY in 
terms of material. emotional and Physical 
suffering, accidents and lost production is 
horrifying. 

Consequently, the Choice of a career is 
one of me most Important decisions any 
Indlvlaual ever has to make. The Wiser the 
career choice made, the greater the 
chances of success. 

YOU as a parent, guidance teacher or 
counsellor are responsible fo r helPing 
young people on tne road to a successfUl 
life. HOW can you best do this? 
OO'S 
1. Stress that a wise career Choice will be 

one Which wlll :-
al Build on known strengthS. It is much 

harder and requires greater effort to 
overcome weaknesses. ThiS wastes 
time. It Is better to concentrate on 
aeveloplng talents. 

bl Suit the temperament of the pe"on. 
cl Be Interesting. 

For examPle, a person may have the 
Intellectual ability to become a 
librarian, a writer or a psychOlOgist. The 
person's Interests may be Singing, 
writing ana SCientific hobbles. The per
son'S temperament may be emotional
ly aemonstratlve. with a strong nee a to 
wane with people . 

If the Indlvlaual optea for a career In 
Singing, because he loved singing ana 
enjoyea It, but haa no real abilitY or 
talent. he woula be unlikely to succeea. 

A career as a librarian, although 
sultea to the pe"on's Intellectual 
abilities, would tend to become 
tedious and bOring because It Old not 
take tne per.;ons Interest ana per.;onall 
tY Into account. 

A career as a psychologist would max· 
Imlse on tne pe"ons Intellectual abilitY, 
provlae tne opportunitY to do SCien
tific research (Which suits his InterestSl, 
ana allow him to wone with peOPle , 
(WhiCh suits his pe"onalltyJ. 
Ttlus a wise career Choice will take Into 

account the Indlvldua:'s Intellectual 
abilities, enjovable Interem ana per
sonality needs. 

2. Seek aavlce from Vocational Gulaance 
Counsello" If tne young pe"on Is uri
sure Which caree" are likely to affora 
him the greatest chance of success and 
happiness. A Counsellor will test the 
pe"ons abilities, temperament and In
terests, help the young pe"on to gain 
insight Into his pe"onal neeas and sug
gest the most Suitable career OPtions. 

3. Help the young person to gain self 
knowledge and understanding of what 
he enjoys and diSliKes by getting him to 
tell you honestlV how ne feelS ana What 
he thinkS about his schoOl SUbjects, his 
hobbies and h iS experiences With pea· 
pie, as well as hiS hopes and desires for 
the future. 

A young pe"on wno has a goo a self
image because he lias been accepte r::: 
for what he really is. is more able to 
make a wise career choice. 

4. Encourage chllaren to get JObS aurlng 
school holiaays so that they will obtain 
some real life experience of different 
working environments. For examPle, 
office , factory, hospital farm, tneatre , 
and other temporary jobS will all aia 
the young person to understand his 
own needs better because h~ has had 
the chance to test what:'e Imaglne!:!"le 
may like , against real Sltuat io~s . 

5. Take the Child to careers exn,blt'ons 
and discuss with him car eers Inforrna· 
tlon supplied via eXhibitions. brocriur-es 
and magazines. 

6. When the child says he !~ interested in 
!earnlng more about ;I particulai 
career, take the ch!la to talk to people 
who are doing tnat tYpe of work. If 
possible, let the Child obse"'e the per· 
son actually doing the Job and Ln· 
courage the Child to ask Questions such 
as, "What dO you !Ike best 112ast about 
your career?" "Are you haPDV ' unhap· 
py most of the time? WhY?' 

this will g ive the young oerson ex· 
tremely valuable lnfonnatron about a 
career and help him {Qw~rds 3 realistiC 
evaluation of what the work IS like. 

7. stress that tne chilO will have to aecide 
about his future himself, but he SfL'L!ld 
listen carefully to go'">d aovlce i"'')m 
responsible and more xno ..... ledgea.:·le 
people. 

8. Teach young pe'Jpl€ nnw to eval ua t ~ 
the pros and (;i.Jns Of alter-nat 've 
course~ Of action S ':~:e ~he..,· need t:: 
select frc-r.1 nurnar,JUS Dc-trans, ::h ~ · .. 
need to know how t::- worK our 'N,11::n 
career deCision is gkelY to be the ~)e:st . 
long term . 

l Try to IOentifv a ch!!c,:: ~tronqes: 

abilities ana talents early. ",ese can be 
assessed profeS!;ionally. If necessary. 
Then lNSiS': that t~e chil'J develOP 
these skills and talen t,;. as " matter of 
routine training and dISCiDI)ne. The 
child can abandon muSIC lessens for eX' 
ample, when 11€ leavE'S SChOOl If he real· 
Iy has no lnteren or enjOymdnt In It, in 
Spite of haVinG Wlent. Howeve!'. where 

chllaren have some talent. they mo~ 
frequently aeveloP real enjoyment of 
the act ivity. 

Many a talentea pe"on ha, failed to 
aChieve anything because parents who 
were over anxious about not living 
tnrough tnelr Children," allowea them 
to stop aeveloplng their skills. The 
number of peoPle Who regret that 
their parents "dla not force them to 
continue", far exceed those Who ''Were 
made to 00 something I hatea". 
Rewara the ChilO in some way. especial
lY by praising him. for pe"everlng to 
develoD hIS SkillS. 

10 EnCOUrage the ChilO to try all sorts of 
alfferent activities ana hObbies. Do 
not become upset If these Interests 
become .. three-week wonders" . 
Rather try to get the chilO to express 
hiS feelings as to why he Is no longer 
interested . Both of you will gain In· 
Sight Into the chlld 's personality, and 
you Will be able to give helpful advice 
basea on knoWieage of the Child. 

11. Keep career oP(ions (anO therefore 
education options) as broad as possl· 
ble for as lOng as pOSSible For exam· 
pie , dropping mathematics ana 
SCience as matrlc subjects autOmati
callY reauces t!'le possibilities of future 
study t o qualifY In certain caree". 

It ;, f. r better for tne ChilO to be 
·;.J ! ·:~n extra maths or science lessons 
tc nelp aChieve oasses In these sub· 
jectS, than to ~et him abandon them 
too eany, only to reo ret this latec 

12. Encourage chllOren to think realistical
ly about tnelr 'utures. For ekample, a 
. hilO Who wIshes to become an 
astrC)"1·'3LJt or :ne Prime MInister should 
be enco~,-a'JeC'! !o think about his 
chZ;1ces of succeedIng or failing to 
-:: c!oievp. :l):h a career goal. 

13. HelD the cnlld tc obtain whatever 
tr31nl/"lQ 3nd ed,Jcarlonal Quallfrcations 
are necessary to get him off to a gooa 
stan: In h i:; Chosen career. 

DON'TS 

• Don ~ 5p·;: .... ·0 yOur nard earned $.3Vings 
paying for a unlve"ltY or tectmlkon 
educ.otion If your child Is unsure wtlat ' 
career he wan t'$ to pursue. Rather let 
tile Child go ana werle. for two or ttlree 
',ea" at different JObS. A Vocational 
Guidance Counsellor could recom· 
m ena the most suitable JobS for him to 
try WhiCh woula assist tne Child to 
make a career declslon about whiCh he 
feels confiOent. men help him acoulre 
tne necessary eaucatlon. 

• Don't stop a ChilO from stuaylng cer. 
taln subjects when he Is highly 
motivated to do so, even when hiS 
SChOOl manes Indicate he lackS ability. 
Motivation Is far more Important to 
the aChievement of success tnan baslc 
abilitY. Praise ana gooa tutOring by a 
carlnQ and interested teaCher, can very 
otten qUiCkly make up for lact ' of 
ability. . 

• Don't talk ana act as If having to wane 
fo , " IlvinQ Is as bad as having lepensyl 



Your children will only acquire negative 
work attitudes and wrong behaviours 
that will handicap them greatly In their 
careers. All mature ana responsible 
people NEED TO WOrk, even When they 
are very riCh ana do not need to eam a 
living. Entorced Idleness proves to be 
extremely frustrating to normal 
mature human beings, While hard work 
can be greatly enjoyed. 

• Don't encourage your Child to believe 
that only the nCh ana powerful, ana 
those having fame or high social status, 
or university educations, are the only 
winners or Important people In life. 
There are many people like Manlyn 
Monroe and EMs Presley who fall In 
their personal lives! 

A successful person Is one Who IS 
relatively happy at work ana at home, 
ana Who makes a valuable contribution 
In some way, to society. 

For example, SOCiety Is very greatly 
lnaebted to the goad people Who 
clean our streets, bury our dead ana 
dispose of our sewerage tor preven· 
tlng plagues and creating healthy en· 
vlronments for the rest of us to live In. 
For this valuable health service, theY 
deserve our gratitude and respect. 

5. Don't puSh your Child to aChieve at all 
costs. Remember that young people 
WhO are afraid to admit to failure SUf· 
fer Intensely and can become very 
depressed. Rather, be satiSfied with a 
child'S InadeqUate performance If he 
tried hard, Encourage "'m to leam 

from failure and comtort him to help 
him gee over It. Encourage the child to 
try again. It will be easier to aChieve 
next time around. Tell your Child, 
"There Is no disgrace In trying and fall· 
lng , It Is only a disgrace to fall to try." 

Part of growing Into a mature per· 
son, IS leamlng how to overcome 
failure, When It occurs. 

• Don't forget to elim inate the three evil 
C's from your treatment Of the Child, 
Nothing demotlvates and destroys a 
Child more than constant, cruel 
criticismI' 

Don't say, "Why can't you be like your 
brother, father, or so·and~ ' S kid'" 
Love the Child constructively, and help 
him to reach his fullest potencial as a 
human being and Individual In his own 
right. 

• Don't be prejudiced against certain 
jobs and brand them, tor example,· 
"For Sissie's Only", "For Men Only", "For 
Women OnlY", "For Stupid People 
OnlY'! Your only concems Should be to 
aSk, " IS It honest work?" 

Remember that there Is dignity In all 
honest laoour and any person can take 
pnde in his Job If It means he can be 
self supporting and make a con~ruc· 
t lve contribution to SOCiety. 

• Don't tell your Child, "You will become 
an XI" and try to choose his career for 
him. If you really love the child you will 
want What IS best for HIM, not yourself . 
It IS HIS life, therefore advise and guide 
your Child, but let him decide on a 
career. 

• Don't tell gins they don't need an 
education because they are Just going 
to get married. TWo out of three mar· 
rlages on the Reef end In divorce leav· 
Ing women III-eQulpped to be bread· 
winners and fill the roles of mother 
and father at the same t ime! With no 
education they cannot compete and 
they ana their children suHer. In addi· 
tlon , many married women have to 
work. SOme women never marry and 
can gain satisfaction In li fe from a 
meaningful career. 

Remember that any person 's career IS 
only a part of their total life, although an 
extremely Important part. The guide lines 
given In this artiCle will assist young peo· 
pie to make wise career cnolces. MuCh 
more Is needed to help young people to 
become total human beings, Who will be 
well adjUsted In all aspects of their lives. 

CAREB!S FOIl YOU - .... 198' 



CE 8, lA 

PROCESS OF CAREER PLANNING (ALTERNATIVE LESSON) 

OBJECT I VE : To illustrate that career planning is a process 
rather than an event, and to provide an outline 
of this process. 

PROCEflURE (1) suggest to pupils that the planning of a 
career is like planning t o buy a motorbike 
(or anything big that might interest them). 
It is not an event but a process. Discuss the 
buying of the bike and lead pupils to realize 
that one has to consider the following 

1.1 What bikes are available? 

1.2 What do I want from the bike and why do 
I want this? 

1.3 What do I already have to obtain this 
bik e (age, money, license, can I ride it?) 

(2) Use OHP or hand out a copy of "The Process of 
careers Choice - how do I choose my first job?" 

(3) Discuss the process. Help pupil to make a 
decision a t each stage. 

(4) Zxplain that one also needs to have information 
about the following aspects 

4.1 one's subjects - different grades and 
combinations, matric exemption or not; 

4.2 one's social skills - relationships 
with others , acceptance of authority etc. 

4.3 self - personality, interests, aptitudes, 
aspirations . 

Emphasise that all these aspects and many others 
form part o f the process. 

(5) Conclude with a discussion (or worksheet) on 
buying a career. Focus on the present. Reassure 
those who do not yet know what they want that 
the object is not to force them to make a choi c~ 

but to make them aware of the process. Encourage 
them to participate on the basis of what they 
already know about themsel ves : 

5.1 Wh at career field (grouping) are you 
considering? 

5.2 What do you already have which suggests that 
this is the direction you are most suited 
fo r? (qualifications, subjects, interests, 
abilitie~, personality, physical att r ibutes, 
etc. ) 
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5.3 What do you need from this particular 
career? (needs values, aspirations); 

5.4 Emphasise that this process of 'buying' 
a career is an ongoing one and stress 
that choices made at the present time 
are likely to change as they gain 
greater self-understanding and knowledge 
of available opportunities. 

(6) As a H/W assignment encourage all pupils to 
approach at leas~ one adult before the next 
lesson and to ask that person how he/she 
came to make a career choice. 

Note If this exercise is done (and it is 
recommended), it is absolutely 
essential that pupils be afforded an 
opportunity to share the informa t ion 
with their peers. It would not be 
unreasonable (if the H/W exercise is 
done properly) to expect to take a 
whole lesson fQ~ thlS, perhaps 
concluding with a discussion (or work
sheet) aimed at encouraging individual 
pupils to identify those aspects of 
the process of careers choice which 
have already become a reality for them. 

Richter-Higgins R.C. How to Increase your chances 
of succeeding in Lif~. Pub. in Careers for You 

April 1984. ) 



CE U. lA 

THE PROCESS OF CAREERS CHOICE - HOW DO I CHOOSE MY FIRST JOB? 

Read 

What can I do? this Do I want to be trained If no 
way for a job? I need a job now l 

If tyes AndJso 

What have I got? I Do I want to study 
~ 

Do I want to do Find 
Do I have enough abilities? full· time at technical training ~ a 

i university orcollege? part·time? no job Verbsl fluency 
Numerical ability Iftyes If tyes 

t Practical and mechanical 
abilities If Can I get a place at University. Uniss. Technikon. 

~ 
Find ! 

Methodical and orderly ~ Teachers College. Technical College. Car res· j~b I habits pondence College? no 

Artistic . creative talents IftyeS 
Social competence 
Physical health Get my education and training and look for a good I This 

Which? job way 

Lr What do I want in my first job? I 

t ~ , 
What sort of place do I What kind of work am I I 

What do I need most? want to work in? interested in? I , 
Security Outdoors Making things by hand i 
Status Workshop BUild ing and assembl ing 
Money Factory DeSIgning 
Independence M ine Ope ratmg fac tory 
Opportunity to help others Laboratory machi nery 
To use my brains Office GrowIng plants -- Siud io r- Drawing 

Warehouse Serving & adviSing 
Shop Seil ing & buyi ng 
Bank Business administration 
Post Office Police or defence 
Hotel school Helping or cari ng for 
Hospital people , 
Train . plane . sh ip 

I Wh ich? Which? Which? 

I 
L Groups of careers J 
~ Artis tic . design & 

Health services 
entertainment 

ScientifiC. ma thematical .Personal service s -
& research financ ial & ph ysical 

Education . cultural & Public service. law & 
literary order. government 

Helping professions & Transport & 
social w~!fa.r~ __ · .. _ . communication 

fro m 

! Technica l. e nginee ri ng 1 

t & cons tructio n ~ ----- ---.-
I I I Manufac tUring & mining 

I Business - i 
AdmInistration i 

Farm ing & outdoor I . ____ J 

Wheredol 
find my 

first job? 

C OOy"qI'l119 11 
N Iels L,ndl'lin d 

Lindhard N. and Africa H 

The World of Work in Sout h 
Africa 

Pub . by Longm ans S.A. 



Objective 

Procedure 

CLASSIFICATION OF OCCUPATIONS 

To remind pupils of the numerous ways in which 
careers can be grouped or classified, and to give 
individuals an opportunity to try to identify their own 
areas of interest. 

1. Remind pupils of some of the more common group
in~used for the classification of careers and 
then refer to the classification system intro
duced in CE 6. '\ , CE 6. 5 and CE 7 . 1 write the 
following on the bib : 

1'"Core" i" I '"'m" ~".';':~",ere'~'Jn facts & fig..IreS People I Things , Ideas 

-----'- ----~-----

2 . For the purposes of revision ask fo r examples 
of careers and categorise these under the head
ings provided. Other headings may be included. 
Emphasise that categorisation is part of the 
process of careers choi ·. &, dnd that considered 
classification can be most helpful. Stress tha t 
there is always overlap. 

3. Ask pupils to complete the worksheet (1) and 
give a number of pupils an opportunity to tell 
the class about the ir Lespon scs . Encour a ge 
constructive comment fr om the rest of the clilss 
and especially from those who know the indi v i
duals well. 

Emphasise that the process of getting feed - baclt 
from friends is an important way of 'testing' 
one's own self - percepti ons . Stress that pupils 
should get into the habit of asking the opinions 
of others '"ho knOl'1 them well. P. greater a\lare
ness of se lf-preferences is likely to result in 
more considered job classificati on and greater 
compatibility between the person and a particular 
career or career grouping. 

4. Get pupils to complete worksheet (2) an G o nce 
again encourage feedback and discussion as 1n (3). 
It might be necessary to continue this lesson 
during the nex t session becau se it is very 
important that pupils should have an opportunity 
to discuss the results. It might be advisdGle 
to arrange the class in to srol<111 groups for cli ··,
cussion. Move from group to group contributing 
to the discussion. Stress that an informal 
assessment of this kind-:tS only tentative. 

5. The information sheet CE 8.2 could be either 
handed out or projected on a screen once there 
has been some time for d is cussion of worksheet 
(2). Stress once again that the careers in 
question are provided only as a guide. Cate 
gories i ne~itably overlap. 



worksheet f 2) 

TII!-: C LASSIFLCATI ON OF OCCUPATIONS 

.Iv"'>. ",q (lC"("IIpalionl" cli n UE' clCHlc:i[i('(\ according to eith~r the !..£~~'!~ __ . ~._.~_~ or the IIbi!~ 
reyv i rpdo( it per".nn, !'JO they :nay oll~o be clas.9H ied a c cording to a ~er90n"L lntereAtl'l . ~l' as 
w~n ·to· r(.mpm!lf~· rthouqh thl'lt i nterC'9tR change fr om time to tillle OniTiiv-.~ll ·Jp.~·analn-i:crea.t.1'I tend 
to dl!terminl'! whAt onp. .... ould lik(' to do while one', IIp.titudel! lind IIbilltll~·,-·.;rITl:nTii=9ii-parl 
tlctf'rmlnp .... lIl'1l nn (! ~_~~_~~. -• . -.----- - .----------.---

Try tn form ""me general imp[t.'ssl ons of some of your ar("!il'l of interest (likf?s ane dislike!.l by 
...-:;-c;lhg th ,. "ppropril'lte numher~ after each of th r. 4uestl n ns · .... hil"h foliow . Oy Circling ( 1) you 
.mulc1 · bt' In rHc~tinq th"t tIde; i s <"n activit; t!1 l'1t YI")U .... ou~d r.vt li~e lit a ll; ~ (J' ""Ol.ld be a 
(" Irly ""'vt rl'l I re~ponse; and a (5) would ind ic a t.e ~ha t. I OU ~:-e 1 keiy to er, ~(:y th~ actlvity very 
much Wh~n you l'Ire ! ini!'Jhed, score your shect ~nd complete the pr~fil c. 

1 . o (fer your services as a helper ~t a f~te or b~z~ar. 

2 . Do act iv itie~ which require ynu to solve ~~~h ~atical proolem~. 

j . httend a ~18y and/o r art ~xhibition. 

4 . Sp~nd as ~uch tim~ in as many out-door Vllrs uits as possible. 

S . Write po ems and/or short stories . 

6. Work out a monthly budget and/cr complete A t e ~ return. 

7 . Re of I'Issistance to adults and ch ild r en in n~ed. 

O. II~ve a sci~nce SUbject ~ tjch a s geology or Zoo logy as A h0bby. 

9 . 8ecome invo lved in teachinq an ~rt form. 

iO . RepAir thinqs wh ich have broken. 

11 Take an active part in the drama and/or deoai...lnq Soclety . 

1 

12 . Chol')~l' I!o c areer whi ch enables you to work primari ly with (l-:ts and figures.l 

IJ . Repre~ent yuur school 1n a team sport or qr0u~ ~rtivity. 

14 . R'!lId uonks which would imp rr;·ve you r knowledge of science. 

IS. ~nrnl fur (tlrtller tra~n~nq in one or the arts . 

16 . Grow crops and/or .... ork ..... th anima Is. 

17. rrcpare and present a t al k to a larq~ g:oup of ~eo~le. 

18 . As similate a vast knowledge of facts an1 flgurcs. 

19. Chno~~ cl career in which you can 8 .e;'lst the lInder-p:: i'Ji ~edqe.J . 

20 . Choo!>e a career in which modern tet.!hnology would plilj -!I rol~ 

21 " ",ad h"nkc: which wou ld improv~ 'i0IJr knowlet~.gc ()~ th~ <"Irt". 

22 Norlt in t hp. qarClen/or workshop rather than rc tlu .tl bo ok. 

2). ))0 some ret'octinq foe a net.' '; ?i.Iper. 

24 . Choo se a job whi c h demands detail to ncc u:-acy and o r:1c r . 

2~. Choose a career .... !11:;h wjll enable you to work ,'1th }Jt:?op1e. 

2(,. Le c ture (Or t.~.:.ch m."H.hemati.cs as a sub ject. 

27. '·Iake a livin~ by pra..::tising one o f the arts. 

2B. Ciloo!';e a career whic h 101111 enable you to use :ilJur tlra·_- ..: it.:<ll _' ! ;l:lt~· 

29 . Produce a TV programme en mob psychology. 

30. Solve a problem b y coll e cting the necessar~' :ac~s an n figure,> 
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Sc or i nq To obtain your score for each of the in te rest categories '\1 .(1 t0get~; er the r;'ll'lbecs j"o,) ''; 

havr. circled for each o f the tjuestion!'i shown above blC "C<:!~i~e;;TI\'·cllro,: ",<;. ;:"te, t_he 
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~cn-a-vT~uarPlcturp.-nr-your areas C'f in~creH. ": ~-ljJlct~ the relC\;.lnt "'e;;u.,)ns of you r 
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OBJECTIVE 

PROCEDURE 

RESOURCES 

lIb 

CE . 8.3 

SOURCES OF CAREER INFORMATION 

(1) To acquaint pupils with sources of career 
information . 

(2) To assist pupils to use this information 
to best advantage. 

(1) Present pupils with a list of sources of 
career information ei t her in a handout or 
on th~ O~P. 

(2) Show pupils actual examples of sources. 
For example, career magazines, newspaper 
supplements and advertisements, professional 
journals and career and training guides 
published by CIC and HSRC . As each source 
is displayed its limitations should be 
pointed out. Such things as depth, ease of 
finding information dnd date of publication 
need to be considered . 

(3) Handout copies of a brochure or a newspaper 
advertisement and discuss how to evaluate 
the information given . Structure the dis
c ussion by asking, "Who published this 
information? Why? When? How has the 
writer's intention influenced the selection 
of information? What information is given? 
What information is omitted?" etc . 

Newspapers 

Opportunities for Matricul a nts and Sc hool leavers 

Opportunities for Graduates 

Opportunities for Diplomats 

Careers for you (Monthly magazine) 

My Career (quarterly magazine) 



INTERESTS AND SOME POSSIBLE CAREERS 

CE 8.2 
Information Sheet 

Have a look at your scores for the different interest catego
ries on Worksheet (2) - CE 8.2. Look first at interest areas 
which have high scores and see how some of the suggested careers 
appeal to you. Then look at interest areas with low scores and 
compare the suggested careers. Both high and low scores can be 
most illuminating. Remember not to over-estimate the importance 
of your interests when called upon to co-iisi-der- i::areer cholces. 

INTE RESTS SOME POSSIBLE CAREERS 

Work lng with PeoplE psychologist, doctor , manager, 
receptionist, teacher, nurse, 
sales assistant. 

--
Scie nce and Technclogy Enigneer, chemist, ma thematician 

microb iolc .g ist, technician, 
surgeon 

The Arts Act o r, Art is t, fashion designer, 
film producer, hairstylist, 
musician, manufacturing jeweller 

-
Prac tical/Physical Florist, goldsmith, farmer, 

graphic artist, mechanic, builder, 
soldier, landscape, garden er, 
game ranger 

Idea s and Communication Advertising, architect, publisher, 
journalist, radio announcer, 
1 ibrar ian., philosopher 

Fact s and Figures Actury, bookkeeper, accountant, 
maths teacher, statistician, tax 
consultant 

/mm 



THZ CLASSIFICATION OF OCCUPATO~S 

There ar~ pany diffe rent ways of classifying occupations . The 
object of this short exerc i se i s to get you to identify some of 
the feat ures of a job th a t you feel would most appeal to you, 
and the ab1l1t1es that yo u feel y ou would be able to bring to 
a job. 

Underline your choices. Try not to have a particular j ob i n 
mind as you do so . 

'. If 1 had to choose 1 would work mos tly 

wi th feOple or alOle 

in-<kxJrs or rut o! d:::ors 

with plants or with animals 

regular hc;Jurs or irregular hours 

with things or ....r..th data r. infanat.icn) for noney or for \oo1Ork sat. i sfaction 

2. The abilities I thi nk I c ould bring to a j ob are 

clerical abi lity 

mathematical ability 

creative ability 

verbal ability 

ability to \oo1Ork unQer pressu re 

ability to relate with to people 

3. If there are any p art icular features of a job which have not 
been i nc luded, but wh ich you feel wou 19 appeal to you, please 
add them to the lis~ above. No w look at all the f e atures 
and abilities th at you have either added o r undeillnea-and 
write . 1n ~he space provided. a brief description of the sort 
of job you think you wou ld enj o y most. 

4. If you already have a particular job in mind, write it 
down and try to evaluate it against your description in 
(3) above . How does it measure U?? Do you believe you 
have the necessary abilities? What are the abilities 
such a job will require of you? 

AND 

Given your description in (3), what other jobs could you 
also consider? 

If y o u do not already h a ve a 
what are some o f the opti ons 
de scrip t ion in (3) above? 

OR 

particular job i n mind, 
open to you given the 

5 . Afte r d iscuss ion with y o ur friends / c la ssm~ tes , is there 
anything that you t hink you should review about your 
re sponses t o (3) ana ( 4)? 



SO~RCES OF CAREER INFORMATION 

1. Career magazines 
e.g. My Career, Careers for You 

2. Newspapers 
esp. advertisements 

career supplements 

CE 8.3 

3. Opportunities for Matriculants and School Leavers 

4. Human 
e.g. 

Sciences Research Council Publications 
Tertiary Training and Career Opportunities 
G.S.4 1982 

5. Professional Journals and Specialist Magazines 
e.g. De Robus 

Financial Mail 

6. Specialist Career Advisory Services 
e.g. Career Information Centre (Durban) 

7. Li braries 
Public Library 
Technikon 
University 

8. Department of Manpower Utilization 

9. Employment bureau 

10. Personnel consultants 

11. Individual companies - personnel departments 

12. Word of Mouth 

13. Teacher-counsellors 

14. Student advisors at universities and technikons 

Books 

/lb 



CE 8 .3 

Sources of Vocational Information! 
The title of this article may, at a first glance, cause the 
raise of an eye-brow: why discuss sources of vocational 
infonnation while "My Career" is such a source? Does it 
imply that there is more than one source of vocational 
infonnation or that such sources do not offer complete 
infonnatlon? The answer is a qualified "yes", though a 
simple afflnnative does not explain the position satis
factorily, as will be realized when the following para
graphs are read. 

@l 
-_ . . -

"My Career" and "Careers Guide" 
-My Career" and the "Careen Guide" published by the 
Department of Manpower. together with the attendant ser
vice of written replies to vocational enquiries. is a source of 
vocational information with which persons of school·leaving 
age or even younger. should be familiar. The magazine is 
supplied to all schools. publiC libraries and military bases 
free of charge and may be consulted there. 

"My Career is published quarterly in F ebruaf} . May. 
August and November while the "Careers Guide" is pub
lished once every four years. 

Vocational enquiries 
Yet, despite the fact that an effort is made to cover as wide a 
field as possible in vocational deSCriptions. questions still 
arise in the minds of readers, concerning details which, for 
their own particular purposes and interests, they are unable 
to find in the article and in respect of which further enlight
enment is then sought The magazine can. therefore not 
claim to be complete in its supply of vocational information. 
nor can it cI!lim that the information contained in articles 
su.ys up 10 dale. Articles .re brought up to date .nd re
published lSfter a certain period, and the complementary 

I 
service of written repUe.s to vocational enquiries exists, 
to surmount this problem. 

I 
Readers of "My Career" and the "Careers Guide" i 
should first consult the Indexes for the Information I 

I 
they require before addressing unnecessary enquiries \ 

:~:::~:o;or enquiries is Ii 

The Editor 
"My Career" 
Private Bag X I 17 
Pretoria 
0001 

The incompleteness of information and the fact that it does 
not stay up to date, one would venture to say, holds true for 
any source of vocational information. Moreover, it should 
be borne in mind that the nature of the information re
quired is determined by the purpose for which it is needed. 
For example: does a person want to know more about the 
nature of the work or the training required? Does he want to 
know about employment possibilities or does he want infor
mation about a specific university or college course? There 
are many aspects to vocational information and it is can· 
ceivable that although one may have access to one source 
of information, such a source may not necessarily contain 
all the specific details that are required and that one should 
then know where to turn to other sources. 
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Sources of Vocational Information 
Other fonnal, obJectlve publications 

Apart from "My C~reei" there are other sources which are 
also of a more formal and objective nature. Some examples 
are briefly listed here. 

1. Publications by the Human Sciences Research Coun· 
ell Institute for Infonnation and Special Services 
(Private Bag X41. Pretoria 0001) 
(a) Untversity Training and Career Possibilities. 
(b) Tertiary Training Outside Universities and Career 

Possibilities. 
(c) Training and Career Opportunities for School-leav-

ers before Std. 10. 
(d) University Education in the R.SA. 
T",' f . .".' r r H8RC publications wnich could be of use to 
the school Cu t 'r I • ~!lor are: 
(a) Occupational Information (Published by the Institute 

for Manpower). 
(b) School Guidance: Principles and Methods (Pub-

lished by the Institute for Educational Research). 

I These publications are supplied to schools throughout the 
! country. They contain extensive and to the point vocational 
I information and from their litles it ;s self-evident for which 

groups they are individually intended. 
2. The prospectuses of IJrr..:.~ rs iti~s. the various types of 

colleges and other training institutions are another i,...n
portant source WhF:h should always be considered by 
juveniles in th eir preparation for their careers. T!les~ 

prospe<.tuses give, for instance , an indication of what 
school .:. .. \bjects are required for admission to a particular 
course of training. what subject combinations are pre
scribed for a specific degree or diploma, etc. From 
information such as this, one is enabled to choose 
schoo! subjects. for instance. or to see, on thE: basis of 
one's aptitudes and interests, whether one would be able 
to follow a particular course or not 

The address of universities, technikons. technic:)\ cr:..-i
leges. correspondence colleges and so forth are pub
lished regularty in ~My Career". A complete list may also 
be found in the "Careers Guide

M

• 

3. The Commission for Administration from time to tim e 
publishes a manual on careers which can be foJlowed in 
the Public Service - a very large employer. "Careers in 
Government Departments" mC'lY be obtained from 
the Secretary, CommiSSion for Administration. Private 
Bag X 121. Pretoria 000 1. 

4. A furt~er source of vocotional information for Coloureds 
is the monthly magazine ALPHA. published on behalf of 
the Administr~tion of Coloured Affairs. Enquines may be 
directed to: 

The Editor. 
AlYHA 
Private Bag X9007 
CAPETOWN 
8000 

5. Asiatics may find the monthly magazine AA T LUX • . 
published by the Department of Information on behalf of . 
the Department of Indian Affairs informative as far as : 
employment possibilities are concerned. Enquiries mlJY 
be addressed to: 

The Editor 
FIAT l.UX 
Pciv.te Bag X4332 
DURBAN 
4000 

6. EDUCAMUS. the official organ of the Department 01 
Education imd training. is also a useful source for Black 
persons. EnqUiries may be addressed to: 

The Editor 
EDUCJ\MUS 
F.O. Box 2932 
''',E'O'<L'' 
0001 

This maQ;)zine as well as those mentioned in the 
pre 'lOLoS t'H; paragraphs does not devote itself entirety to 
the dissemination of vocational information, but may 
nevo;!r.heless be CO! Isulted WITh this view in mind. 

7. Individuals from time to time publish books on careers. 
These publications are also of a more objective nature 
and describ&> the world of work in South Africa. Ex
a mples are : 

I 
i 

i a) 'Beroepe en 3tudier igtings~. Niels Undhard en 
Ernst Conradie. T alelberg Publishers, Cdpe Town , 
1978. 

(b) "Loopbane in SUid-Alrika". Herman Spangenberg. 
Maskew Miller, Cape Town. 1977. 

(e) "Careers in Southern Nriea". H. Spangenberg. EN
di!JJ Publications (Pty) Ltd. Johannesburg. 1980. 

(d ) "C.,eers in Hospitals" , Kim Weatherston. College 
'["corial Press. C.pe Town. 1982. 

8. There a: ~ also a r· .. imber of useful publications on train
ing, ot"er than U10se of the Human Sciences Research 
Council and the p:"uspectuses of training institutions. 
These include: 
(a) "The Training Course Directory" published by the 

National Productivity Institute_ Enquiries should be 
addressed to: The Director, Notional Productivity 
Institute. P.O_ Box 3971. Preteria 0001. 
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Sources of Vocational Information 

(b) "Information on Secondary Technical Education. 
Pre-Tertiary Post School Technical Education and 
Technikon Education" published by the Department 
of Education and Training. Private Bag X212. Pre
toria. OOOI 

Other centre. and publications 
Publications 

1. The following publications are distributed annually by 
MSL Publications (Ply) Ltd. P.O. Box 52518 Saxonwold 
2132: 
(a) Opportunities for Diplomats in Southern Africa. 
(b) Opportunities for Graduates in Southern Africa. 
(c) Opportunities for Matriculants and School-Ieavers in 

Southern Africa. 
(d) South African Careers Guide 
(e) Ciwy Street 

2. "Careers Supplement" to the Armed Forces magazine 
also comes in very handy. Enquiries can be addressed to 
the Editor. Careers Supplement (Ply) Ltd .. P.O. Box 
23022. Joubert Park 2044. 

Centres: 
The Director, 
Career Information Centre (ClC). 
206 Ambassador House. 
Cnr Pine [, Prince Allred Sts. 
400 1 DURBAN. 

The Careers Adviser. 
Careers Office. 
University of Cape Town 
Private Bag. 
7700 RONDEBOSCH. 

The Director. 
Career Opportunities Research [, Information 
Centre (CORIC). 
p.o. Box 2452. 
6056 NORTH END. PORT EUZABETH. 

The Director, 
Careers Centre. 
P.O. Box 38. 
1804 ORLANDO, SOWEl"O. 

The Director. 
Careers Research [, Information Centre (CRIC). 
P.O. Box 78. 
7745 Cj..AREMONT. 

The Director, 
Education Information Centre (EIC). 
P.O. Box 97, 
2000 JOHANNESBURG. i 

The foregoing list of sources of vocational information. i 
while certainty not exhaustive or comprehensive. gives 
some idea of the more formal references which may be 
consulted. 

There are, however, other sources, of a different nature. 
which as it were. imposes themsetves on all of us. Every 
youngster grows up, for instance. in an environment where 
other people - his own family. friends or acquaintances -
go to work and talk about their experiences: what they do. 
their likes and dislikes. In the light of what he hears any 
juvenile is apt to form his own impressions and be influ
enced -'!ither by the prejudices or preferences of others in 
his own approach towards his future career. 

And this brings us to an aspect of vttal importance in the I 
process of the choice of an occupation. namely that it 
should be objective. Vocational choice on a subjective basis. 
influenced by factors such as inadequate knowledge of 
oneself. of occupations and conditions prevailing in occu
pational fields. is most likely to be unsuccessful. One should 
therefore always sift and be critical of information which is 
obtained or which reaches one inadvertently. 

There is. for instance. hardly any newspaper or periodical 
in which some aspect of the occupational world is not dealt 
with. This can be through the advertising of vacancies. 
reports and articles on labour conditions or events occur
ring in the world of work. Even the characters in stories have 
occupations. Radio and television programs deal with occu
pations directly and indirectly. 

In addition, it should be mentioned that many large cor
porations and other organizations such as professional bod
ies publish brochures in which employment opportunities, 
training required, etcetera, are set out Vocational informa
tion contained in such brochures naturally has a bearing 
only on conditions appertaining to a particular organization. 

In short. we are all exposed to numerous sources of 
vocational information, details of which we wittingly or un
wittingly apply to ourselves. And whereas. as has already 
been stated. one can hardly possess enough or too much 
vocational information. all bits and pieces should be sorted 
and sifted. be recognized for what they are and utilized in an 
objective way to be able to arrive at a meQliin~f~1 choice of 
career. 

F ROM MY LOOPBMI"VMY CAAEER 

NoYembef 1982 
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A WORLD OF CHANGE 

OBJECTIVE 

PROCEDURE 

To make pupils aware that they live in a rapidly 
changing world and to show them that the prediction 
of future change may have important implications 
for career planning. 

1 Introduce the les son by reading eithe~ the 
extracts provided, or similar ones. As you 
do this , ask pupils to focus in particular 
on the implications, as they see them, for 
the careers of the future. [By way of 
contrast it would be effective to have a short 
extract describing the sort of future a pupil 
in the late 1800's may have imagined. How 
might such a pupil have seen the careers of 
his future? Would the prospect of bewildering 
change have been as real?] 

2 Divide the class into groups of 6-8 pupils 
(or whatever other number may be convenient) 
and allow them about ten minutes to discuss 
the world of work in 20 years time. This 
exercise is likely to be most effective if 
structured for them, either in the form of a 
guided fantasy experience where they are'talKed 
int~ the future, or by asking them to discuss 
the topic under specific headings which may be 
written on the bib. Here are some suggestions; 

2.1 What is the world of work gOing to be like in 
20 years time? 

2.2 Note some occupations that you be l ieve wil l 
survive for all times. Give reasons. 

2.3 What occlpations are likely to disappear an~ 
why? 

2.4 What about unemployment? ~ill it be a peoble", 
or will some suitable so lu tion have been founu 
for it? 

2.5 What about man's use of leisure - what 
predictions can you make in this regard? 

2 . 6 Project into the future the prospective career 
choices o f members of your group . Given your 
particular view of what the future holds, how 
viable do you think these are. etc etc. 

Note/ 



RESOURCES 

~lOTE: Forcho!3e counsellors who are able to 
allocate more than one lesson to this 
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topic it would be advi s able to allow more 
than ten minutes for this exercise. Indeed 
a very useful exercise is to ask each group 
to draw the future as they see it (large 
pieces of paper and much more time would 
have to be provided), and to give each group 
in turn a chance to explain their drawings. 
Having looked into the future they can then 
be sent back to their groups for a more 
specific discussion about the world of work 
of the future. (See 2.1 ). 

3. Allow the group leaders to feed back i nformation 
about group perceptions and try to for mulate a global 
picture by summarising this feed-back on the bib. 
This might be an opportune time to emphasise the 
following: 

3.1 It has been estimated that up to 80% of the jobs/ 
careers that will be av~ilable in th e early 21st 
century have not yet been discovered. 

3.2 Change, and coping with change is an increasingly 
important dir,1ensio;1 of life. 

3.3 Change is often so rapid that "nformation is 
obsolete before it is dis tribut ed. 

3.4 Changing technoloqy is likely to have an important 
i mpact on the likely career path we are to follow. 

3.5 The concept of a job for life is no longer a 
realistic or acceptable one. More people will 
have an average of 5 or 6 different careers in 
their lives. [This has very impor ta n t i mplications 
for career search strategies. What are they?] 
etc etc. 

4. Discuss (preferably with the aid of an OHP) The 
Changing Occupational Structure of the Labour Force lCEi., 
in South Africa. Look in particular at likely 
trends and at the implications of these for job 
opportunities and especially at the implications 
for more training. 

Calder M. Connexions - living tomorrow - ·planning 
f..Qr.-.tjle fut.we.. Pub. pengu in Education 
1974. 

Toffler A. The Third Wave Pub. Pan Books, 1983. 



The future : What does it hold for us? 

uncertainty 

Most people born since 1950 should live on well into the twenty
first century. When we talk of the future, we mean the time of 
your life and the world which you and your children will enjoy, 
or hate living in tomorrow. 

It will be different from the world of today. For one thing, 
it will be changed into whatever kind of world we choose to make 
with the fantastic powers of modern science and engineering. 
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This is not only the Spa(e Age. It is also the age of television, 
of nuclear power, of clever chemistry, of automaton and computers, 
o f astonishing developments in biology and medicine, of many 
other techniques that will alter the li ves of all of us, for 
bet.ter or worse. 

There is no such thing as a fact about the future. We can only 
guess what the world of the future may be like . But the future, 
when it comes will be real life, and we shan't be able to cha nge 
our minds then. All sorts of future~ are now possible - good 
or bad - b ut decisions made between now and the n will use up all 
the choices. Only if enough people take the future seriously 
are the decisions l ike ly to be sensible. 

The job that looks good in the 1970s may have ceased to exist in 
the 1980s. The 'facts of life' on which marriage and parenthood 
have been based fOL" thousands of years are being gradually altered 
by the biologists. And how can life-insurer s really reckon how 
long we'll live - when we may all be blown up by H-bombs next 
week, or when doctors may find ways of keeping us alive till 
we're 200? 

But technical changes are not the only ones that matter. All 
round the world, young people are in revolt against the ideas 
of their parents. Smaller countries are in revolt against 
oppression by big countries. Poor people are in revolt against 
oppression by the rich. Thousands of millions of human individuals 
struggle for a life worth living. But now they do so in a world 
that is changing more quickly, more dangerously and more hopefully 
than it has ever done before. 

That's why we should all be looking ahead to see wr..a.c it '.vill be. 
l~ite l iving tomorrow. 

From: Calder M. Living Tomorrow - planning the future 



Controlling the sex of offspring 

Several studies of parental attitudes have indicated that there 
is a 55 to 65 per cent greater demand for male children than 
for female children, Dr Etzioni reported. 

He speculated that the preference for boys may be even higher 
than these studies suggest because 'attitudes reflect what 
people believe they ought to believe in, "'hich in our culture 
is equality of the sexes." 

An overproduction of boys, Dr Etzioni predicted, WOJld 'very 
likely affect most aspects of social life'. 
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~';o ':~!1g, for example, that men vo t e 'systematically and 
significantly more Democratic than wo~en' and that the Republican 
party had been steadily losing support over the last generation, 
Dr Etzioni said 'Another 5-point loss could undermine the two
party system to a point where Democratic control would be 
uninterrupted' . 

And because women are greater consumers of culture, more regular 
church attenders and typically charged with the moral education 
of children, 'a significant and cumulative male surplus will 
thus produce a society with some of the rougher features of a 
frontier town', the sociologist predicted. 

He also foresaw an increase in inter-racial and inter-class 
tensions because lower classes and minority groups seem to be 
more male-oriented than the rest of society. An especially high 
boy surplus in lower s tatus groups, he said, will prompt these 
boys to seek girl s in higher status groups. 

Other possible consequences of tipping the scales to favour males 
include some delay in the age of marriage. A rise in prostitu
tion and homosexuality and an increase in the number of 
bachelors, Dr Etzioni wrote. 

'The dangers are not apocalyptic,' he conceded, 'but are they 
worth the gains to be made?' 

from a report by Jane E. Brody, 
New York Times, 15 september 1968 
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CAREERS IN THE YEAR 2000 

computers eat jobs 

In the industrialized Europe and USA autonation is now biting 
seriously into the size of the workforce in offices and 
factories. Word-processors and desk-top computers will reduce 
the need for semi-skilled clerical workers. Self-service 
petrol stations have already cost 100 000 jobs in the UK. 
Larger computers are now doing invoicing and stock control. 
Video tapes are taking large slices off the entertainment 
industry's market. computerized typesetting takes the work 
from skilled printers' typesetters and hands it to a typist. 
Known as a photo-typesetter operator, at a saving of 20 to 60%. 

In industry the situation is the same. New machinery in 
British coal mines reduces labour needs by 88,6%. A coal seam 
with 22 workers yielding 5 000 tons a day now produces 20 000 
tons in two shifts of 5 men. The Australians, as we know, 
drink a lot of beer, but nearly all the beer cans for the 
continent are produced by 24 men with automatic, self-diagnostic 
machines who signal the contractor to service them if needed. 
One of Fiat's new models are produced by multi-programmed 
robot machinery requiring 25 workers instead of 125. 

Chronic unemployment 

Experts in Britain are discussing whether the permanent unemploy
ment rate in the year 2000 will be seven million or five million. 
This will depend on the economic growth rate. In 1978 one-third 
of the young school-leavers could get no jobs, and one quarter 
of them had been unemployed for a year. The average length of 
unemployment was 11 weeks compared with 1970 when it was three 
weeks. 

Career patterns change rapidly. In the States one person in 
five will spend all his time in the career for which he was 
educated and trained at college or university, the other four 
will find careers in fields they did not plan for when they 
were twenty. A man or woman may expect to have two or three 
different careers and eight to ten jobs in one life-time. 

from: Lindhard M in Compass 1984 
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Changing Occupational Structure 
of the Labour Force 

THE OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN LABOUR FORCE. 1965 and 1990 
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The manpower scene 1982, by 5.5. 
Terblanche, J.J. Jacobs and Joyce 
van Plelzen (Research Finding 
MN·IOl, Price RJ,70) - At-! IlS~'
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The occupational structure of the labour 
force needed in the production of goods and 
services changes over time and reflects the 
changes that took place not only in the 
demand for goods and services, but also in 
the technology needed to produce them. 

The figure indica res the occupational 
structure of the labour force in 1965 as well 
as a conservative projection of the trends for 
1990. These projections are based on the 

biennial Manpower Surveys of the Depart · 
ment of Manpower from 1965 to 1981. The 
skills needed for the production of our goods 
and services follow the general trend in 
industrialized countries, namely an increase 
in the need for skilled manpower and a 
decrease in the need for the unskilled . 

There are three occupational groups which 
show an increase in overall percentage but 
a decrease in the percentage of Whites 
employed, namely clerical, sales and 
production workers. The percentage of 
Whites in clerical occupations, for example, 
decreased from 83 flJo in 1965 to 65 flJo in 
1981 while the percentage of Blacks doubled 
from 9 '10 to 18 'Sfo during the same period. 

sou 

A.'l lYns 
and ~. 

planllC,S 

At the same time the percentage of White 
males in this group decreased from 41 0;0 (Q 

27 fIJI. This has important manpower plan ~ 

ning implications for those organizations 
such as banks and building societies which 
employ large numbers of clerical workers 
and recruit their managers through a system 
of inhouse training and promotion of clerical 
workers. 

Given the declining growt h rate of the 
White labour force. the training rate of other 
groups will have to be stepped up, especially 
in those fields which in the past have been 
predominantly White. This is especially true 
in the technical fields but one must remember 
that this is much easier said than done. 

From: Compa ss - 0c~ 1984 
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THE FUTURE WHAT WILL THE WORLD OF WORK BE LIKE? 

THE NEW WORKER 

AS the adolescent matures and enters the job arena, new 
forces come into play on his or her personali ty , rewarding 
some traits and punishing or penalizing others. 

Throughout the Second Wave era, work in the factories and 
offices steadily grew more repetitive, specialized, and 
time-pressured, and employers wanted workers who were 
obedient, punctual, and willing to perform rote tasks. 
The corresponding traits were fostered by the schools and 
rewarded by the corporation. 

As the Third Wave cuts across our society, work grows le ss , 
not more repetitive. It becomes less fragmented, with each 
person doing a somewhat larger, rather than smaller, task. 
Flextime and self-pacing replace the old need for mass 
synchronization of behaviour. Workers are forced to cope 
with more frequent changes in their tasks, as well as a 
blinding succession of personnel transfers, prod uct changes, 
and reorganization. 

What Third Wave employers increasingly need, therefore, are 
men and women who accept responsibility, who understand how 
their work dovetails with that of others, who ca n handle ev er 
larger tasks, who adapt swiftly to changed circumstances, 
and who are sensitively tuned in to the peopl e around them. 

The Second Wave firm frequently paid off for plodding bu
reaucratic behaviour. The Third Wave fi rm requires people 
who are less pre-programmed and faster on their feet. The 
difference, says Donald Conover, general manager of Corporate 
Education for Western Electric, is like that between class ical 
musicians who play each note according to a predetermined , 
pre-set pattern and jazz improvisers who, o nce having decided 
what song to play, sensitively pick up cues from one another 
and, on the basis of that, decide what notes to play next. 

Such people are complex, individualistic, proud of the ways 
in which they differ from other people. They tipify the 
de-massified work force needed by Third Wave industry. 

According to opinion researcher Daniel Yankelovich, only 56 
percent of U.S . workers - mainly the olde r ones - are st ill 
motivated by traditional incentives. They a r e happiest with 
strict work guidelines and clear task s. They do not expec t 
to find "meaning" in their work. 

By contrast, as much as 17 percent of the work force already 
reflects newer values emerging from the Third Wave. Largely 
young middle-managers, they are, declares Yankelovich, the 
"hungriest for more responsibility and more vital work with 
a commitment worthy of their talent and skills." they seek 

meaning/ .. 
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","ani n'! " I 'm') wirh Fi nan cial reward. 

T0 recruit s uch workers, employers are beginni ng to of f er 
individua lized rewards. This helps explain why a fe w 
adva nced companies now o ffe r employees not a fixed set of 
fringe ben e fit s but a smorgasbord of optio nal ho li days , 
medi ca l benefits, pensions, and insurance. Each worker 
c an ta ilor a package to his or her own needs. Says 
Ya nk e lov i ch, "There is no one set of incentives with which 
to motivate t he full spectrum of the work force." 
Moreover , he adds, in the mix of rewards for wor k, money 
no l onger has the same mot i vat ing power it o nc e did. 

No one suggests these workers do n' t wan t money . They 
cert ai nly do . But once a certain income level is reached 
they vary widely in what they wa nt. Additiona l increments 
of money no longer have their former i mpac t on behaviour . .... 

The mo st ingrained patterns of authority are also changing. 
I n Second Wave firms every employee has a single boss. 
Disputes among emp l oyees are taken to the boss to be resolved. 
I n the new matrix organizati o ns the style is entire ly different. 
Workers have more than one bo ss at a time. People of dif ferent 
rank and different ski lls meet in tempo r ary "ad-hocratic " 
g r o ups. And i n t he words of Davis and Lawrence , authors of 
a standard text on the subject: 'Differences . ... are reso lved 
without a common boss readily available to arbitra te .... The 
ass umpt i on in a matr ix is that this confl ict can be healthy . . . 
differences ar e valued and people express the i r views eve n 
when they know t hat others may disagree .. . " 

'J' his sysLem penalizes workers WhO show blind obedience. It 
rewards those who - - wi thin l imits - --talk bac k. Workers 
who see k mea ning , who qupstion a uthority, who want to exercise 
discretion, or who d2m0~J that their work be social ly res pon sib le 
may be r ega rded as tro ublemakers in Second Wave industries. 
But Third Wave industries cannot run without them. 

Across the board, therefore, we are seeing a subtle but profound 
c hange in the personality traits rewarded by the economic 
system---a change which cannot help but shape the emergi ng 
social charac ter ...... .. . . 

The advance of the Third Wave, is accompanied by a phenomenal 
increase in self-help and do-it-yourself activity, or prosumption . 
Beyond mere hobbyism , this production for use is li kely to 
assume greater eco nomic significance. And as it comes to 
occupy more of o ur time and energy , it too begins to shape 
l ives and mold social character . 

I nstead o f ranking people by what they own, as the market ethic 
does , the prosumer eth ic places a high va l ue on what they do. 
Having plenty of mo ney still carries prestige. But other 
characteri st i cs count, too. Among these se lf-rel iance, the 
ability to adap t and survive under difficu l t conditions , and 
the ability to do thi ng s with one's own ha nds whether t o 
build a fence, to cook a gro.at mea l, to make one ' s o wn clothes , 

or to/ .. 



or to restore an antique chest. 

Moreover, while the production or market ethic praises single
mindedness, the prosumer ethic calls for roundedness instead. 
versatility is "in." As the third Wave brings production 
for exchange and production for use into a better balance in 
the economy, we begin to hear a crescendo of demands for a 
"balanced" way of life ....... . 

Tomorrow, as many Third Wave peo?le divide their lives between 
working part-time for self and family in small autonomous, 
prosuming units ---we may well strike a new balance between 
objectivity and subjectivity in both sexes. 

Instead of finding a "male" attitude and a "female" attitude, 
neither of them well-balanced, the system may reward people 
who are healthily able to see the world through both perspectives. 
Object i ve subject i v ists ~nd v ice verse. 

In short, with the rising importance of prosumption to the 
overall economy, we touch off another racing current of 
psychological change. The combined impact of basic changes 
in production and prosumption, added to the deep changes in 
child - rearing and education, promises to remake our social 
character at least as dramatically as the Second Wave did 
300 years ago. A new social character is cropping up in 
our very midst. 

In fact, even if everyone of these insights were to prove 
mistaken, if everyone of the shifts we are beginning to see 
were to reverse itself, there is still o ne final, giant reaso n 
to expect an eruption in the psycho-spher e. The reason is 
summed up in the two words "communications revolution" ..... 

If our assumptions are even partially correct, indiv iduals 
will vary more vividly tomorrow than they do today. More 
of them are likely to grow up sooner, to show responsibility 
at an earlier age, to be ~ore adaptable, and to evince greater 
individuality. They are more likely than their parents to 
question authority. They will want money and will work for 
it.--- but, except under conditions of extreme privation, they 
will resist working for money alone. 

Above all, they seem likely to crave balance in their lives 
balance between work and play, between product ion and prosump
tion, between headwork and handwork, between the abstract and 
the concrete, between objectivity and subjectivity. And they 
will see and project themselves in far more complex terms 
than any previous people. 

As Third Wave civilization matures, we shall create not a 
utopian man or woman who towers over the people of the past 
not a superhuman race of Goethes and Aristotles (or Gehnghi s 
Xhans o~ Hitlers) but merely, and proudly, one hopes, a race 
and the civilization---that deserves to be called human. 

No hope for such an outcome, no hope for a safe transition 

tol . . . 
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to a decent new civilization is possible, however, until we 
face one final imperative : the need for political trans
formation. The personality of the future must be matched 
by a politics of the future. 

EXTRACTED FROM: TOFFLER, A. THE THIRD WAVE 

Pub. Collins, 1980. 



AIM: 

CE 8.5 

Identifying some Skills, Abilities and Desired 

Working Conditions 

To assist pupils to identify some of the skills 
and abilities that they will be able to bring to any 
position, and also to identify some of the working 
conditions they most desire. 

Procedure: (1) Refer briefly to some of the more general, 
global factors which need to be identified 
when considering a prospective career -
See CE 8.1. 

(2) Recap briefly on the classification of 
careers (CE 8.2), pointing out how such 
global classifications are but one neces
sary step in the process of careers choice, 
which is ultimately aimed at a more speci
fic choice which is compatable with what 
the individual wants out of a job and what 
that same individual feels she/he has to 
offer. 

(3) Hand to each pupil a copy of What c an you 
offer, and what would you look for in a 
career? CE 8.5), and allow pupils time 
to complete it. Ensure that on completion 
of the questionnaire they write short 
summarised description s of factors con
sidered to be both appropriate/important 
and inappropriate/un important in the spaces 
provided. This is important since they 
must more consciously identify both 
attract~ve and unattractive f actors to be 
best able to make consider=d choices. 

(4) Either allow pupils to get together in 
pairs or to get together in small groups 
to share their findings with one another, 
and to discuss likely areas of further 
careers research (if appropriate). During 
the discussion period pupils should be 
encouraged to share their career choices 
(or hunches about a ppropriate career 
choices) with the group and should (where 
appropriate) no te any comments offer ed by 
group members or by partners. The T/C 
should move fr om group to group to ensure 
that the group discussions ar e being 
correctly channelled. 

(5) If there is sufficie n t time left, there 
should be some feed-back from the various 
groups. This could be of a general nature, 

or,/ 
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or more specific e.g. the discussion of 
individual preferences with appropriate 
comment fr om members of the group to 
support , or question, an individual ~ 
te n t a tive cho i ce o f career. 

Note : Wherever feed - back of the ki nd 
mentioned in (5) is attempted, it muse be 
with the willing co - operation of individu
al s. This ex ercise can le nd itself to 
psychological bu l lying of weaker i ndividu al s 
if l eft uncontro lled . 

(6) Be sure to collect all copies of the 
questionnaire for safe- keeping. The 
responses to the questionna i re wi ll be 
referred t o la ter when a ll in f ormatio n is 
integrated i nto a more meaningfu l whole. 



OBJECTIVE 

PROCEDURE 
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EVALUATING JOB ADVERTISEMENTS 

To assist pupils to evaluate job advertisements so 
as to be able to respond appropriately to them. 

(1) Introduce the lesson by pointing out that the 
scru tiny of job advertisements is often a 
regular activity of working men and women. 
By implication, there are a great number of 
people who are forever on the lookout for new 
and better jobs/careers, and the old perception 
of a 'job for life' is no longer really valid. 
The average man might change his job 5 or 6 
times during the course of his working life, 
and with over 20 000 + job titles in the 
Dictionary of Occupational Titles, this is 
not surprising. 

While job substitution is normal in our society 
it is not unlikely that many people would 
experience less dissatisfaction with their 
current jobs had they taken the trouble, at 
the stage of responding to job advertisement, 
to ask a number of elementary ques~ions. This 
lesson aims to teach pupils to respond with 
more insight. 

(2) Select one or two advertisements and ei ther hand 
copies to all pupils or project them on a screen 
by means of anOHP. Discuss some of the more 
important characteristics of the advertisements 
in question and evoke as much class participa
tion as possible focusing on the object of the 
advertisement itself what it says, what it 
doesn't say, how one might respond to it , and 
what questions one might like to ask the 
prospective employer. 

Note; It will be appropriate at this stage 
to mention without need for discussion the 
different ways of responding to advertisements. 
The detail is dealt with elsewhere. 

(3) Either hand a copy of the questionnaire (CE 9.1) 
to all pupils or divide the class into groups 
and give each group a copy. (The latter arrange
ment is preferable). Hand out copies of 
adve[tise,lIen~s to each pupil or group and get 
them to work through/respond to the various 
questions. 

Note/ 
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Note: It would be a good policy to have only 
a limited number of different types of 
advertisements for discussion, and to ensure 
that all ind i viduals or groups have copies of 
all those being evaluated. This will enable 
all to participate during feed-back. 

(4) Move around the class during the evaluation 
stage and then allow sufficient time for feed
back. Questions 11 and 12 should provide the 
focus at this stage. It is inevitable that 
issues such as values and the quality of life 
offered to prospective employees will need to 
be dealt with 

NOTE: Please emphasise that Interviews with 
working people are an easy method of supplement
ing "official" information and will not limit 
information to 'neutral' phenomena like salaries 
and fringe benefits, but will convey the 
capacity of different forms of work experience 
to enhance or destroy the emotional quality of 
any working individuals life. This capacity of 
one's work experience to develop or to destroy 
one's life is probably the most important that 
needs to be considered - yet so many people 
find to their cost that they had never considered 
it. Many working people cling to secure jobs, 
even though their spirit of enthusiasm for the 
job died ten years earlier, because of a 
distorted sense of material security. 

RESOURCE ' Dovey K. 
Societ:t. 
CE 6.3) 

Education for Work in a Modern Technological 
Reprinted from Mentor April 1984. (See 



THE EVALUATION OF ADVERTISEt1ENTS 

CE 9.1 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. How big is the advertisement? Is it eye-catching? Does it 
have any special appeal? Is there any relationship between 
the size of the advertisement and jOb prestige? 

2. Is a job description given? How much does one learn about 
the job being offered e.g. do they specify that shift work 
will be a necessity etc? 

3. Are there any definite indications as to the kind of person 
the employer is looking for? If so, how well do you meet 
those requirements. 

4. Is mention made of the academic professional qualifications 
necessary for the position? 

5. Is experience essential? 

6. Are the employers looking for someone of a particular age 
or sex? 

7. Do the advertisements offer any specific information about 
benefits e.g. pension, medical aid, 13th cheque, bonus, 
company car, housing subsidi, staff discounts, free uniforms, 
restaurant and recreational facilities? If not, at what 
stage would you want to get hold of this info~mation? 

8. Are there facilities for staff training? 

9. How are you expected to reply to the advertisement? Must 
you telephone for an interview? Must you write a letter of 
application? 

"10. Are there any details about the place where the employment is 
offered? If so, check them out because they may paint a far 
rosier picture than is actually the case! 

,1. What are some of the question you would like to ask? What 
haven't you been told~ 

12. What does the job in question offer in terms of the quality 
of life? What are some implications of shift work, regular 
travelling etc for a family man/woman "? Are those factors you 
would consideG or would you be more inclined to consider 
such issues once you've considered the remuneration package? 
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ARE YOU THE RIGHT 'TYPE' FOR A 
CAREER IN THE PRINTING INDUSTRY? 

GENERAL 
CLERK 

(SCHOOL 
LEAVERS 

CONSIDERED) 
FOR 

COMMENCE· 

We are looking for the right 

YOUNG PEOPLE 
TO TRAIN IN THIS FAST EXPANDING 

INDUSTRY. 
If you have the required educational standards , then we 
would like to meet YOU, . 
Minimum Qualifications: Academic Std 8 with a pass in 
Maths, Science and languages. 

MENT 14TH 
JANUARY 1985 

Std 9 Technical with a pass in MathsfSclence and Ian· Who are:-
guages . . 
Matric with a pass In Maths. 
We offer: First class training. Excellent starting wages 
• Many in·house incentives • PLUS the new Bonus 
Scheme recently introduced by the N.I.C. 
Contact Mr Jack Pring (Trainmg/Safety Officer) at tele· 
phone (011) 402·1460, or write to him at P 0 BOl( 5425, 
Johannesburg 2000, . 

8) Accurate with 
figures 
b) Conscientou8 

Are required by 
Elite Clothing In 
Jacobs. 

-+Beeld THE LARGEST 
AFRIKAANS DAILY PAPER 
IN SOUTH AFRICA 

Interested pert 
should telephone 
Mrs Von Weichardt 
at 485-35112/3 for 
an apPointment to . 
interview. 

Sales Consultants 
• Johannesburg • Reef • Pretoria 

~ Dt.;(ban • Pinetown • Amanzlmtotl 
High earnings potential - between R6 000 -

R9 000 per month. 
With a proud record of more than 
13 000 elegant additions to South 
African homes, and still growing, we 
are the acknowledged leaders in the 
home improvement industry . 

Our commitment to employing only 
top class professionals means that 
we are constantly on the lookout for 
more of these people. And in order to 
cope with the ongoing demand for 
our product, we will appoint, early in 
the new year, a number of additional 
Sales Consultants. 

Our Sales Consultants come from 
any number of backgrounds -
financial , i nsurance . building 
construction - to name but a few. 
Their success is based on the first 

WITCR 
WJ~ 
BOOMS 

rate training we give in all aspects of 
our business. ranging from direct 
sales training to interpretation of 
drawings. through to the preparation 
of quotes and keeping 8 watchful eye 
on construction progress. 

It 's exacting work, with irregular 
hours - the rewards lie in : 
a concluding a sale, particularly in 
these times a the career develop· 
ment opportunities into sales 
management and a the very high 
earnings potential. 

For further detatt. or 10 a"'To an 
Intarvla., talephona Mr, ote. 
McLaughttn, our National 'ala. 
Managar on 786-5230. 

WITCH 
CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY 
(PTY) L TO. ._, 'L __________________ __ 



WHAT COMES 
AFTER MATRIC? 

IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH, 
MINTEKf 
Study opportunities in Science and 
Engineering: 
* full ·time university bursaries; or * technikon studies while you earn 

Mintek's Of iginot research ,S ...... orld·renowned We ate the leading mineralogical (oSlIlule In 
South Africo, the IOfemosl minerai prOducmg country o f the Western World The Inl9f9shng . 
ultrQ-modern technOlOQlCOI ' -.-or: J 01 Mimek o ttars 9(901 scope lor MatriCula nts w OO ..vis'"', 10 
embark upon pr8$IiQ9 coreers as Enginesrs. Technicians. ScI~n'lsts or Technologists wllh OUf 
ftnanc60l assistance,The standards we sal Itl( oppliconl~ ore rother sl/Icl Why? We expec t our 
M6ntek SIuqet'lIS to beCome feol ochievers II' the field 01 pmc hcal research 
Does MlnHHt :IOUOd lHt:e vour kInd 01 people? If yOu're our kind 01 young ~3(Son . advise 'JS as 
KIOtl as ~ ot '(OUf tiekj 0 1 Inleres1 

't III. 2 .......... 101 f984 and Onef II you mofrlCulola WI!h a: 1easl 8 ~ymbol5 In 
Sc6enc8 and MathematIcs. VOlI con slvdy fl.JHlme a1 a So',ln Alrlcon wnlveUlfy 01 YC?Uf 
cIIoIce In the 'Ollo,,"g t\ti;(l" • -.vy • "notatogy • hoIogy • C_1OIrY 
* OIl f II II ... II r'i. • llecfrtc:at IngInMfing * MetaltUl1lloot lngiftHrlna · ,."... 
~ , ......... c..... II you matflculale with CI t lam! D symbols .r. SL"lo(~r-e and 
MatnemaHcs Whilslln aUf tun-!ime emplOy you'll tallow sandWich courses a t n f;JChnl kon 
IeodinQ to the NotlOflol Of Higher Diploma in one 0 1 the 101l0wu)g fields 
• IIxfraotIoft ...... urgy • ~yWcaf Metallurgy • AnolyilcGI Ch.rntmy 
• .... uau .......... oneil ControL 

Aease tetephone Mr Bart Le RowkPreis in RandbUlg 01 :011)793·35 11 ellt 000 for more d etails 
ald <rI explanation at OUt seNtee conditions, bursary obligations. frinGB benelils. vOCal Ion 
empk)yment. bursory amounts and salo tles. Of Writ!) to the Hood 
Traning. Mlnlek. Private 80g X3015. Ranaburg 2125 

COUNCIL fOR 
MINERAL TECHNOLOGY 

(formerly the National Inotltute for Metallurgy) 

SECRETARYI 
RECEPTIONIST: 

w. In,,". _ to oppty tor thlt pott details 
of wIIlch-' * __ lituat.d on the e. ••. 
• To coOn_netlc •• arty In the New Year. * Part 01 our tdm'niotratlWl toam. 
• uatnty typing. both copy and dlct •. * AllHef at OUf reception desk. 
• Operat. tile Tete. and PA8X. 
• BIIlnguatism on O<Nant_. 
• MedI.,.IAId ond Panllon Fund. 
• . S"ary negotlabl. on "po<ion<». 
PIeue telephone 2804261 to arrange an In. 
tttr¥iew with our Mr Pw1<11. 

... uch Yonl.r. 
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SUPERMARKET 
ASSISTANT 
MANAGER 

Lower SOUlh Coast 
food market requires 
8 young enthusiastic 
Assistant Manager 
who is not afraid of 
long hours and hard 
work and has had 
supermarket experi· 
ence to commenc e 
irnmediately . Gener · 
ous remuneration rt:- · 
lated to experien ,,6 
and norrr,al L in0 e 
benefits. Telephor,d 
Durban 377324 office 
hours Q ,l d ask for 
Janet. 

STOREMAN 
We have a vacancy at our Ladytmith 
Factory lor a man wtth _aI years 
experience in Indu!lrial Stores Con
trol. 
• A standard 10 education would be 
advantageous. The position calls for a 
high degree of rllPOflSlbUity and ini· 
tiativt; (,)( wtlid1 an appropriate salary 
is offerad. l~t""r with a fuU range of 
QBnefOUS fringe benelits as associat· 
ad Wlth a leading international group. 
Interviews cannu' be granted wlthoul 
an appointment. 
Applicants may phone Ladysmith 
(0361) 22126 ext. 141 , or 
write to:· 
lIAlMING & OEVElOPMEJIT IIWGER. 
p.o. BOX 555. 
lJDYSMITH 
alTO ".", 

~~!.-!!!~~G"!!!!!S 
F_lfwn. 

• Ridge RGed. 
Durban. 
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Marketing Trainee 

SALES 
REPS 

~Ul TISHOES IPTYI LTO ". 
qUIre a Sales Representa
tive 10 JOin Ollr sales learn 
which operates Irom cUf 
offices situated in Durban. 
The successlul applicant 
witt be a person With a 
p'oven Hack rec ord In 
sa les having preterably 
sales experience In shoes 
10 cover Zululand. Swazi· 
'<lnd and mainline Natal 

Polenlial to ea rn ~ 
R36 000 per annum 

Interest ed candidate s 
snould p~one 58507 lor 
appolOlment 10 ~nlerview 

MUl TI SHOES 
lSi FLOOR. 48·50 OUEEN 

5T . DURBAN 400 1 

BP Southtrn Africa has a vacancy for a 
commercial or marketing grad\l8tt-or 
,omeone studying towards a dta= in· thtst 
flelds-with approximately two yean' 
business experience to be trained in its · 
Markeling Department. ApplicanlS 
should have both the intention and the 
polential to progress to a middle 
management posit ion within a reasonable 
period. 
The init ial training period wiU entail 
exposure to various facets and departments 
of the company and will include in-house 
courses. Thereafter the successful candidatt 
will be appointed a reprtsentative to 
promote BPSA"s products mainly in the 
commtrcial and indw;trial markets. 
Satisfactory perfonnance as a rtprtsentative 
will lead to further promotion within the 
group. 
BPSA requires a fuUy bilingual person o. 
approximately 22-25 years of age with a 
proven abililY to deal confidendy with 
people al aU levels. 
BPSA offers a competitive salary, pension 
fund, medical aid, free group lire assurance, 
plus the security and pros~ for 
advancement offered by a major South 
African natural resources group associated 
with one of the largest international groups 
in the ,·,c<ld. 
If 'ou are intere5ted, write 10 the Fe SOiIle! 
Department, 8P Southern AIriCII (P!yI 
Umited, P.O. Box 1806, DIIr1IIA, 4000. 

BP is an equal opportunity 
company • 

... you fit our requirements and are 
ambitious to get Into retaWng In sales and 

admlntstratlon management. 
•• naad Hlf-moHvatad and 
dynandc matriculants who ara: 
* Aged over 20 wtth some worle experience. 
* Prepared to work hard and undergo 

extensive training In both sales and 
admlnlstIation. 

* Career orientated. 

* Capable 01 dealing wtth pressure. 
* Able to co=unlcate effectively 

especially wtth customers. 

...... r: 
* Excellent salartes. * stat! dl5count . * The !!nest lIalning programmes 111 the 

retail field. * Stat! restaurant faciliUes. * Free uniform. * Pension and medical a1d schemes. 
Appllcants wUl be assessed entirely on their 
sulfabll1ty lor the poslUon. not on race or any 
other unrelated factor. 
Al! applications wUl be lIeated In the strictest 
contldence. 



objective 

Procedure 

Resources 
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OREER INDECISION IS IT A FACT OF LIFE? 

To illustrate that career indecision is a 
common problem, and to provide pupils with an 
opportunity to discover at first hand how 
adults experience their chosen careers. 

(1) Read the abbreviated article by Ian Gibson 
entitled "Career Indicision - A Fact of Life" 

(2) Try to establish to what extent career 
indecision is a source of anxiety among 
members of the class. For how many is it 
a source of anxiety for their parents that 
they have yet to make up their mindsZ 

(3) Share your own experiences of career decision 
making and/or your indecision. Share how you 
experience your job. What's it like to be 
a teacher? What are the advantages and 
disadvantages? Would you do it all again? etc. 
etc. Stress how important it is to speak to 
working people about the jobs they do -to 
search for information about the realities 
of the world of work. 

(4) Hand out copies of the questionnaire and 
explain its intention. Give pupils a chance 
to read through it an to ask questions 
about it. Give them an opportunity to 
talk about the assignment itself. Let 
them add their own questions if they wish 
to do so. Suggest that they choose to interview 
someone they know -parent, friend or 
acquaintance. Stress that the idea of the 
questionnaire is not to create an uncomfortable 
formal situation, but rather to give structure 
to the exercise. Suggest that notes be 
taken during the interview and that the 
interview be completed before the next lesson. 

(5) If there is any anxiety about the exercise 
itself it might be useful to have one or 
two 'dummy runs' in the classroom by allowing 
yourself to be interviewed by one or two of 
the pupils. 

Note : Care has been taken to word questi ons in 
"Some Questions about Careers" in such a way 
that those being interviewed do not in any way 
feel obliged to provide information that they 
might at any other stage consider to be confidential. 
It is none the less important to stress that, if 
requested, confidence must be respected. Such 
information must under-no-circumstances be 
divulged in class. 

Ian Gibson's article entitled "Career Indecision 
A fact of Life" - from Opportunities for Matriculants 
and School Leavers 1982. 
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SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT CAREERS 

These questions are designed to give some form to your 
interview. Note the numbers of the ques tions and keep your 
interview notes on a separate sheet and return this sheet 
when you have completed the assignment. The idea is to give 
you an opportunity to get accustomed to asking relevant 
questions even if it may be embarrassing and difficult at 
first for you to do so . Remember that it might be much mo re 
difficult i f you already find yourself being employed in a 
capac ity which doesn't suit you, and you come to realise that 
it is simply because you didn't ask all the questions that you 
should have asked in the first place! Here are some questions, 
you might be able to think of others in addition 

(1) What type of employment do you have? 

(2) Please give a brief description of what the job/career 
entails i.e. What a typical workday is like . 

( 3 ) How did you come to choose this job/career? i.e. who 
and what influenced you to make the choice? What were 
your primary considerations when making your choice? 
(e.g. financial, job security , interest, aptitude, need 
for change, etc.) 

(4) (a) Did yo u at any time experience career indecision? 
i.e. uncertainty as to whether yo u should choose 
a particular career, or whether you shou ld chang e 
your career etc. 

(b) What was your solution to this problem? 

(5) (a) Are you presently contemplating a change of career? 
I f so, are you able to give reasons. 

(b) If you had any other jobs previously are you able 
to say why you felt the need for change? 

(6) (a) What post-school qualification s and/or training 
ha ve you had, and how appropriate/necessary has 
this training been for the position yo u now occupy? 

(b) Are the qualification~ and/or trainin g you hav e, 
still relevant today, or do you feel the need for 
retraining in your present position? 

(7) Would you say that on the whole you enjoy the work you 
do? If no t , what do you not enjoy? I f yes, what are 
the main points in favour of the work you dO! 

(8) How does the work you do affect your family life? i.e. 
to what extent is there encroachment on your private 
life? 
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(9) Are you able to provide any information on the likely 
employment benefits that a beginner might expect on 
entering the same or similar employment today? e . g. 
beginners salary, regularity of salary review, other 
benefits (perks etc), and promotion prospects. 

(10) If you could choose again, would you choose the same 
type of employment. 

(11) (a) While still at school, were you given any careers 
guidance? If so, of what value was it to you? 

(b) Do you consider careers guidance to be important? 

(12) What general advice would you give to a young individual 
school leaver? Would you give different advice to that 
person if he had a Std 8 certificate or a matriculation 
certificate? 



CAREER fNDECISrON 
1\ I" I\C'"I" (Ii" I. r Fl·; 

hy I. GIRSON, 
Head Student Advisory Service, University of Natal 
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A l a rge number of students who reg ister for universi ty degree s 
are undecided about their fut ur e careers, and given the 
pressures from parents in particular and society i n ge nera l 
to make up their minds , often without muc h prior preparation, 
it is not surpr ising that many become anxious and miserable 
about their ind ecis i o n. 

I n my opi n ion, it is unrealistic to e xpect seventeen-year-olds 
to know finally what caree r they should follow. Consider 
the following factors (the l ist could be much lon ge r ) : the 
Dictionary of occupationa l Titles names over 20 000 jobs; 
our sc hoo l sys tem is not de sig ned to introduce pupils to the 
realities of the world or work ; our univers itie s are a cademic 
inst itu tions; the human being is cal, able of operating in a 
number of different fields successfully ; no personality, 
preference or aptitude test s are sophisticat ed enough t o 
produce clear- cut po int s to specific jobs; "correct" c areer 
decisions are indepe nde n t on a host o f variables - personality, 
maturity , character, etc. and rely on processes rather than 
one s tep operations. Yet they must make quick se emingly final 
an~ accurate decisions. At least this is ~hat many feel is 
expected of them. 

Sometimes we hear criticism of studel1ts ' indecision about 
their l ives and careers from men in prominent positions but 
ask a gathering of adu l ts who are 2stablished in their 
professions and occupati9ns how man y are i n the occ upation 
they planned for on IE ~~ Lng school and you wi ll probably find 
that seven out of te n made o ne or more changes before settling 
for their life-time career . You wil l also discov er that what 
o ne migh t call the discontinuities of life, the unplanned 
experiences which shape our destinies , played a part in leading 
these "successful" people to their careers . 

I n America it has been estimated that 16 % of professionally 
educated people e nd up in careers for which they did not 
originally t r ain . .... . 

What message does th i s have for undecided st udents, 
especially for those in the "non - vocationa l " degrees like the 
Arts or Social Sciences? 

Provided such students have made an effort to evaluate their 
academic st rength s an d weaknesses, have attempted to analyse 
their need s and to establish goa l s (even if those goals are 
to fi nd out more about a subject that interests them, for 
example) they shou ld accept the fact that they may not be 
ready to make final career plans , and they should t he n take 
positive steps to master , and become excellent in , the degrees 
c hosen and accept that be fore any specific career direction 



can be established, training and experience outside the 
university will be inevitable . ... 
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Not until vocational psychologists can perfect measuring 
instruments and manpower planners can make really accurate 
forecasts, will there be a possibility of reducing indecision, 
and if it is eliminate~ life may be the poore~ since some 
great men whose careers were not planned during or immediately 
after school might look back on their earlier indecision as 
the starting point of a journey of exploration which took 
them through experiences which enriched them and the society 
in which they lived . 

Of course, I am not advocating that students should drift 
through life hoping that , ~9mething will turn up; I am, 
however, aware of the anxiety experienced by many students 
who feel threatened by not being able to crystalise their 
career goals early. I believe that some are simply not 
ready to make the decision and need time to establish their 
goals, but are capable of benefitting from a university 
education .... 

From: opportunities for Matriculants and School Leavers -
1982. 
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ADULT CAREER EXPERIENCES REVIEWED 

To provide pupils with an opportunity to share 
the data they collected during their interviews 
with adults and give them an opportunity to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the exercise.(CE 9.2) 

(1) As it is now unlikely that it will be 
possible to deal individually with all 
the information collected by pupils, it 
is suggested that two or three pupils be given 
an opportunity to share their findings 
and impressions with the class. Encourage 
the rest of the class to ask questions and 
to comment as appropriate . 

(2) Divide the class into groups of manageable 
size and provide each group with a copy of 
"Questions About Careers: an Evaluation". 
Give them enough time to discuss the questions 
and allow at least ten minutes at the end 
of the period for feed-back from the groups. 
Try to complete the lesson with a bib 
summary. 

or 

Go through "Questions about Careers : an 
Evaluation" by inviting co-mmeiiT ooand - Tee-cr 
back and noting the various contributions 
on the bib. T~y to provide a concise 
summary of the main points made. 

(3) Collect interview notes made by all pupils 
and ~ r~v ide some written feed-back to them 
in due course. 

(4) Conclude the lesson by highlighting the 
following points made by Ken Do vey in his 
article Education for Work in a Modern 
Technological Society (See CE 6.3) (Allow 
additional time for disc us sion in a subsequent 
lesson if there is insufficient time available. 
The points made are much too important to be 
glossed over : 

(a) Work, as a human phenomenon, cannot be 
considered outside of the realm of human 
values. This means that one needs to 
acknowledge that factors such as sex, race, 
religion, social class, political and 
personal values will influence one's 
chances and experiences at the workplace 
as much as, if not more than, factors 
such as certification and hard work. Too 
many talented young people are sent naively 
to the workplace with false expectations, 

and/ . .. 
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and are subsequently emotionally shattered 
by the reality of their experience there . 

(b) Education for work in modern R.S.A. should 
emphasise t hat the choice of work is not 
a "technical" problem by acknowledgin g t he 
relationship between life experiences and 
the attainment of meaningful work experi-
ences. Choice has in reality much more to 
do with personal fulfilment than it has to 
do with salary and fringe benefits! 

(c) Education for work must enable young people 
to negotiate and, if necessary, overcome 
parental and other pressures and prescriptions, 
and to be able to communicate with significant 
others in an informal way so as not to be 
pushed to make choices which are clearly 
incompatible with individual values, nee d s 
and aspirations, to name but some factors . 

(d) The development of a healthy self-concept, 
and respect and empathy for the situation 
of others, is crucial to successful human 
relations at work . Development in these 
areas will include the need to scrut i nise 
the role that the modern emphasis upon 
competition, individualism, and mate r ial i sm 
plays in the current poor human relations 
at the workplace and in the home . 

(e) Education for work must explore more c a r efu ll y 
the potential of work to create meaning in 
one's life, and critically examine cultural 
conventions such as the one life/one ca r eer 
assumption. What may be a very meaningful 
choice at the age of 25 may no longer be 
meaningful at 35 . Life exper i ence s 
frequently alter one's values and goal s -
a fact that has i mportan t i mplications f or 
work. 

(f) Education for work must critically examine 
those social values and conventional wisdoms 
which lead to a "death-in-life" working 

* 

situation for so many people. Issues 
which are manifest in statements such as: 

* You should base your career dec i si o n on 
material criteria because mate r ial sec urity 
is more important than spiritual or e motional 
fulfilment. 

your responsibility to yo ur family is 
primarily one of ma t erial provisi on -
emotional support comes na tu r a lly. 

Dovey K. Education for Wo r k in a Modern Te ch nol o g ical 
Society (See CE 6.3) 

Dovey K. Work and Me. Cape Town: Oxford Univ ersity 
Press 19t!2. 
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QUESTIONS ABOUT CAREERS : AN EVALUATION 

The following questions are designed to assist you to 
summarise the information collected by the whole class during 
the completion of "Some Questions about Careers" - CE 9.2. 
You might like to suggest additional ques"t-ions"which could 
be asked. The question numbers appearing behind each of 
the questions which follow refer you to the appropriate 
questions in the interview schedule - "~ome_~.~~9!l.? "" il_bout 
Careers" . 

(1) Did you get the impression that mo~t of the people 
interviewed really enjoy the job they do? (Q's 2,7,10) 

(2) What seems to be the typical method employed in the 
choice of a career,and what appears to have been the 
primary consideration when making a choice? (Q. 3) 

(3) Does career indecision seem to be a fact of life or not? 
What seems to be the message working adults give us 
here? (Q. 4) 

(4) Do adults change thei r jobs quite regularly or not? 
If so what reasons do they give and what does this have 
to teach us? (Q. 5) 

(5) Do most of those interviewed consider some sort of 
training or re-training to be a necessary pre-requisite 
or not? (Q. 6) 

(6) To what extent is work (as experienced by those interviewed) 
compatible with family life? Di d you get the impression 
that those interviewed had sometimes to choose the one 
in favour of the other? (Q. 8) 

(7) Is career guidance a service that mo st of those 
interviewed had at school or not? Is it something they 
would have valued ,,~ not, if they didn't have it? 
(Q. 11) 

(8) What, if any was the advice that most people feel they 
would give undecided school leavers? (Q. 12) 

(9) In what way was this project beneficial to you? 

(10) What appears from this exercise to be some of the most 
important factors which have emerged a bout choosing a 
career? Have there been any lessons for us? 
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19 FIELD INTEREST INVENTORY USE OF TEST RESULTS 

OBJECTIVE 

INTRODUCTION 

PROCEDURE 

To provige pupils (~nd thetr parents) with 
informat1on Wh1Ch w1ll ass 1St them to make 
maximum use of the results of the 19FII resul~s. 

The 19FII is one of the formal, prescr1bed 
inventries which should be conducted as early as 
possible during standard 9. Al though it is 
possible to administer the inventory in a single 
40 minute period it would be wise to ensure that 
you have a double period set aside for it. The 
inventory is easy to admininster and comprehensive 
instruction s for administration and scor in g are 
provided in the test manual. 

If maximum benefit is to be derivid from the use 
of the inventory it is essential that pupils are 
suitably motivated and that they understand fcom 
the outset that the scores obtai ned will only 
have real meaning when considered in conjunction 
with all other available information such as 
school achievement , biographical data, IQ , aptitude, 
ability, personality etc. Stress to pupils tha~ 
they will be given an opportu n ity to integrate 
this and other available information in a mo~e 
meaningful way. (See CE 9.7). 

(1) Once scor ing has been completed (with the 
a ssista nce of trained and responsible senior 
pupils if necessary) the answer sheets showlng 
the relevant stanine or norm scores should be 
returned to the pupils for the completion of 
their own profiles on the back page. The 
profiles must be checked by another oupil for 
correctness. 

Having compl eted the initi ~l profile, allowance 
must be made for fluc tua tic.ns of scores which 
might be expected to occur by cha nce (see 
"Standard Error of Measurenent" in the Manual 
of the 19FII). This is dcne by asking pupils 
to plot two additi o nal poincs by adding and 
subtracting 0,5 of a stanine interval from 
the score plotted for each interest field, to 
give a band within which the pupil ' s tr ue 
score can be expected to fall. The boundaries 
of the profile are now plotted and the band 
in whi ch the pupils true score can be expected 
to fall is coloured in . 

(~) Give al l pupils copies of the ln tere~t 
Categories Profile (CE 9.4) and ask them to 
complete it. Allowance must be made for 
fluctua tions of scores as in (1) above and 
the boundaries of the various interest fields 
should once again be coloured in. The obJect 

of this second/ 
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of this second profile is to see whether 
there are groupings which seem to point to 
consistently high or low interest . 

(3) Give each pupil a copy of Explanation of 
Interest Fields and ensure that there is 
as much clarity about the categories as 
possible. Warn all pupils not to assume 
that they understand the meaning of a 
category until they have become thoroughly 
acquainted with the explanation. There 
will be many misunderstandings if this does 
not happen . Emphasise once again that 
interpre tati on of i ndi vid ual scores is 
largely futile without reference to ot her 
related data. Bmphasise too that sporadic 
variations in interest patterns are dependent 
on both a person's persona lity and age. The 
illterests of under sixteens are not differen
t,ated to the same extent as those of older 
persons. 

~he a iin of this exercise is to give pupils 
an oppor,tun i ty to examine the ir scores; to 
familiarise themselves with the meaning of 
the various interest fields measured by the 
test ; and to give them an opportunity to 
see the interest field cluster.s that seem 
to in t erst them most i.e. human sciences, 
natural sciences, e~onorn ic sciences, technical 
and ou t door. (No attempt should be mad e at 
interpretation beyond this - see final note). 
The examples of jobs provided after each 
explanation of interest field are for il lus
trativ~_purposes only. It is hoped that 
this ft~~rcise will help at lea st some pupils 
to clarify some of their ideas and possibly 
even encourage them to do some private 
research into career fields which seem to be 
of primary interest to them . 

(4) The 1983 ma nual for the 19FII provides 
examples of the occupational profiles of 
adults who completed the 19F II at school 
and who are now working in 30 different 
occupations. These profiles should provide 
useful points of departure for class 
discussion on condition that they are 
regarded as guides and not as abso lu te 
standards. 

This same occupational information has been 
reproduced in tabular form in 19 Field 
Interest Inventory : Occupational Profiles 
(CE 9.4). It is suggested that this table 
be projected on a screen (or that c op ies be 
given to each pupil ), and that pupils be 
asked to choose from the table one, two or 
even three occupations which interest them, 
and then to plot each of these on their own 

Interst Cateqories/ 
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Interest Categories Profile for purposes of 
comparison. Each profile so drawn should 
be clearly differentiated from the next 
and marked as belonging to a particular 
occupational category so that there can be 
no confusion at a later stage. Allow some 
time for discussion, selecting one or two 
profiles from the class for illustrative 
purposes. 

(5) Conclude the lesson by collecting for safe
keeping, all the information handed out, 
and by emphasising that there will be an 
opportunity at a later stage to integrate 
this, and all other information collected 
in a similar fashion. Emphasise that when 
this happ~ns it will be most desirable that 
parents be included in the discussion as 
well. 

NOTE : As the interpretation of interest 
profiles is essentially the role of 
trained persons, the counsellor does 
not interpret - he/she only looks 
at trends and assists the pupil to 
do the same. 

19 Field Interest Inventory Manual. 



INTBREST CATEGORIBS PROPILE/BELANGSTELLINGS~ATEGORIE@ - PROPIBL 

Tr.snR(ltr your 1.~t, !,.n .I[I~ 8C()r~8 Crom your 19Ft! answer she.t to this sheet, ("omplt!tf!! t.he prorlh. 
PI!IPI.mt.tI!r thM Ut~ 'lrolJplnql!l 0[' cat'90rJ •• b.low are only tenlatlve . Remftnlht"r Al!10 to r'I"C.r to 
I.tl. · ~lanat ion of Jnt.reet Fieldl" tor clari(iclltion, .ri"dnO'taaflume that you unu&ratand what 
RCOr4!B u) the different beids slcinify until you have read this expanation. 

Ura jau stanege tellings oar van die 19-VBV antwoordvel na die vel. Valtoei die profiel. Onthou 
d~t die onderstaande groeperings of kategoriee alleenlik tentatief is . Onthou om oak te verwys 
na die ·Verklaring van Belangstellingsvelde· vir verauidellklng, en moet nie g10 dat jy noodwendig 
verstaan wat dle tel11ngs tn dle versklilende velde aandui jy . tot verklaring gelees het nie . 

GEESTESWETBNSKAPPE/HUMAN SCIENCES 

1. Beeldende Kunste/Fi ne Arts 

5. Uitvoerende Kuns te/performing 

~6. Taal/Language 

7. Histories/Historical 

Ar t s} 

11, Kre atiewe oenke/Creative Thought 

3. welsynswerk/Social work 

14. Regte/Law 

8. Openbare Optrede/Public Speaking 

5. uitvoerende Kunste/performing Arts 

10. Gesel1igheid/Sociability 

17. Olens/Service 

B ~ .. A'l'U.Y._'l!!.ET ENS KAP P E/NATURA_L SCI ENCES 
11. Kre~ti~we Denke / Creative Thought 

4. Natuur/Nature 

6. Wetenskap/Science 

9. Numer i es / Nume rical 

C HANDELSWETENSKAPPE/COMMERCIAL SCIENCES 

9. Numerical/Numeries 

19. Besigheid/Business 

2. Klerklik/Clerical 

14. Regte/Law 

17 . Oiens/Service 

D TEGNIES/TECHNICAL 

9 . Numeries/Numerical 

6. Wetenskap/Science 
18 . Prakties - Manlik/practica1 - Male 

Kunste/ 

Arts 

13. Prakties - vroulik/practical - Female 

E BUITEMUURSE AKTIWITEITE/aUTDOOR ACTIVITIES 

12. Rondrets/Tra vel 

4. Natuur/Nature 

15. sport/Sport 

Werk - Stokperdjie/Work - Hobby 

Aktief - passive/Active - Passive 

HlrEREST POOFILEiBELANGSTELLINGS POOFIEL 
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Pine Arts 

Performing Arts 

Language 

Hi storical 

Service 

Social Work 

Sociability 

Pub lic speaking 

Creati ve Thouqht 

Science 

Practical - Female: 

!:!ulOeri cal 

Business 

Clerical 

Work - Hobby 

Ac t ivL: Passive 

EXPLANATION OF INT ER EST FIELDS (19 FIll 

An interest in activities which have a bearing on pa int ing, sculpture and 
s ketching as wel l as the expr ession of feelings and ideas rela ti ng to objects 
in creat i ng artistic products e. g. painting, occupations, archit ec ture, 
advert isi ng , hairdressing, sig nwri tingi ng . 

Has a bearing on interest i n music , singing, ballet and opera as well as the 
expression o f feeling s though the medium of music, drama and bal le t. 
occupations in teachi ng and performi ng can be followed . 

Includes i nt erests in the appreciation o f literature and t he practical use and 
analysis of lang uag e as wel l as communicatio n with others through th e written 
or spoken word. This may be either factual or emotional. e.g. journalism, 
speech therapy, translation . 

An interest in and appreciati on f or the study of the c l assics and eve nts i n 
t he past e. g. arc hivist, museum work, teaching. 

Rendering of a fairly f ormal service to people in society who are no t needy. 
e . g. accountant, public relations officer, shop assistant, hairdresser 

Rendering of help to needy people on a more emotionally i nvol ved leve l. 
e.g . social worker, psycholog i st, nursing. 

Formal and Informal contact with people - an inte rest in social i ntercou r se. 
e . g . public Relations Officer, journalism. 

Refers mainly to the delivering of speeches and appea ra nces in public i.e. 
Formal contact with people on a more authorat a t i ve baais. e . g . teaching, 
legal professions, minister. 

Study and application of legal principles to daily li fe. e.g. legal occupations, 
po lice, auditor. 

The use of logical thought t o produce a un ique solut ion. e.g. engine~r , 
research worker, arch itect. 

Covers a n interest in the physical and biological 
and structured method of working i n the sciences. 
medical fields, laboratory techni cians, chemist. 

sciences an~ of a systematic 
e.g. food technology, 

Mec han ica l or technical handling o f tools for t he practical execution of a 
task. e.g . trades, forestry, engineering. 

An interest in housekeeping, clothes-making and other activities of a f ine r, 
practi c al and domestic na tu re . e.g. Dietici an, fashion designer, home 
economist. 

The use of ma themat ical principles t o do calculations e .g. accou ntan t, book
keeper, quantity surveyor. 

Commercial interest wi th the goa l of profit making. e.g. f.r.~~te ag en t , 
building contrac tor, salesman . 

Systemat ic routine work related to business e.g. fili ng clerk , librarian , 
typist, bookkeeping. 

The extent to which persons li ke to trav e l often. e.g. tourism, s a les repre
sentative, liason officer. 

Refers to interests and ac tiVities which ate pu rsued out of doors with plants 
and animals . e .g. Occupations inc l ude farming, nature conservati on, vet, 
forester. 

The extent to wh ich a person displays an in te res t i n outdoor types of sport. 
Occupations involving physical activ ities . e.g. te aching, sports administrator, 
coaching. 

A low score indicates work orientat ion and a high score a hobby or ientation. 

~ low score indicates a participan t , a high score a preference for spectating . 

The repetition of some fields on the Inte r est Categori es Profile (CE 9. 4) i s necessary because they 
apply to more than one career grouping. Other grouplngs could be made. 

A c ombination o f interests must be taken into account when using this information in the 
process of career decision-making. 
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SENIOR APTITUDE TEST USE OF TEST RESULTS 

OBJECTIVE 

INTRODUCTION 

PROCEDURE 

. , 

To prov ide pupils (and their parents) with informa
t ion which will assist th em to make maximum use of 
the results of the Seni or Aptitude Tes t ( SAT). 

The SAT is one of the formal, prescribed tests 
which should be conduc ted as early as possible in 
Std 9 - preferably in t he fir st week or two of 
the school year as this is possibly when there 
is likely to be the least disruption of the school 
programme. Unfor t unately the test is a leng thy one, 
requiring about 3 hours f or completion so i t is 
important t hat sufficient time be set aSlde on che 
school calendar for it. If tes t instructions are 
followed carefully there should be no difficulties 
with the admini stra ti o n of the te st . Cou n se llors 
should ensure that they have the mo st recent edition 
of the test i .e . 1978 edi t ion. 

If maximum benefit is to be derived fro m the use o f 
the test it is essential that pupils be suitably 
motivated and that they un ders tand fr om the outset 
that the results obtained will only have rea l 
meaning when considered in conj unction with a ll 
other available information such as school ac hieve
ment, biographical da t a, i n t erests, ability, 
personality etc. Stress to pupils that they will 
be given an opportuni t y to integrate this and 
other available information in a more meaningfu l 
way. (See CE 9.7). 

1. Once scoring has been completed ' (with the 
assistance of trained and respo ns ib le s enior 
pupils if necessary), the answer sheets with the 
relevant norm scores and s tanine scores s ho u ld 
be returned to the pupils, together with a 
copy of the (Senior) Ap titude Categories Profi l e 
(CE 9 . 5) so tha t pupils may comp l ete the ir o wn 
profiles. The profiles must be checked by 
another pupil for correct ness . 

Having completed the initial profi l es (based o n 
the mean of all stanine scores in each category ) 
allowance must be ma de for fluc tuations of 
scores which might be expected to occur by 
chance. (See 1978 Man nual for the SAT , p. 29, 
which deals with the Standard Error o f Measu re
ment). This is don e by asking p upil s to plot 
two additional points 0,5 of a stanine interval 
on either side of each (mean score) pai n t 
plotted. By jOinin g t hese point:; " n ,: il h", :; i rj" 
of the mean, pupils will be prouucintj <J 1 ,,",,,,j 
within wh ich t heir true score may more 
realistically be expec ted to fall. This band 
can be coloured in. 

Note! 
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Note : The Standard Error of Measurement of 
0,5 of a stanine interval is in this case, 
where d i f ferent scores ha ve been comb i ned, 
only u rough es t J ioatl.:' und 111U::~t :.JP \ rea .. t.'r1 
as such. The use of this estimated figure is 
to relnind all concerned that the score plotted 
on the profile is not a precise score, but only 
an approximation of a true score. 

2. Allow time for pupils to study the profiles 
and the explanation of categories. Explain 
that an aptitude can be regarded as the potential 
which a person has and which enables that person 
to attain a specific level of ability with a 
given amount of training and/or practice. Stress 
that aptitudes together with other personality 
characteristics such as interest, intelligence, 
attitude, motivation, diligence, perseverance, 
conscientiousness, training, past achievements, 
etc. will determine the level of skill and 
proficiency which may be reached. Emphasise 
that single · scores have lL:tle meaning in isolation 
and that the integration of information in CE 9.7 
should provide much more clarity of meaning. 

The aim of the exercise is to give pupils an 
opportunity to have a look at their aptitude 
clusters and to identify those cluste~s which 
seem to be most appropriate for them i.e. verbal 
ability, numerical ability, clerical ability 
etc. and human sciences, natural sciences/technical 
fields, commercial sciences etc. No attempt 
should be made at interpretation beyond this 
(See final note.) It is hoped that the exercise 
will IJelp at least some pupils to clarify some 
of their ideas, and possibly even encourage them 
to do some private research into career fields 
which seem to be of primary interest to them. 

3. The HSRC Guidance Series GS6 - Occupational 
Information 1982 and 1983 provide examples of 
the occupational profiles of adults who completed 
the SAT in Std 10 and who are now in 8 different 
occupations. These profiles should provide 
useful points of departure for class discusion -
on condition that they are regarded as guides 
and not as obsolute standards. 

This same occupational information has been 
reproduced in tabular form in the Senior 
Aptitude Test: Occupational Profiles (CE 9.5). 
It is suggested that this table be projected 
on a screen (or that copies be given to each 
pupil), and that pupils be asked to choose from 
the table one, two, or even three occupations 
which interest them, and then to plot each of these 
on their own Senior Aptitude Catetories Profile 

fori 
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for purposes of comparison. Each profile so 
drawn should be clearly differentiated from 
the next and marked as belonging to a 
particular occupational category so that there 
can be no confusion at a later stage. Allow 
some time for discussion, selecting one in two 
profiles from the class for illustrative 
purposes. 

4. Conclude the lesson by collecting, for safe
keeping, all the information handed out, and 
by emphasising that there will be an opportunit, 
at a later stage to integrate this, and all othet 
information collected in a similar fashion. 
Emphasise that when this happens it will be 
most desirable that parents be included in the 
discussion as well. 

Note: As interpretation of aptitude profiles 
is essentially the role of trained persons, 
the teacher counsellor does not interpret hel 
she only looks at trends and assists the pupil 
to do the same. 

Manual for the Senior Aptitude Tests 1978 edition 
Pub. Human Sciences Research Council. 

H.S.R.C. Guidance Series GS-6 

Occupational Information 1982 
Occupational Information 1983 
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T If E I N T e R PRE TAT ION o p T EST PRO F L E S ( DIE I M 'I' • l-

PRETASIE V A ~ TOE T S PRO r r E L E 

The test profiles reproduced below are derived trom information obtained trom pupils who 
participated 1n the Talent Survey project from 1965 to 1969, and who Subsequently qual1fi.d 
for the occupations 1n question. The 10 (Now South African Group Teat) and Aptitude (~unlo~ 
Aptitude Test and Senior Aptitude Te~tl test profiles provide an indication ot the abtl1tt •• 
~nd aptitude~ of tne mythIcal, average person who has qualified for a particular occupation . 
It must be understood though that mere possession of a similar profile 1s no guarantee that a 
person will quality for a particular occupation , In addition to abilities and aptitude., 
personality characteristics, interests, attitudes, motivation and preserve renee in resp.~t ot 
training and instruction, are but some of the factors which will determine whether or not. 
person will succeed 1n a particular occupation. 

Die toets profiele wat hier weergee word is afkomstig van informasie wat 'verkry is van le.r
linge wat van 1965 tot 1969 aan Projek Talentopname dee1geneem het, en wat na skoolverl.tln~ 
vir die betrokke beroepe gekwalitiseer het. Die IR- (Nuwe Suid Afrikaanse Groep Toets' ~n 
aanleq toetsprotiele (~unior ~anleq !oets en Senior ~an1eg !oetsT gee ' n aanduiding van die 
vermoens en aanlegte van die mitiese, gemiddeIde persoon wat vir 'n spesifieke beroep ge
kwalifiseer het. Oit moet dus verstaan word dat die blote besitting van 'n gelyksoortige 
profiel geen waarborq is dat In persoon vir 'n spesifieke beroep sal kwalifiseer nie. Gepaard
gaande met verstandsvermoens en aanlegte, is persoonlikhiedseienskappe, beIang8tellings, 
houdings, motivering en deursettingsvermoe ten ops i gte van opleiding en onderrig, net enkela 
faktore wat sal bepaal of 'n persoon in 'n bepaalde rigting sal kwalifiseer of nie . 

The 10 and Aptitude profiles are given in stanines. Stanines represent achievement on a 
normalised, standard 9-polnt scale ranging from 1 - 9. Stanines 4, 5 and 6 represent average 
achievement, whereas stanines greater than 6 and less than 4 represent above average and below 
average achievement resESctively. In the occupational profiles which follow, the mean or 
average stanine score (X) for both tQ and Aptitude test results are plotted. Counserrors should 
bear in mind that the mean scores indicate tendencies only. The standard deviation (5) given 
for each sub test, indicates the variation of individual scores on either aide of the mean. 
Statistically this means that + 2/3rd of the persons in the occupational sample 1n question had 
stanine scores, which fell witnin one standard deviation on either side of the mean. The .haded 
area in the first occupational profile given below illustrates this. 

Die IK- en Aanlegprofiele word in staneqes gegee . Staneges verteenwoordig 'n prestaste op 'n 
genormallseerde standaard negepun"tskaal wat van 1 tot 9 strek. Staneges 4, 5 en 6 verteenwoor
dig 'n gem1ddeide prestasie, terwyl staneges van hoer as 6 en laer as 4 onderskeldelik boge
mlddelde en ondergemiddelde prestasies_verteenwoordig . In die hleropvolgende beroepaprotlele 
word die gemiddelde stanegesteillngs (X) vir IX en Aanlegtoetsresultate geskets . Voorligtera 
moet in gedagte hou dat die gerniddelde tellings alleenlik tendense aandui . Die standaardaf
WYkanq (5) wat vir elke subtoets aangedui word , dui die variasLe van individuele teIllnq. aan 
bei e kante van die gemiddelde stanegetelling aan. Statisties gesproke bete~en dit dat + 2/3de 
van diegene in die betrokke beroepsmonster stanegetellings gehad het wat binne een standaird
afwyking van beide kante van die gemiddeId,geval het. Die Ingekleurde deel van die eerste 
beroepsprofiel wat onder aangedui word illustreer die punt. 

The profiles which follow have been reproduced from the HSRC Guidance Series GS-6 
Occupational Information (MM 93) 1982 and (MM 103) 1983 . Both books have been 
recommended for use by counsellors and are available by direct order from: 
The Publication Manager, Human Sciences Research Council, Private Bag X41, 
Pretoria 0001. Cost is R7,00 and RiO,OO respectively (GST excluded) . 

LET WEL Die hieropvolgende proflele korn uit die RGN voorligtingsreeks VR-6 Beroepsinligting 
(MM 93) 1982 en (MM 103) 1983. Albei boeke is reeds aanbeveel vir gebruik deur 
voorligters en is direk verkrygbaar van: Die Publlkasiebestuurder, Raad vir 
G~este5wetenskaplike Navorslng, Privaat5ak X41, Pretoria 0001 . Prys onderskeidelik 
R7,00 en RI0,aO (Ava ingesluit). 

DIE VERSTANDSVERMO~NS VOlGENS NSAG EN JAT SOOS GEMEET IN ST. 6 VAN PERSONE WAT OOR 
KWAllFIKASIES IN ARBEIDSTERAPIE BESKIK (1965) 

Vers,tandsyermotns 5 6 7 8 
x 5 

IK: 
Nie-verbaal 7.8 1.2 
Verbaal 7,7 1.1 
Totaal 7,8 0.8 

Aantegte: 
Aedenering 7,. 1.2 
Klassillkasie 6.5 1,7 
Berekeninge 7,0 1,5 
Onderdele 5.7 1,8 
Sinonieme 7,0 1,7 
Vler1tante 6,7 1,5 
Flguurpersepsie 7.1 1,6 
Geheue vir name en 6,3 I,. 
WoonIvtothoid 6,6 1,9 
KOOrdinasie 5,8 1,9 

5,7 
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OCCUPl\TI ONAL PR0 FILES 

BEROEPSPROFIELE 

THE MENTAL AeiliTlES OF PERSONS WHO OBTAINED A. BACHELOR'S 
O£OIlU AND HIGHER ENGINEERING WHEN TEStED ON THE NSAOT AND 

THE SAT 'N STD 10 11M', 
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Graduates In engineering achieved ahove 4ver8ge 10 
seoru in SId 10 Obtaining engineering QualificatIons 
therefore makes vel'; hlg~1 demlnd, on :t: ... Intellectual 
abilities of students. 

Gr.duales In engineering achieved .bove aver.ge Icorea 
In r.specl of: .blll!!es 10 re.d, und.rat.nd end dlg •• t ver
bal meterlalln a loglc.1 manner, 10 find solutions lor pro
hlems, 10 make arithmetic calculallons , 10 feuon and 
also 10 vlsu.llze oble~lI. 
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• By tOftl sing In 91 6 op die Nuwe SU ld-Ahl ~ aan" GroePloels 
het persone wat laler as tandarlse 06k ... ·. lI l1 s" .. , hAt 
bo gemlddelde tK ' s behaa l Ireos van die SlippeHyo/ .""l1l]er 
vee I verskll lussen hulle yerbale en nle vtt l bale verm~nl . 

• Teliings wat o r die Junior Aanlegtoels behu! Is , hel gedul 
on 'n bogemtd(1elde ye,moe om Ie ledeneer , die ver~nd 
lussen begrlppe In 1ft s len , probleme op Ie loa , Ylnnlg en 
akkuraal mel gelalle Ie welk , \/Olmmllle,laalln hulle yefheel. 
d ing Ie manlpuleer , ell name en ontgle mel mekaar Ie 
assos leer an Ilulle Ie onlhOIJ 



.. ENTAl .... llITIU PROFlll: OF pEOPLE WITH LAND SUAVfYlHO QUAUFICA· 
nONS AS MtASUAED ON THE HUOT AHD JAr IN ITO. (''''I 
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Pe ople who la\lH QuallliE:ld as land sUNoya rS otllalned above 
average 10 score, when tested In Std 6. 

They ,howed above average potential In areas relating 10 
reasoning, the conceptlon 01 re laUonshlps betwaen ob· 
jacls/concepls and work ing quiCk ly and accurately. 

Their potenllal with regard to manlpulallng and organizing 
objacts menially was high. 

These potentials are relaled to their higher non·verbal ability. 

tHE MENtAL ABI\.ltIES OF PE,,"SOHS WITH lEOAl OUAlIf'IC~TlONS AS 
MEASURED BY THE NSAGT AHD THE SAT IH STO 10 11M') 

r -- M';;:~; lIlIe, t"-' Sianin8S 

J: ' S I 2 3 5 6 

L ~o~-:.;~.~ -_. --.-- ~'i ~~r--' 
, I ' Verbal 7,3 1 5 ' 

Total 7.6 1.5 1 

I I 
Apillud" I I 
Verbal comprehenSion I:: :~ I Calcul at ions 
Disguised words 5,7 2, I 
Comparison -.' 2.1 

Pltlern completion 5.3 1.B 

FiQ ural series 5.3 1.' 
SP,IIal (2·0) 

,. ] $patial 13·0) 5.2 I 1.B 

Memory (Paragraph) 5.6 1.6 

Memory (Symbols) 5.2 1 .• 

Co-ordlnallon 5.2 1.9 

Writing speed 5.3 2.0 -----

• The proflte reveals Ihat when people who laler ob la lned the 
a .A. law, a. Juris, B.Proc. and LL.B. degrees were lested on 
Ihe New South African Group Test In matrlc, Ihey obtained 
above average 10 scores (,tanlna average 7,8). 

• TheIr scores on Ihe verbal and non·yerbal sublesls were very 
similar. 

• When Ihese same people were given the Senior AptHude 
1.S1lhelr scoras wer. average, The only area In wh ich lhey 
appeared 10 have above average potential was verba l compre· 
hension, ThIs Is a useful, and possibly necessary, ab ility as 
much of the Itlorney's and advocate 's work Involyes under· 
standing Ihe spOken or wrlllen word . 

I 

\ 

B 

! 

CE 9.5 

DIE VEASTANDSVEflMOfNS vOLOENS HUG!H IAT 1001 OEMnT iN IT. 
10 VAN PEASONE WAf 'N .ACCAlAUAIEUIOAAAD EN HOr" IN 

... AQITEkTUUA IEH,ul HU I'"'' 

SI,,,.O' 

V.rSl l nd, · 
'l'trm~n. i -

, , - • • 1 • 
II(; 
N II'Ylrbul B.' 0._ 

< V,rb. ... B.> U 
Tot"t '.' 0.7 

... ,"leo'l: 
Verbll, begrlp ••• 1.5 

J: B,,,kl"lnOI ' .1 ", 
Wooldbou ' .1 >.' 

'" Vefllelykino -.- '.-

~ 
"Iroonvol· 
IOOllng ' .B , .. 
Flguuff.,kae '.' 2. , 
Aulml.Uk , 2·CI . 1,0 '.-
Rulm l lUk (3·0) 1.' U 
G,h,u, 
jp.,·or"'1 _.B ' .1 
Gehlul 
j$lmbollj '.' '.' l(~rdln.,l. '.7 '.' Skrylspoed ' .1 2.2 

Gegradue8rdea In argltekl uur hel bogemlddelde IK·'elllngs 
In al. 10 behaaL Om argllekkwallllkulea te varwarl, alat du. 
holl vera Isla. a.n die InlaUaktuale vermoAna van studente, 

Gegradueerde, In IIgnekluur het bogemlddelde lallings 
behaal ten op"ote van die vermollna om verbale m.tet· - .... . 
wat gelees word Ie begryp, dlt op 'n 100Iesa wyse t. vaN, 
an 'n oplosslng vir die problema Ie 'lInd, Ie redana.r UOOK" 

die vermoll om vlsuael rulmlallk waar Ie neem, 

Sianege 
Verslandsve'mo~ns 

~ 
, 2 3 4 5 6 7 

, Nie·verbaal 8.1 1.3 

I 
Verbaal B.O 

Tot8al B.2 

I , Aanlegte. 
I 

Verbale beg rip 7.0 15 i:-; Berekenlnge 6.6 ' .. , 
! Woordbou 6.4 ,,/ I . " 

I Vergolyki nO 5.3 '.8 

I PalroonvoltOOling 6.6 '.B 
I Figuurreekse I 6 ,1 1.' 

, 
: , Ruimle lfk (2·0) 6.3 '.B 
I Ru imlellk (3.01 62 1 .• 

! Geheue (Paragraal l 5.B >.1 

f Geheue (Simbole) 5.6 U 
: KoOrdJnasie 5.3 1.7 l Skrylspoed 5,/ 1.' . , 

a 

\ 

._----------- ---- - - .-- .------ .- - --

• By loelslno In matrlek deur mlddel van dl. Nuwe Suld· 
Afrlkaanae Groeptoet!l het peraon. wat 'Itar IS medle.e 
praktlsyns gekwallflsaer het, bog.mlddelde IK's beh .. t (8,2 
taenoor 5,0), mel walnlg verskll tunen hull. varbala en nl. 
verbale verm06ns. 

• Ole ooreenstemmlng tunen hull. verbal. en nl.verba'a 
verm06na Is v.rder be .... allg deur die .. nleOlotll w ... rln 
hulle booemlddeld preltee, hal op gebled. 'III'" "'erNla 
begrlp, 100Iese probleamoploaslno, vlnnlge .n .kkurala 
optoaslng van rakankundioe problema, woordvlothald. 
redenerlnoavermot an rulmlellke 't'1.uallaer1ng (twa. en 
drledlm.nslone.l) van hull ..... r.l. I., 



'HE "(NUL A'lllfI(~ OF PIRSONS WHO OUA .NEO .. IACHELOR'S 
OEORH IN OUANflfY $UAVlYINO AS MUSUREO IY THE "SAGT AHO THE 

SAT IH STD 10" .. ., 

I 1.4.,.I .I' .IIl,I ,I " , I SI.I"'"U 

I i 1 ' I • • • 
I·a NWI vto 'b .. 82 I· · I I v .... ,. " ' .1 <: Tol iO l " 1 1, 1 

... """"', I : 1 I Vto'f).Il compr,h'"'lon e 1 '.' 
c."'c~1'M I ~a " n'S'I"" , .1 •• ".h ~ ,O '.' Compar.,on 6 .0 1.0 
P<l1I.rn compl.t ,O" 6.' '.' FIQu,.1 .. ,.n '.' I ,' , 

Sp.eh .. 1 11 0, ' .1 "I $f\A"AI (J 0 1 ••• .. 
~1rIO", 1"ar.-g,aPhl' .4.11 I ~ I 

~'!"'iO'_tl, , 5 ,1 L l$l-" .~ . ..; 

'I . .. .- 1 .1 U ! 
rwi","O~ I 5.0 ! 1. ' i 

• When peopl. who later qUlllfied aa quanllty aurveyors were 
t .. ted In Sid 10 they oblalnad above average lOa. 

• Their non-y.,oaIIQs .a,. approximately one .tanlne hlghar 
than their .,.rtli. Tn', ability may be of relevance for those 
llpeeta of thalr lob Involving ma .. urlng, calculating and 
de.lgnlng, 

• T~ scar •• cblBlned on the Senior Aptitude 1111 did not 
,~a.c:1 a eonal.tent above average pattern II wa, tha ca .. 

' 'he 10 profile, However, high acor .. were .1111 obtaln~ 
0)... •• In.verbalaptitudelllke, a.peelally Ihose d .. Ung with 
lha vlaulUtallon of oblac:t. In two or thr .. dlman,lon., 

• Should,.ou obl.ln .Imllar pro"' •• lor the abOve two I •• t. 
you Could be GOftlldtttd lulled to quanllty .urveylng II far 
al ablIIU ••• nd aplltuda •• ra eoncarped. although th ... 
.chl..,arnentl,k)ne cannot ouar.nt .. , thai you will be abla 
to obtain Ih. Quallllealion. ' 

'HE MIHTAl A.llIliES OF PflUONS WHO OIfAINE D A IACHELOR'S 
OEOA" .NO HIOHE" IN V(lEftIH""Y SellHCE AS MU.SUilLfD IV THl 

NIAQT AND 1'HE JAT tN S1'D' t'''l) 

f -Weft, .. MllIIII" 51."1,,.. 

I", • • • _ ...... 
1.' ',' ) v ..... 1,' >.' 

To'l.1 1.' >., 

Apiliudoe, 

RoN.OftIng 1.1 '.' e, .. ,IIIC"lon I ,' '.' ~~IOn. I ,' '.' " ;1, 5,1 >,' 
'S).. • . .,~, I ,' '.' 
Squltf" I .' U 
Flgu,. IIIfC.pllon ',' '.' 
""fI'IOfyol ~IM' 
.nd lact, I ,' '.' 
WOtd Ihaney 5,' ',' 
Co-ofdln.t1011 5.1 '.' 
Wrlll~,p"d -,' '.' 

• When people who lalM Qualllled as veterlnarlsns were tested 
on the ne. South Afrleln Group Teat (In 10 tesl) In Std e 
they tended 10 have above IVet'aQ' la's, This auggesls that 
an abOve IVIf.g' 10 ,. neceaNIY ahould you wish to train 
" ,a velet'ln~lan . ...:-_ 

• ScOte. on 11'1. Junior Aptllude T •• t reflecled abova .v.,rI08 
abllttl .. ,n ,aatonln'f'. being able to vltuaU:I ralal lonahlpa, 

: problem aO!yltili, wotKtng Qulc1l1y and accurately with figures, 
recognising word. which ar. I'alated 10 each olher In some 
or other wly and a.eoclaUng nam .. wllh lacee and 
r.memberlng them. Tha" potenllal. tend to reinforce Ihe 
ptcture oblal"", from.lhe 10 proflle,l,a, Ih.t the 'eatees were 

." alJo~! ,v.;_.oe In bol~ ..,rbal :"'~J'O"·~"bal t~ska, 

CE 9 , 5 
OlE VERSTANOS"' ERMOlNS VOLGENS NS"'G EN SAT SOOS OEMHT IN ST. 10 VAH '£RSOH( WAT 'H 

IlACC ... LAUREUSO ......... O EN MOtR IN M.u.TSKAPlIICE WERIC IEHMl MET I"" 

S I .n~. 

V.,....,nd...,,!I'IOtn. 

I" NI.·\'IftJ'" ••• >.8 
Verbul ' .0 > .• 
Tot .... 1.> U 

,A,",eg •• : 
.... rb • •• beg'ip ' .1 V 
8 ... 10'111110' ••• V 
Woo.dbou '.' • . > 
V.'OelykinO .. , 2.' 
P., .oonvo.tooilllQ •• • •• FiguUITMII,. • . > 1.0 
RUlm,,,III. (1-01 ',' L' 
Rulmtellll (3-01 ',' U 
G.h.u. (P.r.o, ... 1'1 ' .8 >.6 
Gen.u. (Slmbol' l 
ltoOtOi l'lU" 
Sltryhpoecl 

••• >., .. , ... 
..1 .. , 

Persone mel kwallf lkas les In maalakapllka werk hel 
bogemlddelda IK·lelllnga In st. 10 behaal. Om 'n kwall"kaala 
In m881akepllke werk Ie verwerl , sla' dUll ,adellk. hoe else 
8an die lnte llek lue le ve rmo e van sludent • . 

Persone mel 'n kwautlkasle In maalakapllke werk het oar die 
algemeen gemlddald prestear In al die aenlor aanlagl091se. 

.' \ 

OlE VERST ... NDS"'ERMOlNS VOLOEHS O'E NSAO EN S ... T SOOS QEMfE'T IN ST 10 VAN 
PERSONE 'ltAT DIE SERTIFlkAAT 'N OlE TEaRlE VAN REKENINOI(UN OE af,IIAAL HE ' I ''"'" 

VerslandsvermOllns 

IK: 
Nla-verbaal 

Verbaa' 
Totaal 

i-+T2 -3-~~i~~ -=1-~- s----j 
------, I ,- - - ' ----I 

, I' , 

7,7 I 1,3 : , : i 
7,2 1 1.3 : I < I 
1,1 1,3 • 

Aanl.gle: 
Verbli le begrip 
Berekenlnge 
Woordbou 

. ,2 . ,-
5.0 

Vergelykklng 5, ~ 

Palroonvoltoollng ~ , C: 

FIguurreek5e 5,3 

Aulmlellk (2·01 

Rulmta llk (3-0 ) 5,7 

Geheue (Paragraaf) 5,1 

Geheue (Simbals) 5, 1 

Ko6fdlnas le 
Skrylspoed 

! 1 ; 

I . 
>,6 

>, • 

1,7 

2.0 
1,1 

1,7 

1.7 

1." 

1,6 

,/ 

a Perl30ne wal oor die Sertll ikaalin die Taorle van Rekenlng
kunde besklk, he t bogemlddelde IK-Ieilings In sl , 10 beha.1. 
Om sodanlge kwallflkas le 'e verwerl , atel dU8 hoe elae aan 
die Inlellekluele vermo!ns van sludente , 

a Persone wa l oar die Serld,kaal in die Tearle van RekcnHlg. 
kunde beskik, het bogemlcJdelde le llings behaa l len opslg le 
van die vermoens am verbale maleriaal wal galees word Ie 
begryp, di \ op 'n logiese Wy SB Ie verwerk en 'n op losslng vir 
die probleme Ie vend en am rekenkundige bewerkln gs Ie 
doen. 
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SENIOR APTITUOE TEST: OCCUPATIONAL PROFILES/SENIOR AANLEGTOETS BEROEPSPRUFIELE 

This table gives the approximate average scores of the occupational profi les of a number of different occupations. 
Plot the scores of one or two occupations that interest you on your own (~en1or) Aptitude Categories Profile, and 
cOlllpare. 

Die tabel ~ui die benaderde gemiddelde tellings aan van ~ aantal verskil1ende beroepe. Plot op jou eie (S~) 
~!l1e.9~~~~~i~,e-.pr::9(.i~J dle tellings van een of bee van die beroepe wat jou intereseer, en verge1yt.. 
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APTITUOES/AANLEGTOETS ~ .~~ ~~ "'~ 00 ~ 0 ow ~~ .~ .. 
~ ~ .~ .~ ~ :0:;; o~ ~ .. ~~ -~ u u'" '" '" U"' <'0 U~ ",0 "' ~ u ~ ~ ~~ 0", "' "' ~~ g<1j B<1j g.,g 0 « w_ ~'" ~~ <~ 

1- Verbal Comprehens ion I Verba1e SeariD 6. S 6.7 5.9 6.9 6.2 6.8 6. 3 0.5 

2. Calculations I Berekeninae 5.8 6.2 5.7 6.5 5.9 6.5 6.4 :' .5 

3. Disguised words , I 
Woordbou 4. 5 5.5 5.6 6.1 5.7 6.3 5.0 ~ :i.0 : i 

4. Comparison 
, 

Verge1l'!< In9 5.5 5.4 5.8 6.4 4.8 5.3 5.0 6.0 

5. Pattern Completion I : 
PJtroon Voltooil na 6.6 6.8 5.6 6.7 5.4 6.5 5.8 1 •• 4 

6. Figural Series 1 1 
Figuurreekse 6.5 6.7 5.0 6.0 5.4 !~ ~s.5 1 

I 
7. Spatia l (2-0) : 

Ruimtellk ( 2-0 ) 6.8 6.5 4.7 5.5 5.7 6.4 5.9 6.5 

8. Spatial (3-0) I Ruimtel;k (3-0) 7.4 6.8 4.4 5.3 5.2 6.3 5.7 6.4 

9. Memory ( Par:~~aph) i I 
lieheue (Para raaf) 4.6 6.0 5.8 6.3 5.6 5.8 5.1 4.5 I 

10. t~emory (S)l1Ibo 1 s) I 
Geheue (Simbo1e) 5.7 5.5 5.1 6.1 5.1 5.6 5.1 5.1 I 

, 
1l. Co-ordination I 

Koord ina sie 5.6 5.2 4.7 5.5 5.1 5. 4 5.4 6.0 I 
12. Writing Speed I I Skryfspoed 5.6 5.2 5. 8 5.9 5.3 5.8 5.2 5.0 I I . 

Adapted from/Aangepas vall: HSRC Guidance Series / RGN Voorligtlngsreeks 
Uccupational Information / Beroepsinligting 
1982 and 1983 1982 en 1983 
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The Jung Personality Questionnaire is 
currently being tried out in a number of 
schools in the province and will only 
be made available to high schools if the 
results of these trials suggests that 
its purchase can be justified. 

Counsellors who are particularly keen to 
try it out should contact me personally . 
(A.J.J.B.). 

Die toets kan of in Engels of in Afrikaans 
afgel~ word. 

CE 9.5 



CE 9.6 

JUNG PERSONALITY QUESTIONNAIRE : USE OF TEST RESULTS 

Objective To provide pupils (and their parents) with informa
tion which will assist them to make maximum use of 
the result s of the Jung Personality Qustionnaire 
(JPQ) . 

Introduction: The JPQ is one of the forinal, prescribed tests 
which should be conducted in Std 9. The group test 
only takes about 30 minutes to complete, and both 
administration and scoring are quick and simple 
procedures. 

If maximum benefit is to be derived from the use of 
the test it is essential that pupils be suitably 
motivated and that they understand from the outset 
that the results obtained will only have real 
meaning when considered in conjunction with all 
other available information such as school achieve
ment, biographical data, ability, interests, 
aptitudes, aspirations, ideals, etc. Pupils must 
be to ld that they will be given an opportunity to 
integrate these re su lts with all other availab le 
information in a meaningful way (See CE9.7). 

Note: It is not counsellor's function to attempt 
a personaITty analysis after adminlstering thIS-
test. such-use·~s in -any event not recommended 
rn-the-rest mannual. It should also be noted that 
the Interpretation of the test results is essen 
traITy the role oFitralned ~rsons. The teacher
counsellor must not lnterpret-=-hey5he should only 
heI~he pupil conslder thoughfully the sort of 
careers thought to be most compatlble with the 
personality type which emerges after ~coring. This 
is always done i n th e light of all other available 
lnformat ion. 

The sole purpose of the use of the JPQ by coun
sellors is to provide an independent ana fairly 
objective measure of personali ty type so as to 
enable the pupil, in con junct ion with the coun
sellor, to consider the types of careers which have 
been found to be most compatible with their 
particular personality type. The emphasis therefore 
is on careers rather than the personality type. 
For this reason there is no need for counsellors 
to make a thorough study of the JPQ mannual beyond 
the admini s tration and scoring procedures, though 
it would be informative to have more than u mere 
superficial knowledge of the different personality 
types in quest~on. Should there be a particular 
need for a more detailed interpretation of the 
scores, either the Adviser for Counselling/Guidance 
or a Schoo l Psychologist must be approached. 
Counsellors are none-the-less referred to pages 
12 and 13 of the JPQ manual for an example of 
interpretation. 



Procedure 

CE 9.E 

Research has shown that there is a strong, signi fi 
cant relationship between personality type and 
vocational preference, as well as vocational 
satisfaction and success . It is well known for 
example that extraverts prefer working in situa 
tions which provide ample opportunity for dealing 
with other people and that introverts work best 
in compara tive isolation. The JPQ manual provides 
a li s t of careers which seem to be related to 
each personality type. (These have been reproduced 
for ready re fe rence on the pages which follow). 
Al though the general principles of this classif i
cation are supported by overseas research findings , 
it must be noted that the classification of 
careers according to the JPQ personality cate-
gories has not yet been validated in South Africa, 
and the information provided must therefore be 
used very cautiously. The use of the JPQ together 
with the SAT and 19FII results and all other infor 
mation collected by formal an d informal means, 
should conside rably facilitate the service offered 
by teacher - counsellor~. It must always be borne in 
mind, however, and this pOlnt must be clearly under 
stood by pupils and their parents, that the r esponsi 
bility of careers choice rest ~ firmly on the 
shoulders of the pupil. The c ounsellor's role is 
to fac i litate the process of deci~ion-making and 
not to make decisions for the pupil (See "Preamble" 
To Careers Education Programme) . 

1. Once the scoring has been completed (with the 
assistance of trained and responsible se n ier 
pupils i;: necessary), the anSVIer snee: ,; 
s hould be returned to the pupils together with 
a copy of the JPQ Explanatory Profile ~ CE 9 . 6) 
which could in-ractoe-coplcd on~o the t' ac"k-O"t 
the JPQ answer sheet. Pupi ls should then 
comp lete the JPQ profile - getting a friend 
to check that the converted scores are correctly 
plotted. The same procedure should t hen be 
repeated for the profile on the JPQ Explanatory 
Profile (CE 9.6) which attempts-Io·-provlde---
brief explanatory notes for the various traits 
etc. Some additional clarification may be 
needed from the counsel l or who should a lso 
explain how to identify the personality type 
which is to be entered in the space provided. 
Do not allow o r encourage too much discus sion 
at this point as the emphasis is on the 
careers which seem to be most compatible with 
the personality type identififd rather than 
the personality type itself. 



Resource 

CE 9.6 

2. Make copies of the various information sheets 
(CE 9.6) available to the pupil s - preferably 
by usi ng an OHP. Encourage them to jot down 

~~.frol!t . the appropriate sheet some of the careers . 
which might appeal to them. These should be 
written on the JPQ Explantory Profile (CE 9 . 6) 
together with, If they wish , the brief --
description of the personality type in question . 

)t.~his point there is bound to be a need fo r 
d iscussion,and every a tt empt must be made to 
avoid a situatio n where pupi l s are tempted to 
cohsider th e results in iso l ation and to take 
too seriously those careers which have been 
suggested as be ing perso na l i ty-appropri a t e . 

. Th~y shsmld be wa rned against telling their 
parent s that they have been a dvised by the 
counsellor to become a postman or policeman 
etc. ! 

The aim of th e e xerci se is t o provide an inde 
pendent, objective mea sure which may assist in 
the " iden t ifica ti o n of pe r so nality-appropri a te 
c areer fields. This p r ocess will hopefully 
help some pupil s t o clarify some of t he ir ideas , 
and possibly even encourage them to do some 
private research into these caree r fields . 

3. Conclude the le ss on by collecting , for safe 
keeping, all the information handed out , and 
by emphasising tha t there will be an oportuni t y 
at a later stage to integrate this and al l other 
information collected in a similar fashion. 
Emphasise that when thi s happens it will be 
most desirable that parents be included in the 
discu ss ion as we ll. 

Manual for the Jung Personality Question naire 
HSRC 1983 



cro 9.6 

JPQ EXPLANATORY PROFILE 

Research h~9 shown that there is a strong, significant relationsh~p between personality type and 
vocational preference, satisfaction and success. We know, for example. that those persons described 
a9 extraverts generally prefer to work in situations which provide ample opportunity for dealing 
with people, while those persons described as introverts tend to work best in comparative isolation. 

The Junq PerRonality Questionnair~ completed by you, attempts to classify you according to one of 
ejght different vp.rsonality types and then to provide you with a list of some of the careers thought 
to be suitable fnt your personality type. The careers named are for your ~uidance only, and must 
under no circumstances be seen as firm ind icatlons of \'Ihat fYOr shou la do w en ¥ou leave school . 
A-- i1ecrelonlnt.natreiaro-C;;:;;-Cn!y be takenIn the hght a -a i the factors whl.ch have been stressed 
dlirIn9. -Ene-course or-'tourCAREERs-~TI6N-PROGRAMME. I f one or -twoor-Ehe careers llsted as 
De-log suTEiGle;-appeiir to you, it 15 to be hope<rEhat""""You will be encouraged to do some private 
research and to discuss the matter with your teacher-counsellor. 

Re(er to the JPO answer sheet and transfer the converted scores from blocks r. 2 and 3 (ignore 4 ) 
to the relevant blocks on this sheet. Indicate your score by making a cross on the lO-point scale. 
Your teacher-counsellor will show you how to identify your personality type which should then be 
entered in the space provided. Thereafter all you have to do is to refer to the relevant list of 
careers whi c h are thought to be relevant for the personality type that has been identified. Your 
counsellor has different lists for each personality type. 

[~.l 

(mm 

~
ntrove 
012 
-------

rt (Il Extravert (E ) 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 _. 

F) Thinking (T) 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 --_. 

G;;-~~~ionaE·"· Sensation (s) I 
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 , 
._______ _ ___ .. ---1 

This scale attempts to gaque to what extent you may 
be described as primarily introverted or extraverted. 
A score of (1) would suggest that you tend to be very 
introverted whlle a score of (9) would suggest that 
you are highly extraverted. A score of (5) sU9gests 
that you have equal attributes of both i.e. an 
ambivert. 

This s cale tries to qague the relative strength of 
t he rational functions which make use of judgement 
to arrive at a deci sion . The Thinkini component 
consists of relating ideas to~other in order 
to arrive at a concept or solution. The Feel~ 
component on the other hand, involves the-a<:ceptance 
or rejection of an idea on the basis of whether it 
has pleasant or unpleasant connotations. 

This scale tries to gague the relative strength of 
the irrational functions which do not require judge
ment-rQr a solution. Sensation is used to indicate 
sense perception, wh ich compriSes all conscious 
experience produced by stimulation of the sense 
organs - sight, sound. smell, taste and touch. 
Intuition is an experience which appears 'out of 
the blue' rather than being produced by thinking 
and feeling. 

Personality Type D Description ; 

Note s Jot down here only careers which .,a~p"p"ei'a",12-:;to",,~Y-"07u. from the list of those said to be 
compatible with your personality type. Also jot down some careers which definitely do not 
appeal to you, and try to give brief reasons for your decision. 



CE 9. 6 
(In fo rmation Sheet) 

JUNG PERSONALITY QU EST IONNAIR E US E OF RES ULTS 

Personali t y type I nt rovers i on wi th Feel i ng a nd Int ui ti on 
( I FN ) 

PeopLe in this category are conscient ious workers who generaLLy prefer 
to work aLone or with few associates . They are none-the- Less 
considerate and friendLy towards their coLLeagues and are often 
sensitive observers of human reLationships . 

The following are examples of some careers which would 
probably suit this personality type and are provided for 
your guidance only. Remeber to consider this information 
in the light of all other available information. 

CAREERS REQU IRI NG STD 10 AND 
ADDITI ONAL TRAINING 

i ndustrial 
des i gne r 

scu lptor 

textile 
designer 

Col. fo r Ar t ; 3 y.; 
d ip!. 

Te c ; 3 y .; dipl. 

Tec ; 3 y. ; dip l . 

CAREERS REQU I RI NG STD 10 AND 
UNI VERS I TY TRAI NI NG' 

art i st 4 y . ; deg. 

art c r itic 3 y. ; deg . 

baller ina 3 y. i dipl . 

child 6- 7 Y· i deg . 
psychol og i st 

clinical 6 y . ; deg. 
psychologist 

criminologist 4 y. ; dcg . 

g rammar ian 3-5 y. ; deg . 

histor i an 3- 5 y. ; deg . 

librari an 4 y. ; deg . 

linguist 3 
+ deg. y. ; 

psychiatrist 9 y. ; deg . 

psychologist 6 y. ; deg . 

sociologi st 4- 5 y. ; deg . 

translator 3 y . ; deg. 



CE 9.6 
(Information Sheet) 

JUNG PERSONAL I TY QUESTIONNAIRE USE OF RESU LTS 

personality type Extraversion with Thinking and Sensation 
( ETS ) 

PeopZe in this category are generaZZy practicaZ and reaZistic , Zike 
to deaL with facts , and Zike mechanicaZ things such as cars and 
machi nes. They Like peopLe and are friendLy and easy- going. 

The following are examples of some careers which would 
appear to suit their personality type, and are provided 
for your guidance only. Remember to consider this information 
in the light of all other available information. 

CAREERS REQUIRI NG STD 10 AND 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

bank manager Tee; 3 y.; cor; dipl. 

branch manager Tec; 3 y.; dipl. 

building 
contractor 

buyer 

chartered 
secretary 

company 
secretary 

construction 
superviser 

department 
head 

detective 

Tec; 4 y. ; pt; dipl. 

is 

Tee; 3 y.; dipl. 

Tec; 3 y.; dipl . 

Tee; 4 y.; pt ; dipl. 

is 

Pol. Col.; pt 

hos te l manager Tec; 3 y.; dipl. 

housing 
manager 

marketing 
manager 

Tee ; 2 y.; cor;cert. 

Tec; 3 y.; dipl. 

officer (army) is 

opera singer Tec; 3 y.; dipl. 

optician Tec; 4 y.; dipl . 

policeman Pol . Col .; pt 

secretary 

spare part 
mana g er 

I
' Tec; 

1S 
I 

3 y.; cert. 

CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
UNIVERSITY TRAINING 

conveyancer 

credit 
controller 

dentist 

lawyer 

5-6 y.; deg . + dipl. 

3 y.; deg. 

5Y, y.; deg . 

4- 5 y.; deg. 

l ega l adviser 5 y.; deg. 

,magistr ate 4 y.; cor; dipl. 

officer 
(army) 

opthalmic 
surgeon 

public 
prosecutor 

4 y.; pt; deg. 

9 y.; deg. 

4-5 y.; deg . 

stage manager 2 y.; dipl. 



CE 9.6 
(INFORMATION SHEET) 

JUNG PERSONALITY QU ESI ONNAIRE USE OF RESULTS 

personality type Extraversion with Thi nkin g and Int u ition 
(ETN) 

PeopLe in this cateqoY'Y a~e usuaLLy quick , ':ngenious, Y'esouY'cefuL, but 
didike routine . They aY'e fY'iendLy, Like to use their powers of 
per-suasion to infLurnce 1-'1': , ',?Le , and can be inspir ing Leaders . 

The following are examples of some careers which would probably 
suit this personality type and are provided for your guida,nce 
only . Remeber to consider this information in the light of 
all other available information. 

CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
UNIVERSITY TRAINING 

aud i tor 

economic 
adviser 

financial 
manager 

indus tr ial 
adviser 

industrial 
manager 

insurance 
broker 

manager of 
computer 
section 

managing 
director 

marketing 
director 

production 
manager 

stockbroker 

wine-cellar 
manager 

6 y. ; der, . 

4 y. ; deg . 

3 y. j deg . 

4 - 5 y. ; deg. 

3 y . j deg 

3 y. j deg. 

3-5 y. ; deg. 

3 y. ; deg. 

3 y. ; deg . 

6 y. ; deg. 

3 y. ; deg. 

4 y. j deg. 



CE 9.6 
(INFORMATION SHE ET) 

JUNG PERSONALI TY QUESTIONNAIRE : USE OF RESULTS 

Persona l ity type Extra ve r s i o n with Feeling and Sensation 
( EF S) 

People in this categopy ape usually wapm-heapted, talkative , friendly, 
interested in people , populap with co- workeps, and active in society . 
'i'hey have good common sense in social matteps, enjoy pout ine wopk, 
hui dialike mechanical ppoblems. 

The following are examples of some careers which would 
probably suit this personal i ty type and are provided for your 
guidance only. Remember to consider this information in 
the light of all other available information. 

CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

beautician 

hotel 
rp.ccptionist 

'insurance 
agent 

occupational 
therapist 

personnel 
manager 

public 
relations 
officer 

receptionist 

sales manager 

secretary 

slimming 
specialist 

tour guide 

travel agent 

traveller 

Tee; 3 y. ; cert. 

lee ; 1 y.; cert . 

"t'ec; 3 y.; dipl . 

Co l. for Occupational 
Therapy; 3 y . ; dipl. 

Inst. for Pe~··:J . Man . ; 
4 y.; cor; dipl. 

Tee; 2 Y. i pt; cert . 

Tee; 1 y.; cert . 

is 

Tee; 1 y . ; cert. 

is 

Tee; 1 y.; pt; cert. 

Tee; 1 y. ; cert . 

is 

CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
UNIVERSITY TRAINING 

committee 3 y.; deg. 
clerk 

occupation-:ll 4 y . ; deg . 
therapist 

personnel 3 y. ; deg 
manager 

public 3 y. ; deg. 
relations 
officer 

radio 3 y.; deg. 
broadcaster 

recreation 4 y.; deg . 
officer 

speech 4 y.; deg. 
therapist 



CE 9.6 
(INFORMATION SHEET) 

JUNG PERSONALITY QUESTIONNAIRE USE OF RESULTS 

Personali ty type Extraversion with Feeling and Intuition 
(EFN) 

PeopLe in this category are usuaLLy warm-hearted, enthusiastic, sensitive, 
considerate, and are Liked by their companions . They Like peopLe and 
~ave a great deaL of insight into other peopLes' needs and probLems. 
They tend to soLve probLems with quick hunches rather than carefuL 
anaLysis. 

The following are examples of some careers which would 
probably suit this personality type and are provided for 
your guidance only. Remember to consider this information 
in the light of all other available information. 

CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

advertising Tec; 2 y. ; 
agent 

fashion Tee; 3 y. i 
designer 

graphic Tee; 3 y. ; 
designer 

interior Tee; 3 y. ; 
decorator 

journalist Tee; 3 y. ; 

photographer Tee; 3 y. ; 

teacher Teach. Col; 
(primary school 

windowdresser Tee. ;3 y. ; 

pt 

dipl. 

dipl. 

dipl. 

dip1. 

dipl. 

3 y. ; dipl. 

dipl. 

CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
UNIVERSITY TRAINING 

actor 3 y. ; deg. 

agricultural 4.y. ; dcg. 
extension 
officer 

ballet 4 y. ; dipl. 
teacher 

choirmaster 4 y. j deg. 

clergyman 5-7 y. i deg. 

concert 4 y. ; deg. 
pianist 

conductor 3-4 y. ; deg. 

diplomat 3-5 y. ; deg. 

dramatist 3- 5 y. ; deg. 

information 3 y. ; deg. 
officer 

journalist 4 y. ; deg. 

lecturer 4-7 y. ; deg. 

missionary 5-7 y. ; deg. 

politician 3 y. ; deg. 

pUblici ty 3 y. ; deg· 
officer 

sculptor 4 y. j deg. 

teacher 4 y. ; deg. 
(high school) 



CE 9.6 
(INFORMATION SHEET) 

JUNG PERSONALITY QUESTIONNAIRE USE OF RESULTS 

personality type Intraversion with Fee l i ng and Sen s a tion 
(IFS ) 

f'f1opZe in ihis category are usuaZZy quiet , fr iendZy , conscientious. 
Thr>y m'e pat ient with pY'Ob Zems but s Zow , though thorough wor kers who 
give much attention to de t aiL 

The fol l owing are examples of some careers which would 
probabl y suit this personality type and are provided f or your 
g uidance only . Remember to consider this i nf ormation i n the l igh~ 
o f a l l other a vailabl e i nformat i on . 

CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

chiropodist Tee; 3 y. ; dipl . 

dental Tee; 1 y. ; dipl . 
ass i stant 

( ~ 1 ! ~cl,r'C)(~ n- CSIR; 1 y. ; is ; cert. 
C('phflJ ogr t-.1ph i c 

techni cian 

matron Hasp. ; + - 8 y. ; pt; dip l. 
(hos pi tal) 

nurse Hasp. ; 3)', y. ; pt; dip l. 

physiothera- Col. ; 3 y. ; dipl. 
pist 

potter in a Tee; 3 y. ; dipl. 
studio 

radiographer Hasp. j 3 y. ; is; dipl. 

radio Hasp. ; 3 y. ; is; dipl. 
therapist 

social worke r Col . ; 3 y. ; dipl. 

COURSES REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
UNIVERSITY TRAINING 

animal nurse 2 y. ; dipl. 

doctor 6 y . ; deg. 
(general 
practi tioner) 

nurse 4 y. ; deg-

oral 2 y . i di pl . 
hygienist 

physician 9 y . ; deg. 

physio- 4 y . ; deg . 
therapist 

social 4 y. ; deg. 
worker 



JUNG PERSONAL I TY QUESTIONNAIRE 

CE 9.6 
(Information Sheet) 

USE OF RESULTS 

Personality type Intraversion wi t h Thinking and Intu i tion 
(ITN) 

PeopZe in this category are usuaZZy quiet, r eser ved , imaginative , 
criticaZ and aZoof . They tend to be individuaZists and enjoy theoreticaZ 
and scientific wor k . 

The following are examples of some careers which would 
probably suit this personality type and are provided for 
your guidance only. Remember to consider this information 
in the light of all other available information. 

CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING UN I VERSITY TRAINING 

ballistics Tee; 4 y. ; pt; dip1. actuary 6 y . ; di pl. 
expert advocate 5 y . ; deg . 
programmer Tee; 3 y . ; dipl . 

ag r onomis t 4 deg . y . ; 

ana lytical 3 y. ; dcg . 
chemist 

ar chae l ogis t 5 y. j deg . 

ar chitect 5 y. ; deg. 

ar chivist 4 y. ; deg. + 

astronome r 5 y. ; deg . 

atomic 4 y. + 
deg. ; 

psysicist 

biochemist 3 y. ; deg . 

biol ogical 3 y. ; deg . 
rese archer 

botanist 3 y . j deg . 

cartographer 3 y. ; deg . 

chemist 3 y . ; deg . 

c i ty plann( )r ~ y . ; rJ f · ~~ • 

c(JlIlpuLI'r' ' \ .Y • ; d ' ·~ . . 
scien t b it 

cost 3 y . ; deg. 
accountant 

curator 4 y. ; deg . + 

econometris t 3-5 y .; deg. 

dipl. 

di p 1 , 



CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

CE 9.6 
Personality type : ITN 

CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
UNIVERSITY TRAINING 

engineer 

- aercnautical 

- agricultural 

- chemical 

- civil 

- consulting 

- electronic 

- electrical 

- industrial 

- mechanical 

- mining 

entomologist 

ethnologist 

food 
scientist 

geographer 

geologist 

geophysicist 

hydrolog ist 

judge 

landscape 
architect 

l and 
surveyor 

manpower 
analyst 

marine 
biologist 

4-5 y.; deg. 

4-5 y.; deg. 

4-5 y.; deg. 

4-5 y.; deg. 

4-5 y.; deg. 

4-5 y.; deg. 

4-5 y.; deg. 

4-5 y.; deg. 

4-5 y.; deg. 

4-5 y.; deg. 

4-5 y.; deg. 

4 y.; deg . 

3 y.; deg. 

4 y.; deg. 

+ 
3 y. ; deg. 

4 y.; deg. 

4 y.; deg. 

4 y.; deg. 

5 y.; deg. 

4 y . ; deg. 

4 y . ; deg. 

3-5 y.; deg. 

4 y.; deg. 

master of the 4 y.; cor; dip l. 
supreme court 

mathematician 3 y.; deg. 

metallurgist 4 y.; deg. 

meteorologist 3 y.; deg. 

micro- 4 y.; deg. 
biologist 

nuclear 4 y.; deg. 
physicist 

oceanographer 4 y.; deg. 

palaeontolo- 4 d y.; ego 
gist 



CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

CE 9.6 
personality type: ITN 

CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
UNIVERSITY TRAINING 

pathologist 9 y. ; deg. 

physicist 3 y. ; deg. 

physiologist 3 y. ; deg. 

plant 4 y. ; deg. 
pathologist 

poul try 4 y. j deg. 
scientist 

programmer 3 y. ; deg. 

quanti ty 5 y. ; deg. 
surveyor 

researcher 3 
+ deg. y. ; 

statistician 3 y. ; deg. 

systems 3 y. ; deg. 
analyst 

zoologist 3 y. ; deg. 



CE 9.6 
( I n fo r mation Shee t ) 

J UN G PERSON ALI TY QU ESTIONNAIRE USE OF RESU LTS 

Pe rso nal i t y t y p e I nt ro versi o n wi t h Th i n k ing a nd Sen s ation 
(ITS) 

Peopk in this category are usuaLLy quiet , J'eserved, serious, pract -t:cal 
and c lear-minded. The y are conscient ious worker's who enjoy mechan1:ea l 
I,lo rk and L-ike to do their .Jork thoroughLy when Left to themselues . 

The following are examples of some careers which would probably 
suit this personality type and are provided for your guidance 
only. Remember to consider this information in the light 
of all other avai l abl e information . 

CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING UNIVERSITY TRAINI NG 

accountant Tee; 3 y. ; dipl. accountant 3 y. ; deg . 

administrative Tee; 3 y. ; dipl . agriculturist 4 y. ; deg. 
assistant 

anaesthe-::lst 9 y. ; deg . 
aeronautical Tee ; 4 y. ; pt. dipl. 
rrldio dairy 4 y. ; deg . 

t~chnician 
scientist 

agricultural Tee ; 3 y. ; pt; dipl. dietician 3 y. ; deg . 

extension economist 3 y. ; deg . 
officer 

fores t ry 4 y . ; deg. 
agr i cu l tural Tee ; 3 y. ; pt; dipl . officer 
researcher 

horti - 4 y . ; deg. 
analytical Tee; 3 y. ; pt ; dip l . culturist 
chemist 

household 4 y . j deg . 
analytical Tee; 3 y. ; pt; dipl . economist 
physicist 

nature 4 deg . y. ; 
architectural Tee; 2 y. ; pt; cert. conservation 
draughts man officer 

banker Tee; 3 y . ; cor; dipl. patent 4 y . ; cor ; di pl . 

beer brewi ng Tee; 3 y. ; pt ; dip l. agent 

techno l ogist pharmacist 4 y. ; deg . 

biochemist Tee; 3 y. j pt; dipl. radiol ogist 9 y. ; deg. 

bookkeepr Tee ; 3 y. ; dipl . specialist 9 y. ; deg. 

builder Tee; 4 y. ; pt ; dipl . surgeon 9 y. ; deg. 

building Tee; 4 y. ; pt; dipl . veterinary sY, y. ; deg . 
surveyo r sur geon 

cartographer Tee ; 3 y. ; pt; dipl . 

ear terer Tee j 2 y . ; eer t-

• 



CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

chemical Tee. ; 4 y. ; 
technologist 
(plastics ) 

cost Tee; 3 y. ; 
accountant 

draughtsman Tee; 3 y. ; 

engineering Tee; 4 y. ; 
technician 

- civil Tee; 4 y. ; 

- diesel Tee; 4 y. ; 

- electrical Tee; 4 Y· i 

- electronics Tee; 4 Y· i 

- mechanical Tee; 4 y. ; 

- production Tee; 4 y. ; 

engineer- Tee; 4 y. ; 
officer 
(marine) 

explosives Tee; 4 y. ; 
expert 

pt; dipl. 

pt; cert. 

pt; dipl. 

pt; dipl. 

pti dipl. 

pt; dipl. 

pt; dipl. 

pt; dipl. 

pt; dipl . 

pt; dipl. 

pt; cert. 

pt; dipl. 

farmer Agric. Col. ; 2 y. ; dipl. 

fireman Tee; 3 y. ; pt; dipl. 

flight is 
controller 

field Tee; 3 y. ; pt; dipl. 
technologist 

forester Saasveld; 3 y. ; pt; 
dipl. 

geological Tee; 3 y. ; pt; dipl. 
technician 

health Tee; 3 y. ; dipl. 
inspector 

horticulturist Tec; 3 y. ; pt; dipl. 

hydrological Tee; 3 y. ; pt; dipl. 
technician 

inspector of Tee; 4 y. ; pt; cert. 
weights and 
measures 

insurance is 
assessor 

library 
assistant is 

livestock Tee; 3 y. ; pt; dipl. 
inspector 

CE 9.6 
personality type :ITS 

CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
UNIVERSITY TRAINING 



CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

material 
tester 

meat 
inspector 

medical 
representative 

medical 
technologist 

metallurgist 

metereological 
technician 

microbiologist 

mine sampler 

mine surveyor 

munition 
technician 

nature 
conservation 
officer 

Tec; 3 y.; pt; dipl. 

Tec; 3 y.; pt; dipl. 

Tee; 2 y.; cor; cert. 

Tec; 4 y.; pt; dipl. 

Tee; 4 y.; pt; dipl. 

Tec; 3 y.; pt; dipl. 

Tec; 3 y.; pt; dipl. 

Mine; 2 y.; pt; cert. 

Mine; 2Yz u.; pt; cert. 

Tec; 4 y.; pt; dipl. 

Tec; 3 y.; pt; dipl. 

navigator is 
(air force) 

navigating 
officer 
(merchant navy) Acad.; 3 ~'.; pt; cert. 

oceanographer 

orthopaedic 
technician 

pharmacist 

pilot (defence 
force) 

plant 
inspector 

radio 
operator 

radio 
technician 

registrar 
of deeds 

stage design 

sugar 
technologist 

Tec ; 3 y .; pt ; dipl . 

Hosp.; 5 y.; pt; dipl . 

Tec; 4 y.; dipl. 

is 

Tee; 3 y. ; pt; dipl. 

Tee ; 3 y. ; pt; cert . 

Tee; 4 y. ; pt; dipl. 

Justice; 3 y. ; cor; dipl I 

Tee; 3 y. ; dipl. 

Tee; 4 y. ; pt; dipl. 

CE 9.6 
Personality type ITS 

CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
UNIVERSITY TRAINING 



CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

surveyor Tee; 3 y. ; 
(topographical) 

technician Tee; 4 y. ; 

town and Tee; 4 y. ; 
regional 
planner 

veterinary Tee; 3 y. ; 
technologist 

water Tee; 3 y. ; 
purification 
technologist 

work study Tee; 3 y. ; 
officer 

/psfm 

pt; dipl. 

pt; dipl. 

pt; dipl. 

pt; dipl. 

pt ; dipl. 

dipl. 

CE 9.6 
pe~sonality type: ITS 

CAREERS REQUIRING STD 10 AND 
UNIVERSITY TRAINING 



CE 9 . 7 

This lesson is being designed to facilitate 
the integration of all relevant information 
collected by both formal and informal means 
from all sections of the guidance programme 
Careers Education, personal/Social, and 
Educational Guidance. 

The guidelines for this lesson, together 
with the accompanying PERSONAL PROFILE 
SHEET, will be produced once the entire 
guide has been completed. Counsellors are 
therefore asked to ensure that all relevant 
information, collected by formal and 
informal means, ~ s stored in such a way 
that it can be retrieved for each pupil 
when required i.e. filed or kept in 
individual folders. 



Objective 

Procedure 

APPLYING FOR A POST 

To make pupils awar e of the importance of giving the 
necessary time and attention to detail to the prepa
ration of CV's, letters of Application, and Job Ap
plication forms. 

1. Recap briefly on the sources d f career i nformation 
(CE8.3) and of the need for careful evaluation of 
job advertisements (CE 9.1). 

2. Ask pupils what they believe to be the most cor
rect and effective methods of applying for a post, 
and what information they would include when making 
an application. (Limit this to a brief discussion 
only) . 

3. Stress the importance of taking care and trouble 
over an application - the CV and covering letter -
right down to the smallest detail. Anything less 
than the best will not be good enough. Point out 
that it is a fact that people who phone up for 
jobs and interviews rarely get them! 

4. Emphasise the need to have certified copies made 
of all relevant documents well in advance of any 
application i.e. Senior Certificate (Matriculation 
Certificate), degree and diploma certificates. 

5. Describe a Curriculum Vitae (CV) and its siynifi 
cance - that it is a basic list detailing ones 
background and achi evements. It is not an auto
biography and must t herefore be to the point and 
tailored to the spec ific post for which one is 
applying. 

Empl oye rs have frequently to sift throuCJli 1.L\:ge 
numbers of app lications and long, rambl ing CV's 
are less likely to "stick in the employer's mind" . 
The object of the CV is to t ell the prospective 
employer that one is just the sort o f person he/she 
is looking for! 

6. Use an OHP or hand out copies of The Curriculum 
Vitae (CE 10.1). Go through the different sections 
asking for comments, suggestions, for additions etc. 
Deal with queries as they arise. 

7. Use an OH~ or hand out copies of The Eye Ca tching 
Covering Letter (CE 10.1). Discuss this by re
fering to Some Essential Features of the C~vcring 
Letter (CE 10.1). Point out the importan ce of 
layout. The example given is a typewrittcn letter, 
but a hand written covering letter may be cons.ideJO_cd 
b~ some to be preferable, though this is by no means 
necessarily so today. 



Resources 

CE 10.1 

8. As the correct completion of application forms 
is an equally important activity it might be 
wise to collect various ex·amples of these for 
discussion and/or completion in class. It is 
unlikely though that this and all other activi
ties already outlined can be completed in a 
single period and if this activity is to be in
cluded it will be essential to set aside two 
periods for CE 10.1. 

9. Ask all pupils (as a H/W exercise) to prepare 
their own CV's and to write a covering letter 
to job advertisements selected by them from any . 
source. Provide each pupil with an outline for 
both the CV and the covering letter - Suggested 
Outlines - CV and letter of Application (CE 10.1). 
Collect the letters and CV's at a later stage 
and provide appropriate feed back. There is little 
point in the exercise if pupils are not given ? 

opportunity to get some feed-back. 

Note It might be possible to use much of the 
information supplied in the CV as the 
source of information for an end-of-year 
testimonial thereby increasing the im
portance and legitimacy of the exercise. 

1. Lindhard, N. What can I do? 
Pub. by Longmans, Cape To·.m 1980. 

2, Sims, B. Moving up - Selling yourself on the SA 
Job Market 
Pub. by Divar;s Steyn, Cape Town 1984. 



....... L ,J... ,J .,J... 

SOME ESSENTIP.L FEATURES OF A COVERING LETTER 

Why your Covering Letter is Important 

Your covering letter is just the first of many moves in a job 
search. Devote the same attention to it as you would to your 
CV and interview - and you may find that step leading you 
straight to the job you want. This letter is the first glimpse 
a potential employer gets of you, and the impression it creates 
will stick in his mind and colour many of the judgements he will 
make about you and your ability to do the job. 

Type or write an Original Letter for each CV you send 

Unless the advertisement you are answering specifically asks you 
for a handwritten reply, use a typewriter - if possible an elec
tric one with self-correcting key and a clear, unadorned typeface -
the standard for business letters in the 80s. Script typefaces 
could label you as being unfamiliar with the world of business. 

Letters that are photoco?ied are an insult. They say: "You aren't 
worth the trouble of writing a fresh original". 

Use plain,white high quality, standard .size stat:Lonery 

Sending scented mauve stationery or paper adorned with flowers, 
scenic wonders, or Snoopy cartoons are sure ways to self-destruct. 
This is a business letter, aimed at establishing you as a sensible, 
reliable person. 

Make the letter clean, straightforward, and impeccably written 

Spelling, grammar, sentence structure, punctuation, and format 
should all be perfect. Before polishing a final versio n, show a 
clear intermediate draft to someone with editorial skill - such 
as a professional writer or an English teacher - who can double
check these details. Awful mistakes that are invisible to you 
will jump out at someone else. 

One great advantage of a self-correcting typewriter is that your 
corrections don't show; painted corrections and those made with 
correcting paper strips draw attention to themselves, advertising 
you as a slip-shod worker. 

Send the letter and CV to a person - not a company, office, depart
ment or title 

Don't address your letter to "Personel Director", "Chairnlan", 
"XYZ Corporation", or any other faceless entity. If you know 
someone in t~= company, ask her for a name. If you are starting 
out blind, ring the company yourself and ask for the name of an 
executive in the ~epartment in which you want to work. 

Don't send the letter to the persornel director even if you do 
know her name - although both letter and CV may eventually wind up 
on her desk, they'll carry more weight if they've been shuttled 
there by another executive in the firm. 



CE 10.1 

If you have a connection, ask for permission to use his or her name 

in the letter - and then use it in the first sentence 

Whether your connection works in the company or is an outsider with 
influence, that person's credential will subconsciously be trans
ferred to you by whoever tends your letter - to your great advan
tage. 

If you don't have a connection, your first sentence should tell 
the recepient how you found out about the job opening - an indus
try source, and advertisement. Although not as profitable as a 
connection, this does indicate that you know how to conduct a job 
search. 

If you are simply posting off a stack of letters and CVs blind, 
without knowing if a specific position is available, use the first 
sentence to state your interest in a particular job, then note 
your knowledge of the company. 

Don't be whimsical, naive, chatty, intimate or strident 

The purpose of the covering letter is to convince the recipient 
to read your CV. Don't try to inject "personality" into your 
writing: you'll have ample opportunity to show how attractive, 
intelligent and competent you are during the interview. 

In general, your first paragraph should express interest in a spe
cific position and say you've enclosed a CV, in the second para
graph, establish your credentials and knowledge of the company. 
Use the third to request an interview. These three paragraphs are 
all you need. 

End the letter with a Jraceful final sentence thanking the 

recipient for his or her consideration, followed by an appropriate 

closing 

• 'Consideration is a wonderfully double-barrelled word since it means 
both "sympathetic attention" and "evaluation". 

Sign your name in blue or black pen - and avoid the loops and 
little circles over the i's that you adopted in adolescence. The 
impact of a perfect covering letter can be destroyed by an overly 
idiosyncratic signature. 

Adapted from Cosmopolitan, April 1984 



SUGGESTED OUTLINE - CURRICULUM VITAE 

Name 

Horne Address 

Telephone Number 

Place and date of birth 

Schooling 

Qualifications (give de

tails of subjects, horne 

language, bilingualism 

and other certificates, 

drivers licence, etc.) 

Specific Achievements 

(Prizes, awards, prefectshipJ etc.) 

Activities 

(Clubs, societies and sporting, etc.) 

Interests and Hobbies 

Career interests (and Aspirations?) 

(Include reference to part-time em

ployment and work experience) 

Referees 



CE 10.1 

SUGGESTED OUTLINE - LETTER OF APPLICATION 

Address 
Postal Code 
Telephone No. 
Date 

MR xxxxxxxx 
Name of Company 
Address of Company 

Dear Mr xxxxxxx 

Name your connection - where you read about the job 
and/or who told you about it and refer to your CV 
enclosure. 

Cite your credentials - give a brief biographic de
scription - and mention any knowledge you may have 
of the organisation in question. 

Ask for a reply · and an appointment and indicate: how 
vou can be contacted. 

Yours sincerely 

Sign your name in b l ack or blue 
ink if our letter is t ewritten 

Note The letter may be either typed or handwritten. In 
either event every possible attention to detail must 
be taken. A poorly-written letter and a ; brilliant CV 
will both land in the waste paper basket. 

Adapted from: Lindhard N. ;~hat can I do? (p.52) 
Ra~sen, J. Get a Job with the Right Letter. 

Cosmopolitan, April 1)84 



THE EYE CATCHING COVERING LETTER 

Mr David Todd 
Senior Editor 
Premier Publishing Company 
Box 231 
Cape Town 
8000 

Dear Mr Todd 

60 Kloof Street 
Cape Town 
8001 

tel: 23-3231 

2 April 1984 

I.....L l. U .l. 

Charles Peterson suggested I write to you regarding an opening for 
the position of editorial assistant. I've enclosed my curriculum 
vitae with this letter. 

Having worked at Brentwood Publishing in Johannesburg and Best 
Books in Durban, I am familiar with office routine at publishing 
houses, I am, of course, aware of the growth of Premier and of its 
highly regarded place in the industry. 

I would appreciate the opportunity to arrange an appointment with 
you to discuss my qualifications, and look forward to hearing from 
you soon. Thank you very much for your consideration. 

Yours sincerely 

Judith Carson 

Enc. 

An Alternative opening paragraph might read : 

I am writing in answer to an employment advertisement your 
company placed in the Herald for an editorial assistant. I 
would like to apply for the job and enclose my CV with this 
letter. 

From Cosmopolitan, April 1984 

cb 



OBJECTIVE 

PROCEDURE 

CE 10.2 

THE INTERVIEW 

To alert pupils to some of the likely questions 
and approaches to be adopted during a job interview. 

(1) Read Preparing for the Interview (CE 10.2), 
pa~sing to make any comme nt s and/or observa 
tions that you consider to be appropriate. 
Allow some time for discussion and feed-back, 
possibly relating your own experiences of 
the interview situation, or asking pupils 

" • II who may already have gone through the mlll 
to relate theirs. 

(2) Read Employee Selection - a modern 
perspective (CE. 10.2) as a way of illustrating 
that much more than an informal chat or 

( 3 ) 

formal interview ma y be required when 
responding to an advertisement for a job. 
Stress the importance of preparation before 
an interview and allow some time for discussion. 

Hand out (or project on an OHP) The 
some questions you might be asked. 
and discuss points as they arise. 

Interview -
(CE 10.2) 

(4) Discuss some of the points made in Tips on 
Interviewing - questions you should and should 
not ask (CE 10.2). Highlight t hose points 
which would appear to be most important.· 

( 5 ) Hand out (OY project on an OHP) 
how the interviewer may rate you 
Highlight those points which you 
to be ~~st important. 

The Interview -
(CE 10.2) . 

would consider 

ADDITIONAL PROCEDURE : It would naturally be desirable for 
pupils to have an opportunity to be 
interviewed by you , but since it is 
unlikely that you would be able to 
give all Std 10 's such an opportunity 
it might be possible to simulate an 
interview situation in t he classroom. 
Get those not directly involved to ra te 
the performance of the interviewee and 
to comment afterwards. Role-playing, 
if properly prepared, can also be most 
effective. 

Note : If some simulated interv iewing 
is tv be attempted it must be done during 
a separate lesson i.e. after points 1 - 5 
above have been dealt with. It will not 
be possible to cover these points and 
a simulated interview in one lesson. 

RESOURCES :/ 
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Lindhard M and Africa H. The World of Work in 
South Africa 
Pub. Longma~ Penguin SA 
Hy (Ltd) 1978 

Lindhard H. What can I do? 
Pub. Longman Penguin SA (Pty) Ltd -
1980 

Sims,B Moving Up - selling yourself on the SA 
job market 
Pub. Divaris steyn 1984 

George D. How to Prepare for Interviews - a 
practical guide 
Pub. Harrap (London) 1981 
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PREPARING fOR THE INTERVIEW 

The applicant must be prepared to answer a lot of questions 
and will have to discuss facts, opinions, attitudes and 
values. 

1\ ' :', lIilII'JfI 'ju',:;L j (In ur;ked lS - "What are your strengths and 
w' : ~knu~Huu?" This should be considered beforehand and the 
answer reflects the person's self-image and indicates his 
l eve l of maturity. 

The applicant might also be asked to comment on such things 
as what turns him/her on or off in relation to wor~ as a 
way of determining how he will interact with people. 

The applicant must also be prepared to answer questions on 
his/her hobbies, interests and plans. 

The less work experience she/he has, the more the questions 
will be future orientated. "Where do you see yourself in 
the future?" 

This sort of thing must be considered beforehand as it shows 
planning and maturity. 

Do not ta lk youself out of a job by talking too much. Use 
your discretion, be wise in how much you say. And, when it 
comes to your turn to question the employer, don't get 
bogged down asking about service conditions. 

Questions should, however, be asked about how the job can· 
grow, the prospects available, and how the individual can 
develop within the job/as the aoplicant will not be at the 
same level in two years time. He must know about how the 
job will develop and how he can turn it into a career. 
This will help him make ~ wise decision. 

Before the interview ends, the applicant must be sure he 
knows what his next step will be. A decision must be taken 
on whether he should telephone back or wait for a le tter. 
He must also have clarity about the main conditions of pay. 

Adapted from The Daily News, september 1979 
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EMPLOYEE SELECTION - A MODERN PERSPECTIVE 

As costs of recrui tme nt and training spiral ever upwards the 
old "friendly chat" or "amateur psychologist" methods of 
recruitment are being found to be very costly . Recently an 
American system of selection has found increasing popularity 
with many South African companies, it is cal l ed "Targeted 
Selection" This system bases itS philosophy on the Chinese 
proverb that "you cannot make a silk purse out of a sow ' s 
ear." The right person for the right job cuts down on 
training costs and is more likely to result, it is argued, 
in a happy employee who will stay in his job for a long time. 

Unlike other selecti on procedures, Targeted Selection does 
not rely on theoretical questions of "What would the e mployee 
do if he were in a particular situation", nor on vague 
psychological theories manifest in questions such as "what 
is your favourite colour?" Instea~ two areas are closely 
scrutinized. First, the dimensions needed to do the job, 
such as tolerance for stress, stamina , persuasiveness , 
ability to communicate, and secondly, the behaviour the appli cant 

has shown in the past where these dimens i ons have been 
displayed - the assumption being that if a person has proved 
to be honest in the past he is likely to co n tinue to show 
this behaviour. 

The Interview 

An applicant is interviewed by at least two interviewers. 
When the appli c ant first e nter s the room the first i nterviewer 
will probably offer the app licant a cup o f tea or coffee and 
try to let the applicant feel at ease .. General questions are 
usually asked after the interviewer has e xplained to the 
applicant the format of the interview and that a second 
interview will follow . Questions on transpor t , family 
stability and past work experience are routine and " hv 'Lld all 
be answered as honestly as possible, as any fal s e informacl"' :' 
given could later be found to be untrue a nd this would 
result in dismissal even if the applicant ha s been employed. 

After the background information has been collected, in depth 
questions are asked by focusing on the prospec t ive employee's 
responses to questi ons about actual behaviour. Questions 
such as "When was the last time that you were angry?" Answe cs 
are then rat~d independently by the two interviewers on a 
5-point scale. 

At the conclusion o f the interview, the appli c ant is t ol ~ 
about the company, job , fringe benefits, and i s given the 
opportunity to ask any questions that he might want answers 
to. The applicant is also told when the next interview will 
be held. 

The second interviewer does not go into the background 
information in as much detail and will not need to give the 
applicant information about the company a n d fringe 
benefits if this has already been done. If these two 
interviewers are to b e the only people to decide on the 
application, the applicant would be told by when he can 

expect to bel 
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expect to be informed of the outcome. 

After the two interviews have been completed, the interviewers 
come together to discuss their ratings and an integrated 
rating is decided upon. It is on the basis of this combined 
rating that a hire/no hire decision is reached. If the 
applicant is successful he/she will usually get a formal job 
offer following which salary will be discussed. 

The advantage of Targeted Selection is firstly that decisions 
are taken on known past behaviour and secondly that by 
involving at least two interviewers, and giving a very 
structured interview, personality clashes are minimized . The 
aim of this method is to predict the future on the basis of 
the known past. 

V. COX 

SCHOOL COUNSELLOR (FORMERLY PERSONNEL OFFICER INVOLVED WITH 
RECRUITMENT) 

/ sb 
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PREPARING FOR THE INTERVIEW 

One's first interview is often seen as an ordeal to be dashed 
through as quickly as poss1ble. If this is your idea, the 
chances are you won't be successful - even if you have some
thing to offer. 

The job interview lS one of life's rituals - a pattern of 
behaviour that one adapts in an uncertain situat ion. The i nter
view is uncertain bot h from the point of the employer and the applicant. 

The uncertainty leads co tension and the ritual of the 
interview, which is us ual ly played out across a desk, is 
devised to reduce tension. 

The core of the ritual for the employer is the questioning 
which progresses from small talk, designed to break the ice, 
to more in-depth subjects related to values and motives. The 
r1tual for the applicant is to answer these questions and to 
make a good presentation of himself. 

Through his questions, the employer is trying to find out 
five things 

(I) whether the appliant is the best qualified persoll tor 
the job; 

(2) whether she/he Ilill fit into the team or "personality" 
of the group; 

(3) whether the person can grow into moce senior jobs; 

(4) whether the person is likely to stay for a reasonable 
time; 

(5) whether the company can pay the person. 

The applicant on the other hand must find out something 
about the company in advance. Different companies have 
different working environments and whether this is a tight, 
secure set-up, or a relaxed, creative atmosphere will, 
depending on his personalit~ affect his happiness. 

It is a good idea for the applicant to take a portfolio with 
him to the interview. In this he can carry his vital 
statistics in the sense of a curriculum vitae, any letters 
of reference, any successful projects done during school 
years, or certificates if he is coming from university. Stich 
a portfolio can help prevent him from becoming unst uc k if 
the interview should get disorganised. 

Physical appearance at the interview is important. Most 
young p=ople Gress very well, but grooming is also important, 
and this should be in accordance with the type of organisa
tion which will de~ermine the hair length and the style of 
dress. 

The applicant must bel 



THE INTERVIEW - SOME QUESTIONS YOU MIGHT BE ASKED 

1. Tell me something about yourself. 

2. How well did you do in your recent examinations? 

3. Which subjects did you like best at school? 

And why did your prefer these? 

4. How did you hear about this job? 

5. Why do you want this particular kind of work? 

6. Tell me how you spend your spare time. What are your 
sports and hobbies? 

7. How do you spend your evenings? 

CE 10.2 

8. Which are the last three books you have read, apart from 
school textbooks? 

9. Have you any plans for further study? 

10. What are you r streng ths? 

What are your weaknesses? 

11. Why did you decide to apply for this position? 

12. What is your greatest regret in life? 

13. What are you hoping to find in this job? 

14. Are you willing to work anywhere? 

15. Where do you want to be five years from now? 

16. What type of people are you happie st to work with? 

17. What makes you think you can do this job? 

18. What . type of boss do you prefer? 

19. Do you prefer to work on your own or with people? 

20. How important is praise to you? 

21. What will you do if you are not offered this position? 

22. How ambitious are you? 

23. What salary are you looking for? 

24. What is your definition of loyalty in a job? 

25. How well do you interact with people? 

26. What additional questions do you have? 

Adapted from : Sims, B. Moving Up - selling yourself on the SA 
job Market, Pub . Divaris Stevn 1984 
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TIPS ON INTERVIEWING - QUESTIONS YOU SHOULD 
AND SHOULD NOT ASK 

Getting the job you want depends a great deal on the 
impression you make during a job interview. But most job 
hunters equate the word "interview" with something akin 
to "inquisition". They concentrate so hard on thinking of 
answers to the interviewer's questions that they overlook 
the importance of the questions they themselves can ask. 

Asking the right questions not only ensures a lively 
discussion - it makes the interviewer's job easier. The 
person who is interviewing you was once on your side of 
the desk and will be again. Realise that the interview is 
a joint enterprise. It's a disservice to the interviewer to 
think that he or she should take charge. 

But the best reason to ask questions during an interview is 
to get the information you need to make an informed decision 
should the company make you an offer. 

Not all questions are created equal, however, and there are 
some you're better off not asking at all. Here's a list of 
do's and don'ts to start you 'thinking about how to 'make your 
next interview the most successful one ever. 

Questions you should ask 

1. *QQESTIONS ABO UT THE POSITION AND ITS RESPONSIBILITIES 

Find OUt specifically what the job is. What will you have 
to do? Just knowing you are being interviewed for a 
secretarial or copy-writing position is not enough -
certainly not all secretaries or copy-writers perform 
interchangeable functions. 

2. *QUESTIONS ABOUT TaE QU ALIT IES AND SKILLS THE INTERVIEWER 
IS LOOKING FOR 

Ask what qualities the interviewer is looking for in 
candidates for the position in question and then discuss 
the ways your capabilities and experience relate to 
these qualities. 

3. *QUESTIONS ABOUT "NORIIAL" ~ORKING HOURS AND CONDITIONS 

One way of finding out about your hours is to ask 
questions using "professional" language. Ask what kind 
of work schedule is expected of you. If working evenings 
and weekends is something you'll be expected to do 
regularly, you should know it. One bank official 
answered a question about normal working hours by saying, 
"The job is over when the job is over". That's a tip-off 
that this is n ~t a lights-out-at-five company. 

4. *QUESTIONS ABOUT THE/ 
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4. *QUESTIONS ABOUT THE NORMAL CHANNELS FOR ADVANCEMENT IN 
THE COMPANY 

Don't forget to ask about career possibi li ties, if they 
are important to you. Women think it is aggressive to 
ask about promotion opportunities. It isn't. And if 
you don't ask , you may find yourself in a dead-end job. 

5. *QUESTIONS WHETHER THE COMPANY PROVIDES TRAINING, EITHER 
ON THE JOB OR OUTSIDE THE OFFICE 

Ask whethe£ additional training is necessary and if the 
company it self offers such training. Companies vary in 
the training programmes they offer their staff. They 
can range from walking in on Monday and having somebody 
throw a company catalogue at yo~ to giant conglomerates 
that are noted for their long, elaborate training 
programmes. 

6. *QUESTIONS ABOUT PERIODIC PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS AND PAY 
REVIEWS 

One recruiter strongly suggests that you make sure you 
know how the company decides whether you have done a good 
job. How will you be rated? Don't wait until after you 
have been hired to find out , for example, tha t this 
particular company does not have pa y review~-ever. 

7. *QUESTIONS ABOUT THE SALARY RANGE 

Most experts agree that you sho u ld resist the urge to 
raise the salary questioll an d t hat yo u should let the 
employer name a figure first - if for no other reason 
than that the employer's figure may be higher than yours. 
If the interviewe1 0~ esn't mention mon e y, a t th e end 
of the interview you might say, "We ha v en' t discussed 
salary. Can you tell me what the rang e is?" 

8. *QUES TIONS ABOUT THB NEXT STEP IN THE INTERVIEWING PROCESS 

Is this the first interview of many or will a decis i on be 
made based on this interview? After a succes s ful inter
view at a local school board, one woman thought she had 
just landed a well-paid job. She wa s very disappointed 
to discover that she still had to pas s an exam and survive 
several more rounds of interviews. To avoid sim i lar 
disappointment ask what the next st e p will be. 

Questions you should avoid asking : 

1. *QUESTIONS THAT SOUND AS IF YOU ARE INTERVIEWING THE 
INTERVIEWER 

You want to pose questions to find o ut about the job and 
the organisation, not the person behind the desk. It's 
inappropriate to ask personal questions about the 

interviewer's educational/ 
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interviewer's educational background or where he or she 
worked before. This is where the interview is a one-way 
street. 

2. *QUESTIONS THAT WILL PUT THE INTERVIEWER ON THE SPOT 

Avoid asking questions that the interviewer may have 
trouble answering honestly. What are the best and worst 
aspects of this job?" " Is this depart ment considered 
strong?" "What are you like to work for?" and "How are 
women treatEd Rt this company?"- all are good examples 
of BAD question s for most interview situations. 

3. *QUESTIONS THAT BROADCAST THAT YOU HAVEN'T DONE ENOUGH 
HOMEWORK OR RESEARCH 

It's wasteful to spend time finding out genera l informa
tion when you could (and shoul d) be asking more important 
questions . Unless you are being interviewed by an 
obscure (or secret) organisation, you should have some 
idea of what the company does or produces. I f you are in 
doubt, ask the company to send materials to you when the 
interview is arranged. 

4. *QUESTIONS THAT TIP THE INTERVIEWER OFF TO A PROBLEM YOU 
MIGHT HAVE 

Don't ask questions such as, "Are people in tt1i s depart ,:",,,,:. 
easy to get al ong with?" or, "My former employer was bossy; 
are people here like that?" Defensive questions suggest 
to the interviewer that you have had these problems beEor ~ . 

5. *QUESTIONS THAT CAUSE THE INTERVIEWER TO WONDER ABOUT YOUR 
PRIORITIES 

In this category are questions about beneEits and days ofE. 
One recruiter said, "Don't ask questions tha t d,iik,. '" 
uneasy about your commitment to the job. I f your Li L ~ . 
questions to me a~e "How fl exible are the work hours?" and 
"Can I work at home? I am going to be very concerned." 

"I don't like young people to ask about pension s or 
benefits at all," agrees a recruiter for a major accDunting 
firm. "It gives me the impression that the person is more 
concerned with fringes than with substance". You have 
every right to know if you will get more than one week's 
vacation or if you will have company-sp()nsored health , 
accident or dental insurance, but save jour benefi t questions 
until after you are of fered the job. 

Adapted from ~2plying for a Post produced by the Student 
Advisory Service, Rhodes University, Grahamst own 

Isb 
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TIlE INTERVIEW: HOW TIlE INTERVIEWER MAT RATE TOU (A TEll POINT SCALE) 

2 

PERSONAL APPEARANCE 

Poor appearance. 
careless, unkempt 

PHYSICAL CHARAC1ERISTICS 

Pale. unfit 

VOICE 

Unpleasant, 
irritat1ng 

POISE 

III at ease, 
embarrassed 

3 4 

No evidence of 
special care 

Subject to minor 
aliments, not clean 
cut 

Hard to hear, 
speaks indistinctly 

Somewhat i 11 at 
ease 

ABILITY TO EXPRESS HIMSELF 

Confused. i 1109ica1 

SELF -CONF lOENCE 

Timid or cocky 

EOUCATION 

Lacks fundamental 
training for the job 

INIELlIGlNC[ 

Slow, thick-witted 

AMBlllON 

Ambitions not in 
1 lne wi th job 

PERSONAL I TV 

Not suitable for 
this job 

2 

Somewhat scattered 
and involved 

Hesitant or 
o .... erbearing 

Fair education 
for the job 

Has little to offer. 
rather dull 

Wants job but not 
thinking beyond it 

Personality 
questionable for 
the job 

3 4 

General (v if appropriate) 

(II S/ he appears to be open-minded ~ 
(21 S/he appears to be a hard worker D ; 

5 6 

Generally neat, of 
good appearance 

Looks to be in good 
trim physically 

Pleasant, good 
tone 

Shows no unusual 
lack of poi se 

Gets ideas across 
fairly well 

Reasonable 
assurance 

Good educational 
background for the 
job 

Grasps things easily. 
is a good listener 

Wants to work. 
~ants to get ahead 

Personal ity 
satisfactory for 
the job 

5 6 

honest 0 ; 

have initiative I 
(JI S/ he appears to be loyal and likely to remain with the company for 

7 

Ci5reful of 
appearance 

8 

Looks energetic. 
clear skin and 
alert 

9 10 

Immaculate in dress 
and person 

Seems to be 1n 
excellent condition 

Very clear. easy to Unusually pleasing fn 
understand quality. strength and 

clarity 

Apparently entirely Unusually self-
at ease possessed 

Logical. clear and 
convincing 

Very sure of 
himself 

Good education. is 
impro .... 1 ng 1 t by 
further study 

Alert. asks intel
ligent questions 

Plenty of dri .... e. 
has plans for 
getting ahead 

Very desirable 
personality for 
the job 

7 8 

Mature LJ 
be enthusiastic 

some time CJ 

Superior abllity to 
express self 

Sure of self and 
inspires confidence 

Exceptionally well-
educated for the job 

Exceptionally keen, 
alert and under
standing 

Excellent moti .... ation 

Outstanding 
persona 1 ity for 
this job · 

9 10 

TOTAL MARKS 
POSSIBLE 100 

(41 S/he appears to have the capacity to grow into more senior positions in the company LI 
(51 S/he appears to be ,the best qualified applicant for the position 

Adopted from: Barlow Rand Selection Procedure 
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COPING WITH UNEMPLOYMENT 

Objective: To alert pupils to the possibility of unemployment 
at some stage in their lives, and to assist them 
to cope more effectively should they ever be 
personally affected. 

Procedure (1) Introduce the topic by referring to some of 
the points made in Unemployment : how real 
a prospect is it? (CE 10.3) and Careers in 
the Year 2000 (CE 8.4). Focus in particular 
on the effects of being unemployed, and of 
the necessity to be active as opposed to 
being paralysed by indecision. 

(2) Divide the class into groups and then read 
Mingling with Tramps and Beggars (CE 10.3). 
Ask different groups to discuss some of the 
following (or similar) questions : 

* what is the attitude of people to the 
unemployed in this day and age? 

* How do you imagine you would feel if you 
left school/university/technikon o nly 
to find that you cannot get a job? 

* What are some of the things one could do 
when faced with a continued fa i lure to 
find a job? 

* What should one avoid doing when faced 
with a continued failure to find a job? 

NOTE : Some of the issues that should be 
raised relate to the cons truc tive use of 
unwanted leisure time e.g. seeking out 
additional training, forming self-help or 
self-enterprise groups, actively searching 
for and researching about vacancies that 
do exist etc. etc. The focus of the 
discussions should be on exploring positive 
ways of surviving unemployment usefully, 
and on resisting the depressing effects of 
having no work. Try to focus attention on 
the conceptualisation of creative action 
and creative projects aimed at job s earch i ng 
on the one hand, and at compensation for 
unemployment on the other (while the job 
search continues). 
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Unlike the U.K., for example, employees in 
the R.S.A. cannot rely on the dole if they 
find themselves out of work. I~ however, 
they have already been employed and have 
been contributing to an unemployment 
insurance fund for some months prior to their 
unemployment they will be entitled to 
unemployment benefits, but probably for a 
limited period only. School leavers who 
cannot obtain unemployment cannot usually 
rely on any assistance and this fact makes 
the necessity of active job searching all 
that more imperitive. In the U.K. it has 
been found, for example, that the longer 
school leavers are without work the more 
difficult it becomes to find employment. 
It has also been suggested that the chances 
are good that a school leaver who does not 
find employment within 18 months may never 
be employed! 

(3) Use an OHP, or hand out copies of Unemployment 
to be active or passive? (CE 10.3). Discuss 
the different approaches with the class as a 
whole, or get the groups to report back after 
a brief discussion. 

(4) Conclude the lesson by highlighting some of 
the most important points raised. 

Sims, B. Moving Up : Selling yourself on the S.A. 
job market 
P',ulished by Divaris steyn, Johannesburg, 
(1984) 

Hamblin, D. Guidance 16-19 
Published Blackwell, Oxford (1983) 

Lindhard,M. et al Guidance in the Classroom 
Published Longman, Cape Town (1983) 
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UNEMPLOYMENT HOW REAL A PROSPECT IS IT? 

The demand for Jobs 

Approximately 2 000 babies are born daily in S.A. at 
present. Twenty years after their birth about 1 000 new 
jobs will have to be found each day. The evidence is that 
unemployment (which already stands at a high level) will 
increase (See Careers In The Year 2000 CE 8.4). However 
unpleasant it is, unemployment has become a fact of life. 
A limited opportunity structure cannot be changed by 
guidance, but counsellors in schools can do much to teach 
pupils to compete more efficiently for the jobs available. 

Who are the unemployed? 

In difficult economic times unemployment always comes first 
to those with the least training and education, but allover 
the developed world there are signs that graduate unemployment 
is already common. Predictions about the future are difficult, 
but present signs point to the prospect of unemployment 
for almost everyone at some time of his / her working life. 

What are some of the effects of unemployment? 

For most people (men in particular) work is a necessary part 
of identity, and unemployment brings with it a devaluation 
of identity. There is pain, humiliation and fear. The 
stress which results comes primarily from social and 
psychological forces because there is a sense of personal 
failure and a stigma that goes hand in hand with unemployment. 
The unemploye.d father whose role is anchored primarily in 
the world of work will often feel unwanted at home. The 
stresses of unemployment frequently ma nifest themselves in 
disturbed marital relationships and in drinking and/or 
aggression. 

Depression, whether overt or masked, is most commor., and is 
generally marked by weaker interaction with the environment 
(a sense of "opting out"), a sense of worthlessness and 
helplessness. There is often self-repioach, and symptoms 
such as loss of apetite, sleeplessness, irritability, loss 
of concentration, and physical complaints such as headaches 
or gastro-intestinal difficulties . Parental anxieties 
often reinforce the depression of their unemployed children. 

Dealing with unemployment 

While an important part of the counsellors' role in dealing 
with the question of unemployment should be aimed at making 
pupils understand and cope with the reactions of 
unemployed parents, this should only be secondary to 
preparing the pupils themselves to deal with such a situation. 
The first point to be made is that passivity and resignation, 
while being understandable, tends to he ::el f-rl'·[""i.lt. i nq. 
Unemployment has to be tackled with action. Bt"lun S.ims [JlIL:J 
it this way: 
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"One of the most important results of being unemployed 
is that quite often your pride takes a battering and 
you feel worried about what your friends and neighbours 
think. By lounging around all day and generally feeling 
rather sorry for yourself, you will only increase this 
liklihood, while if your friends see that you are 
conducting yourself in a professional, disciplined manner, 
they will be far more likely to respect you and will 
try to help you. 

Try the following experiment : Take a sheet of paper 
and roll it into a ball, about the size of a golf 
ball, then place a cup on the floor as far from you 
as possible. See how many throws it takes for you to 
land the paper ball in that cup. It will probably 
take quite a few, and yet if you try enough times, 
you will eventually succeed. The same principle 
applies to job hunting. If you contact enough companies, 
you will eventually secure a few interviews; and if 
you attend enough interviews, you will receive an 
offer of a job." 

(Sims 1984, pp. 40-41) 
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'nle unemployed manager 

08hOO Bids wife farewell as she leaves for her job. Then 
returns to bed to scrutinize the newspaper. 

09hOO Nothing exciting in the advertisements; has read 
the news items. Time for breakfast. 

IOhOO Visit the post box to find out whether there are 
any replies to the letters written-none. 

llhOO Calfs into hotel for a quick beer (might bump 
into useful contacts). 

14h30 No useful contacts. but has met some old friends, 
had lunch. 

14h45 Buys afternoon newspaper. 

15hOO Visits restaurant for a coffee while reading 
afternoon paper. 

15h30 Telephone companies where possible jobs 
advertised. Writes letter for another job. 

16hl5 Home to prepare dinner for wife. On way. 
calls into employment agency to see if they 
have any jobs. 

Compare this schedule with the following 'Day in the 
life' and then ask yourself which schedule is the 
most likely to succeed. 

Day in the liCe oC ••• 

08hOO Bids wife farewell as she leaves f a r her job . 
Showers, shaves, has breakfast, reads newspaper . 

09hOO Writes lette r to five companies advertising in 
newspaper for other types of staff. 

09h45 Telephones five companies contacted by letter 
a week ago - one interview, the rest not 
interested . 

IOhl5 Visits library to read through trade papers 
and magazines. 

Ilh30 Writes, replying to three advertisements in 
trade papers, plus the company in Cape Town, 
soon to open in home town, as stated in trade 
magazine. 

12hl5 Visits two agencies - one interview arranged. 

13hOO Lunch 

14hOO Research at library again. (Background on 
company, interviewing in three days' time). 

14h30 Meeting arranged with Chamber oC Commerce. 
Four useful contacts given. 

l5hOO Returns home to write to those four contacts. 

l5h45 Telephones ten companies for names of 
personnel manager. 

l6hl5 Time to prepare dinner. 

From : Sims, B. Moving Up : Setting yourselC on the S.A. job market 
Puhll"hed Oivaris Steyn , Johannesburg (1983) 



CE 10.3 

MINGLING WITH TRAMPS AND BEGGARS 

When 1 first ~aw unernployed men at close quarters, 
the thing that horrified and amazed me was to find that 
many of them were ashamed of being unemployed. I was 
very ignorant, but not so ignorant as to imagine that 
when the loss of foreign markets pushes two million 
men out of work, those two million are any more to 
blame than the people who draw blanks in the Calcutta 
Sweep. But at that time nobody cared to admit that 
unemployment was inevitable, because this meant admitting 
that it would probably continue. The middle classes 
were still talking about 'lazy idle loafers on the dole' 
and saying that 'these men could all find work if 
they wanted to', and naturally these opinions 
percolated to the working class themselves. I remember 
the shock of astonishment it gave me, when I first 
mingled with tramps and beggars, to find that a fair 
proportion, perhaps a quarter, of these beings 
whom were decent young miners and cotton-workers 
gazing at the destiny with the same sort of dumb 
amazement as an animal in a trap. They simply could 
not understand what was happening to them. They had 
been brought up to work, and behold! it seemed as if 
they were never going to have the chance of working 
again. In their circumstances it was inevitable, at 
first, that they should be haunted by a feeling of 
personal degradation. That was the attitude towards 
unemployment in those days; it was a disas t er which 
happened to you as ~II individual and for which you 
were to blame. 

From; The Road to Wigan Pier by George Orwell (1937) . 

Question for discussion : 

If this passage mirrors the attitude towards unemploymet 
in the 1930's, what is the attitude today? 
Is it different? If so, why? 

/psfm 



CE 10.4 

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS IN THE WORLD OF WORK 

Objective 

Procedure 

To tell pupils about some of their rights and 
obligations as employees and employers; and 
to introduce such issues as industrial relations 
and unionism; and ethical codes and the functions 
of professional associations. 

1. Introduce the lesson by discussing some of the 
obligations one could expect workers to have 
toward those who employ them. These would 
include the employers right to a full day's 
work, maximum productivity, and to loyalty 
etc. etc. 

Note: It might, even at this early stage of 
~lesson, be possible to arrange group dis
cussions on this topic with feed back to the 
class after a short period of time. 

2. During the discussion resulting from (1) 
above, it is inevitable that the other side 
of the coin, namely the rights of employees 
will be raised. Point out that the rights 
of most employees are protected by law and 
refer, for example to Lindhardat aI's Guidance 
in the Classroom (pp 226-227) which deals with 
the rights of factory workers. Various laws 
lay down strict conditions with respect to 
the number of hours an employee may work each 
week/day; and the conditions governing over
time, shift work, Sunday pay, maternity leave 
unemployment insurance, work on public holidays, 
sic~ leave, leave pay etc. etc. Many other 
Acts are designed to protect the interests of 
employees. 

3. Point out that the question of Industrial 
Relations and Trade Unionism has arisen in 
respect to demands by employers on the one 
hand, and employees on the other, for their 
"pound of flesh". Membership of unions is 
usually voluntary and it is the unions which 
normally negotiate with employers (management) 
for improved working conditions. Refer to 
Industrial Relations : rights and obligations 
(CE 10.4). 

~. Produce a newspaper clipping of any current or 
recent industrial dispute and encourage dis
cussion - perhaps a group discussion will be 
most effective - on the implications of the 
dispute for the employers and employees. 
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It will be wise too to spend some time dis
cussing some of the more negative aspects 
of unionism which are manifest in, for example, 
the intimidation of workers by pickets, the 
use of unions as political tools, and in ex
treme cases attempts to overthrow the govern
ment of the day. 

Encourage pupils to think in particular of 
methods of approaching such disputes and of 
improving co-operation and goodwill. 

Note: For those who have had little or no 
experience of industrial action it would be 
both wise and informative to invite an outside 
speaker who has had experience in these matters 
to talk on "Human Relations in Employment.' 
Generally this would involve an invitation t , 
someone in the personnel department of a large 
organisation. 

5. If there is time, deal with the control of 
standards and ethics of practices by profes
sional associations such as the Medical and 
Dental Council, the Professional Board for 
psychology, the Law Society, the Institute of 
Estate Agents, South African Teacher's Council 
for whites etc. etc. all of which have been 
brought into being by Acts of Parli ament to 
protect both the professional people in question 
and the man in the street. The connection 
between the role of professional associations 
is simply one which relates to the question 
of th~ protection of rights and the stipula
tion of obligations. 

Note: Once again it will be a good idea to 
invite a speaker from one of the professions 
to talk about a topic such as: Standards and 
Ethics and the Role of Professional Associations. 

6. There might be too much info rmation here to 
cover in one lesson so if time permits it 
would be advisable to continue the discussion 
as there are many issues which can be raised. 

Lindhard, N.et al Guidance in the Classroom 
Pub. Longman, cape Town (1983) 



CE 10.4 

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS 

Industrial Relations focuses on the regulation of relationships 
between employers and employees. These two parties consult and 
negotiate with one another on issues such as, for example, wages 
and basic conditions of employment . The third party involved in 
Industrial Relations is the State. 

The relationship between employers and employees is often filled 
with conflict. Why is there conflict? Employers and employees 
are two independent parties with differing goals and interests. 
Employers, sometimes referred to as management, aim basically to 
create profits, while employees, sometimes referred to as labour 
aim to improve their wages and basic conditions of employment. 

Sometimes, labour asks for more wages than management can pay, 
and sometimes management offers less than labour is prepared to 
accept. Hence the conflict. Relations is concerned with the 
resolution of this conflict. 

Conflict can be caused by numerous f~ctors. Let us take hours 
of work as an example. Management would idealy like workers to 
work certain hours, whereas uQions aim to reduce the number of 
hours worked while keeping wages unaltered. If these parties 
cannot agree on this issue then conflict occurs. wages and 
hours of work are two issues management and workers commonly 
haggle over. There are numerous others. 

In an attempt to make it possible for management and labour 
to resolve conflict, the government, as a third party to In
dustrial Relations, passes legislation to regulate between 
management and labour. The most important piece of legisla
tion is the Labour Relations Act of 1981. In this Act a pro
cedure for resolving conflict is spelt out. This act details 
specific steps to be used by management and workers to resolve 
their conflict. This procedure involves the use of Industrial 
Councils, Concilliation Boards and the Industrial Court to 
resolve disputes. Unresolved conflict can lead to strikes and 
lockouts, these disrupt the economy of the country, hence the 
Government's interest in the maintenance of industrial peace. 

Conflict can also be resolved by making use of mediation where
by the two parties agree on a mediator who will attempt to 
reconcile them, but does not make a decisi on for the parties. 

Adapted from: Careers for You (October 1984) 



THE STANDARD 10 INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEW 

C.E . 10.5 
(LETTER TO PJI.RENTS) 

I NFORMI NG PARENTS 

The following is a suggested fonnat fora letter which should be posted 
to the parents of all St 10 pupils at the beginning of the year. It 
will naturally have to be adapted to meet specific needs, but its final 
form must be suitably infonnative. The parent questionnaire (eE 10.5) 
wi 11 accompany it. 

Dear Parent 

At the end of this year all Standard 10 pupils will be entering a totally 
new stage in their lives. Some will be continuing their education at 
tert·iary institutions, while others will be entering the world of work 
for the first time. The career decisions taken by pupils between now and 
the end of the year could be among the most important they will ever make. 
While the ultimate responsibility for the choice of a career,and for 
further education and training,is that of the individuals concerned, it 
is essential that they should be assisted by parents and school personnel 
alike. 

Career decision-making is a process. It is not an event , and neither is 
it a problem which can be solved lnstantly by consulting a vocational 
specialist and lor taking a number of tests, although certain tests may' 
provide new and important insights. During the course of their high 
school career all pupils have been exposed to CAREERS EDUCATION as part 
of the counselling programme . Rather than encouraging them to make 
specific vocational choices, an attempt has been made to prepare pupils 
to be able to ma ke considered vocational decisions. Among other topics , 
the counselling programme has emphasised the importance of self-knowledge; 
has attempted to give a broad indication of available career fields and 
opportunities; has dealt with opportunities available for further training 
at tertiary institutions; but has not had as its aim the recorrunendation 
of specific careers for individual pupils. There have nevertheless been 
occasions when the information available to counsellors has made it 
possible for them to suggest more specific directions. 

During the course of this year the teacher-counsellor will attempt to 
round-off the careers education programme by interviewing all Standard 
10 pupils individually with a view to clarifying their immediate post
school career and/ or educational plans. In the course of this interview 
all available information, including the results of Aptitude Tests and 
Interest Questionnaires conducted at school, will be discussed . In 
some cases it might be necessary to recommend referral to another 
specialist agency for a second opinion, or for additional assistance, 
but one of the purposes of this letter is to make you aware of the 
service being offered at school, and to invite you, if you so wish, to 
consult the teacher- counsellor by appointment. 



, 
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Please complete the attached questionnaire and return it to the teacher
counsellor as soon as possible. The information you provide will add 
useful supplementary information for the proposed interviews, and will 
en3ure that your insights and aspirations are not overlooked. 

Yours faithfully 

PRINCIPAL/ TEACHER-COUNSELLOR etc. 

N.B. Your letter to the parent should indicate how you should be 
contacted and, if possible, when you will be available for 
consultation. (In order to provide a service to parents, some 
counsellors are making themselves available for limited periods 
on one or two afternoons a week and have found this arrangement 
to be most satisfactory.) 

-

-



PUPIL QUESTIONNAIRE POST SCHOOL PLANS 

Note to Pupil: This questionnaire is designed to provide the teacher-counsellor 
with information which will assist him/her wAen your post-sChool plans are 
discussed with you during the cour ~ c of the year. Please answer all questions 
to the best of your ability. A s imilar questionnaire will be completed 
independently by your parents/guardians. 

1. How concerned are you about the decisions you must make about tne career 
you will be following, or the training you will be embarking upon, when 
you leave school? What have you already done in this regard? 

2 . . Has anyone encouraged you to investigate a particular career or career 
field and/or training possibilities? (Please Specify) 

OR 

OR 

OR 

3. Indicate by means of a cross (X) which of the following choices you are 
likely to make on completion of schooling. (If you are to begin your 
National Service immediately then ~ indicate what you expect to do 
once you have fulfilled this obligation.) 

National Service 
Please specify if possible 

FUll-Time Study 

Fu 11-Time Employment 

! 
IOther 

, 



4. Using Hollands Classification of Occu at ions b Environment as a 
guide, please select, by means of a cross X, the working environment/s 
considered by yourself to be most likely to suit you. Also underline, 
or specify in the space provided, those occupation/s that you would 
seriously consider. 

lIolland', classification or occupatiom by working environment 

Working tnvirollmClI1 Examples of occupations 

I 

JJ 

JII 

lV 

V 

VI 

R~alislic. Tasks requiring the use of tools and machinery. Requires care, Dr:lUghBman. surveyor, engineer, miner, farmer, labor:ltory 
persistence 3nd often phy.~ical movement, sometimes outdoors. Involve~ technician, servicem:ln, builder 
minim:!1 soci.,] skills. Requires (<lilly materialistic and con"entiona! 
values. Specify: 

IlIlcllccrwJ/. 111e Wlllk is morc with ideas than people. Usually int.1oo£s. Compulcr programmer, stali.~licj3n. technkal writer, 
T:uks tackled by intelligence and imagination through reaoing and informalic.n scient is t, re~e3tch scientist, economist 
often writ ing (or tllking). 

Specify: 

Social. Ta~ks requidn!! the auility, to intcrpret :H\cl modify the Te:lcher, soci.:Ji worker, clinical psycholog.ist, clergYnl:lIl, I beh:lviour of others, al1d:ln intl!reH in caring fo r lnd communicating youll\ worker 
with th em. Fluency in talking. Emotion:llly demanding. 

Speci fy : 

Conv~lIlio"ul. Tasks requiring s},slematic pro.essing of words or fiGures, Dank man:lger, account::,,"t, civil servant, stock controller, I 
om" m''''ger ~ often according to set procccl urcs or sequences. 

Specify: 

Enterprising. Tasks requiring the ability 10 direct or persuade people. JJote!;er . pt~bHc ,d.r;on, officer. ,dvert;,;ng execu';¥'. I 
Social skills all-important. representative, entrepreneur 

Specify: . i 

Arrislic. Tasks requiring one to draw on intuition and emotion . The Author, c3rtoonist, comrnerciJI arlist,journaiist, copywriler, ! 
creation or interprCI:11ion of :1rlistic forms. Infornl:1tion often evaluated inter;or des;gner. Htm,y tran,Ioror . I 
against sensory criteriJ. Specify: 

-

5. Please give brief reasons for your choices i.e. indicate what factors 
lead you to believe in the validity of your choices. 

6. Please return the questionnaire to the teacher-counsellor who will 
arrange an interview with you during the course of the year to discuss 
your future plans in ligl1t oJ all the other information already 
available to him/her. 

Date Signature 

! 
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Guidance Teacher, 

We hope that this DECIDING Ki t is going to assist your pupils in dee;·idillg 
what subjects they would like to do in Std. 8, 9 and 10 and enC{)ura-ge 
pupils to stay at school to complete Std. 10/Form V if they possibl:)l can~ 

A 1 though t he Ki tis mos t re 1 evant to Std. 7 pupH s, many of the exerdses 
and lessons can be used by pupils in Std. 8, 9 and 10 as a guide ~o 
career decis i on-making. 

The Kit is a rev i sed version of our Std . 7 Subject Choice Kit and ha·s 
been produced i n consul tati on wi th Career Centres a{1d Guidance Rer${)nnel 
around the country . 

The DECIDING Kit consi s ts of two parts: 

(1) The DECIDING Booklet which has been designed as a 'pupil 
workbook. Each pupi 1 .shoul d hal/e a- copy so that they an 
fi 11 in what they thi nk. . •. ~ : 

(2) The Teacher Manual whicA consists bf··thirteen leSlions .to 
help the teacher guiae the ' pu(iiTS tn . lising the DECIDING 
Booklet. 

Please - The DECIDING Booklet should not be used witho{lt your gu:i~ante. 

The thirteen lessons follow a set format and most ' of. them make .use of.all 
Experience - Based Learning model . We have included an explanatt on 'of' 
this method in the form of a "Brief Theory". In addHion to .the l-S 
lesson outlines. we have included Teachers' Not!!s and Pupil Ma·te-dal. . , 
The Pupil Material could be used as it is. if you have access. ttl'il 
photocopyi ng machi ne. If thi s equi pment is not avai labJ.e ·ttli s ma~l'i'al 
can eas ily be transferred onto the b 1 ackbQard and pupil s can. a~e use O'f 
a sma 11 exercise book. 

Before handing out the DECIDING Booklet to pupils pl~ase 

(1) Read this whole manual. 

(2) Read the DECIDING Booklet yourself, 

(3) Pl an how you intend to use thi s Ki t - the 1 essons. the cil as. , 
and the Pupil' Booklet . 

(4) Encourage pupils to include parents or guardians in- tbi'~ 
vital decision-making process. 

,"e hope you enjoy using 
any problems or want to 
and we will do our best 

Yours sincerely, 

CY~ 
ANNE KROON (MS . ) 
TEACHER CO-ORDINATOR 

this DECIDING Kit in your classroom . If you have 
ask any questions, please write to us or pho~~ us 
to assist you . 

C.4THY bERMAN (MS . ) 
RESOURCES CO-ORDHIA-TOR -

TRUSTEES: H.H. Africa H.G. Chapman I.B.Gibson C.R. Herqi -A.G. M'OUllt!lln N.R. Singh T *' VOjel 

------------
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BRIEF THEORY: EXPERIENCE-8ASED LE~RNI~G CYCLE 

Before o~e exa~ines any (~a c ning ' ~ ~~ 0d or technia~e the first question 
to ~ S l. on l s el.i is - :--:0\'; de D_e o ~ : (· If?. '·t'' ?. 

~ h ere ~rE O b viou ~ly n; any d i ffel- ~ r: a ~~ comolicated answers to this question 
and de' tl- aine -: tea c ~e'-s :10' .. ~'/ ou lC! ~, t:- fa<lli li~ r \·Jitr. rrlar ~y of these answers . 

! woul d like t o e .a ~ine 
uttered by cur e lders a~~ 
similarly Q U !'se lv ~ s is : 

But do they ? 

G' tne 5i~ple answers , An answer we have heard 
NE ~ ~ssijly at some stage have answered 

To VE I" ifj ti l ;; : : : C"'·.L r : l'll 5i " : 1/ need to look back in history and see if, 
infa ct, nations ~ o 1 i nc ivi duals -ave learned from experience? Or have they 
j ust c o ntin ~Jf d t el "'-'3 l, "' :~ S3 "'.? "'is take s over and over again? The ab ove 
state rr,e n ~ i ~ :)? t- : '; (':l 1 ., ~" ;J~. :', ~,: ~" -' :) rder to learn from experience, or t o 
put it Jn o t~er' \'/ ay, l~: :: ( :-, f t (HT ·,I ' .. j)· 1 ~ istakes and successes, vie need to 
reflect on the~ in ~ di~ cipl i ne a ~a :( . 

Let me e l aborate . . ... . , . . . . 

People learn from a disc i plined reflection on experience. 

People learn when they stop and t ake the ti me t o look back at what has 
happened , to think more dee~ly about it, and t o decide in what way they wish 
to change . 

I will now set ou t the steps that need to be followed in t his proc es s of 
di sc i Dlined reflec tion. The diagram below ; · hope will aid you in 
unrl~ r s tand ing this way of learn ing . 

=' ~~ ;i:0 , change 
,:",;" ,1:fil-i~ 1 

(3) Th ink/ Ana lyse . P.sk \·my ? 

- 1 -

Stop - loo k back and 
ide ntify what happened . 

Continue inte life with 
new integtate~ learnings. 



Summary 1. 

3. , 
~ . 

A specific life eXDerience . 
Stop (look and identify ! 
~nink (analyse what happened) 
Jecide (will you change or affirm someth ing ) 

SETTI NG OBJECTIVES 

Before 'de look at these 4 steps in 'lore detai l le t uS look at t he qu estion: 
WHAT IS THE P~RPOSE OR OBJ ECTIVE OF LEARN;~G' 

Shou l d our lecroing bri ng about 

a change in understandi n·2' 
a change in knowledge' 
a cnange i n awareness? 
a c'lange in atti t~de ? 
a ~ '1ange in beh avi our? 

As teachers vie need to know \'Ihat the euroose is of Dupils l earning )nything . 
We need to state the purpose or objective of the lesson. 

In setting the purpose , there are some simple rJ les to follow: 

The purpose must be sDecific (you cannot do too much in 35 -inutes) . 

The purpose mus t Je clear (do tee pup i 1 s understand wha t you are 
try i ng to do ?). 

The Dlirpose must be mecsura b 1 e (a t t he end of the lesson, can you see 
.; 
1 , the pupil s have learnt , .. ,hat you se t 
ou t to te ach them?) . 

The purpos e ~ust ~e rele vant ;~n your ~ JDils really ne ed to learn wha t 
yo;; a jm to c0Eh them now? 'Ai 11 it make 
~~ .::ii;-'rerence in the i r lives or is it 
i r'"1=? 1eVd f'l1: : : . 

'Io\·! let 'JS look at the 4 steps of t his lea'-ric~ "cocs l in -'o re ~etail: 

1. E.(PE~~E':CE 

~~hen we "')ve formulatetj the :J:....T'~:".:s · .. , ,".:: . : ':.'~ • ~ ~~i-::~ ~ .. ;,.~ -:'0S ~ rele"ar.~ 

expe riel' :~ )n whi ch ~o re& lect . . , .~ e~:, ' ~ ' ~r:~ s~:ec t =~ ~o~l a ta~e 

many fQrl1S e .Sj. 

(2) it could be 3 sinulated experienc e. - 'i3 ~ea"s t~at t~e pupils 
would je put through a set e i ~er ie"~e :~ I!t ~cu ld represe ~t a real 
life situation. 

(3) It could te the ex:erier c~ s ~ anG~~e)' ~ersc~ :r ;r:up. 

2. ST OP - (look back and i~e n ti cJ \ - · .. :hat r,a~ceceG o 

In this step the lea rner looks Jack on t re e.oerience to see wha t 
exactly happened. The ai~ of t his ;tep is to helD the learner to see 
more cl early and take note of the facts . 

-2-
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3. 

4. 

Typical questions to ask are: 

What happened? 
~here did i t happen? 
When did it happen? 
Who did it happen to? 
,Iho did what? 
What were the order of events etc .... ? 

TH INK (a nalyse what hapDened ) Why did it happen? 

Once the facts have been clearly identified, the learner now needs 
to analyse these facts. In this step we ask the question why? The 
aim nf thi s step is to helD the learner to get beyond the facts, to 
look at cause and effect, to evaluate the actlon. 

DEC IDE (will I change Dr affirm?) 

In this step the learner is required to clar ify and pu ll together 
what has been learned. He or she then needs t o decide how these 
learnings are 10in9 to change or affirm his or her understanding 

his or her state of knowledge 
his or her level of awareness 
his or her behaviour 
his or her attitude etc . .... 

The aim of this step is to help the learner : 

( 1) to decide what change to make 

(2) to make some commitment to imp lement change in the 
futu re . 

• Ie shall use Lesson 1. in this nanu,l as an example of how the 
learning model is used. (See page 7 . ) . 

We hope you find this useful. 

- 3 -



Example : Lesson 1. page 7. in t~is I'1 anua1. 

Le ss_on :1bjec t i vel Purpose 

To dlS~USS which sUbjects are available at our sc~ool and in what way these 
subjects prepare us for the future . 

1. Experi ence 

Pupils are asked to look at their own understanding and experience of 
sub jects offered at school. 

2. Identification WHAT 

The class is asked to list all the subjects that the school offers. 
"What are the subjects we do at this school "? 

Analyse/Think about WHY 

(1 ) Bri ef theory on what subjects at school are prepa ri ng us for: -

Work Sk ills and Life Sk ill s (see Teachers' Notes) -

( a ) How to make things and work with things. 
(b) How to work wi th numbers and papers . 
(c) How to work wi th people and get on with them. 
(d) How to work with ideas and think creative ly. 

(2) Pupils are then asked to think which subjects prepare them for what 

(a) ( b) (c) (d) . 

(3) Class discussion: Pupils go j SteD furtner in ~nalyses. They are 
asked to consider whether the suujects -; ffered at schoo l fulfill all 
i00r of these needs . 

Decide/Change or Affirm 

( I ) In the light of what nas been j i5 ~JS ;2 J 
are asked to DECIDE which lee ~~ e 'C~ ~ " 

," t~e ~la5 ; so far, pupils 
:, '.' Y 0njoy .,nd at"e good at. 

(2) After making this decision tnay t '. e" pe " 5r n. 11 Z~ the learning by 
clarifyir.g for themselves how "hesa ;" : " :. ~ ~ l"e c" ,, ::;aring them for 
the ir 'uture lives. 

The object i v~ ')f t~l e at~')'ie l e~:;,:' " 'Hj.:; : :. ' !K "~~::;e : ~ Di1s' IJnderstanding 
of wny ·~ej CJ certain su~ ~ c _ : ~ !~ sch 01~' . ~ 1'~1 t~e ~eacher evaluates 
the success of !~e 1ess c ~ s~ ~ . : ~ is tc3~ : I : ~: 

(a) ~het her the J~~ i :s' ~r ':e "; ~~ ~ ~ ~~ 3 r ~ i i ~(re5se ,1. 

{b) 'lihet~. er this i; r.'"lerstar.(l~ n~ r".-:: :. be e '~ intergt"dtcd into the pupl ls 
life experience. 

Teac~er Evaluation 

When tne te3c~er' ev~luat~s t~~ ;~ccess Jf his / her le~son he / she is 
using tr;e wl,ole 112 550 '1 as ~n ~ ,( iJ e··ie'1 C "7. t)f tear.~iing d ?uid03nCe lesson 
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and hence if the evaluation is done thoroughly it will result in the 
teacher gaining in expertise as a guidance teacher. 

Why this Method of Learning? 

(1) Active as Opposed to Passive Learning 
The experience-based learning method encourages the pupils to be active 
in the process of learning. How? It attempts to get the pupils to 
make use of their own life experience and draw from it to learn on 
their own, rat her than the teacher telling them what to do and think. 

(2) Pupil-Centred as Opposed to Teacher-Centred 
In guidance we are ideally trying to develop the individual pupil. This 
method ~mphasises the importance of the pupils experience, understanding 
and personal choice rather than the content of the actual lesson. Hence 
by using this method we are developing the whole person and his/her 
ski l ls rather than only increasing the person's knowledge about a certain 
issue. 

(3) Indirective as Opposed to Directive/Open-ended as Opposed to closed. 

Guidance as 3 subject has a vast body of infor~ation. But this 
information, un: i ke in other subjects, needs :0 be given in a way that 
it assists the pupil to decide for themselves. There is no right or 
wron1 answer '~ guidance. The lnformation given in the guidance lesson 
shou d enable th e pupil to realistically choose or disc over what is . 
right for ni ~ ~r her. As gUldance teachers we are expos ing the pupils 
to the facts jed are giving them some ;uiaelines en how to go about 
choosing t ".e "j , ~t path for their imrre~ijte ana ;j:~re ~ives. 

Guid ance is not conce rned with te l1i ~ g Jupils wn~t to th i ~k an d do . 
Rather ~e s~oulj allow them to 1ecide 



Broad Topic 

Objectives 

Aids 

Method 

Content 

INTRODUCTORY LESSON 
DECIDING booklet page 1 

S~":E ~ F THE THI':GS ... ~::-" .. -' iC''' T '"' r .. 'r ~ __ . ~· ,h.: 

70 introduce pupils to a series of lessons that will cover 
t~re! af the mo st important factors to consider when deci~ing 
on a career. 

Coaies of DECiDI~C booklet 
Blackboard or Fli~ C1,rt 

Telling 
Ques tion and answer 

(1 ) Teacher briefly explains lesson o~jective . 

(2) Teacher asks the class the following two questions : 

(a) Hml do you t hin k <:lost Deop le decirec to de ,,"at VIOri 

they are presently doing? (BIlow as many pJDils to 
respond - ti me permit ting). 

(b) Do you knohl anyone "ho really enjoys t:'e "lO rk t !la t 
they do? ~hy? (Allow as many pupils to respond -
ti me permitting ) . 

(3) Looking at Doth sides . ~eac~er refers pup ils to t he fron 
of the OEC[D[~G booklet lnd explains the following: 

( . ) , ~ 

1. (a) ~hat kind of person am [? 
(b) What kind of johs ar~ t:lere? 

2 . (a) What have [ ': 0 offer? 
(b) ~hat do diff!rent jn hs ne!~ ! ~e~and? 

Teacher gives a jrie f e~~1~ r3t i o ~ 1f t lle f011c'~in1 t h r~e 
factors that need ~:- ~ e ,:~r ·: ; '~(e ':: .... : ,~~ "': eci ,:~ng ZI J O:Jt a 
future career/job . 

( a ) 
(b) 
(c) 

Subjects 
J1bilitie; 
"a lues 

Pupil Activity In your ~uid)r' ce eJer-:i -;:: :)(,0it~ ~""S;':e (' t~e ~ollo~'/i ng 
questions. 

Evaluation 

( 1) i r. "hat 'Haj ::0 j0U ':"in' ~'le lessons in t hese 
jooklets are ;oi~g t 1 ~el~ j Qu? 

(2) geciding about 1 ~J~,~e car~er ~ r job require s t~3 

you know a~o~t j0Urse 1 & 3nd iQ~s - what are you 
going t o dO ~~ i ; Nee ~ so as to be3in this researC~ 

! .. \ ""1~? 

(J ) :o~s? 

Tr.e class's interest "nd understanding could ~e 
evaluated infor~ally Jy the reSDonses received in the 
next guidance Je r iod . 
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1 

Broad Topic 

Objectives 

Aids 

Method 

C:ontent 

Pupil Activity 

Evaluation 

LESSON 1 
OECIOING booklet page 3 

UNDERSTANDING ABOUT SUBJECTS AND WHAT THEY PREPARE US FOR . 

To discuss which subjects are available at your school and in 
what way these subjects prepare pup i ls for their future lives 
(See Teachers' ~otes 1.) . . 

DECIDING booklet page 3 . 
Blackboard 
Guidance exercise books 

Telling 
Buzz groups and discussion 

(1) Teacher briefly introduces lesson objective. 

(2) Class is asked to callout all the subjects that their 
school offers in Std. 8, 9 and 10. (Teacher writes 'them 
on the boa rd and pupils write t hem in the space supplied 
on page 3. of the DECIDING booklet). 

( 3 ) 

( 4 ) 

(5 ) 

Teacher gives a brief lecture on Work Skills and Life 
Ski lIs (see Teachers' ~Iotes 2.). Subjects at school, it 
is hoped, prepare us for the future. They should prepare 
uS for work and for life in general. In today's world we 
need to-rnow the followlng :-

(a) How to make things and work with things. 
(b) How to work with numbers and papers. 
(c) How to wo"k with and get on with people. 
(d) How to work with ideas and think creatively. 

(See Teachers' Notes 3. ) . 

Of the subjects li s ted, Duoils discuss with the person 
sitting next to them which sJbjects they think prepare 
them for (a ) (b ~ Ie) and (d) . 

Pupils report back and discuss with the teacher whether 
the subjects offered 3t their school fulfill all four 
needs (a) (b) (c) and (d) . 

Pupils turn to page 3. of the DECIDING booklet and 
fi 11 in 

(a) Subjects that I enjoy.' 
Subjects that I am good at. 

(b) For homework pupi 1 s are asked to wri te notes on 
how these subjects are preparing them for t he 
future . 

Teacher could read through notes written by the pupils 
or get a few pupils to report back in the next 
guidance lesson. Thus assessing the lesson's success. 

-7-
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TEACHERS' NOTES 
LESSON ., 

WORK SKILLS AND LIFE SKILLS 

1. This lesson has been planned so as to give pupils and guidance teachers 
the chance to discuss possible dissatisfactions about the lack of choice 
of subjects offered at your school.. This lesson aims to move beyond 
just moaning. It tries to constructively look at the relevance of the 
subjects that are offered and challenges the pupil to be actively 
involved in theiPreparation for their futures. This could be a long 
lesson so the teacher must plan accordingly. 

2. At school we attempt to give pupils a broad understanding of the world 
they live in. The purpose of this educational process should be two-fold. 
Ideally we should be preparing the pupil for a future occupation "work", 
and for life in general. 

WORK SKILLS - Developing abilities and skills for work. 

The subjects we do at school lay the foundation for specific skills to be 
developed. These skills are sold on the labour market. The person then 
becomes a contributing part of the country's economy e.g. 

(a) In many of the subjects at school we teach pupils to express ideas 
clearly in writing. Many jobs require this skill in the form of report 
writing, journalism, letter writing and company memos. 

(b) We also teach basic numerical ability in subjects l ike Maths and 
Accounting. Many jobs require this ability such as bookkeepers, wage 
clerks and accountants. 

(c) A number of subjects at school require that the pupil learn facts about 
the natural and physical environment and different nations of the world. 
The skill of absorbing facts as well as the facts learned, should form 
a necessary foundation for many different jobs e.g . management, 
teaching, farming, nursing, politics, journalism and mining. (Subjects 
done at school prepare people to develop saleable skills - WORK SKILLS). 

LIFE SKILLS - Developing ski l ls and abilities for life in general. 
Obviously the person's whole existance does not consist only of work. Even 
within the work environment people are expected to have general problem
solving ability. Each individual is required to play many different roles 
in l i fe. Each role requires a range of skills and abilities. School 
subjects should give pupils the foundation to develop skills they wou l d use 
in the following areas of their lives:-

Persona 1 

Family 

In Biology pupils learn about basic human anatomy. This 
information could be used in the daily care of the body -
balanced diet exercise, sufficient rest and so on. 

As a parent you are required to tend to the physical np.eds 
of your family - with today's price increases, feeding, 
clothing and housing a family is quite a mammoth task. It 
requires disciplined budgeting, Maths and Accounting supplies 
the foundation to develop this ability. 

-8-



Work Good relationships in the work environment most often 
increase work satisfaction. The person at work needs to be 
able to converse with colleagues. Languages done at school 
should lay the foundation for developing appropriate 
communication skills. 

Community - Every individual is a member of a greater community, a 
neighbourhood, a city, a country. Active and meaningful 
participation in a community requires some background 
knowledge of how communities are organized or structured. 
Subjects like History and Geography should lay this 
foundation. 

Leis ure The creative use of leisure in today's society is becoming 
more and more important. Language subjects should encourage 
an interest in reading, poetry and theatre. Subjects about 
the environment may lay the foundation for an interest in 
outdoor life, camping, nature conservation. Subjects that 
encourage the use of logic,like Maths,may lay the foundation 
for the different indoor activities like chess etc. 

Subjects done at school should prepare people to develop 
skills to cope with life in general - LIFE SKILLS. 

- 9-



3. HOW SCHOOL SUBJECTS COULD PREPARE US FOR T~E FUTURE 

A. HOW TO MAKE THINGS AND WORK WITH THINGS 

r, 

Examples of Work Skills 
Machine opera tor: Opera tes different machines . 

Laboratory Technician: Works safely with 
chemicals. 

Farmer: Breeds healthy cattle and cultivates 
good crops. 

Artisan: Uses tools to fix or mak e something 
etc. 

Examples of Life Skills 

Preparing healthy food . 
Looking after animals. 
Maintaining the home. 
Us ing and fixing home appliances. 
Fixing the car etc. 

B. HOW TO WORK WITH NUMBERS AND PAPER 

Examples of Work Skills 

Book keepe r: Accurately records money received 
and money spent. 

Cashier: 

Typist: 

Works confidently and accurately with 
small sums of money. 

Types quickly and accurately. 
Small business owner: Runs and organizes a 

small business. 
Clerk: Organizes and stores important 

documents, follows instructions 
accurately. 

Examples of Life Skills 

Keeping important papers safe. 
Rudgeti ng. 
Comparing prices. 
Checking your change. 
Saving and investing money. 
Measuring material. 

C. HOW TO WORK WITH PEOPLE AND GET ON WITH PEOPLE 
Examples of Work Skills 

Teacher: Works well with children and teaches 
pupils well. 

Social Worker: Listens to people and helps them 
with their problems. 

Manager: Organizes people to work together. 

Personnel Officer: Chooses the right people 
for different types of jobs. 

Examples of Life Skills 

Being a good parent. 
Being a good neighbour. 
Being a member of a team. 
Getting on with friends. 
Communicating with people of 
different cu l tures. 

D. HOW TO WORK WITH IDEAS AND THINK CREATIVELY 

Examples of Work Skills 
Journalist: Writes. accurately about interesting 

events. 
Florist: Creates beautiful flower displays. 

Researcher: Investigates problems in a 
scientific way. 

Physicist: Attempts to understand and explain 
the world by means of experiment 
and theory. 

-10-

Examples of Life Skills 

Taking notice of what's 
happening around you and 
trying to understand . 
Thinking and pla nning ahead of 
time. 
Having the confidence to ask why. 

Being able to think of new ways 
of doing things. 

Perseverance to tackle difficult 
problems and find the solutions. 



Broad Topic 

Objectives 

Aids 

Method 

Content 

Ideas 

LESSON 2 
OEC:IOING. booklet pages 3 & 5 

KATCHI~G SUBJECT GROUPS TO JOB FIELDS. 

(a) To help pupils understand how different groups of 
subjects done at school could prepare them for different 
fields of wOl-k. 

(b) To increase pupils' knowledge of the different jobs 
mentioned in the DECIDING booklet. 

DECIDING booklet pages 3 and 5 
Blackboard 

Telling 
Question and answer 
:)iscussion 
:1esearch 

(1) Teacher briefly explains the lesson objective. 

(2) Teacher droVis thefollovling on the board: 
He/she hriefly explains t hat work can be roughly 
categorised into: 

* The kind which involves vlOrk i ng ,.i th Facts and Figures. 

* The kind which involves worki~g ,.i th People. 

* The kind which involves working with Things. 

* The kind which involves working with Ideas. 

(3) Pupils are asked to call out which category of work they 
would most prefer and the reason why. 

(4) Pupils then turn to page 5. of the DECIDp·IG book let and 
the teacher explains hoVi different groups of school 
subjects could prepare them for jobs in the different 
fi e 1 ds . (See Teachers' Notes 1.) 

(5) The teacher asks the pupils which groups of subjects and 
which job fields match the categories of work on the 
board. 
The answer to this is: 
* Comnercial subjects and jobs in the Commerce field 

invo lv e Vlorking with Facts and Figures. 
* Science subjects and jobs in the Sc ie nce field involve 

,;orking vlith Idea·s. 
* Technical/Practical subjects and jobs i~ the Technical 

field involve working with things. 
* General subjects and jobs in the General field involve 

working with people. 

The teacher then completes the diagram on the board: 

-11-



(6 ) 

(7) 

Pupil Activity 

Homework 

Evaluation 

3e fore mov ing on to the puoil activity, t ile teac'ler 
brief ly summarises \vilat 1as ~een done t1uS far i~ the 
lesson. That is, pupils have chosen t~e categories of 
work they wou ld prefer and 1ave matche~ these categories 
with subject grollps and job fields . 

Teacher asks pupi 1 s IIhi ch jobs on page 5. t'ley do knmi 
about and 3sks the~ to explai~ to the rest of the class 
what people in these jobs do. Teacher describes to the 
class the jobs that they do not know about (see Tea che rs' 
Notes 2.). 

Puo i ls are asked to l ook at the examples 
of jQ~S nn page S., next to the joh fiel~ 
t hey have i dentifiec as the one t !ley are 
most interes ted in. (T~e teacher p~ints 
out that these are on ly a fell ~xa~ples and 
that t~ere are many ot'ler jobs that tile 
pupils cou ld find out a~out by doing t1eir 
own research). "upils identify 3 jobs they 
think they woul~ like to do, inclyding 
others not lis te rl on page S. if necessary . 
Pu~ils then turn to page 3 and ynder the 
Ileadi ng S:J~JECT<; I T':I'!K I ~:0'': LJ LI i:E TO 90 
!/EXT YEAP write dOlln t~e suhjects whic~ 
could prepa re then to de tiles" jobs and t1e 
rea s on \·thy. 

Teacher encourages pupils to find out mo re 
about the johs they t ~i nk they .:ould l ike 
to do . 

A good indicati on of the lesson's SIJccess 
is if the Pupil Activity has been done with 
understanding. 
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TEACHERS' NOTES 
LESSON 2 

1. On page 5. of the DECIDING booklet subjects have been grouped under 
the head ings of COMMERCE, SCIENCE, TECHNICAL/PRACTICAL and GENERAL. 
It is important to point out to the pupils that some subjects fall 
under more than one heading (e.g. Maths) and that these groupings 
are merely a guideline to thinking ' about JOB FIELDS . 

For example: If you enjoy doing commercial subjects and are good 
at doing them, then you could think about jobs in the commercial 
field. The same applies to Science , Technical and General Subjects. 
However if the subjects you enjoy and are good at fall under more 
than one heading, you have a wider choice. 

2. He have included job definitions for the commerce and science fie lds . 

JOB DEFINITION CHART 

NAME OF JOB ACTIVITIES PERSONAL QUALITIES SCHOOL SUBJECTS 

NECESSARY USEFUL 

Bookkeeper Works in smaller t1ust enjoy worki ng Economics 
companies and keeps wi t~ numbers and Bus. Ec. 
the books on the working alone. ~1a th s 
income and Must be accurate Bookkeeping 
expenditure of the and able to or 
company. con centra te·. 'Accountancy 

Accountant A University Must enjoy working Economics 
trained person who wi th numbers. ' Bus. Ec. 
\vorks in larger Often ends up as a Accountancy 
companies and manager so must be Maths 
prepares and checks both accurate and 
the financial be able to work 
statements of the well with people. 
company. 

Bank teller Works ina bank Must be accurate Maths 
helping customers and honest, works Accountancy 
who come in to with other staff Economics 
deposit money or and with the None Bus. Ec. 
take out money and public so must be 
works with money polite and he l pful. 
and cheques all day. 

\,ages Cl erk This person works This person works Maths 
in small companies alone, must enjoy Accountancy 
and works out wages working with figures Economics 
of all the and be accurate. None Bus. Ec. 
employees and Mus t be reliable and 
prepares the wage neat. 
packets each month. 
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NAME OF JOB .ACTIVITIES PERSONAL ~UALITIES SCHOOL SUBJECTS 

NECESSARY USEFUL 

Secretary The Secretary This ['Iet~son must je Accountancy 
usually works for able to work quickly ·8us. Ec. 
one pe rs on and and acc .. n~::tely ) ~e Typing 
takes care of all able to sorneti8es 
the typi ng , make decisions a lone 
correspondence, and be helpful and 
telephone ca 11 5 and trus tworthy 
filing for tha t 
person. 

Salesperson This person works Must be friendly and Bus. Ec. 
in a shop and se 11 s helpful and Economics 
goods to the understand the basic 
public. principles of 

business. 'lus t be 
ab 1 e to encourage 
peop 1 e to buy things. 

Insurance Works in an Should be able to Accountancy 
Agent insurance compa ny think clearly and Eco nomi cs 

and works out the quickly and \vork \'J; th Bus. Ec . 
bes t sort of figures. '·1us t a 1 so Ma ths 
insurance policy be able to encourage 
for each c 1 i ent and people to buy 
often a 1 s 0 se 11 s insurance. 
insurance to people. 

Typ is t A typ i s t cou 1 d \'10 rk Should be "ble t:) Accountancy 
in many di fferent type at 1 eas t 35"/0rds Economics 
kinds of offi ces and per mi nute . ~~o: j 11 

I 
Bus. Ec. 

and is some times enjoy work i ng 31or;e :ypi ng 
asked to do other and be able to ~c 
kinds of tasks also accurate and tro'-%j" . . 
e.g. filing, 
photocopying etc. 

Science This person t'cdches Must have a !(een Physicol 3iology 
Teacher i n a primary schoo 1 i nteres t 1 n Science 3cience Maths 

or high school . and have the ability 
Mus t be able to to teach. Should 
prepa re lessons and enjoy wor king with 
he l p pupi ls young people. 
unders tand the 
subject. 

Compu t er This pe rs on designs !lus t be able to tnink Science 
Progra mmer programmes for a clearly and creatively . Accountancy 

computer in UsuallY ,Jorks alone. :·la ths 
compu te r language '1us t have a stronq 
which can t hen be abi 1 i ty in:~aths . 

used by a computer 
opera t or . -14-



:I AME OF JOB ACT 1 'n TiES PERSO~IAL T)AL~-:-i:S SCf'C''lL SUBJECTS 

'IECES::~. Rv 'JSEFUL 

Engineering This person i s t·lus t be able to turn Maths Tec~. Ora'" . 
Technician trained at a ideas into oractice . Physical 

technikon and has Mus t ~ave an i nteres t Science 
to t'lrn t !le in designing and a 1 so 
Drofess i ona 1 1 n >lorking wi th 
engi nee rs ' ideas practical thi nqs. 
into oractice. 

Farmer Crows things and '~us t have " "no",ledge 'Ia ths Agric . 
,,,orks vii th ani mals. of soi 1 • ani"'lls . Physical Science 
:'/orks 'di th a lar,)e plants ani ~i gLres . Sci ence 
1 abour force and ··Ius t Je able to alar. 
mus t be able to ahead .,nd PLt these 
co -ord i nate ,,11 the ideas into practicA. 
"ork on the far~ . 

'leaical This person assists :·Ius t vlant to work i n '·1 a ths 
Technologist doctors by doing a laboratory. must be Biology 

var i ous tes ts in a poltient and accurate . or 
lahora tory to fi nd ','0 rk s alone a lot and Physical 
out the C3IJses of nlU S t be able to put Sci en ce 
disease .JS '.,e 11 as theory and tes ts into 
the s ta te of practice . 
peonle ' s health . 
\~orks indoors . 

i·licrob io- This Derson s tud ies : Ius t enjoy fi rI ·:!; fig I'\a t,'15 Agric. 
logist bacteri a and out ne' .. 1 things 3nd o>]ys i C, 1 Science 

vi rus ~s and tries ",orking I,'; i 1:. r; theori es . S(ie~ce 

to analyse thei r ShO'J 1 C en j oy 5 t'...dyi n ·~ 0'-

effect in di fferent and \'lOrk i (' ! .~ 1 ') '1€ . : ;sla jY 
s i tuati ons . Does a \lus t be ~'':C'jr'~ ':.~ ": , ~ -: 
lot o ~ research for be able t ' .C 

medical and co ncentr'3te. 
agri c" ltura 1 
purposes. 

----+ 
Laboratory ',·:orks in , Should e" jl:~1 ..• ; ,:~ . i( ~ '1: I " ~ t·,s Agric . 

Assistant 1 aDO ra ~or'y "eloing indoors 3n'~ .... i t ~ I ?r'Jsical Science 
the c~e'!' i s ~ 0 1" 1 a=,o~' ~ t or'Y e': .. i :"-er' ": . 'Sc ience 
te chnologi ,t. to ~o Shoul d :-e D,-eDo"ed . - .::,'-- -
laborat ot·y tes ts . do 3 C ai,' 3110' .... r't 0 ':- :=~ :- ;o:;y 

Could \'10 I" k 1n a '"OJ: 1 "2 ,,.;od, . 
university . a 
factory or a I 
hospita 1 . i 

.. 

1 ,r' se ;·Jo!"i.~ 5 in a r,()spi tJ 1 S'l2ul::: '·e~ 11 ',' ,: .3. r r; 3i o iogy "'~a tos 
as ::., rt 0 ~ the te .'- :\~ CLi t :'Ie :-;) ;;? 3nd .'dr.,,: ') r 
tha t c a I-:? S for ill cO 'lelD thc·., '. . '·: LJS: De Df]ysi cal 
patients. ~':o rks r:e a ~ . ef;'i;:iQnt "nd Science 
under a nursing ca~'efu 1 in the;/" \'/ork . 
sistet-'s supervi sian 
and has a \'ar'iet~: Dr 
jobs to do eac h d~y. - 1 S-



Broad Topic 

Objectives 

Aids 

Method 

Content 

Pupil Activity 

Evaluation 

LESSON 3 
DECIDING booklet pages 5,6,7 & 8 

S~RJECTS ~" D J0"S , 

To broaden pU"Ji 1 s' kl101'llec!ge of t:,€ school su bjects ",:, i C'l are 
necessary ilnd t ile SC i1001 subjects \'Ihic~ al"" useful f 0 1" 
different ja~s . 

DECIDIN~ booklet page 3 , C. ? and S. 

Telling 
Individual pupil act~ v ity or s"illl grouo activity . 

(1 ) Rrief introduction and explanation of: 

" ~ cessary sUb~CCt3 and 
',' seful subject s 

(2) Pu~i l s refer to P~32 ~ .od 7 of ~ECI D I~C ~ooklet. Teac ~€r 
cil ec ks wit ~ Dupils if they kno~ what eac~ of t :,e fifteen 
jobs li sted on t oe too of t he chart involves. 

(3) Purils ilre t.hen requested to fill in or add 

(4 ) 

( 5 ) 

( i ) any other subjects offe red ilt t~eir schoo l. 
( ii ) any ot1e r jobs t hilt interest t~em. 

Pupi l s complete the c1.rt oy fillin~ in t1e stars and dots . 

Teacher goes through the chart with t1e class and gets 
oupils t o correct their charts. (Job s that have been 
ildded by pupi 1 sal so need t o ~e checkec' and if necessary 
further research done. Individual pupils could be 
encouraged to do this the~selves) . 

This activity could eithe r be done individually or in 
s~al l groups. Pup il s turn to nage 3 of booklets and do 
(i) "How many jobs must have". 

(ii) Johs that do not need ~'aths (~up i ls write the 
names of jobs in the soace su op l jed ) . 

Teacher draws pupil~ attention t o nntes on " Important 
sUJjects" and 'Other subjects '> 

The guidance teilcher will be able to assess the success 
of the lesson ~y looking at how I'lell the ?up il ,;ctiv ity 
','Ias done. 
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TEACHERS' NOTES 
LESSON 3 

NECESSARY SUPJECTS ~~O USEFUL SCHOOL SUBJECTS 

These terms (necessary subjects and useful subjects) have a specific 
meaning in the DECIDI~S bookle t and teachers should clearly explain 
them to ~upils to avoid confusion. 

~ecessary Subjects 

"hen C.I .C. uses this term in the DECIDING booklet we mean subjects 
that are the compul sory requi re me nts fo r certain fields of study 
e.g. 

(a) If a pupil wishes to enter the engineering field the necessary 
subjects are Maths and Physical Sc i ence. 

(h) If a pupil wis hes to do nursing the necessary subjects are 
English and 8iology. 

In both of the above examples if the pup ils do not have these subjects 
they are refused en t rance into t hese fields of study. 

Useful Subjects 
When C.I.C. uses this term in the DEC IDING booklet we mean schoo l 
subjects that wou l d supply a helpful backgrou nd to a ra nge of j obs but 
they are not compu l so ry e.g . 

( a ) 

( b ) 

If a pupi l wi shes to become an accountant, Accountancy is a usefu l 
sub ject but not a compul sory 'requ i rement. 

If a pupil wishes to become a socia l worker , '·laths would supply a 
useful background understanding to the statistics that form part 
of the tra ining, but he/she will not be refused entrance into that 
field of study if she/ he did not have Maths. 

Useful subjec t s are subjects that wil l be helpfu l but are not 
compu 1 sory. 

-17 - , 



Broad Topic: 

Objectives 

Aids 

Method 

Content 

Pupil Activity 

LESSON 4 
OECIOING booklet pages 6 & 7 

STANDARD OF EDUCATION AND FURTHER STUDY ING OR TRAINING REQUIRED 
FOR DIFFERENT JOBS. (See Teac hers ' Notes 1.) 

To increase pupils' knowledge of t he required standard of 
education and the further studying or train i ng req uired for 
di fferent jobs. 

To encourage pupils to achieve the highest p03sible standard of 
education. 

DECIDING booklet, pages 6 and 7 
Posters on University, Technikon and Apprenticeship 

Question and Answer 
Telling 
Discussion in pairs 

( 1 ) Teacher briefly explains lesson objective. Besides subject 
requirements, jobs also require certain standards of 
education and some jobs also require further studYlng or 
tra lnlng after leaving school. 
For example: If you want to become an Accountant; you not 
only need to have Maths as a schoo l subject but you also 
need to (i) pass Std. 10 with Matric Exemption and 

(ii) _study further at university. 

The higher your standard of education, the more choice you 
usually have in the kind of job you can do. 

(2) Pupils turn to pages 6. and 7. of the DECIDING booklet 
(i .e. necessary and useful subjects chart) and fill in above 
the name of each job 

(a) The standard of education required e .g. Secretary
Std. 10. 

(b) Further studying or training required e .g. 
Secretary Std. 10 + Technl kon. (See Teachers' 
Notes 2.). 

(3) Teacher gives a brief explanation of the following: 

University) , 
T h 'k ) (See Teachers Notes 3.) ec nl on 
Apprenticeship (Technical College) 
Teacher then displays the posters. 

(a) Pupils discuss in pairs or with the person sitting 
next to them 
(i) what standard of education they are aiming to 

achi eve; 
(ii) whether they would like to study/train further 

after leaving school, and 
(iii) the reason(s) why. 

- 18 -



Evaluation 

(b) Teacher encourages pupils to discuss this issue 
with their parents. 

An explanation will be given i n the next lesson on the 
requ irements for Matric Exempti on . Teache r can start 
the le sso n with a report- back of the discussions and 
j udge from this whether the le sson ach ie ved its 
objec tive. 

TEACHERS' NOTES 
LESSON 4 

1. STANDARD OF EDUCATION refer s to the sta ndard of educa t ion achieved a{ 
schoo l e.g. Std . 8 or Std. 10 (Senior Cer t if i cate or with Matric 
Exemp t i on) . 

FU RTHER STU DYING/TRAINING refers to pos t- schoo l education e .g. University, 
Technikon, Technical College and Co ll ege of Education. 

2 . STANDARD OF EDUCATION REQUIRED AND FURTHER STUDYING/TRAINING REQUIRED 
AFTER LEAVING SCHOOL 
Secreta ry 
Accountant 
Bank Cl erk 
Copy Typi s t 
Sa l esperson 
Bus dri ver 
Engineer 
Bu ilding Manage r 
~lo tor Mechani c 
El ectrician 
Medical Technolog ist 
Transla tor 
Socia l Worker 
Journa list 

Std . 10 + TECHNIKON 
Std . 10 + UNIVERSITY 
S td. 10 
Std. 8 
Std. 8/10 
Std. 8/10 
Std. 10 + UN IVERSITY 
Std . 10 + TECHNIKON 
Std . 8/ 10 + TECH~ICAL COLLEGE (A PPRENT ICESHIP) 
Std. 8/10 + TECHNICAL COLLEGE (AP PRENT ICESHIP) 
Std . 10 + TECHNIKDN 
Std. 10 
Std. 10 + UNIV ER SITY 
Std. 10 + UNIVERSITY OR TECHNIKON 

-1 9-
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3. UNIVERSITY: TECHNIKON 
The fo l lowing is an explanation of the difference between University and 
Techn i kon. 

Adm i ss ion 
Requ i rements 

MATR I CULA TI ON 
UNIVERSITY EXEMPTION 

M 

STD. 10 or -SENIOR 
CERTIFICATE TECHNIKON 

S 

To go to a univers i ty you must have 
a matriculat i on exemption (M). For 
ma ny courses you need Maths and 
Science as Std . 10 subjects. 

At a university you learn a lot of 
theory about t he subjects you study. 
You learn about 90 ', theory and only 
10~ of the t ime do you learn how t o 
put this i nto practice ... 
This is called academic train i ng. 

When you qualify at a univers ity you 
get a DEGREE. Some names of degrees 
are: 
B.A. (Bachelor of Arts) 
B.Sc. (Eng i neering ) Bachelor of 
Scien ce in Engineering . 

In the technical and eng i neering 
f ields you are call ed a professional: 
e.g. professiona l e lect r ical engineer 

profess i onal land surveyor. 

He re are some exampl es of the degrees 
you can study at university: 

SCI E ~IC E (B.Sc . ) 
COMMERCE (B.Com . ) 
ARTS (B. A. ) 
SOCI AL SCIE NC E (B.Soc . Sc.) 
EDUCATION (B.P aed) or (B .Ed.) 
LAW (B .A. LLB ) 

-20-

Type of COU)'Se Qualify as: 

90 

"- PROFESS IONAL .. 
, 0 

with " 
~OL A DEGR EE ,-?-

)0. 

50 

"- TECHNICIAN 
0 '" ,,' "- with 

'?-~ 0 '" 
<c,O -\' A DIPL OMA or 

,,-?- ... 0 
q '?- A CERTI FICATE 

50 

To go t o a technikon you mus t have a 
senior cer t ifi ca t e (S). For many 
courses you need Maths and Science 
as St d. 10 subj ects . 

At a technikon you get a much mo re 
practical training. 50 of the t i me 
you learn theory and the other 50' 
you l earn how to put the theory into 
practi ce . 

l·lhen you qua Ii fy at a techni kon you 
get a DIPLO~·lA . Some names of 
diplomas are: 
Diploma ln Art and Design 
Dip loma in Food Tec hnol ogy. 

In the technical and engineering 
fields you are called a te ch nician 
or techno I ogi s t : 
e.g. electrical techniclan 

food te ch nologis t. 

Here are some examples of the dip lomas 
you can study at technikon: 

COMMER CE 
MANAGEMENT AND ADMINI ST RATION 
PARAMEDICAL SCIENCE 
DRAUGHTMANSHIP 
TECHNOLOGY 
ENG INEER ING 



Broad Topic 

Objectives 

Aids 

Method 

Content 

Pupil Activity 

LESSON 5 
ceC:ICING booklet pages 3 & 4 

SErnOR CEPTIfICATE A~O 'IATRIC ULATI ml EXE" PTI or! . 

To familiari ze pupils ~it ~ grou?s and grades and the 
require~ents for pas~ing Std. 10 wit~ ~atric Exemption so 
that they can check whether t he subjects they are doing or 
in t end do i ng in Stds . e, 9 and 10 will give them a Senior 
Certif i cate (S) or a St d . 10 with 'lotric Exemption ('1) . 

OECIDI~G booklet pages 3 and 4 
Blackboard 
:latric Exemptinn poster 
Gui dance note books 

Summa ry and ~ep o rt Back 
Tell i ng 
Individua l .!ork 

(1) Teacher ~rief1y explains lesson objective. 

(I) Pupi l s report bock on t~e standard of education they are 
aimi ng t o achieve and on whe t her they wou l d like to 
s tudy/ t rain flJrt~er after l ea ving schoo l (See Pupi l 
"ct i vi ty - LESSON 4 . ) . Teacher should offer the reality 
fac t ors i f necessary. 

(3) Pupils tu rn to page 4. of the DECIDI 'IS booklet and read 
the f i rst two paragraphs . 

(4 ) Teache r exp l ai ns what t he dif fe ren t groups and grades are 
(See Teache r s ' No t es 1. ) and he l~s pu pils fill in G~O'JPS 
and G~ADES of subjects offeree at your schoo l on page 3. 
of the DECIDING booklet. 

(0) Puoi l s t urn back to page 1 . and t eacher explains t he 
differences between passing Std . 12 and pa ssing Std . In 
"lith matric ex empt ion . (See Teachers ' '~(\tes 2. ) . 
Teacher di splays "atric ~x2mption pester and answers any 
questions that may arise. 

(1) ~eferring t o page 3 . of t he ~E CI DI~G ~ooklet 
pupils write in the i r Guidance note tooks the 
subjects t hey would like to do next year , t he 
groups they be l ong to and the grades nn whi ch 
t hey intend doing t h ~~. 

(2) Teache r writes the following quest i ons on the 
blackboard : 

(a) Are t he ra 6 subjec t s? 
(b) Do t hey cover 4 different gro'Jps? 
(c) Are t he 1st anc 2nd languages on ~ i 9he r 

grade? 
(d) Are the re 2 subjects (other tha n 1 anguages) 

on higher grade and f rom 2 different groups 
of subjects? 

- 21-



Evaluation 

- 2-

(3) If pupils intend passing Std . 10 with ~atric 
exemption, the ans\;er to all these questions is 
YES. If the answer to any question is no, 
pupils need to identify and correct the problem. 

If the pupil activity is completed wit~ understanding, 
the lesson objective has been ach ieved. 

-22-



TEACHERS' NOTES 
LESSON 5 

1. The information below is only a guide. Please check with the principal 
or the Guidance Inspector if you have any queries, and to find out if 
there are any changes. (This kind of information ch anges all the time). 

SUBJECT GROUPINGS FOR MATRICULATION EXEMPTION 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(0 ) 

Officia l Languages 

Afri kaans 
Afri kaans 
English 
Eng lish 
An African Language 

Mathematics 
Mathematics 
Mathematics 

Natural Sciences 

Biology 
Biology 
Physical Science 
Phys i ca 1 Sci ence 
Physiology 
Physiology 

Third Languages 
Af r ican Languages 

French 
German 
German 
Greek 
Heb reIV 
Italian 
Latin 
Portugese 
Spanish 
Hi ndi 
Arabic 
Gujerati 
Tami 1 

(E) Human iti es 

Biblical Studies 
Bibl ical Studies 
Economics 
Economics 

-23-

First Language 
Second Language 
First Language 
Second Language 
First Language 

H.G. 
S.G . 

H.G . 
S.G. 
H.G. 
S.G. 
H.G. 
S.G. 

(Kanyama, Lozi 

H.G. 
H.G. 
H.G. 
H.G. 
H.G. 

Ndonga, Northern Sotho 
Southern Sotho , Tsonga 
Tswana, Venda , Xhosa H.G. 
Zulu) S.G. 

H.G. 
H.G. (Mother Tongue) 
H.G. (Third Language) 
S.G. 
H.G. 
S.G . 
H.G . 
S.G. 
S.G. 
S.G. 
S.G. 
S.G. 
S.G. 

H.G. 
S.G. 
H.G. 
S.G . 

I 
i 

I 



I 
I 

(F) 

Geography 
Geography 
History 
History 

All other subjects including 
Accountancy 
Accountancy 
Additional Mathematics 

Agricu ltural Science 
Agricultural Science 
Art H 

Art S 

Business Economics 
Commercial Mathemat ics 

Geography 
Geography 
Music 
Music 
Shorthand 
Speech and Drama 
Technical Drawing 
Technical Drawing 
Typing 
Mercanti Ie Law 
Electronics 
Home Econom ics 
Home Economics 
Housecra ft 
Needlework and Clothing 
Woodwork 
Metalwork 

GRADES 

H.G. ) 
S. G. ) 
H.G . 
S.G. 

Geography 

H.G. 
S.G. 

if not offered under Group F 

H.G. (may not be offered without 
Mathematics H.G. and shall only 
be offered by candidates taking 
seven subjects). 

H.G. 
S.G. 
H.G. (may not be offered by private 

candi dates) 
S.G. (may not be offered by private 

cand idates) 
S.G. 
S.G. (may not be offered with 

Mathematics H.G. or S.G.) 
H.G. (if not offered under Group E) 
S.G. (if not offe red under Group E) 
H.G. 
S.G. 
S.G. 
S.G. 
H.G. 
S.G. 
S.G . 
S.G. 
S.G. 
H.G.) may not be offered by private 
S.G. ) ca ndidates 
S.G. 
S.G. 
S.G. 
S.G. 

HIGHER GRADE: Demands more insight and understanding of the subject. Is 
marked out of 400. Pass mark is 40~ i.e . 160 marks out of 
400. 

STANDARD GRADE: A less demanding syllabus. Is marked out of 300. Pass 
mark is 331 i.e. 100 marks out of 300. 

J 
LOWER GRADE: Pass mark is 3~> with a sub -mini mum of 25 in the theory paper. 

Please note: No lower grade subjects will be accepted for matric exemption. 
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2. NOTES FOR MATRIC EXEMPTION (These are not included on the Poster) 

1. For Matricu l ation Exemption a pupil must pass one Fi rst Language 
Higher Grade and ALSO pass a Second Language Higher Grade from 
Group A. 

* It is important to note that pupils can do THREE languages. viz . 
an African First Language H.G. and BOTH English and Afrikaans 
Second Language H.G. In such cases either English or Afrikaans 
must be presented as a subject under Group D. 

2. For Accountancy. Agriculture and Technica l Fields of study on 
Higher Grade. Maths is needed on at least Standard Grade. 

3. If the pupil is do i ng Home Economics on Higher Grade. he/she must 
do Maths or a Science subject on at least Standard Grade. 

4. If a pup i l chooses 3 subjects from Group E. one of t hem may be 
converted to another group. Once converted that subject cannot 
rate as a Hi gher Grade subject. 

-25-
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Broad Topic 

Objectives 

Aids 

Method 

Content 

Pupil Activity 

LESSON 6 
oeCIOING booklet page 9 

FINDING OUT ABO UT MYSELF. 

To provide pupils with the oDDortunity to clarify what they 
think they are good at doing and to get them to ask people 
who know them vJell to tell thel~ what they think thei r 
abilities are. 

DECIDING booklet page 9 . 
Ab ilities chart. 

Telling/Discussion 
Individual work and sharing in pairs. 

(1) Srief summary of what has been covered. (So far Vie have 
looked at subjects, matching subject groups to job fields, 
necessary and useful subjects, leve l s of education and 
matric exemption). Pupils now need to f i nd out more about 
themselves, e.g . what they enjoy , what. they are good at, 
what is important to t hem e~ 

(2) HoVi do you find out about yourself? 

(3 ) 

(4) 

The teacher encourages the class to anSVier the above 
question. The teacher could offer a statement about who 
he/she is and what he/she thinks his/her abilities are. 

We fi nd out about ourse 1 ves by 1 i vi ng each day and tryi ng 
new things, meeting different people, by comparing 
ourselves with others, by being told by others what they 
th ink of us. 

One of the ways of finding out about yourself is to look 
at Vihat you are good at dOIng. 

Pupils turn to page 9 . 
Teacher reads through the list of abi lities with the 
class, asks the class to add any other abilities they can 
think of. The oupils then comolete the exercise marking 
what they think ' they are good at. 

Check your abilities. 

Pupils are then asked to share their lists with a friend 
in the class who agrees, disagrees or adds to the list. 

The class draws up an abilities check list (see the 
example) . Each pupil t hen asks at least two people, 
who know the pupil well, to answer the checklist . 
Encourage the pupils to ask these people questions 
e.g. "Do you think I am good/average/bad at public 
speaking?", rather than giving these people the 
checklist to do on their own. 
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-

Evaluation The next lesson (lesson 7. ) is concerned with matching 
abilities with future jobs. For this lesson pupils 
will need to know what their abilities are. Therefore 
by pupils doing lesson 7 . you wi 11 get some indication 
of the success of lesson 6. 
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PUPIL MATERIAL 
LESSON6 

ABILITIES CHECKLIST 

':/I.'1E OF PUP I L ••• , • • ••• • • •••••••• ••• •• 0 "0 •• ••• ••• • • 

code : .G 
A -
B 

good 
ave rage 
bad 

? don ' t know 

'inding ou t more abou t 
~yself from people who 
know me . 

·nderstanding . and 
1e!rnin~ new t~ings . 

Keeni ng things neat and 
tidy . 

'.eeping a secret. 

-~loinq peoole with thei r 
~ " oble[T1s. 

,'nders tandi ng 
instruct ions, 

Name of friend or Name of fr i end or 
relative relative 

G A B ? G A B ? 

-28-

Name of frie nd or 
relative 

G A B ? 



Broad Topic 

Objectives 

Aids 

Method 

Content 

J:lupil Activity 

Evaluation 

LESSON 7 
OEC:IOING booklet page 9 

ABILITIES AND JOBS 

(a) To increase pupils' knowledge of the different abilities 
that are needed for different jobs. 

(b) To encourage pupils to explore how their abilities could 
be used in future employment. 

DECIDING booklet, page 9. 
Abilities chart 
Blackboard 
Two sets of question cards 

Telling 
Quiz 
Individual work 

(1) Teacher briefly explains the lesson objective. 

(2) Teacher explains what abilities are, how they can be 
developed into skills and how they can help a person in a 
job . (See Teachers' No te s 1.). 

(3) QUIZ: Matching abilities to jobs. 
For an explanation of how to do the quiz see Tea~hers' 
Notes 2. 

Pupils turn to page 9. of the DECIDING book let. Using 
the abilities checklist on page 9. and the abilities 
chart which was done· for homework,pupils are asked to 
complete the second exercise on page 9. - JOBS and 
ABILITIES . 

During this activity the teacher moves around the 
class of fe r ing assistance t o individual pupils who 
might have difficulty with the exercise. 

If pupils are ab le to comp lete the above PUPIL ACTIVITY 
realistically, then they have understood the last two 
lessons. 
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TEACHERS' NOTES 
LESSON 7 

1. ABILITIES 
Each person has some abilities - something t ha t he or she is GOOD AT . 
Each person can choose to develop these abi li ties for use at work. 

For example: If a person has a good vo i ce he or she can choose to develop 
this ability in a choir or lea rn a musical instrument. 

If a person is good at keeping his or her possess ions neat 
and ti dy th is could be developed into the ab ility to file 
and organise information. 

There fore abi liti es can be developed if we choose to develop th em. 

Abilities can also be deve l oped into skills - skills are applied abilities 
i.e. ways in which abilities can be used at work or in li fe . 

For example - if a person is nimble fingered and has goo~ co -ordination 
this can be developed into the ski l l of typing. 

- if a person is very popu lar and is able to make friends 
easily this can be developed into specific skil ls for working 
well with people. 

We cou ld say that a ski ll is a developed ability. 

Abilities help peop le in their jobs. Depending on what abilities 
(or skills) people have, t hey have more chance of be ing successfu l in 
certain jobs. 

For example: If a person has the ability to speak in publi c with 
confidence this would help hi m or her in a. job as a 
journalist, a lawyer or a community health educator. 

? ~. • orP 
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If a person has the ability t o work accu rate ly wi th f igures 
this would help him or her in a job as a cashier, a 
bookkeeper, an accounts clerk or an accountant. 

2. QUIZ - MATCH[SG ,l,S:L:TI[S ~'10 JOSS 
This qui z is aimed at helping pupils link the different abilities that are 
needed for di fferent jobs. 

How to administer the guiz 

You should have two sets of cards - Set A and Set 8. 
Divide the class into two teams (Team A and Team B) and ask each team to 
choose a leader to represent the team. 

Give Team Teade r A the qu estion cards (Set A) . 

Give Team l eade r B the question cards (Set 9). 

The teacher acts as the score keeper . 
Team leader A is asked to read ou t the first Question for his or her team 
to ans wer. 
The team is given three chances to get the correct ~nswer. 

If the team answers correctly the first time i t scores 5 points. 
If the team answers correctly the second time it scores 3 points. 

If the team answers co rrectly on the third attempt lt onl y scores 
point. 
If the team cannot answe r the question correctly by the third at tempt 
they get no points and the team l eader reads out the answer. 

Now it is Team 8 's chance to an swer. 
Team A and Team B get alternate chances to answer qu e s t ions and the 
teacher keeos the score on the "ackboard. 

The teacher could dev ise new questions fo r future qui zzes . 



Broad Topic 

Objectives 

Aids 

Method 

Content 

6 [), r . 

LESSON 8 
OECIOING booklet page 

If ALU E S 

To help pupils clarify what their values are and to help them 
to become more aware Jf how their values affect the choices they 
make in their lives. 

DECIDI~G booklet page 10. 
Blackboard 
Value statements 

Debate/Forced Choice 
Individual work 
Case study and discussion 

(1) Brief introduction to lesson objective. 

(2) Deba te /Forced Choice Exercise (See Teachers ' Notes) 

This activity is not a formal debate. although brief 
debate forms part of it. 

Some of the 'following statements are disp layed to the class. 
one at a time. 

"We're on 1y young once. why not ha ve all the fun we can now?" 

"Parents are older and wiser than we are he nce they must be 
obeyed " . 

"Money. or the lack of it is the cause of most problems". 
"The vlise person first takes care of his/her own needs and 
on ly then concerns him/herself with the needs of others". 

"The only way to get ahead in this wor ld is to be we11-
educated" . 

"Hav ing a fortune is worth nothing i f you have no one t o 
sha re it with". 

"To have a healthy body and to have a healthy mind are 
equally impor tant ". 

"Being on ones own is far more en joyable than being with 
people all the ti me ". 

"T he great people of ,' ,; r generation are the scientists and 
eng; neers II. 

"t·ien :l re sll!.l e t~; 01· to women". 

"What the wo rld needs is more people who are concerned about 
t hei," fe llow human beings ". 

Each pupil i s required to decide if they agree or disagree with 
each separate sta teme nt . No one is allowed to stand in the 
middle. 
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Pupil Activity 

Evaluation 

(3) My values "At the age I am now" 

Pu pils turn to page 10 . of DECIDING booklet and do the 
exerci se . 

Space is available for pupils to add to the list. The 
teacher could assist by helping to highlight additional 
values that were discussed in the previous exercise. 

"Joseph has to make a deci s ion" (Page 10 . DECIDING 
booklet) 

Pupils read through the short ca se study and complete 
it. 

They are then gi ven the opportunity to share their 
answers. 

The teacher then encourages the class to think of 
decisions they are making daily and how their values 
i nf1 uence them. 

The final discussion wi ll be a very good indication as 
to whether the pupils have clarified, their values and 
become more aware of the effect these have on the 
choices they make daily. 
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TEACHERS' NOTES 
LESSON 8 

FORCED CHOICE EXERCISE 

T'lis activity vlorks very well if pupils physically move in response to their 
decision. (E.g . if you agree with the statement move to the left hand side 
of the room. If you disagree move to the right. If classroom is limited 
pupils could indicate by standing or sitting). 

Once the choice has been made pupils representing each side are encouraged 
to explain their points of view and try to convince others to join his or 
~er side. 

The teacher may at times need to play "Devil~ Advocate" - taking a definite 
stance an& challenging the class point of view. For this exercise to work 
well, each statement must be written on a separate chart e.g. 

"We're only young once, why not have all the 
fun we can now". 

...... _....:A-.:.;g1.:,r.:;:e:=.-e_ 
move to the 1 eft 

Disagree ~ 
move to the right 

The timing of this activity is also vital. The teacher needs to be 
sensitive to the class's level of involvement in each issue. The initial 
decision needs to be hurried, so as to give maximum time for debate. 

The ti~e allocated for each statement is roughly 5 minutes. This might mean 
that some of the debate will have to be cut short and only some of the 
state~ents displayed . 
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Broad Topic 

Objectives 

Aids 

Method 

Content 

Pupil Activity 

Evaluation 

LESSON 9 
CECICING booklet page 11 

VALUES AND JOBS IN THE FUTURE. 

To help pupils to consider what their va lues may be when they 
leave school and how these values will influence the type of 
work they do. 

DECIDING booklet page 11. 
Pictures 
Bl ackboard 

Telling 
Question and answer 
Individual work 

(1) Brief introduction to lesson objective. 

(2) Brief explanation of why ou r va lues may be different whe n 
we leave school. (See Teachers' No tes 1.). 

(3) Pictures - Teacher displays the different pictures and asks 
the class what they think the values are of the different 
people in these pictures. Teacher encourages discussion. 
(See Teachers' Notes 2.). 

(4) Values "When I leave school" 

(a) Pupils turn to page 11. of DECIDING booklet, read 
through the list of values and tick those that will be 
very important, important or not important. 

(b) Pupils also try individually to think of names of jobs 
which would satisfy each of tile va l ues listed. 
Teacher could go through these with the class 
afterwards so as to check understand i ng. 

(a) Write down the three most important things you will 
look for in a job and also the reasons why. 

(b) Write down the three jobs which would offer you the 
chance to satisfy what is important to you. 

The Pupil Activity if done with understanding will give 
a good indication as to the success of the lesson. 
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TEACHERS' NOTES 
LESSON 9 

1. "Our Values Now" - "Our values when we leave schoo l " 

As time goes by we change. How does this occur? We l earn new things. 
We meet different people. Different things are expec ted of us at 
different stages of our lives. 

When at school we are dependent on our parents or guardians to clothe 
and feed us, we depend on the school to educate us. 

As young adults we have to begin to face some of these respons ibili ties 
ourselves. We are required to be more independent and responsible for 
our own keep. 

Because of all these differences the values you consider to be very 
important now may quite easi ly change. 

2. Pi ctu res - The purpose of this activity is to get pupil s to identify 
through the medium of pictures, some of the cur rent values ope rati ve in 
society today. 

Preparati on : 
flnd plctures 
young working 

Look through 
that in some 
populati on. 

local newspapers and popular magazines and 
way illustrate some of the values of the 
The following example may be a hel pfu l gu ide. 

A picture of a new car or expensive Hi Fi equipment. 
A coup le who have just become engaged. 
A picture of a graduate or a place of learning. 
People working in the city. 
People working in a rural area. 
A group of people. 
Peop le working out on construction. 

Al l these pictures cou ld form part of a large poster, or they cou l d be 
used individually. The teacher di sp l ays the picture to the class to 
stimulate discussion about values. 
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Broad Topic 

Objectives 

Aids 

Method 

Content 

Pupil Activity 

Evaluation 

LESSON 10 
OEC:IOING booklet page 12 

DECIDING AB0UT SUBJECTS. 

To hel~ pupils make an informed decision about what subjects 
to take in Standard 8. 

DECIDI ~G booklet page 12. 
Checklist 
Blackboard 

Telling 
Pupil revision 
Working in pairs 
Individual Vlork 

(1) Introduction of lesson objective. 

(2) The teacher gives a ~rief exolanation of the steps in the 
decision-making process (see Teachers' ~Qtes 1. ) . 

(3) The teacher then helps the pupils revise all the 0ifferent 
steps they have been through in the DECIDING D00klet. 

(4) Pupils are then asked to write their choice of subjects 
lightly in pencil in the space supplied on page 12. of the 
DECIDING booklets. 

(5) Teacher Vlrites up the check list on the board or Ilands 
pup ils an individual copy. Pupils \'lark through these 
questions on their o\'ln and make necessary adjustments in 
pencil. (See Pupil ~aterial). 

(6) Check it out wi th a friend (optio nal). 
Ask pupils to share their subject selection with a friend 
or the person sitting next to them. 

The friend may be able to give a helpful suggestion or 
spot som~thing they've not considered. 

(1) Pupils write the su bjec ts they have finally 
decided on in ink. 

(2) They then complete this sentence in their guidance 
book s : I have decided to do these subjects in 

Std. 3 because ........ . 

(3) Teacher encourages ~upils to discuss thGir 
subject so lectio~ ~ith their o~rent5. 

The final ch art on cage 12. ai ms to bring all that has 
ry een covered in the DECIDING booklet together. Get the 
pupils to do this on their own at home. A brief glance 
at the completed chart together with the teacher's 
knO\·lledge of the individual pupil ,·Jill be a very good 
indicator as to the overall success of the lessons. 
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TEACHERS' NOTES 
LESSON 10 

(1) Decision ~ak ing 

- 37 -

Defin ition 

A decision is a choice one makes between different options 
in order to solve a problem. 

A decision can be simple (no l ong -term effects) or complex 
(it ca n affect the way you live, or have lon g-l asting 
effects on your life). 

;'Ihat decisions lye make and how . 

This depends on our personalities: -

are you a person who puts de cis ions off, or lets someone 
else or circumstances choose for you, or are you a person 
who always chooses the safe way , or are you a person who 
takes active responsibility for your life etc. 

It also d=pendes on external factors, which we can 't change 
e.g. laws and physica l abillties. -

Steps in decision-making process 

(a) State your aim: :'Iy aim is to decide on t he subjects I om 
going to do in Std. 8 . 

(b) Fi nd out t he informati on you need to know t o make an 
informed decision. 

e .g. The su bjects that are of fered at the school. 
The subj ects that you are good at. 
The different jobs t ha t su bjects preoa re you for. 
The req ui rements for ce rtai n jobs you are interested in. 

(c) Find out wha t the different options are 

e .g . Shou l d I do :la ths and Sc ience. 
Shoul d I do General subjec ts. 
Do I want a ma tric exemption. 

(d) Evalua te t hese options . 

Which of these options would be best for me? 

e.g. If I decide t o do 'laths and Science I'li ll I be abl e 
t o pass the~? (for further exa mp les see checklist). 

(e) ::ake the decision and ac t on it 

;·I aking up your mi nd (deciding ) after you have considered all 
the facts and t he options i s only half of the process. 
Committing yourself to being actively involved in making the 
thing you have decided on happen, is the final test of a mature 
decis ion. 

e.g. If you decide to take Maths and you know that you are 
wea k in that subject you need to commit yourself to do 
extra work so as to keep up and finally pass and get the 
exemption you've decided you want. 

-



PUPIL MATERIAL 
LESSON 10 

Here are some questions for you to ask yourse l f. They will help you check 
whether the decision you have made is the correct one for you . 

(1) Are you sure that the subjects you have chosen are offered in Std . 8 , 
9 and 10 at your school? 

(2) Of the subjects you have chosen, have you included subjects which you 
really enjoy? 

(3) Of the subjects you have chosen , do you think you have the ability to 
pass them at ma tric le vel? 

(4) If you wish to go to Un iversity, do your subjects me et the matric 
exempt ion requ irements ? 

(5) Do the subjects you have chosen include Math s and Physica l Sc ience or 
Biology? Do you know why the se subjects are considered to be so 
i mportant? 

(6) ,J ill the subjects you have chosen prepare you for the type of work you 
are i nteres ted in? 

(7) Will the subjects you have chosen he lp you deve l op your ab i lities e.g. 
you may be good at work ing quickly and accurately with figures, Maths 
and Account i ng would help you develop that ab ility . 

(8) Wi l l the subjects you have chose n prepare you to get a job that wi l l 
give you opportunity to satisfy what i s important to you (your values). 

e . g. If it is very important fo r you to improve the hea I th of your 
community, Biology or Agricul tural Sc ience woul d be importan t 
subjects to include. 
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LESSON 11a 
DECIDING booklet page 8 

Broad Topic: FINDING OUT ABOUT JOBS. 

Objectives 

Aids 

Method 

C:ontent 

To introduce pup il s to one way of find i ng out more about 
different jobs and to encourage them to speak to people about 
the work they do. 

DECIDING booklet page 8. 
Blackboard 

Question and answer 
Role Play 

(1) Teacher briefly explains Lesson Objective. 

(2) The teacher asks the class the following questions:

Think of one person you know or you are related to who is 
working. What work does he/she do? 

Try to imagine what this person would do in a day at work. 
Have you ever asked this person about the work he/she 
does? 

This part of the lesson needs to be brief and fast moving. The 
teacher needs to get as many puoils to respond as possible. 

(3) What are some of the questions to ask? 

Teacher asks the class what questions they think are 
important to ask people about the jobs they do. These are 
written on the board e.g . 

What do you do at work all day? 
What kind of qualifications do you have? 
Do you need them for the job you do? 
What made you decide to do this kind of work? 
What do you like about your job? 
What do you dislike about your work? 
What information would you give to someone who is 
interested in doing the kind of work you do? 
Would you do another job? Why? 

(4) Role Play 
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The purpose of this activity is to give pupils the 
opportunity to practise the skill of information seeking 
through conversation with an adult person. The questions 
on the board are used as a guideli ne. 

(i) The teacher offers to be interviewed/questioned about 
his or her career by a pupi l vo l unteer. 

( i i ) In the second phase of this activity, the teacher is 
again interviewed by another volunteer, but plays a 
role (becomes someone else with a different career). 
Thus giving two pupils the chance to practise and the 
rest of the class the opportunity to observe and make 
comments. 



Pupil Activity 

Homework 

. Evaluation 

(5) What have YOU learned from the two role plays? 

Teacher attempts to get the class to formulate some basic 
guidelines for how to go about talking to someone about 
his/her work e.g. 

Explain why you are asking all these questions. 
Listen and express your interest. 
Ask questions that are appropriate. 

Ask the pupils to: (1) think of two people they 
could soeak to about their jobs in the next week 
and (2) make notes on what they would like to ask 
them and how best it would be to aoproach them. 

Speak to two people about the jobs they do . 

In the next lesson pupils will report back. The 
teacher could assess lesson success from this 
feedback. 
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Broad Topic 

Objectives 

Aids 

Method 

Content 

Pupil Activity 

LESSON 11b 
DECIDING booklet page 8 

FINDING OUT ABOUT JOBS. 

To give pupils guidelines for finding out about different jobs, 
and to involve them in doing their own research. 

DECIDING booklet page 8 .. 
Poster on finding out about jobs 
Any relevant career resource material e.g. Career Training Guide, 
Newspapers, Magazines, etc. 

Repor t back 
Question and answer 
Team work 

(1) Report back. As many pupils as possible should be given 
the opportunity to share what they have found out by talking 
to people about their work. 

(2) Summary 

Talking to people about their work is a very i mpo rtant way 
of finding out about different jobs but it is not the only 
way. In using this method of research we find out about 
the real life experience of the person in the job, but there 
are facts that we cannot find out by just talking to 
people. 

(3) "Finding out about different jobs " 

Teacher displays poster and briefly explains it. 

(4) What else do you need to know about jobs? 

Teacher writes the headings on the board (see Teachers' 
Notes) and uses these to encourage pupils to callout other 
questions they need to ask about jobs. 

(5 ) Important points to remember when finding out about jobs 
(a) Be sure of the questions you want to ask. 

(b) Ask yourself who or where would be the best place to 
find out what you want to know. 

Pupils refer to the poster and the questions on the 
board. They are then asked to decide which information 
source would best answer each of the questions. 

Evaluation/ Homework Divide class into small teams and give 
each team a blank job definition chart. 
The team to fill in the most jobs not 
listed in the DECIDING booklet is the 
winner. (Appropriate reward given to 
winning team). The charts could be used 
as career reference material in future 
guidance lessons. 
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TEACHERS' NOTES 
LESSON 11b 

FINDING OUT ABOUT JOBS 

These notes are to help the teacher guide the class in thinking of what 
questions to ask. The teacher could use the headings that follow to 
prompt pupils to think about all the different aspects. 

Suggested Questions 

(a) Requirements for the job 
Educational requirements 
Subjects necessary and useful 
Experience 
Age/Sex/Race 
Specific knowledge 
Skills and abilities 

(b) Description of the actual work oerformed 
Does the perc1n work with things / people/ facts and figures / ideas? 
What tools or equipment are used? 
What are the day to day activities performed? 
What is most enjoyable about the work? 
What is least enjoyable about the work? 

(c) Physical Work Environment 
Is the work environment noisy or quiet? 
Is the work indoors or outdoors? 
Is the work environment safe or dangerous? 
Is the work environment clean or dirty? 
Is the place of work far from where people live or nearby? 

(d) Social Working Environment 

Is the work done in isolation? 
Is the work done in a team? 
Are there facilities and opportunities to meet and talk with work 
colleagues? 
What kind of personality do you need to have to get on well in the 
job? 

(e) Organisation 
Is the work closely supervised? 
Who is the person in charge? 
Does the work require independent decision-making? 
Are there set working rules - what are they? 

(f) Job availability 
Are there many vacancies available in this sort of job? 
How many people doing the same sort of job are employed at your 
place of employment? . 
Would it be easy to find similar work at a different place or in 
a different town. city or country? 
Is the job one that there will always be a demand for? 

(g) Conditions of Service 
Are there opportunities for improvement/promotion? 
Is there any training offered? 
Is there a pension scheme and medical aid scheme? 
Is the salary good/adequate/poor? 
Is there a trade unio~ or professional association? 
How much leave is granted? 
What are the working hours? 
Is there shift work? 
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PUPIL MATERIAL 
LESSON 7 

A Questions 

1. What does this person do? 
This person has: 

An ability to respond to music. 

An ability to move gracefu ll y. 

An ab ility to do hard phys i ca l 
exercise. 

2. What does this person do? 

This person has: 
An ability to understand Biology. 

An ability to take respons i bi l ity. 

An ability to understa nd 
individual peop le' s prob lems as 
well as community problems. 

B Questions 

1. What does this person do? 

This person has: 
An ability to recognise, rememb( 
the music of di fferent pcpular 
groups and singers . 

An ability to speak clea rl y and 
easi ly. 

An abi l ity to keep people happy 
(to entertain people). 

2. What does this per~on do? 
This person has: 

An abi lity to l ea rn and 
understa nd Sc i ence. 

An ability to explain things 
clear ly . 
An ability to get on wel l with 
younq people. 

~ -------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------
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3. What does this person do? 

Thi s pers on has : 
An ability to ass i st people to 
find what they need . 
An ability to organize and 
categorize informa ti on . 

An ab i 1 i ty to work ina set 
routi ne. 
An ability to read quickly and 
widely. 

4. What does this person do? 

Thi s person has: 
An ability to cook wel l. 

An ability to ar r ange things 
attracti ve ly. 

An ability to work in an 
organized manner and to organize 
people. 

An ability t o please people. 
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3. What does thi s person do? 

This person has: 
Writi ng and language abi l i ty. 

An ability to remember general 
knowled ge . 
An abi lity to be imag inative an, 
crea t ive. 

An abi 1 ity to meet strangers an ' 
socialize. 

4. What does this person do' 
This person has: 

An ability to get on well with 
people. 

An ability to make people look 
beauti f ul . 

An ability to follow new 
fashions and sty les . 

An ability to work with his / her 
hands. 



---
Answers B Answers A 5. 

Oi sk Jockey "OJ" Bal l et Da ncer 

6. 

Science Teacher Communi ty Nurse 

7 . 

Journal ist Librarian 

8. 

Hair Dresser Chef 
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A Questions B Questions ___ ---------~~~~~------------------i-------------~~~~~~--------------
5. What does this person do? 

This person has: 
An ability to talk easily to 
strangers. 
An ability to persuade and 
conv i nce peop 1 e . 
An ability to make money. 

An abil i ty to keep people happy. 

6. What does this person do? 

This oerson has: 
An ability to work with animals. 

An ability to read and understand. 
An ability to solve problems on 
his/her own. 

An ability to work conf i dently and 
accurately with tools. 

7. What does thi s person do? 
This person has: 

An ability to put ideas on paper. 

Good hand -eye co-ordination. 

An ability to work neatly and 
accurately. 

8. What does this person do? 

This person has: 

A good memory. 
An ability to defend a point of 
vie\'1. 

An ability to read quickly and 
absorb information. 

An ability to speak with 
confidence in public. 
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5. 

6. 

What does this person do? 
This person has: 

An ability to look pleasant. 

An ability to assist peop l e. 

An abi 1 ity to be organized. 
An ability to remqin ca lm and 
pleasant in most situations. 

What does this person do? 

This person has: 
An ability to organize th i ngs anc 
people. 

An abi 1 i ty to work with animals 
and plants. 

An ability to work with heavy 
mach i nery . 

7. What does thi s person do? 

This Derson has: 

Good eye sight. 
Good judgement. 

An ability to respond qu i ck ly i n 
dangerous situation. 
Good sense of direction. 

Abi l ity t o stay alert for long 
hou r s. 

8. What does this person do? 

Th i s person: 

Has technical ability. 
Is able t o follow safety rules. 
Is able t o work with too l s. 
Must not be colour blind. 

Is able to diagnose faul ts. 

i 
( , 



Answers B Answers A 

Receptionist Sales Representative 

Farmer Vet 

Heavy Duty Driver Ora ftsmen/women 

Electrician Lawyer 
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DECIDING 
Everyday people are making decisions about many different things. Some of the decisions 

you have to make while you are still at school are about subjects and your future jobs. We 

hope that this booklet will help you in making these decisions. 

The subjects that pupils decide to do in Std . 8 and later in Stds. 9 and 10 will influence 

the kind of JOBS they can do when they leave school. This is because different JOBS 

require different SUBJECTS. 

Although it is not always possible, most of us would like to be satisfied in the jobs we do. 

To be satisfied in your job, the @ should suit the kind of person Bare. 

To help you find out what jobs may, one day, suit you, you will have to firstly think about 

these two things: 

WHAT KIND OF PERSON AM I? WHAT KIND OF JOBS ARE THERE? 

? 
• 
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IN THIS BOOKLET WE SHALL LOOK AT: 

@ S 
(1) Different jobs require (1) Each of you will have to offer 

some things to a job. different things from a person. 

These are: These are: 

• SUBJECTS that suit the job. • SUBJECTS that are required for 
the job. 

• ABILITIES that suit the job. • ABILITIES that are required for 
the job. 

For example: * If you want to be an electrician you will need 

the subject MATHEMATICS. 

* If you want to be a salesperson you will need 

to BE ABLE to persuade others to buy your 

goods. 

J 

(2) Each of you will require some 

things from a job to be 

satisfied in that job. 

(2) Different jobs have different 

things to offer to a person . 

These are: These are: 

• The chance to do something 
that you are GOOD AT DOING. 

• The chance to do what you are 
GOOD AT DOING. 

• The chance to do something 
that is IMPORTANT to you. 

• The chance to do what is 
IMPORTANT to you. 

" For example: * If you are GOOD AT typing you might think 

about jobs which give you the chance to do 

this (e.g. Secretary, Computer Operator). 

* If it is IMPORTANT TO YOU to work for your 

community you could find out about jobs which 

give you the chance to do this (e.g. Social 
Worker, Nurse). 
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Subjects 
When you are thinking about which subjects you should do, it is important to know which 
subjects you CAN do at your school or the school which you will attend in Std . 8. 

Find out from your guidance teacher or principal: 

• 
• 
• 

What subjects your school offers in Stds. 8, 9 and 10. 
Which groups these subjects belong to. 
Whether these subjects can be done on Higher Grade (H .G .), 
Standard Grade (S.G .) or Lower Grade (L.G.). 

When you have done this, fill in the chart below. 

RANK SUBJECTS GROUP GRADE 

Write down:
SUBJECTS I ENJOY 

Now write down:-
SUBJECTS I THINK I WOULD LIKE TO DO 
NEXT YEAR 

Now that you know which 
subjects your school 
offers, think about the 
subjects you ENJOY and 
those that you are GOOD AT. 

SUBJECTS I AM GOOD AT 

REASON WHY 

However this is not your FINAL decision on subjects. There are still other things you need 
to think about. READ ON! 
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MATRICULATION EXEMPTION 

When you look at different kinds of jobs you will find that some of them require universi t' 
training. Anyone who goes to university MUST have a MATRIC EXEMPTION. 

As you know, subjects are divided into groups. They can also be done on Higher GradE 
Standard Grade or Lower Grade. It is important to know the groups and grades of th l 
subjects you select if you intend passing Standard 10 with Matric Exemption. 

Ask your guidance teacher or principal to explain what the different groups and grades are 

TO PASS STANDARD 10 YOU MUST: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Do your first language (from 
Group A) on higher grade or 
standard grade 

Do a second language (from 
Group A) on higher grade or 
standard grade. 

Write at least 6 subjects. 

Pass in 5 subjects including the 
2 languages from Group A 

Obtain a total of 720 marks or 
more. 

4 

TO PASS STANDARD 10 WITH 
MATRIC EXE~lPTION YOU MUST: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Pass your first language (from 
Group A) on higher grade. 

Pass a second language (from 
Group A) on higher grade. 

Write at least 6 subjects. 

Pass in 5 subjects and obtain 
at least 20 % in the 6th 
subject. 

Obtain a total of 950 marks or 
more. 

Cover at least 4 different 
groups with the subjects you 
pass . 

Pass 2 subjects (other than 
languages) on higher grade 
from 2 different groups of 
subjects . 

NOTE: NO LOWER GRADE 
SUBJECTS WILL BE 
ACCEPTED FOR MATRIC 
EXEMPTION 



Subjects and Jobs 
Now we look at different SUBJECT GROUPS and match them to different JOBS. 
The chart below shows how SUBJECT GROUPS could help you in various JOBS. 

SUBJECTS 

Two Languages compulsory. 

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS 

Business Economics ] 
Accountancy 
Economics I Comme.rce > 
Typi ng L. ----'------

Maths 

SCIENCE SUBJECTS 

Biology 

] Physical Science 
I Science > Maths 

Agricultural Science 
Geography 

TECHNICAL/PRACTICAL 
SUBJECTS 

Technical Drawing 
Trade Theory 
Woodwork Technical 
Metalwork (Apprentice! 
Maths Technician) 
Physical Science 

GENERAL SUBJECTS 

History 
Biblical Studies 
Agricultural Science 
Geography 

I General > Music 
Art 
Home Economics 
Needlework and Clothing 
Other Languages 

EXAMPLES OF JOBS 

bookkeeper 
accountant 
bank teller 
wages clerk 
secretary 
salesperson 
insurance agent 
typist 

science teacher 
computer programmer 
engineering technician 
farmer 
medical technologist 
microbiologist 
laboratory assistant 
nurse 
radiographer 

motor mechanic 
fitter and tu rner 
boilermaker 
polisher 
plumber 
draughtsman!woman 
surveying technician 

legal assistant 
speech and drama teacher 
textile des igner 
translator 
reporter 
home economist 
hairdresser 
community worker 
pre-pri mary teacher 
driver 

The chart you have just read tells you something about how different SUBJECT GROUPS 
could lead to different kinds of JOBS. 

Let's now look at subjects which are NECESSARY for certain jobs and subjects which are 
USEFUL for certain jobs. (NECESSARY subjects are those which you must have to do a 
certain job). 
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Code 
* necessary subjects 
• useful subjects 

JOBS 
(fi ll in any other 

jobs that inte re st 
you) 

SUBJECTS 
C (fill in 
<1l any other -su bjects that B: 

your school () 
Q) offers) C/) 

Languages • 
Accountancy 

Business Economics 

Economics 

Maths 

Physical Science 

Biology 

Physical Science or 
Biology 

Geography 

H islory 

Biblical Studies 

Agricultural Science 
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On pages 6 and 7 there is a chart showing some jobs and the subjects which are either 
necessary or useful for these jobs. Have a look at the jobs mentioned. 

How many jobs must have: 

MATHS? .................................... . 

PHYSICAL SCiENCE? .. .. .. ..... .. . 

BIOLOGy? .......... .... .......... ........ .. 

ACCOUNTANCy? .................... .. 

HISTORY? ................... ...... .... . .. . 

GEOGRAPHy? .......................... . 

IMPORTANT 
SUBJECTS 

OTHER 
SUBJECTS 

MATHS and PHYSICAL 
SCIENCE or BIOLOGY are the 
subj ects which are neces'sary 
for many jobs. If your school 
offers these subjects and you 
think you can pass them , try to 
include them in your subject 
selection. 

Subjects like GEOGRAPHY 
and HISTORY are not 
necessary for any jobs. Choose 
the ones you enjoy or are good 
at. ----

However there are jobs that do not need MATHS. Do not look at any other page in this booklet but THINK of: 

Now you have some information on DIFFERENT JOBS and the SCHOOL SUBJECTS which are necessary or 
useful for these jobs. 

But there are still lots of other jobs to find out about. There are also different things to find out about these jobs. 

FIND OUT ABOUT DIFFERENT JOBS: 

Ask people about the jobs they do ... your neighbours, your friends and your parents. 

Vis it places where people work . Ask your guidance teacher to help you arrange these visits . 

Read books, magazines and newspapers to find out about the different jobs people do . 

Try to get holiday jobs. 

Visit or write to your nearest Career Centre: 

DURBAN: Career Informat ion Centre (C.I.C .) 
20 St . Andrews Street, DURBAN 4001. 
Tel.: (031) 353231/2. 

CAPE TOWN: Careers Research and Information Centre (C. R.I.C.) 
7 Roscommon Road, CLAREMONT 7700. 
Tel. : (02 1) 611058 

JOHANN ESBURG: Educat ional Information Centre (E.I.C.) 
601 Dunwell House, 35 Jorissen Street , BRAAMFONTEIN 2001. 
Tel .: (011) 392476 

PORT ELIZABETH: Career ORRortunities Research and Information Centre (CORIC) 
P.O. Box 9, Kwa-Zakhele , PORT ELIZABETH: 6025. 
Tel .: (041) 21430 

SOWETO: Careers Centre 
P.O. Box 38, Orlando , SOWETO 1804 
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What are you good at doing - ABILITIES 

There are many different ways to find out what you are good at doing. We have already 
looked at school subjects that you are good at (see page 3). Now let's look at some of the 
other things you may be good at doing. Read through the following statements and tick those 
that apply to you. Add any that have not been mentioned. 

lAM lAM 
GOOD AT GOOD AT 

SPEAKING IN PUBLIC WORKING QUICKLY AND ACCURATELY WITH 
READING QUICKLY FIGURES 

WRITING COMPOSITIONS REMEMBERING FIGURES 

WORKING WITH TOOLS WORKING OUT SUMS IN MY HEAD 

MAKING THINGS SELLING THINGS 

REPAIRING THINGS ORGANISING PEOPLE 

UNDERSTANDING HOW THINGS WORK MAKING FRIENDS 
e.g. A BICYCLE DESIGNING THINGS 

REMEMBERING THINGS I HAVE SEEN DRAWING 

SOLVING MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS MAKING THINGS LOOK BEAUTIFUL 

SPORT 

1tJ Ask your parents ~/Z;~ what they think 
you are good at dOing C!)C!) JI) I) '\) 1\) , v 

• • • Jobs and Abilities 
:~l 'q ~ It/ /1 

Different jobs require different abilities. Can you THINK of any jobs which would require the 
different abilities that you have? 

I AM GOOD AT JOBS 
(including subjects) 

For example: public speaking lawyer, community worker, T.V. announcer 

For exam [;lIe : Science medical technologist , technician 
• * 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* * 

REMEMBER 

To be satisfied in your job, the job should offer you the chance to do what you are GOOD 
AT DOING . 
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What is important to you - VALUES 
To be satisfied in your job, the job should offer you the chance to do what is important you . 
VALUES are things that are really important to you . 

But how do we know what our values are? Read through the following statements about values 
and tick those that are very important , important or not important to YOU at the age you are 
now . Add any other things that are important to you . 

I AM VERY NOT AT THE AGE NOW 
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT 

GETTING ON WITH FRIENDS AND BEING 
POPULAR IS .. .............. ......... .............. ............. ...... ......... 
HAVING LOTS OF CLOTHES, RECORDS 
ETC. IS ... .. ...... ...... ................ .......... .... .............. ..... .. ......... 
DOING WHAT MY PARENTS WANT ME 
TO DO IS .. ..... .............. • ... ... ... .... .... ................. ...... .... .. ..... 

BEING GOOD AT SPORT IS ... ..... ................... .. .. .... .. .. .. 

DOING WELL AT SCHOOL WORK IS ....... ... ............. .. 

DOING THINGS MY OWN WAY IS ..................... ........ 

ORGANISING OTHERS AND BEING A 
LEADER IS .. ...... ............... ........ .... ................... ............... . 

BEING PART OF A YOUTH GROUP IS ...... .. .... .. ........ 

HELPING OTHER PEOPLE WHO HAVE 
PROBLEMS IS ................. ... ... .... ....... ... ............ .... ............ 

-

Read the following story about a person called Joseph who has to make a decision . What 
do YOU think Joseph would decide to do? Write that decision in the proper space. Then write 
in what YOU think Joseph values. 

Joseph has been invited to spend a weekend away from home with a group of friends. 
On the Monday morning after the weekend there is going to be a Maths test at school. 
Joseph knows that if he doesn 't study over the weekend he will not do very well in the 
test. He also knows that he won 't be very popular if he doesn 't join his friends . Joseph 
has to make a choice between spending time with his friends or studying . 

Joseph decides to _ _ _ 

- _ . __ .. _---- -_.- ---

He values ____ _____ _______________ ... _ .. _______ . _. _._ .... 

The choice Joseph makes depends on what is most important to him. We often find out what 
our values are when we have to choose. 

Find out more about yourself : 
• Talk to your guidance teache r or counsell or. 
• Talk to your subjec t teachers. 
• Talk to your parents. 
• Talk to you r friends. 
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Since you know about some of the things that are important to you AT THE AGE YOU ARE 
NOW and how they influence your decisions, let 's look at some of the things that w ill be 
important to you WHEN YOU LEAVE SCHOOL and how they will influence your decisions 
about jobs. 

Once again read through the following statements about values and t ick those that wil l be 
very important , important or not important to you when you leave school. 

JOBS 

WHEN I LEAVE SCHOOL 
VERY NOT Name jobs which 

IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT wou ld sati sfy the 
following values . 

FINDING A JOB AS SOON AS 
POSSIBLE WILL BE ............ ... ....... ..... ... ... .... 

STUDYING /TRAINING FURTHER 
WILL BE ... ..................... ...... ............................ 

WORKING FOR THE COMMUNITY, 
HELPING OTHERS TO IMPROVE 
THEIR HEALTH, EDUCATION, 
WELFARE, ETC., WILL BE ...... .......... ......... 

HAVING PEOPLE RESPECT ME AND 
LISTEN TO MY OPINIONS WILL BE .......... 

BEING MY OWN BOSS, MAKING MY 
OWN DECISIONS ABOUT WORK 
WILL BE .......... .... ...... ....... ............................... 

ORGANISING AND DIRECTING 
OTHERS IN THEIR WORK WILL BE .......... 

INVENTING, DESIGNING OR 
DEVELOPING NEW THINGS OR 
IDEAS WILL BE .................................... ......... 

BEING SURE OF HAVIN G WORK 
(HAVING A SECURE JOB) WILL BE .......... 

HAVING MANY DIFFERENT THINGS 
TO DO IN MY JOB WILL BE .......... .... ......... 

WORKING IN A GROUP OR TEAM 
WILL BE ................... ......... ............................. 

HAVING LOTS OF FREE TIME WILL BE .. 

HAVING LOTS OF MONEY WILL BE ........ . 

If when you leave school you have a choice of jobs, you wil l have to deci de which one to 
take . Th is choice or decision will often depend on what is most important to you. 

Write down the three MOST IMPORTANT THINGS you wil l look for in a job and al so the reason 
why. 

I VALUE REASON WHY 

1. _____________ _ 

2. _____________ _ 

3. _ _________ . ___ _ 

Can you THINK which jobs may suit your values? Write down three jobs which you think would 
offer you the chance to satisfy what is important to you . 

• • • 
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Now that you have found out more about YOURSELF and JOBS, write down the 6 subjects 
you would like to take next year, the groups to which they belong and the grades on which 
you will do them. 

SUBJECT GROUP GRADE 

Histo 

Below is a chart for you to fill in :-

(1) the SUBJECTS that you have decided to take next year. 
(2) what you are good at doing - your ABILITIES (see page 9), 
(3) what is important to you - your VALUES (see page 11), 
(4) the jobs that you are interested in , 

When you have filled in the chart , tick off the subjects, abilities and values that you think would suit the jobs 
you are interested in , 

On the first page of this booklet we said that 
'To be satisfied in your job, the ® should suit the kind of person @ are ', 

Check, by looking at what you have ticked , whether the jobs you are interested in suit the kind of person you are, 

~OB~ 

e 
MY SUBJECTS 

1. 

2, 

3, 

4, 

5, 

6, 

MY ABILITIES 

MY VALUES 

~ Printing sponsored by BP Southern Africa 'itit/f v" ',,'S JI ;> . , i"' '': ,'. ~. ' ~ '> Tt!l .03 11 8~ =.1376 DurDan 
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About this book 
What is it for 

This book is aholl t choosing a career. It does not 
contain derailed infnrmation about johs. instead it 
invites you to think about who you are. There'a re 
plenty of hooks which will give you information about 
the johs yOLI CO" Kef. But a lot of people find it hard to 
know how to make use of tht! information in those 
book~ until they know somdhing about what sort of 
jobs they want. In ot her words, until they know 
something about themselves. 

To}.;,(' !>en'k. 1I '1i" kIlOI\ ·.~ - or .WlI'S iI£' knoll'S - ,liar I/t' lI 'tmf." fO 

hI' u s('i('lUiSf \I'hl'lI lit' /t'i.JI 't'.\' l'ciwo/. lit! ('/!i()Y.~ .I'dem ·,· c!as.H'.\' 

a/ school. and wams LO ~'I'e('iali.se in S£'it'IICt' at college. BUI 

u'hat does his interest in :iciell<'t' mean? ThaI di,H'U\'('f\' amI 
il/l 'l'lI lioll urt! imporllJl1f 10 hilll:' That he ;.1' Koud 01 . 
sdem't<1 ThaI ht' like~i [he sC'iI'lICe I('ucher? Thai he .\'ees scit'nce 
U,\' a securt' hast' for a securl> jWUfe? Thai he would ralher 
lI 'ork d ust'r /() l!J inKs Ihon 10 peop!t'? It prohuh~1' means a 
colt/hil/alioll lll'ome l~l Ihl' l'l' and other fllinKs fO() . Ami ;1 
.wrl'ly 11I('all.\· something df[/~'rf'llI fO Derek IlIOn 10 his friend 
Alike, who is also illlat'.Hed in science. Mike 's reasonS art' 
;11.\'[ (I.\' mfl1pli('oled, j U.H as personal ami j usl as unique as 
/}efl'k's . 

Or lok£, Sheila who is unclear ahow whaT job sht' wonls, 
A/osl l~f Itt'r /rielUlJ are KoillK 10 Irain to ht' l.lpislS, and ,hal 
SI'('tI/.\' f{) her us K(lod as anYlhinx t'I.H' sire can 'hink (!( A" 
she kno\\ '.\/{)f ,wn' is {llal slit' is goinK {o It'ave schoo/ 01 Ille 
1'11£1 (~l ilw/ijih Yl'ur, Hw whul does Ihis meall? That sIll' call', 
he!lt'fit from mort' ('dUClIlioll? ThaI she lel'i.\' rf'adl' to .\'wrr 
1i\ ' il1:~ lift' i l/slt'ud /~/jusl /t'aming ahoui if? ThaI iv/ lim and 
f)ucl think if',}, lime she .\'lartt'd (() ram a living? Thai .~he ('a'''' 
,\{(lflCl ol1ofha duy (~f hOI'iIlK to w('or .'whool uniform? nUJI all 
hl'f /riemb art' INJ\,jI/K .l('hoo/ flJ work, alUl .~he /ikl'.~ 10 pay 
Ilt'r II'li.l<' J1Wf her nat! call gel her a ;oh 0.\' a typ i.\·, in 'he 
1,IlIcI' 1\ '/lI'rt' h e 1I'0r/...(' SIU'i1a's reasons an' I'lJfllplicait'ti. 
I'c'r.Hlllul alld III/it/lit' too. 

This is a book for Derek and Sheila. It will help 
them to have another look at the decisions they have 
already made. And it will help them to make any new 
decisions on a broader, surer basis . It is also a book fo r 
you, because you are also making decisions and have 
more decisions to make. 

Of course this book cannot tell you who you are. All 
it can do is to give you some important questions to 
consider about yourse lf. The questions are designed to 
help yo u to heKin to answer the 4uestions 'Who am IT, 
'W hat do I want''' , 'What have I to offer'" and 'What 
do I wa nt do do'!' . They are not psychological tests -
just questions for you to think about. 

How it works 

This is not just a book to read, You share in the 
writing of it by fiUing in the sheets which are to be 
found in your separate Workbook. Some of these 
Worksheets ask you to say things about yourself. These 
arc called Self-assessment Works heets, and are marked 

like this: ~ 

Others ask you to record your impressions of the 
world of work. These are ca lled Job-assessment 
Worksheets, and are marked like this: 

The Workbook contain ing these assessment sheets is 
meant to be kept as a complete personal record of your 
thinking about career decisions, Use a pencil when 
filling in the shc.:ets, so lhat you ca n go back and revise 
them later, if necessary. 

The stages 

There are six main stages in Decide for YourJe!( For 
eac h one there is something to read, questions to ask 
yoursel f, points to discuss and an opport unity to relate 
what you find lO the world of work . The six stages are: 

Slage One: Innuence and choices 
What things influence you in making a choice, and 
which are most important in choosi ng a job? 

Stage Two: Values and needs 
What things are most worthwhile to you and necessary 
to you r happiness? 

Slage 3: Values and needs at work 
Can you find, in the world of work, the situations 
which will offer you some of the sa tisfactions yo u most 
val ue and need'! 

Stage r'JlIr: Abilities, skills and qualifications 
How successful are you at school o r college, what 
abilities and skills do you have, how will t hese things 
affec t your choice of joh'> 

Stage Fil'e: Personal styles 
How would yo u describe yo ur personality,? And how 
would others describe you? Can you use this 
information to plan a career'? 

StaKe Six: Focus 
How ca n you gather together all your impressions of 
you rself and the world of work to give you a sta hle 
baSIS fo r making sat isfying career decisions? 



Stage One 

Influences and choices 
MAY I HAVE 
THE PLEASURE 
OF THE NtXT 
DANC[ ? 

C 1fV10N BABE 
L£ TS GET TI-i/S 
TOGETHER. -
WHADUYUH SAY? 

you'D BE;TTER 
.DO mE NEXT 
ONE WITH ME; . 

TELL YOu WHAT/ 
THERE'LL BE 
SOMETHIN(j IN IT 

FOR Y:-..:O:....::U:....c.c..;..:...:._~ 

Making choices 

A lOll i.~ dlOrHing a coreN. and has discu,\'srd it wilh hi.~ 
parrnls. They olllalked /0 rhe careef!i ad\'isl'r and hOl'e since 
eholled ahout ;/ 01 home. He has listened 10 Ms c1assmarl'S 
folk il1K ahout fheir plans. They hO\'e all heen given pamphlets 
ohoul careers, and have heen shown films. The school hpld a 
careen ('onvenrion where of! kinds 0/ johs were represented. 
willi experts on hand to lalk ahoul ,hem. SOllie of the' c/ass 
hO\ ,(' h('{'n ahle 10 lolk o\'er fheir chanc'{'s of examinarion 
su ccr.\'.\' w;lh ,Iu';r (('ochen. Some hO I'(' h(,t'n ,"inking .\'er;ou.\' ly 
ahoul which subjects ther {'on do he.'iI, and whirh rhey are 
mmt interested in. Ther '011 had an interriew Wilh fhe Career.~ 
Service to hcor ahoul ,;acal1cif's which mi~hl suil them. 

Alan and his friends have heen luck)'. 1"he\' have rect'I\'ed 
hell', adl'iee ami if,{ormation from the' riKhl people. BUI nnw 
Ihry are' on Ihrir (}WI/. I I is lip to Ihrm. Thrr mllsl d('ride for 
Ihemselves. 

Alan is lakinK a jnh which Il'a .... readi~J" available 10 him, 
j ust around Ihe ("orner/rom home. Ili ... friend Chris \l'iIIloke 
the joh Ihol he knmt'.\· his parenls want him 10 KO 10. They are 
nol pWfinl{ a lot (~{ pressure on him, hili he find.~ it hard to 
iKllore lh('ir wishes. Sue ha.l" heen r('odillK a pamphlel I\'if" 
information OhOUI Ill'r chosen joh. II tells hn who! 11/1' joh is, 
what is in\'olwd and hoI\' Ihe work i.\· done. She SOI 'J rou 
should ktlOl\ ' IhinKs like Ihol helore you cJiOOJt' 0 j~)h.· Jean 
has h('ell lalkinK 10 (I tC'och('f who ad vised her to lake (I 

certain joh because, }!(' said. he knoll'S hn and thinks she 
would ;u' suitf1h1e for Ihaf kind (~f work . Fred IhouKhl (?f the 
IhinKs he did hest at school and chose the joh which he fell 
hest sl/ited to his abilities. The're was 011(' joh which U: 
Ih oUKh/ suited her personality very well, fillinK in \\ ';Ih the 
way she likes to talk. drt'JJ ami hehOl'e. She Jays she will Jeel 
narural in it. Jack say.~ thl' ntOSI important rhillK ahout 0 joh 
is 10 provide Ihe necessities of Nfl', so he has (-hose'n olle 
which \\'ill I:i\'(' him what he needs finandally. IOKl'ther with 
security. /l,oud work inK conditions and l}fmp(>c/s. Ht'len 
di.wKrees. For her, a joh ha.~ Kot 10 he worthlt'hile and 
sati.~rrinK . So she ho ... clioJen a joh which re.fle( Is tht' va lues 
important 10 her and i.~ prepared to iXtlore other things. 

How do you choose? 

Everyone makes choices, but not in the same way. 
Choosing a job is only one of the choices you must 
make. But it is one of the most important ones . To see 
which influences are important to yo u, consider some 
of the other choices whieh you have already thought 
ahou!. Alan. Chris. Sue and the othe rs considered eight 

in making their choices. These influences are set out on 
Worksheet I. Study this sheet and notice how each 
kind of influence is different from the rest. Which. for 
you, would be the three most important influences for 
choosing: a disc or book? a shirt or blouse? a hohby. 
club or sport? a motor cycle or car? a school or college 
subject? a husband or wife? a political or religious 
viewpoint? There is room on the right of the Worksheet 
for you to add other kinds of choices to consider. if 
you wish. Tick on Worksheet I the three influences 
which you feel are most important for each type of 
choice -- three ticks in each vertical column. 

How will you choose a job? 

When complete. Worksheel I gives a picture of how 
you seem to feel choices ought to be made. There may 
be a pattern in it to think about. and perhaps discuss 
with others who have done this assessment. 

You may find that most of your ticks are in the same 
rows. If so, you seem to make most of your choices in 
respo nse to one kind of influence. For example. you 
may be the sort of person who listens to advice. or is 
aware of your abilities. 

Or you may find that your way of choosing varies 
with the kind of choice you are making. Here the tick s 
will be scattered widely over the rows. For you 
sometimes advice is important. sometimes abilities. 
sometimes other influences. 

Whether or not you have characteristic patterns. it 
will be valuable to discuss with others how your choices 
are ma'de. how theirs are mad e and whether there are 
right and wrong ways of making choices. 

Is there a right way 10 choose a car, or a H'(fe or a 
job' Should the war you choose a joh he similar to 
your choice of other thinKS? If you have your own 
answers to such questions , don't forget to say why you 
hold these views. 

When you have considered and perhaps discussed 



Worksheet I, try to decide which two or three 
influences are most important in choosing a job and 
write these in the spaces at the bottom of the 
worksheet. (Ignore the rows marked 'revised' for the 
time being.) 

Internal and external influences 

You may have noticed a difference between the four 
influences at the top of Worksheet I and the four at the 
bottom. Before you read on, look back and see if you 
can work out what the difference is. 

You could put the word .~my' in front of the lower 
four. You could say 'my abilities', 'my personality', 'my 
needs' and 'my values'. But you would have to say 
'availability in the place where J live', 'pressure from the 
people with whom J mix', 'information from books and 
people J come into contact with' and 'other people's 
advice'. 

So influences are partly self-directed, or 'internal', 
and partly directed by others, or 'external'. You may 
also have found out that you tend to give a bit more 
weight to one type of influence than to the others. . 
Worksheet I will tell you. Where did most of your tIcks 
come - at the top or at the bottom of the sheet? Look 
at the illustration on this page and see if you can work 
out the main influence for the choice of a book by each 
of the people shown. The rest of this book is about 
how to 'decide for yourself. If you regard yourself as 
largely internally influenced, it may help you to 
organise your thoughts about your future job more 
systematically. It may help you to find out more clearly 

just what sort of 'self you are deciding 
for. If you regard yourself as largely externally 
influenced, this book may help you to see what aspects 
of choice situations you may have previously missed 
but would like to consider in future. 

The fact that this book is about self-direction does 
not imply that you need not pay any attention to 
matters of availability, pressure, information, and 
advice. But remember that many of the external 
influences upon you may change, or be changed for 
you. You, like Alan, must consider what work is 
available to you. But you can increase your choice by 
finding out more about what is available away from 
your home town, You, like Chris, are under some 
pressure to choose work which is considered acceptable 
by the people with whom you now mix. But you can 
meet new people - if you want to. The pressure upon 
you will change as you become more independent. 
There are plenty of people who are ready to give you 
information and advice about work, It can be 
reassuring to have advice from others because, if things 
go badly, you have someone other than yourself to 
blame. But this would be unfair. Only you know what 
it is like to be you. Others can only guess. Only you 
can accept the responsibility for making choices. 
Advisers can only say what they would do if they were 
you. But they are not you, and you may see something 
important to you in a job or in yourself which your 
adviser has missed, because it would not be important 
to him. 
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Stage Two 

Values and needs 

This secti-on looks more closely at people's values and 
needs, so you can be sure about the importance you 
attach to them. It begins by looking at three main areas 
of life in which values and needs can be reflected: 

.[n your education 
ein your leisure 
eIn your opinions 

You can put your thoughts about this in Worksheet 2. 

What do you value and need in your education? 
Not everyone .who studies hard has an overpowering 
thirst for knowledge. The reasons you have for working 
hard at or enjoying some subjects but not others will 
say something about what is important in your life, 
what you value in life and need from it. Think aboat 
the subjects you like best. They may not be the ones in 
which you get the highest marks, but they will probably 
be the subjects which spring to mind first when you are 
asked what you are studying, and also the ones you 
would most like to continue studying in future. Have 
those subjects well in mind as you do the next bit of 
self-assessment. 

Section A of Worksheet 2 contains 40 statements 
which people might make about their school or college 
work. Tick the statements which yo u feel apply to you. 
Ignore the horizontal dividing lines and the empty rows 
for the time being. Tick as many statements as you like 
in each of the eight sections, leaving others blank if you 
wish . 

When you have worked through all 40 statements 
once, go through them again and put a second tick 
against any you feel are of special importance to you. If 
there are any statements which really stand out as 
extra-specially important to you, then treble-tick them. 
Now Section A gives you a rough-and-ready picture of 
what it is in education that is important to you, 

What are your leisure values and needs? 

Someone once said that we learn most about a person 
by the things he does in his spare time. Spare time is 
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choosing time. The use you make of your spare time 
will tell you a great deal about what things are most 
important to you in life. Perhaps you have a formal 
interest like stamp collecting or dressmaking; perhaps 
you belong to a clab or society; or spend a lot of time 
enjoying television or reading or just being with your 
friends. You may have a spare time job which gives you 
satisfaction. When you do the next part of this exercise, 
think about all your spare time activities. 

In Section B, tick the statements you feel most apply 
to yo u in your spare time pursuits. When you have 
finished, work through the statements again, double- or 
treble-ticking the important ones. As before, ignore the 
horizontal lines and empty rows. You now have a 
rough statement of some of your leisure-time values. 

What values and needs are reflected in your 
opinions? 
There are not many jobs where you would be paid to 
have opinions! Indeed, they may never ask your 
opinion about anything when you are at work. But you 
will have your opinions about your work, about how it 
is done and how worthwhile it is, and the circumstances 
in which you do it. Your opinions can make a great 
difference to how much satisfaction you get from your 
job. Some opinions fit comfortably with most types of 
work - some don't. 

In Section C there are 40 opinions about different 
topics, some of which you will agree with as they are 
the sort of things you might well say yourself. Tick the 
statements you generally agree with. Then work 
through the list again, double-ticking any statements 
you strongly agree with; treble-tick any that you feel 
are absolutely basic to your beliefs. Now you have a 
list of thoughts and opinions which are important to 
you. 

What are your values and needs? 

You have looked at 120 statements. The way you have 
agreed with them may reveal a pattern. Your ticks may 
be grouped in particular ways. 



To see more easily what patterns there might be. add 
up the number of ticks in box la (counting double ticks 
as two and treble ticks as three) and put the total in the 
box marked 1a in Section A in the 'analysis section' 
(Section D) on page 5 of the workbook. Do the 
same for the others boxes in Sections A. Band C until 
you have 24 different totals to consider - three for 
each of eight horizontal sections. The total for each 
group of three should be entered in column D. 
Now you can see at a glance what sort of patterns and 
groups there are in the way in which you have ticked 
these statements. 

As you see, Worksheet 2 is divided into eight rows. 
numbered from top to bottom. Each of them represents 
a different value-system and each of the value-systems 
draws upon something from your educational 
experience, leisure-time experience and thoughts and 
OpIntOns. 

In which of the eight rows did most of your ticks 
come. Are there rows which appear particularly 
important to you because they have more ticks? By 
looking back, you can see what statements you ticked 
in these important sections. By studying them and 
comparing them with each other, you can probably see 
what these sections represent. How would you describe 
the eight different value-systems? Write your 
descriptions in the upper part of the spaces in column E 
- but leave the lower part blank for the present. Even 
if you don't describe all eight. be sure to find a way of 
expressing the ones which seemed most important to 
you. 

When you have done that, you will be ready to 
discuss the self-assessment in Worksheet 2 with others 
who have done it. Here are some points for discussion: 

-Can you agree on the descriptions of the eight 
sections? 
-Have you been generally consistent from section 10 

section in the way you have ticked [he statements? 
-How do your value-systems compare with those of 
others? 
-Are you surprised by the way in which other 
people have filled in their self-assessment' 
-Are they surprised b.1/ yours? 

You have given a rough-and-ready score in ticks to 
each of eight values. But it is more important to think 
about them than to score them. Somewhere, maybe 
half-hidden among those ticks, may lie a clue as to 
what you are most seeking in life and what will make 
work most worthwhile for you. 

There is room at the bottom of Worksheet 2 for a 
summary of what you think are your most important 
values. Put down one or two words for each of these. 
There are three spaces but you may not want to use all 
of them. (Leave the spaces marked 'revised' for the time 
being.) Later in Decide for Yourself you will see how 
you can use this self-assessment to point out jobs in 
which you might find some particular satisfaction. 

Eight values 

What makes people work well? Ability comes into it. 
Being a professional footballer or a ballerina may be 
very attractive occu r.H ions, but you can't do them well 
unless you have abilities such as physical strength and 
co-ordination. Every job calls on abi lity of some kind. 
Most people have an average amount of most abilities. 
YeI some people with no more [han average ability 
work hard and do well in particular jobs. Why' 

If you find a job boring and pointless, the steam will 
eventually go out of you and you will begin to do it 
badly. People who work hard usually find their work 
rewarding. valuable or worthwhile. Working hard gives 
them something they need in life. Most people who fail 
in work or school or college do so because they have 
been unable to find good enough reasons for working 
hard. 

It is not enough to say that one person is naturally 
hardworking and another naturally lazy. Many people 
who are said to be lazy at school or college turn out to 
have energy enough for the things they really want to 
do out of school. Very few people are completely lazy. 

This section is going to talk about what makes 
people want to work by saying something about what 
the eight rows in Worksheet 2 mean. You have a lready 
put in the analysis section to the right of Worksheet 2 
your own words to describe the eight rows - it wi ll be 
interesting to see how far what you made them mean 
agrees with the descriptions given below. If you like 
your descriptions better - then stick with them. If you 
think that the descriptions given here are worth using 
to replace yours or to add to them - then there is 
room in Worksheet 2 for you to do that. 

As you read - either by yourself or in group 
discussion - you may even be able to think of some 
more statements to write in under 'education', 'leisure' 
or 'opinions' which people with this kind of value 
would be likely to make. You will see that there are 
some empty spaces in each row for you to add such 
statements. If you can add any statements then you will 
have begun to write your own questionnaire and it will 
perhaps give you some more ticks to make. You may 
find that by making the questionnaire more personally 
your own like this, you will change the ba lance of ticks 
between rows. 

The other thing that you are asked to do in this 
section is to begin to think of jobs which might be 
suitable for people with different sorts of values and 
needs. Make lists of jobs as you read - especially for 
the sort of people who you think are most like you. 
You will find the list useful when you come later in this 
book to start surveying possible jobs for yourself. 

I A practical person 
Everyone needs to be fed and sheltered to survive. 
From infancy, we all learn to value useful, practical 
things which keep us alive and comfortable. We are all 
interested in eating, making enough money to live on 
and acquiring possessions. To people for whom such 
values have a special place, having a well-paid job, 
maintaining a comfortable home or eating well may 
have greater value than almost anything else. That 
doesn't necessarily mean that the practical person is 
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good at making things, cooking, building or things like 
that - although such a perso n would probably like to 
have such skill s. 

The statements in row I of Worksheet 2 are 
the sta tements wh ich a practical person is most likely to 
agree with. Can you see u'hy." Can you add any 
SfQremenrs fllal such a person might rnake about his 
education, his leisure {(fe or his opinions? 

Deep inside such a person may lu rk a special fear of 
being unable to work to support self or family. He will 
work hard to keep a job that gives him what he wants. 
He will be unhappy in work that doesn' t. He will find a 
job that has to do with producing useful things 
especially worthwhile. Can yOll Ihink 0/ any such jobs.' 

2 A securitr-seeking person 
All of us need something we can be su re of. Babies 
need not only to be fed and clothed , they need to fee l 
safe. In adulthood we make our safety in different ways 
- we plan. insure , organise and protect our lives in 
such a way that the unexpected won't be so hard to 
cope wi th . For some people the need to fee l safe and 
secure is especially important . They will do a lot of 
checking to make su re that their families, homes, jobs 
and lives are as free from danger as possi ble. 

The statements in row 2 o f Worksheet 2 are 
statements which a security-seeking person ":light make. 
Can you see why? Can you add any new statements? 

Clearly a person who needs his life to be as safe as 
possible needs a safe job. He will suffe r more anxiety 
than other people in an industry where there are a lot 
of redundancies. Modern life is very hard on the 
security-seeking person! But , provided it was a secure 
job, he might get a lot of satisfaction from a job which 
was it se lf about making life more secure. There are 
such jobs. Can you think of any? 

3 A social person 
The maturing child needs not only to be fed and 
shelte red, and to feel safe anq secure. He needs to feel 
that he is accepted. cared for and loved by his family -
that he belongs. It is a need we all carry into 
adulthood. We daily notice signs that either people give 
to show that they accept us. that we are understood , 
that we are not alone in the crowd, that there is the 
possibility of help when we are d istressed or in trouble. 
Such feelings are more imp ortant to some people than 
to others. The social person may not necessarily be the 
sociable type nor the most liked member of his group, 
but he will probably be the one most prepared to listen 
to others, including their troubles. 

The statements in row 3 are statements which a social 
person might make. Can you see \A.'hy? And can you 
add any new statements? 

In his work he would like to feel (hat he is offering a 
service which other people want and appreciate. He 
might be very unhappy in a job where he could not get 
on friendly terms with his co lleagues and workmates, or 
with clients and customers. Whar jobs can you rhink 0/ 
that ore aboUl caring for other people in 0 personal 
\' ·O.l'? 

4 An allen/ion-seeking person 
Every child learns early in life the pleasure that can be 
gained from getting the admiring attention of adults. 
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Adults sometimes use more subtle methods - but the 
pleasure rema ins. The way a person dresses, the 
company he seeks and the style with which he does his 
work will all provide op portunities to get attention. 
acknowledgement or even applause from others. For 
so me, such attentions are especially important. They 
might show in a liking for telling the latest or funniest 
story, or in a tendency to talk to anyone who will li sten 
about himself and his work, in an inclination to 
exaggerate stories, to improve their effect o n other 
people, or in a tendency to find the most extraordinary 
and spectacular ways of getting into trouble! 

Row 4 contains the statements that an attention
seeki ng person is most likely to make. Con you see 
why? Can you add any? 

The attention-seeking person will have a special fear 
of humiliation. He will enjoy work where he can be 
with other people who will notice how well he works. 
He will find his work tedious if he is isolated from 
other people or if no one pays any attention to him. 
There are jobs which have a great deal to do with 
holding other people's attentio n. Can you rhink 0/ any? 

5 An influence-seeking person 
Watch any young child and you will see that there is 
pleasure to be gained from successfully defying adult 
authority. We all learn (he satisfaction to be gained 
from sayi ng 'Shan't' or 'Get knotted' to authority. No 
one likes to feel wholly dependent on others. We all 
like sometimes to defy decisions that other people make 
for us. Some people make sure that they are not being 
wholly influenced by others by doing some influencing 
themselves. A child may resort to physical violence or 
the threat of it to influence other children. But as he 
gets older and wiser the influence-seeking person learns 
that arguments and persuasions are more acceptable -
and, quite often , more effecti ve. 

The statements which an influence-seeking person is 
most likely to make are in row 5. Can you see why? 
Whor orher sloremenrs !nighr he be likely 10 make? 

His nightmares may be about being dependent on 
others, being manipulated by others or being entirely 
ignored by people in charge. He will enjoy and work 
hard at tasks where he has real responsibility. He will 
find it irksome to work as a tiny, insignificant cog in a 
massive machine. Whar jobs can you rhink of where a 
person has real decision-making responsibility? 

6 A knowledge-seeking person 
Curiosity is a well-known characteristic of young 
children. 'Why?' and 'How" figure prominently in their 
day-to-day conversation. The 'thirst for knowledge' is 
not a characteristic which always survives to secondary 
education and beyond ! But i( is probably true that most 
people would rather know something than not know. 
Curiosity su rvives as a stronger drive for some than for 
others. Some students who don't work hard at school 
or college gain tremendous satisfact ion from gathering 
information about some outside interest, and become 
expert in their chose n field. 

Row 6 contains the statements that a knowledge
seeking person might make. Can you see why? Can you 
add any? 

The knowledge-seeking person will gain great 



satisfaction from becoming an expert in his job, or an 
authority on hi s subject. He will find work fru strating 
where he is not told what is going on. or what 
contribution his work is making to the overall 
enterprise, or where there is nothing very much to think 
about Or learn. There are jobs which are closely 
cO'ncemed with information and discovery. Can you 
think of any.' 

7 An aesthetic person 
' Beauty', they say, 'is in the eye of the beholder'. So 
every baby will reach for the colourful or sparkling toy 
and every child prefers 'nice' clothes to 'nasty' clothes. 
Most adults like to be in attractive rather than 
unattractive surroundings. and would rather listen to 
pleasant sounds than nasty noises. The aesthetic person 
has a keener sense of what is beautiful in art, music, 
literature or his surroundings. He may not have the ear, 
eye or hand of the musician. artist or writer, but he 
wishes he had and may work hard to achieve skill in 
one or other of these 'aesthetic' pursuits. 

The statements which an aesthetic person is most 
likely to make are in row 7. Can you see why? What 
statements can you add? 

He will get satisfaction from his work if he can use 
an artistic skill in it, or work with the artistic 
productions of other people . He will want to work in 
pleasant surroundings, since anyone who apprecia£es 
beautiful things will find it unpleasant to work in an 
ugly, noisy or unattractive place. What j obs can you 
think of which would appeal to such a person ' 

8 An achievement-seeking person 
Adolescence is the time when we first feel keenly that 
there is something special about being 'me'. It is often 
the time when we most fervently hope that we might 
achieve something great, 'become somebody', 'make 
something of ourselves'. The fact that the aehievement
seeking person may not do the things better than others 
does not rob him of that feeling. It just makes it hard 
for him to talk about it. He will try to develop some 
talent to the limit. The achievement-seeking person goes 
out of his way to prove himself. He need not be 
interested in the applause he gets for success or in 
the feeling that he is influencing other people by it. He 
gains his own private satisfaction, and that is enough. 

Row 8 contains the statements that such a person is 
most likely to make. Can you see why? Can you add 
any? 

Such a person will want a job that he can do well 
and will work hard to succeed in it. He will find 
repetitive work boring because there are no new 
challenges to overcome, unless he has the scope to 
improve his performance of the same old repetitive 
task. He may want a job where there are clear ways 
inwhich he can measure his own achievements - like 
professional qualifications. or accessible promotion 
ladders. There are jobs which have special opportunities 
for challenge, self-development and achievement in 
them. Can you think of any? 

N ow that you have had a chance to consider more 
closely the sort of values that different people can 
e xperience, have a look at the pictures below and see 
how, in one situation, different people will see different 
thing that are important. 

How well do you know yourself 

Inside everyone is a little of each of these eight values. 
Differences between people come from the import~nce 
they attach to them. It depends on their personality, 
upbringing and experience. in life . One person may not 
agree with another's values because of these differences. 
but all values are valuable. It is just that each person 
finds some more valuable than others. 

N ow that you have done some more thinking about 
people's values and needs you may want to change your 
own assessment of yourself on Worksh eet 2. There is 
room for you to do that. if you wish. 

But remember Worksheet 1 is only a questionnaire, 
there is nothing 'magic' about it which guarantees that 
it will work well for you. So, befo re you leave it, think 
about the people descr ibed below. They all had 
difficulty making use of Worksheel 2. One of them 
may be a bit like you. 
Isahel i.\· a changeahle girl. When she fee ls good, she enjoys 
people 's company. It'orb hard and th inks clearzr and 
honesll .... When she did Worksheet 2 {he [irst fim e she/ell 
good and ('arne out \\'irh one set of \'alues. But \I'hen she read 
the secTion on 'Eight \'alues ' she fe lr 'bad'. and reworked her 
way through Worksheet 2. completely changing it. No w she 
has tv decide I\·hi('h of the /11'0 assessmenrs she can {rUSt 
more, 11'h ich is the real Isahel? 
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Take Peter. While doing Worksheet 2 he had an 
uncomfortable feeling that it was not really aboUi him at all, 
The sentences about study, social life and opinions were not 
the kind he would himself have used. He was unconvinced 
rhat they had anything to do with him. So when he read the 
seclion on 'Eight values'. he made quite a different IiSI of 
statements for himself No questionnaire can offer a wide 
enough range of options to pick up all the subtle things in 
human personality, For Peter, the statements did not fit his 
life pal/ern at all well. So he decided /0 place more rrust in 
his own version of il. 

Charles has a very strong desire to achieve something 
extraordinary in his life, to accept the challenge of difficult 
tasks. and to compete against others. But, unless you knew 
him really well, you wouldn't realise this. because he keeps all 
these feelings deep inside himself He is afraid of showing 
them because he is afraid that if he tries to make something 
of himself. but fails, thai would be worse than not lrying at 
all. So he sirs on his feelings. He didn't tick any of the 
achievement-value statements in Worksheet 2. BUI he knew 
that they were important to him really. 

In some ways, he is like Angela. She enjoys other people's 
company. but is aJraid to say so, as she is afraid of being let 
down. She thinks that if she acts too friend~v, and lets roo 
much of herself be kno"'n, she might be hurt. Beller to keep 
herself to herself. and not let other people know how much 
she needs them. So she didn't tick any of the social-value 
statements in Worksheet 2, although she knew these were 
what she really wanted from life. 

Christine had a strict upbringing. Her fathe r is strong-minded 
and always makes the important decisions for her. He loves 
her. she loves him. But she knows that she has to keep her 
place at home. But she can think Jar herself and she knows it. 
She is just as strong-minded as her father, she wants control 
of her life. to make her own decisions and to have 
responsibility. But she Jeels guilf.!,>· about these feelings. 
because of her upbringing. So she didn't tick man}' of the 
influence-seeking statements in Worksheet 2, because she 
thought that people like her father might think she was 
aiming too high in wanting responsibility. 

Cliff is 'on a course in a high-powered educational 
establishment where aI/the emphasis is on academic 
achievement, boole-learning and education for education's 
sake. While there, he can go along with that thinking. But 
Cliff has been brought up to be more practical and dO\l.In to 
earth. He believes that ed: .llion is not worth a light unless it 
helps to pay the bills. For lIim, success in exams is money in 
the bank, not academic achievement. But when he came to 
the practical value-statements in Worksheet 2 Cliff passed 
them by. 

It is all too easy to make mistakes in making self
assessments . 

• People change. 
-Questionnaires never ask enough questions . 
• People sometimes deny what they know to be true. 
_Sometimes - especially under pressure from 

outside - it is hard even to know what is true. 
Isabel, Peter and the others could easily make 

mistakes in their self-assessments. You want your 
career planning to be based on the best assessment of 
yourself that you can get. Think about it carefully and 
revise it as many times as you need to - now, and 
later. 
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Siage Three 

Values and needs at work 

People work hard at what seems worthwhile to them. 
When people fail in a job and change to something else 
or get the sack, 'it is not usually because they haven't 
got the ability. Most people have the ability to do their 
job. Failure in a job is more often caused by boredom, 
a feeling of pointlessness. or a feeling that it is 
worthless to work hard. Will you be able to express in 
your work the values and needs which are most 
important to you? It's onc thing to say you have 
personal values that are important to you. It is quite 
another to find those values reflected on the 'vacancies' 
notice board outside a factory, or in the files of the 
Careers Service or Job Centre. 

A survey of job values 

This section is concerned to sec whether there is a way 
in which you can relate your values to possibilities for 
your future career. 

Look at Worksheet 3. As you can see, the statements 
there are not about people, they are about work. But 
they are arranged in the same eight rows that we used 
to look at people's values. What we are examining now, 
then. is value in jobs. 

While you were reading the section on 'Eight values' 
you were asked to see if you could make lists of jobs 
which might offer some satisfaction to each of the types 
of people described there. Take those lists now and see 
if you can enter the job titles on the right of Worksheet 
3 so that the statement on the left belongs to the job 
title you have entered against it. Ask yourself - would 
a worker in this job be able to make this statement 
about his work? 

As you can see, you can put more than one job title 
against each statement. You can also, if you wish. put 
one job title against more than one statement. 

You may have some job titles which you think ought 
to go in one of the eight sections, but there is no 
statement there which corresponds with that particular 
job. If that is the case, try to write a sta tement which 
does correspond with the job. and enter the job against 
that statement. When you start doing that you are, 
again, beginning to write your own questionnaire -

and that is good. If necessary you can make room for 
new statements by crossing out any that you are not 
usmg. 

It is important to remember that there is no 
completely 'right' or 'wrong' way of doing this survey. 
You will find in discussion that other people's surveys 
will be different because they concentrate their attention 
on different aspects of a job. It would be useJulto talk 
over with others how they have done the survey, 
compare their approach with your Ok'n, and if you 
h·ant. extend or change your own /ists. 

When you have finished writing in the job titles on 
your own lists it might be useful to have a look at those 
on the list below and see if you can find one or more 
statements that fit each of them. 

Accountant 
Auctioneer 
Barrister 
Bank official 
Career ad viser 
Computer operator 
Deep-sea fisherman 
Draughtsman 
Engineering technician 
Fire service control 

Laboratory technician 
Librarian 
Painter and decorator 
Policeman 
Portrait photographer 
Post office clerk 
Psychiatric social worker 
Quantity surveyor 
Radiographer 
Shop assistant 
Silversmith room operator 

Funeral director 
Garage receptionist 
Hairdresser 

Soldier (infantry regiment) 
Solicitor 

Hotel receptionist 
Journalist 

Storekeeper 
Taxi driver 

Some of the jobs you know about. Others you can 
find out about by looking them up in a careers library 
or by talking to someone who has done that kind of 
work. 

When you have completed the survey of your own 
lists of jobs and the one given here, you will have, on 
Worksheet 3, eight groups of job titles; each group 
shows jobs which appear - to some extent anyway -
to be offering some kind of satisfaction to a set of job 
values. It is quite possible that in some of the eight 
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groups, one job title may appear more than once; and 
that may mean that that particular value can be found 
in that particular job to a marked extent. 

In any event you will want to do some checking. And 
later in Decide for Yourself there are some exercises 
which will help you do that. 

Meanwhile make a note at the bottom of Worksheet 
3 of the jobs which you would especially like to learn 
more about. They may be jobs which are in value -
groups which you know to be important to you. 

There is nothing to stop you coming back to 
Worksheet 3 from time to time to add new job titles to 
it. The more job titles you survey, the wider the net you 
are casting in your search for a job that will offer 
something that you find personally valuable. 

The right job in the right circumstances 

You may have found in talking to others about 
Worksheet 3 that different people had different ideas 
about how the jobs should be analysed. That is 
inevitable. Jobs are very complicated things to think 
about. They are made up of a lot of different bits of 
activities and circumstances; and , because people are 
different, they concentrate their attention on different 
aspects of jobs. 

You can test thisfor rourself by taking any job title 
and asking a group of people to list in order the five 
most important things for a prospective employee to 
know aboUl that particular job. You will get different 
lists and different orders. There are no 'right' answers 
to such a question ; only answers. that are important to 
some people and other answers that are important to 
other people. What is essential is that you find the 
kinds of answers that are important to you. 

One question to think about is this: how much 
attention do you want to pay to the actual content of 
the activity in the job itself: and how much attention do 
you want to pay to the circumstances in which the 
work is done? 

This section is going to concentrate on thinking 
about the circumstances in which work is done. Here 
are some of the kinds of circumstances you might want 
to consider: 

I The selling 
The same job can be found in different settings. A 
waiter can work in a large hotel or a local restaurant. 
An engineering craftsman may work in a large factory 
or a small workshop. A shop assistant may work in a 
city department store or in a small shop in the local 
High Street. Settings can therefore be grand or 
ordinary, impersonal or personal, far away or nearby. 

Can ."ou think of any other important differences 
between the sellings of a job which might be important 
10 kno'" before you filled in the application form? 
What kind of selfings would be most attractive to you? 
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2 The branch or department 
Most occupations can have a number of branches. You 
could be an engineering craftsman in an electronics 
branch or in a mechanical branch of the work. Selling 
flowers would be quite different 'from selling hardware. 
The merchandise would be different, so would the 
clisto·mers. Doctors, teachers, lawyers can all specialise 
in particular branches of their professions . So can 
policemen, lorry drivers, farmers and most other 
workers you can 'think of. 

Can the job you are most interested in be divided inTO 

branches? Which branch is the one {hat interests you 
most? 

3 The level 
Talk to a group of people in the same occupation and 
you will find that they have different qualifications, 
training and experience and different levels of seniority. 

Some people will tolerate what to them are the lesser 
satisfactions of being a bank clerk for the sake of 
enjoying later what for them will be the pleasure of 
being an influential bank manager. But a bank manager 
may look back on his days as a teller, dealing with 
customers and fellow workers in an informal and 
undemanding way. as the happier part of his career. 
Most people would value seniority for the better 
income and improved secu rity and enjoy the more 
demanding responsibilities it brings. 

In what ways does a job get beller as you gel more 
senior? In It·hat ways does it get worse? How much 
promotion can you expect to get in the job .J...·ou are 
mQSI inTerested in? What differences will if make 10 the 
way you feel about the ~1..·ork? 

4 The employer 
The same work can be found with more than one 
employer. The type of employer can make a great deal 
of difference to how much you enjoy your work. It is 
not much fun working for a firm which is on the verge 
of collapse if you have a family to support or are trying 
to save to buy a car. Some people get more satisfaction 
from working for a big international company, 
especially if they enjoy showing off a bit. Your 
employers will look carefully at your qualifications as 
an employee. Be sure to look just as carefully at their 
qualifications as employers. They might not suit your 
requirements. In a sense, you have more at stake than 
they. 

What is it that you are looking for from your 
employer? Are there employers like this in the field of 
H·ork in which you are most interested? 



5 The life-style 
The circumstances of a job spill over into private life. A 
person's workmates and colleagues influence his life 
away from work. In a sense, none of us gets away from 
our work. It becomes part of our personality. It can 
influence the friends we make, what we do with our 
spare time, even the relationship within our families. 
The off-the-job life-style of a solicitor is likely to be 
different from the off-the-job life-style of a deep-sea 
fisherman. The hours, shift work, social obligations, 
living in a particular locality and many other tlrings are 
part of the circumstances of a job and can make a great 
difference to job satisfaction. One important off-the-job 
consequence which has important influences on life
style is how much money the job pays. 

Can you think of any other ojJ-the-Job consequences 
that a job can have for a person ' What are the off-the
job consequences of the sort of work in which you are 
most interested? 

Every job has its own set of circumstances, and the 
circumstances can be a ve ry important part of the job. 
For some people they are the most important part. 
Those people may not be too worried about what sort 
of work they do, but they care very much that the 
setting is friendly or the employer is secure or the 
money is enough. 

Look again at Worksheet 3 and you will see that 
some of the statements about work there have more to 
do with the circumstances in which a job is done than 
with the actual content of the job activity itself. Now 
that you have had a chance to think a bit about job 
circumstances you may be able to add some more 
statements about job circumstances that are particularly 
important to you, and use them as a way of re-sorting 
some of the job titles in the right-hand columns. 

People choosing jobs 

Below is a series of situations in which people have to 
choose. In each, the choice is not between one type of 
job and another but between different circumstances in 
which the similar jobs can be done. Sometimes it is in 
different settings, sometimes in different branches or 
departments, at different levels of entry and with 
different employers. 

No choices, however carefully made, are foolproof. 
There are no guaranteed 'right' answers. But it is 
usually possible to say that one choice is more likely to 
be successful than another. 

Look at the situations, think about the people who 
have to choose and then ask yourself these questions: 
How would I expect that person to choose? 
Would that choice mean that the person would be more 
likely to stay in the job? be happy in it? work hard at 
it? succeed in it? 
How would I choose? 

Alan 
Alan is 16 and is on an examination course at school. He is 
above·average in most of his subjects, has always enjoyed 
science, likes finding out new things and tinkers with old 
televisions and transistors in his spare time. He is also 
sociable and likes to give a helping hand when he can. He 
wants to be a television maintenance technician and two 
television rental firms have oJJered him apprenticeships. One 

is in a large maintenance workshop which strips and rebuilcjs 
Jaulty sers, the other assisting a qualified technician who goes 
to people's homes to examine Jaulty sets, put them right 1/ he 
can. and replace them if he can't. Part oj the job is gelting 
the customer to explain clearly what the problem with the set 
is. 

Alan's se!J·assessment aJvalues is like this: 
'The most important values Jor me are: 

Scie",+ifl·c SOCial 

Revised: Social ftdc-hc611 

Revised: 

Anne 

Practical 

Scie0if/C 

Anne is 16 and on an examination course at school. Though 
she is well above average ability she can expect to do really 
well only in art and needlework. She could do better in other 
subjects if she were to stay on and work hard. BUI she likes to 
spend her evenings with her Jriends and doesn't do much 
homework. She has two chances Jor training in hairdressing, 
the work she has chosen. 

One job is in a 'posh' town salon that specialises in creative 
styling. They would send her to college one day a week. To 
get it she must remain at school for another yeqr /0 get a 
highe,.qualiflcation, and her parents want her to stay. The 
other job is with a firm in the High Street. It is a good 
business and the training is adequate but most clients would 
not want particularly 'creative' styling. There is a Jriendly 
atmosphere and she knows some oj the girls who work there 
through her Saturday job there. 

Anne made her self-assessment oj values like this: 
'The most important values Jor me are: 

R-acTicdl Social 

Revised: 

Revised: 

Jim 
Jim is doing a non·examination course at school. He is not 
the most intelligent person in the world but he does have a 
certain independence oj mind. He is a 'loner' and likes the 
Jeeling oj adventure in challenges that other people avoid. 
ThaI's why he goes motor·cycle scrambling. He has two 
chances with a local building firm. One is with 200 other men 
making pre-cast concrete building parts, where a lot oj his 
Jriends work. The other job ;s with a smaller unit mostly of 
older men, specialising in demolition. It is dirty work and can 
be dangerous. 

Jim assessed his values like this: 
'The most important values for me are: 

Adli\WeMeI\t R-ddics( Il'IfllA.eYlC€ 

Revised: AcllleVOlAeJ-\t fhriiCdI 
Revised: 
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John 
John is doing well enough on an examination course for 16· 
year·olds who Ofe above Q\'erage, and plans to be a mOlor 
mechanic. His father works for a large mOlor firm and could 
put in a word which \\'ould probably help him get an 
apprenriceship as a rrainee technician. The same firm has 
another jacror."j.' 15 miles away, specialising in high 
performance cars which John is very keen [ 0 work on. and he 
has been offered an apprenticeship there. 

John sees his values and needs like this: 
'The mosl imponQnr values for me are: 

Revised: 

Revised: 

Mary 
Mary is 18 and completing an advanced chemistry and 
biology class. She is one o/the most sociable people in her 
year, oJten the centre of allemion. cheerful and weI/liked. 
She has applied/or a rhree~year diploma course in dietetics 
and hopes to get a job in a hospital. working our diel sheels 
for patients 11 'ho need special diets as parI of their (reatmenl. 
The sCiemijic side of the job does nor al/raCI her but she is 
interested in cookery and feels that this career fits her 
qualifications well. She enjoys thinking out new and unusual 
meals and likes to help her mother enter fain friends. Her 
scientist fa ther is encouraging her to lake up dietetics and so 
everything seems to fir. But her college pamphlet on dietetics 
also has de/ails of a diploma course in home economics. The 
qualifications are a bit below the standard she knows she can 
reach. bur she is interested in the work oj a cookery 
demonstrator. Her father is against this, saying it is not a 
practical and useful enough job for a girl of her ability. 

Man' assessed her values like this: 
'The' most important \'alues Jor me are: 

Sci~ific Att&\TiOh A-esth en c. 

Revised: A*~ti()~ Aeslhclic. f'r-ddica I 

Revised: 

Pam 
Pam is doing an advanced geography and art examination 
course Jar 18-year-olds. For Jamily reasons she must start 
lI'ork this year and ha.~ been offered a place in the local 
authority'S planning department . The work interests her 
because it is aboUl the use of land fo r homes, factories and 
social facilities. withour spoiling the natural and architectural 
beauty of the area. AI her interview she was advised-to study 
part-time as an architectural technician or for the 
examinations of the Royal Town Planning Inst itute. 

In the architect's section she would work with dra~l/ings and 
models. BUI she could never be head of the department 
because that job goes to a trained architect. On the planning 
side she \'I'ould learn how to deal with officials in other 
departments. II is a talking, liaison and administrarion job 
"drh more chance of promOlion. 

Pam sees her values like this: 
'The most imporranr values fo r me are: 
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Aesthetic 

Revised: 

Revised : 

Kevin 
Kevin is applying for universiry entry to read social studies. 
He is inrerested in people and group behaviour and is looking 
forward to studying in some depth a subject which he has 
little chance to study at school. He might research later on 
and has considered applying Jar a lecturing post after 
universiry. Reading, studying and sat is/ring his curiosity 
about th ings is something which gives Kevin satisfaclion. 

He is nOI only a thinker, but an active and leading member 
0/ a local volunrary service for deprived Jamilies. When asked 
by his careers teacher if he had considered social work he said 
it had crossed his mind but he had always (houghl oj it as 
'women's work'. Kevin is interested in two distinct Types of 
social studies course. A sociology course would lead him to 
study the place oj the famifl', class structure and political 
insatutions in different societies. JUSt " 'hat he is inreresled in. 
A social administration course is more practical, providing 
information aboUl the social services available in this country. 
Though he finds the content of the social administration 
course less interesting, he is allracted because he could train 
as a social ..... ·orker. 

Kevin sees his values like this: 
'The most important values for me are: 

Sec(AV'ity Socia! Secv..vi~ 

Revised: Socia! Sq·eVlfifC. -Secw'ity 

Revised: 

Sorting out the values in a job 

This section is designed to give you an opportunity to 
take a close look at a job of your choice, the job which 
you are most seriously considering. It might be one of 
the jobs you specially noted at the bottom of the job 
survey (Worksheet 3). If you cannot think of a job 
that you want to analyse at this stage, a look at the 
jobs listed under 'Values' in the Appendix to this book 
might give you some ideas. 

The sorting-out is done on Worksheet 4. After you 
have written the basic info rmation about the job and 
the qualifications it requires , you should fill in the 
spaces on the analysis to give informa tio n about the 
value satisfactions it offers - both those from the work 
and from the circumstances in which it is done. T he list 
of statements on Worksheet 3 will give you some 
starting points and some can be copied into the 
analysis. But you will be able to make other statements 
as you get to know the job. By thinking about the 
statements you will be able to say what sort of values 
they represent. 

You can find out about the job by looking at the 
material in the careers library or resources centre. 
Remember that employers' pamphlets make a job look 



as attractive as possible, so read critically. If you have a 
chance to talk to someone who has done the job, and 
maybe to ask that person questions based on 
Worksheet 4. this may be valuable. There is a space at 
the bottom of the analysis for information which does 
not easily fit into its other parts. You could also use 
this space to write a summary of what the job involves. 

When you have finished your analysis, look through 
it again and underline the statements which you feel are 
particularly important parts of that job, because they 
occur many times in the job or are an inescapable part 
of it. When you have studied a job in detail you should 
be able to say whether it offers the kind of value 
satisfactions you are seeking. How far do the kinds of 
values which you have noted in this job correspond 
with the values that you noted in Worksheet 2? [s this a 
job offering you at least some port of what you are 
most looking for in life' Would you get real satisfaction 
from this kind of work, in the circumstances in which it 
has to be done' [s it the kind of job you would work 
hard at because it has elements that are important to 
you? 

This is the first worksheet in Decide for Yourself 
which is designed to give you an opportunity of having 
a really close look at a job. You can make an analysis 
of more than one job if you want to. 

But this is not the last opportunity you will get to 
analyse work closely. There are later worksheets which 
are designed to help you look at work in other respects. 
By filling in the Workbook you will gradually build up 
a detailed picture of the jobs that are of most interest 
to you. 
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Stage Jour 

Qualifications, abilities and skills 

You have been thinking about what you want from 
your work-job satisfactions. Now your attention is 
turned to what it is that your job will want from you -
job demands. They include qualifications , mental 
abilities and physical qualities and skills. 

What will he your level of qualification? 

The commonest mistake in estimating success in 
examinatons is to make a simple comparison between 
the marks gained at school in different subjects. Look 
for example at Fred, who got the following marks in 
his last school examination: English 83%; mathematics 
45%; science 51 %. Can you tell which subject he is most 
likely to succeed in? 

Fred's teaching groups 
In Fred's school, English is taught in 'sets' and Fred's 
set is the slowest moving in his year, with only one or 
two students entered for the examination next year. 
Does that make any difference to your guess about how 
Fred will do in the exams? 

Fred's class mates' marks 
Fred is in a middle set in mathematics and they will all 
be entered for the examination. The highest mark in the 
set was 49% and the lowest 15%. What do you think of 
Fred's chances now? 

Fred's effort 
Fred has a soft spot for the English teacher and always 
works hard for her. He has not worked very hard in 
science but he wants to be a technician and he knows 
he must work harder now and his teacher knows that 
he can do better in the subject. Which subjects do you 
think Fred is most likely to succeed in now? 

To properly assess chances in examinations, you 
must consider three sets of facts: 
I What sort of teaching group am I in? (Is it preparing 
for a particular examination level or is it a 'mixed 
ability group' or what?) 
2 How do I rank in relation to the other students in 
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the group? (Am I in the upper third, the middle or the 
lower?) 
3 Will [ improve my performance to succeed in the 
examination? 

Worksheet 5 sets out these questions. Before 
completing it , try talking to your teachers. There are 
spaces for each of the subjects you are studying. It is 
completed by shading in the squares next to statements 
which do not apply to you in that particular subject. 
Doing it this way it means as you get nearer an 
examination, so you can narrow your predictions by 
shad ing in more squares. The unshaded areas will. be 
those which you feel correspond to statements which 
apply to you. 

Worksheet 5 therefore sets out the 'best guess' you 
can make on you r examinatio n success. If yo u intend to 
leave school or college after this. then th is is your likely 
level of leaving qualification. Certain jobs at this level 
of qualification will open up to you and most others 
will close. In any study that you make of occupations 
you must make a note of entrance requirements. 

There is room on all the job analysis Worksheets to 
do that. There is little point in studying jobs for which 
you have no hope of qualifying. 

But it is well worth remembering that there is often 
more than one way to qualify for entry to a particular 
job. Some employers use their own entrance tests as an 
alternative to asking for examination results. And some 
employers accept entrants at more than one level of 
qualification, and give the entrants at lower levels 
longer training programmes. So do not assume that the 
statement of entrance qualifications that you find first 
is the only possible way of getting into that particular 
job. You may be able to find another route in. 

Another thing to remember is that many of the 
higher professions, for which the qualification 
requirements are beyond the reach of most people, have 
brother-professions which recruit at lower levels of 
qualification. Do not assume that because yo u cannot 
gain entry to medical school, you can do nothing in the 
field of health and hospitals. 



Because you cannot train as an architect it does not 
mean that you can never work in an architectural 
drawing office. A careful search of the classifications 
index of your careers library will often give you the 
names of trades and professions closely related to 
higher professions for which you seem unlikely to 
qualify. 

Eight mental abilities 

Looking at educational achievement is one way of 
assessing mental abilities, but not the only one. A lot of 
mental ability in the world does not show itself in 
achievement at school or college. 

Jane 
Jane is intelligent but doesn't enjoy her school work. She goes 
to school to see friends, not to work at lessons. She can't 
remember the daTe of the battle of Agincourt bUT she knows 
the day, time and place where her favourite pop guitarist was 
born and can give an interesting and intelligent account of the 
last folk festival she all ended. 

Bill 
Bill doesn't read or write well bur can take his motor scooter 
to bits and put it back together again. If his father'S car isn't 
running well. Bill is usually the first to notice the fault and 
suggest what the trouble might be. 

Stephen 
Stephen does well enough in his A-level science course but his 
real flair is for having new and original ideas. He is an 
accomplished amateur inventor and some of his im'entions 
work.' Bur examination work al college doesn't give him much 
scope for using his imagination. 

Jane, Bill and Stephen all clearly have ability. but it has 
not shown up at school because they don't or can't use 
it there. If you are thought to have a good intelligence 
- sometimes called a high intelligence quotient or IQ 
- then you are expected by some people to cope with 
all kinds of problems and do well at all subjects at 
school. Those people might also assume that because a 
person is not doing well at school, he is not intelligent. 
Views like this arise because people think of intelligence 
as a single thing, and also because people sometimes 
forget that you need both the right abilities and the 
desire to do well at school. Working has to be 
worthwhile. 

But you can also think of intelligence as a series of 
abilities, making it easier to see how a person can be 
good at solving arithmetical problems. but incapable of 
good English comprehension. Below is a series of 
questions to ask yourself about your mental abilities, 
This is not an intelligence test and will not give you a 
reliable estimate of your intelligence. However, it may 
help you to think about where your mental strengths 
and weaknesses lie. Some of the abilities are ciosely 

linked to subjects which you may be studying at school 
or college. Numeracy, for example; has close links with 
achievement in mathematics, Other abilities, like 
memory, are important for almost everything you 
study. The questions are about the way you use your 
abilities in your spare time and at school. You may be 
able to see abilities you have not shown at school. 
either because you have chosen not to use them or 
because you have not had the opportunity to use them. 

One important word of warning. Making a self
assessment of your abilities is not a substitute for using 
examination success to prove your abilities to 
employers. You cannot become a professional 
accountant or a computer programmer just because you 
can tell your employer that you are numerate. He will 
need more evidence than your say-so! 

I Can rou understand words.' 
Verbal comprehension is the ability to 'take in' 
accurately the meaning of written and spoken words. 
How well do you comprehend speech and writing? Do 
you attempt 'difficult' books? Do you usually 
understand what you read the first time? Can you 
distinguish the meaning of words with ciosely similar 
meanings? Do your hobbies or interests involve a great 
deal of reading? 

At school do you do well in subjects which require a 
great deal of reading? In English classes are you good 
at 'comprehension' and 'precis'? 

Are you good at foreign languages? Do you notice 
differences of writing style? Do you allow for the 
context of a word when interpreting its exact meaning? 
Do you feel at home with words? 

2 Are ),ou fluent.' 
Word fluency is the ability readily to 'give out' your 
meaning in the right words. Do you enjoy talking 
because you know you do it well? Do you have the 
ability to argue or persuade'? Are you a good talker 
and rarely lost for a word? Are you a good lener
writer? Can you solve anagrams and crosswords 
quick ly? Can you make your meaning clear in essay
writing and class discussion? Have you e\ef had to talk 
yourself our of a tight situation? Or to persuade 
someone to buy something? Or perhaps 10 act as a disc
jockey at a party? How well did you perform? Can you 
write poetry? 

3 Are rou good ,,·ith numbers? 
Numeracy is the ability to understand and express ideas 
by way of numbers. although j ust being good at 
arithmetic or at remembering mathematical formulae is 
not necessarily an indication of how numerate you are. 

Do any of your hobbies or interests inVOlve the use 
of complicated mathematics? Do you understand 
statistical tables. accounts. sporting odds or technical 
data? Do you cope well with decimal. centigrade and 
metric conversions? If your family or friend s want to 
know how to solve a complicated problem. could they 
ask you? 

Do you do well in subjects where calculation is 
important. such as science. economics or technical and 
practicai subjects? Are you better at mathematics than 
at most other subjects? Are you at home with 
numbers? 
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4 Are you good with shapes, diagrams or objects? 
Spatial ability is the ability to understa nd two- or three
dimensional shapes or objects. It is a mental ability and 
should not be confused with being good with your 
hands. 

How much spatial ability have you? Do yo ur hobbies 
or interests require the use of complicated diagrams. 
maps, drawings, or the dismantling and fe-assembling 
of objects? Can you interpret a dress pattern on a sheet 
of paper so that you can visualise what the dress will 
look like when it is made up? Are you mechanically 
minded? Can you see how a complicated mechanism 
works when it is not moving? Are you good at puzzles 
where you piece together or disentangle shapes or 
objects? Do you have a good sense of d irection? 

Do you do well in subjects requiring spatial ab ility. 
like geometry, art, technical and practical subjects, 
physics or physical geography? Can you visualise the 
shape of the countryside from its representation on a 
map by contour lines? Can you interpret technical 
drawings in three dimensions? Can you represent your 
own thoughts diagrammatically? Do you feel at home 
with information presented in the form of maps or 
diagrams? 

5 Do you remember wei/? 
Memory is the ability to retain and recall material from 
the past. Even if you have a good memory you may 
find it operates better in certain areas of thinking, You 
may have a good memory for faces , dates or 
mathematical formulae. But your memory for written 
material may be poorer. How good is your memory? In 
your hobbies and interests do you remember more facts 
and figures than other people with the same interests? 
Can people turn to you if they want recall of an out-of
the-way piece of information? Do you remember 
telephone numbers, people's names and faces or what 
happened on the third day of you r last holiday? If yo u 
are asked to take a message, can you remember it 
without writing it do wn? Do you remember what yo u 
have read? Can you remember things which do not 
interest you? Can you 'mug-up' to pass examinations in 
subjects that you do not understand well? Can you rely 
on your memory? 

6 Do you notice things? 
Perception is the ability to notice things in detail , and 
should not be confused with good vision or hearing. 
Like memory, good perception can operate differently 
in various areas of thinking - in written or spoken 
material. numbers, shapes and diagrams or objects, 

How perceptive are you? Do your hobbies or 
interests demand close and accurate observation of 
details? Do you notice quickly if something is wrong? 
Have you an eye for detail? As a road user, can you 
constantly check your speed. road conditions and traffic 
signs and do you find you can act on the important bits 
of information? Can yo u pick out the face in the crowd 
or the number or name on a list that you are looking 
for? Are you good at puzzles requiring close 
observation? Do you notice important details in 
subjects which other people miss? Can you pick up the 
vital information from a general presentation of 
materials, 
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7 Are rou good at reason ing? 
Reaso ning is the ability to move surely from the known 
to the unknown by taking what is known and then 
drawing conclusions logically, Like memory and 
perception. it can operate with \'arying degrees of 
efficiency in areas such as verbal. nu merica l o r 
diagrammatic reaso ning, 

Are you logical and ca n you so lve logical puzzles? 
Do you kno\\i when a statement is logical'! Can yo u 
follow a nd re-asse mble the clues in a 'who-dun-it'?' 
story. so you know who did it befo re you reach the end 
of the book or play') When you hear peorle's opinions. 
can you draw reliable conclusions about their 
unspoken. underlying beliefs? Do you see quickly when 
people contradict themselves? Are you clea r headed? In 
science lessons can you see how general sc ientific 
conclusions follow logically from a large number of 
separate and minute observa tions? Do you understand 
how algebraic methods can help you to so lve a range of 
unrelated problems? 

8 Are you original.' 
Originality mayor may not be closely rela ted to 
intelligence, No one is su re . But it can be important 
to career planning and so it is included here, [ t is the 
ability to produce a flow of new and usefu l ideas. As 
with memory. perception and reasoning ability, a 
person's originality may operate better in some areas of 
thinking than in o thers, You may be origina l in the use 
of words. numbers. shapes and objects, or pictures. 

Are you original? Do your hobbies or in terests 
involve creativity? Can you usually come up wi th new 
ideas for doing things? Are you unconventional. 
inventive or creative in your dress. interests or ideas? 

,Do you enjoy new ideas in music. literature or art? 
When you come across a new scientific or technical 
development. can you often see a wide range of 
applications for it? Are you prepared to stand by your 
origina l opinions? 

Ca n you write essays, draw pic tures or set up 
experiments or calculations \vhich are not imitations of 
ot her people 's work? Does your best work have an 
unusual quality about it? Can you usually think of 
more than one way of looking at a probh:m or 
answering a question'? Do you sometimes give good and 
unexpected answers to questions? Do yo u sometimes 
feel that a give n 'conclus ion' may be only one of a 
number of possible conclusions? Are you ready to 
consider unusua l or apparently unobtainab le solu tions 
to a problem'? 

What are Jour mental abilities? 

Reading about mental ab ilit ies will not help you to 
assess your general le \'el of intelligence co mpared with 
that of other reo pie. But it might help you to begin to 

work out where your personal menta l strengths and 
weaknesses lie. In Worksheet 6 there is room on the left 
for you to write in. under each of the eight headings, 
the things that you do best - at school. in your 
hobbies and in your socia l and le isu re life - which 
indicate v,,'here you r mental strengths might be. There is 
also room on the right fo r you to \vrite in the things 
you do least v,'ei L Do not worry abollt how well you do 



ihings compared with other people. Put down the 
things that are your personal best things and worst 
things . Read - and if necessary re-read - the 
description of the abilities in the last section. Think 
carefully about the abi lities that you show in your daily 
life. Then write at the bottom of Worksheet 6 your 
strongest abilities. If you think honestly about your 
abilities - and you can if you try - then you will 
achieve a rough-and-ready assessment of your mental 
abilities which you may very well want to take into 
consideration in planning for your future career. 

But remember, this is not a psychological test. There 
are such tests, and if you want to check your 
assessment of one or more of the abilities , your careers 
teacher, counsellor or careers officer may be able to 
arrange for you to take the appropriate test. 

Refer to Worksheet 6 again when we begin to discuss 
occupational abilities later in Decide for Yourself. 

Physical and health considerations 

All jobs make physical as well as mental demands, and 
this is as true of an office job as of a physically 
strenuous job. It is not possible to set out here all the 
physical demands which a job might make. But some 
general comments and questions might provoke so~e 
thought about this. 

I General health 
Is your general health good? Are you rarely absent 
through illness? If your health is unreliable, would you 
be risking it by taking on strenuous, exha usting work, 
with long hotirs, weekends or shifts, or work where you 
were exposed to the weather? 

2 Height 
The police and the Forces have minimum height 
requirements and in other jobs you need to be fairly 
tall. But if you are under school-leaving age, you may 
still be growing. So you should wait until the last 
moment before deciding that you cannot do certain 
jobs because of lack of height. 

3 Breathing 
Is your breathing clear? Are there no recurrent 
disorders of the chest? If you are at all 'chesty' you 
know how uncomfortable you would be working in 
heavily polluted or damp atmospheres. 

4 Skin 
Is the skin on your hands usually clear? Do you have 
any allergies? If there is any possibility that your skin 
could become irritated by certain materials, such as 
chemicals, detergents or metals. you should rule out 
certain careers which involve handling them. You might 
not be allowed to handle food either. 

5 Speech 
Is your speech clear and distinct and is your voice easy 
to listen to? If a job involves a lot of talking then 
indistinct speech is a serious problem. 

6 Hearing 
Is your hearing good? If your job involves listening, it 
is obviously important to be able to distinguish sounds 
clearly, whether directly or over the 'phone. 

7 Strength 
Are you strong and can you lift heavy weights? Can 
you stand for a long time without becoming tired? The 
exercise in a strenuous job will undoubtedly develop 
your strength. but if you do not readily put on muscle, 
perhaps you should avoid jobs which need physical 
strength. 

8 Reaction lime 
Are you 'slow-on-the-<1raw'? In some jobs you would 
have to react quickly to an emergency. For many of 
these you would be tested before you were given the 
job. Reaction time is difficult to measure without 
special equipment. But you may have some impression 
of your reaction time from the way you play ball 
games, drive (or play snap!). 

9 Vision 
Is your vision good? If you wear glasses and can see 
well in them then you probably have no problem. 
Colour blindness can be a problem and there are 
various types. For some jobs you will be tested before 
you are accepted. Colour blindness can be a problem in 
some branches of the electronics and chemical 
industries. 

IO Dexterity 
Are you nimble-fingered? Practice helps most people, 
but if you are unlucky enough to be unable to make 
your fingers do exactly what you intend, jobs involving 
delicate assemblies or keyboards may not be for you. 

II Co-ordination 
Are you clumsy? If you suspect that you are, you had 
better not take a job in a china shop, or anywhere 
where well-controlled movements are vita l. 

12 Appearance 
The 'Should boys have long hair?' and 'Should girls 
wear trouser suits?' controversy has nothing to do with 
this question. It is about whether you have a pleasing, 
clean, tidy appearance. Would your appearance put off 
customers, colleagues. cliem s or bosses with whom you 
would work? 

If you have to choose between adjusting your 
appearance to your work, or your work to your 
appearance, presumably you will not need to take 
advice on this. But if you find that being well-groomed 
is a bore, then you should face the fact that, in a job 
invo lving meeting lots of peop le, they might not be very 
pleased to meet you. 

Worksheet 7 sets out the 12 main physical and health 
aspects relevant to choosing a job. There is room for 
you to make notes about your own physical strengths 
and weaknesses which you want to take into 
consideration in choosing a career. Write down 
anything about any of the headings which you feel is 
important in your career planning - either because it is 
a great asset that you want to use in your work, or 
because it is a problem that you want to take account 
of by avoiding some kinds of work. 

You can improve some of these aspects yourself if 
you need to. Others you can improve with medical or 
other professional help, but there are some things which 
cannot be changed. If you are concerned about any 
particular aspects in this assessment, you might 
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seriously consider contacting the school medical service 
or your doctor, or there may be a teacher or counsellor 
with whom you could talk over the possibility of 
getting further help. 

At the bottom of Worksheet 7 there is a place where 
you can summarise the physical and health aspects of 
your career planning. 

Short-listing job titles 

We have been considering eight different kinds of 
demands that a job can make on a person's mental 
capabilities, and twelve different kinds of demands that 
it could make on his physical capabilities - twenty job 
demands. 

There may be - among that twenty - some mental 
abilities or physical strengths which you assess yourself 
to have and which you would like to apply to your 
career planning a bit more closely. So you need to get 
some lists of jobs that look as though they might call 
upon those particular abilities. You could probably 
make some guesses yourself about what some of those 
jobs might be. But it might also be useful to get into a 
discussion with a group and ask everybody to see what 
jobs thay can think of which would call on each of the 
twenty abilities listed on Worksheets 6 and 7. That way 
you will get an opportunity to consider job titles that 
you might not have thought of by yourself. It would be 
a good opportunity for you to get some information 
about those jobs - it's quite possible that somebody in 
your group has a relative or acquaintance who works in 
a job that you would like to know more about. You 
might even be able to fix a visit so as to find out even 
more. 

But wait a minute. Before you do that , think back to 
Worksheet 3. That was about making lists of jobs that 
might have something to offer you. What you are doing 
now is trying to think of jobs where you have 
something to offer. Work is a contract. There will be 
something for you to take from the work, and 
something to give to the work. What you need is a list 
of jobs where both things happen - they are jobs 
you will find satisfying and jobs you can do well. 

One way of getting the beginnings of such a list 
would be to take the job titles which seem to match the 
sort of mental and physical strengths you have, and use 
Worksheet 3 as a way of sorting each of them into one 
or more of the value-sections there. That way, you may 
come up with a handful of job titles which might be 
satisfying and worthwhile jobs to you and might also be 
jobs for which you have the right kind of mental and 
physical qualities. 

Those are the jobs that you will want to have a much 
more careful look at. They are jobs for your special 
short-list. 

Sorting out the demands in a job 

You already have a way of looking in detail at the way 
a particular job can offer certain satisfactions. That was 
Worksheet 4. Now you can also have a way of looking 
carefully at the way a particular job makes certain 
demands. That is the next worksheet, Worksheet 8. 
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Find as many sources of information about the job 
you want to study as you can. The career-s library or 
resources centre will have some material. There may 
also be somebody you can visit , or somebody who visits 
you school or college whom you can ask about the job. 
Using Worksheet 8 as a rough guide, try to find out 
what the job involves and what sort of mental and 
physical demands it makes upon the people who do it. 
It may not make all twenty of the demands mentioned 
on Worksheet 8. But it will make some of them. The 
question you are interested in is - are the demands it 
makes demands that you can cope with? 

If you want to carryon with the investigation, you 
could use Worksheet 4 on the same job. This way you 
will be thinking not only about whether you can do the 
job, but about whether you will get any satisfaction 
from doing it. With · copies of Worksheets 4 and 8 you 
can carry out an intensive investigation into as many 
different jobs as you like. 



Stage Five 

Personal style and occupational style 

Remember Liz (page 2)? She said that she would base 
her job choice on what she thought would suit her 
personality. That is what this section is concerned with 
- personal style. 

You: as you see yourself 

Look at Worksheel 9. It contains some of the 
statements that one person might use to describe 
another. The statements have been arranged in nine 
groups. Can you see why Ihey have been grouped 
IOgelher Ihal way? Can you think of any other 
statements that might be added to any of the sections? 
There is room to do that if it proves necessary. 

Which of the statements on Worksheel 9 could be 
used to describe you? Suppose someone who knew you 
well was describing your personal sty le to a stranger; 
which of those statements would you expect that person 
to use? Put a tick in column I against those statements, 
If you want to change any of the statements before you 
tick them - do so. If you would like to add some 
statements to one or more sections. so that you can tick 
those - do that too. That list of statements that you 
have ticked is the beginning of a picture of your 
personal style. We call it style because it is the visible 
you. When you were assessing yourself on Worksheel 2 
you were concentrating on your feelings, hopes and 
aspirations. They are things that other people mayor 
may not be able to see. But in Worksheet 9 we have 
another picture - the picture you are projecting for 
other people to see. 

It would be useful to sit down with a group of people 
and ask everybody to say whal SOrlS of jobs they would 
expecl 10 fil the personal slyles represenled by Ihe nine 
sections in Worksheel 9. There may be some more jobs 
you can short-list there. 

You: as others see you 

The previous section was about the way you Ihink 
others see you. To find out if you are right, show your 
self-assessment to people - relatives, teachers and 
lecturers, friends - who could say how far they agree 
with you. If they disagree, your personality is not 
coming over to others in the way you thought it was. 

They may have seen more or less of you than you 
thought. To get the views of others. you should use 
columns 2 to 6 on Worksheet 9. They can tick in these 
columns the statements which they think apply to you. 
Then you will be able to see how far other people are 
getting the picture of you that you thought they were 
getting! 

You may be flattered that other people have seen you 
in the way they have - or you may be disappointed. 
But before you get too happy or sad about it think 
about this: it may not be possible for one person to 
have all , or even nearly all. the styles described on 
Worksheel 9. It may very well· be that we have to 
choose between styles. Perhaps choosing one particular 
style of behaviour means that another one can he 
longer be available to us. Perhaps some of the sl)'les 
on the \",,'orksheet amount to contradictions of some of 
(he others - do y ou agree? 

In any event there is room at the bottom of 
Worksheel 9 for you to make a note of any p~rsonal 
style that you would want to take special account of in 
planning for your career. 

A survey of matching and mismatching job styles 

But before you try to use information about your 
personal style in relation to your future career, there is 
another question that it could be useful to consider. 
Look again at the descriptions of personal styles on 
Worksheet 9. Supposing il were possible. do )'OU think 
il would be a good idea if ever)'bodr could ha\'e all of 
these personal styles - all of !he time.' most of the lime? 
sometimes? Or. on (he other hand. can you think of 
some circumstances in which if would be unhelpful to 
have some of these styles? Is it, for example, ahvays 
good to be active? careful? co-operative? dominant? 

It may not be possible for everyone to have all the 
styles on Worksheel 9; and it may not be desirahle 
either. 

Now think about jobs. There are jobs in which 
certain styles would be an advantage. BUI are there an.J..' 
jobs in which certain styles would be a disad\.·antage? 
Earlier in Decide for Yourself you carried out a survey 
of jobs - Worksheel 3 - where you decided which 
jobs seemed to match up with different kinds of 
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personal values. The next job-survey - Worksheet 10 
- also works the other way round. What you are being 
asked to decide is which jobs match and which jobs do 
not match very well with these different personal styles. 
Mismatching styles would be where doing the job in a 
particular style could cause friction, conflict or even 
mean that the job would not be done very well. 

There is room for you to add more statements to the 
list in Worksheet 10. 

You could take all the job titles that you have so far 
considered in previous worksheets and fe-sort them into 
both sides of Worksheet 10. 

lt would be useful to have a group discussion asking 
for different people's points of view: then information 
about jobs could be used to see how jobs matched and 
mismatched the various statements. For a starting point 
you could consider this list of jobs. 

Advertising executive 
Airline pilot 
Air stewardess 
Air traffic controller 
Bus conductor 
Bus driver 
Business manager 
Buyer 
Cartogapher 
Civil engineer 
Customs officer 
Dispensing assistant 
Factory inspector 
Farm manager 
Hotel receptionist 
Information officer 
Management trainee 
Medical laboratory 

technician 

Medical receptionist 
Milk roundsman 
Miner 
Newspaper printing 

operative 
Nurse 
Personnel manager 
Private secretary 
Retail manager 
Salesperson 
Security guard 
Social worker 
Tax official 
Teacher 
Telephonist 
Toolmaker 
Travel agent 
Typist 

As before, you can write in any job title more than 
once, and you can put more than one job against any 
statement. 

What you will have is two sets of lists of jobs: one set 
will contain jobs that seem to match styles that you 
assess yourself to have. They will be jobs that you 
might want to put on your short-list. The other set will 
contain jobs that seem to conflict with your styles. They 
will be jobs to think about hard before you put them 
on your short-list. In any event you will need to do 
some checking. And that is what the next section is 
about. 
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Sorting out the styles in a job 

Worksheet II is about taking a close look at the way in 
which a particular job matches or mismatches 
particular personal styles. On the left of the worksheet 
you can write in any statements about the job you 
study which match up with one of the nine styles we 
have been thinking about. On the right you can write in 
any statements about the job which would seem to 
cause a problem to one of the styles . For example, if 
you found out that a job required that the rules were 
always rigidly kept to , that everything was done exactly 
'by the book' - then you could enter that as a match 
with some aspects of trustworthiness or co-operation; 
but it might be a mismatch with some aspects of self
sufficiency. You can find some examples of the kind of 
statements that you may be able to make about the job 
in Worksheet 10. But as you look at the job in detail 
there will be many more statements that you will be 
able to make about it. Put in any statements more than 
once if it seems to relate to more than one style. 

Check as many sources of information about the job 
as you can - use the careers library or resources 
centre, talk to people and - if it can be arranged -
make visits. When you have completed your analysis 
you will have a very thorough piece of information 
about one particular job. And it will tell yo u where that 
particular job seems to match up to your personal style 
and where it mismatches. 

You can repeat such a study as many times as you 
like by making further copies of Worksheet II. And 
you can combine Worksheet II with Worksheets 4 and 
8 to do really thorough-going analyses of jobs that you 
are considering very seriously indeed . By working with 
a group you could , between you. assemble a lot of 
really useful in/ormation about a very h.'ide range of 
jobs. By meeting to show each other your worksheets, 
explain them. talk [hem over and compare notes. you 
could gel and give a greac deal of help in career 
planning for the whole group. There might even be a 
display area where your analyses could be exhibited for 
people to come and have a look at. 



Stage Six 

Focus 
Background and foreground information 

Look at the picture below. What is it? 

It can be interpreted in two ways. It depends upon' 
whether you think the daTk area is in front of or behind 
the light areas. You can change what you see in the 
picture by deciding what is foreground and what is 
background. If you do not decide, the picture can keep 
changing and you can become confused. To avoid 
confusion, you must choose the bits of the picture to 
which you are going to pay the most attention. 

This book has been written in the hope that it will 
help you develop the picture you have of yourself. 
Some parts of that picture will be in the foreground 
and some in the background. If you do not choose 
what parts you are going to concentrate on, then you 
can become just as confused about your picture of 
yourself and then you cannot properly decide for 
yourself. And so this book finally asks you which of 
your statements in the Self-assessment worksheets you 
are going to pay more attention to and which less. 

At the bottom of each of your Worksheets there is a 
summary. Look through them again and ask yourself if 
they are accurate. If you feel you have a good reaso n to 
revise any of the statements, do so. It may be that the 
picture that you have of yourse lf on one assessment will 
help you to clarify the picture on another. If you look 
at them carefully you will see that there are places 
where the assessme nts overlap. For example, what you 
have to say about your values may be connected with 
what you have to say about your abilities or your style. 
When you are satisfied that your summaries are 
accurate, transfer them to the rows on Worksheet 12. 
Few words will appear in each row, but they 
will be words which you will have th ought about 
carefully before you chose them to describe yourself. 
(You will see that there is no place on the summary for 
Worksheet 1. which should be left for the moment.) 

Now look at your list of words. You have a record of 
values, qualifications, mental abilities, physical and 
health characteristics and of personality styles. These 
are parts of a picture of yourself. Which parts do yo u 
think are foreground in that picture. and which are 
background? Which are the most important? Which 

parts do you choose to highlight? 
Different people will do this in different ways. For 

some people one particular value may be central. 
Others may feel that all the values are important. Or 
that the styles are the most important part. Others 
again may feel that the important words are distributed 
fairly evenly across the columns. If you discuss it with 
your group you will find all kinds of valuations. 

When you think you are sure which words describe 
the most important parts of you. underline them. If 
you can hold all the words in the foreground of your 
picture and they all seem equally important, then 
underline all of them. But by underlining you are 
selecting the parts of yourself that you want to 
concentrate on. so the more you underline the more 
eas ily you can become confused. 

How can you make further use of this information? 
You have already made some use of it by concentrating 
in the Job-assessment worksheets on sections 
corresponding to the subdivisions of your Self-assessment 
worksheets. You now have a summary both of your 
picture of yourself and your picture of certain jobs. It is 
possible to make a comparison of self and work, 
because you have a common framework for both in 
terms of values, qualifications, abilities. health and 
skills, and personal styles. Worksheet 13 provides you 
with an opportunity of summarising the information 
from the most important Job-assessment worksheets. 
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Searching thro'ugh careers books and pamphlets for 
information can be fascinating for some and tedious for 
others. 

Decide for Yourself sets out to show that there is a 
close relationship between the person and work, and 
that careers information is closely relevant to the 
person if you ask the same questions about jobs as you 
ask about yourself. You probably know people who 
separate themselves from their work. Physically they 
may be 'at work', but within themselves they are 
waiting for something else. And when work is over they 
rush away to the things they really want to do. 

But people are sometimes more involved in their 
work than they realise . Your work will influence you 
through the people you work with, and possibly 
through the sort of things it allows you to do with your 
spare time. It will certainly determine what abilities and 
skills you develop and what you leave dormant. A 
person's job also has a considerable influence on the 
way he looks at the world and the values he places on 
things in it. All the influences for choosing a job, 
considered in Decide for Yourseif. will themselves be 
influenced by and maybe changed by whatever job you 
choose. If the person does not choose the job, the job 
will choose the person - this is why the questions 
answered in Self-assessments are put in the same terms 
as those in Job-assessments. 

The summaries to Job-assessment and Self
assessment can be directly compared. The more 
information you collect about the jobs, the more 
complete the comparison. You have now identified 
through Iforksheet 12 which areas contain foreground 
information about your personality. Look in Worksheet 
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13 at jobs which correspond to these areas to see 
whether there are any job titles there to analyse further, 
by using more Worksheets 4, 8 and II. In the end -
by thinking about yourself, searching out new job titles, 
ana lysing them in terms of your own personality - you 
will find the job that offers you the best hope of a 
worthwhile career. 

Instead of a conclusion 

There can be no final statement. If you have managed 
to decide for yourself this year, there is no doubt you 
will have to do the same again in the future. You will 
return to, rethink and revise your picture of yourself 
and the kind of place you want in the world. And so 
the finishing point iri Decide for Yourself is the same as 
the starting point. You began by saying that there were 
certain internal or external influences which were more 
important than others in choosing a career. That was in 
Worksheet 1. 

Look at it again. Which did you say they were? Now 
that you have looked at the internal influences -
values, abilities and styles - much more closely, do 
you agree with what you said at the beginning of the 
book? Have those internal influences grown in 
importance, or shrunk? Worksheet 1 is not included in 
the summary because everything else there depends 
upon the answer to this question. How much attention 
are you going to pay to yourself in choosing a job? The 
more attention you pay, the more useful the Self
assessments will be. It is the first and the last question. 
This is where you came in . You must decide for 
yourself. 

= 

~ = = 



Appendix 
Linked surveys of jobs 

This appendix contains job titles arranged to fit two 
sets of categories simultaneously. The first chart lists 
jobs according to values and mental abilities. The 
charts are included to provoke thought about linked 
categories of jobs. 

There is only one job in each 'box' on the charts, but 
thought will suggest others which could just as easily 
have been put in . No attempt has been made to arrange 
jobs according to levels of qualification and most of the 
titles can be substituted by a similar job at a higher or 
lower qualification level. There is plenty of room for 
disagreement about how job titles should be located on 
such charts . These arrangements are not intended to be 
final, nor to be used as recommendations of particular 
jobs to people in particular categories. But by looking 
in the columns and rows which correspond to your se lf
assessment, you may find job titles which will be useful 
to your survey of careers. By looking where those 
columns and rows overlap you may find starting points 
for more detailed thought and analysis. 

But, at best, the categories can only refer to some 
aspects of the jobs listed. And so you should use the 
lists with great caution and only as suggestions for 
further thought and analysis. 
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Job titles arranged according to values offered and mental abilities demanded 

~ Abilities Practical Security Social 

Verbal com- Farm Solidtor Housing 
prehension management Management 

Word Technical Security Rel igious 
fl uen cy sales officer ministry 

Numcracy Quant ity Accountancy OinicaJ 
surveying psydJOlogy 

Spatial Mechanical Air-traffi..: Occupatio nal 
ability engineering contro l therapy 

Memory Siock control Police work Youth 
employment 
service work 

Perception Public health Control ground Hea lth 
inspection work visiting 

Reaso ning Economics Medicine Perso nn el 
manageme nt 

Originality Industrial Silversrnithing Cummunity 
design welfare 

At~cntion Infl ue nce Scientific Aesth etic Achievement 

Acting Civil service Information Book Publishing 
(administrative) seienc!! retailing 

Sales Politics Technical Creative Street 
writing writing trader 

M;nke( Aduarial Computer Valuatio n Mine 
research work work enF:ineering 

Stage design Production Physics Furniture $tructuraJ 
engineering design engineering 

Lecturing l nsura nc~ Mu seum Archaeology Translation 
work 

Photographic Cost contrOl Meteorology Fashion Surgeon 
jo urnalism design 

Diplomatic Company Statist ics Nat ure Organisation 
service secretaryship conservancy & methods 

Broadcasting Ad vert ising Research & Graphic Electronic 
copy·writing development design engineering 
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Job titles arranged according to mental abilities demanded and matching styles 

~ Verbal oom- Word Numeracy 
Styles prehension fluency 

Active Esta te agem:y Commercial Farm 
travelling management 

Careful Secretarial Technical Navigating 
work writing 

Co-operative Lac;J1 Hotel IIe:Jting & 
government rc~ep tion ventilating 

Duminant Weights & Barrister Aw.:tioncering 
measu res work 
inspec tion 

Rt:Silient Business Newspaper Inland 
managemen t reponing revenue work 

Self-sufficient Journalism Translation Auditing 

Sensitive Solicitor Work wi th Psyc hology 
work blind 

Suciable Pust office Public Ret;Jil trade 
deric .. tl work relat ions 

Trustwort hy Lega l Ynuth serv ice Accountancy 
executive work 

Spatia! 
ability 

Agricu lt ural 
engineering 

Cartography 

Gd.ragc work 

Town & 
cou ntry 
planning 

Work wit h 
ph ysically 
handicapped 

Civil 
engineering 

Medical 
rhotogmphy 

F10ristry 

Gas 
engineering 

Memory Perception Reasoning Originality 

Market Factory Agricultural Film industry 
research inspection science work 

Medicine Airline pilot Systems Ca ll igraph y 
analysis 

Hotel Resident i;J1 care Civil service Make-up 
management of ch ildren work artist 

Police work Acting Organisation Buying 
& methods 

Dentistry Customs Pathology Teaching 
& Excise handkapped 

~hildren 

Archivist porestry Insurance Fine art 
work assessment 

Medical Geriatrics Psyc hia try Work with 
recep tion deaf 

Travel Operational Management OCl:upational 
agency research therapy 

Pharmacy Air tra ffic Banking J ewc11cry 
control craft 
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Job titles arranged according to matching styles and values offered 

~ Styles Practical Security Soc ial 

Ac tive Building Civil Remedial 
trad es engineer gym nastics 

Careful Instrument Uanking Dispensing 
tCl.:hno logy 

( 'u-o perutivc Munidpa l Armed S!"!Tvil:CS Wa rd 
c n~ inccring (no n-combata nt) nursing 

Dum inan t Qual ity SCl.:u ri ty work Fd uca liun 
inspec tion welfa re work 

Kesilicnt Dental Fire service wo rk Mental 
nurse nursing 

Scl f-su fficien! ].'ood ( ;<Ime-kecping House-m o lher 
delivery wo rk 

-
Se nsi ti ve Sod ai ('hild C;Jre Funeral 

se..:urity work di rec ti on 

Sud:lble Plum bing Post u lTke Re tail 
wor k Ir:u.ic 

-------
Trus lwu rth y I' ,lst delivery { 'ash ie r Medical 

rece p tion 

Attention InOuencc Scientific Aestheti c Achievement 

Film Private Veterinary Session Deep-sea 
product ion secre tarial work mu sician f ishing 

wo rk 

Shonhaml Railway Libra ry ( "unreel iullery Sl.:affold 
typing sign<llling work work rigging. 

Rcccpliun Pol ice work l ..<l borato r y Winduw A rmed 
work assistant work dCOlning services 

Sales person Trafth: Teachi ng. ( 'o slll c lics j '::"'jh::r t 

warden work dcmOnSl f<ltion sa les 

Supe rma rket Tele phonist Infor matiun ( 'olllmen;ial Sewag-e 
c heck-out wIHk oftker wo rk art dispos;JI 

Teac hing Prison scrv ice R t:sc<lrell interiu r Mini ng 
wo rk sciene!.! dc(;u ra li o n 

Stewarding. Retail trades Elcl-tru- " url ra it Mental 
!.!m;ephal- phlltop,r;Jphy n ursi n~ 
ugra phy 

Demonst rating Marke ting Radiugraph y J J;l irdn.:ssillg En te rtain-
men! 

Secu rit y Jewelle r}' f\-Iedical Silversmith ing I-:.\p losivl's 
gua rd work salcs laburalUry uper;Jlive 

te!;hnology 
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Introduction 
The application of Decide for Yourself 

A recent study of the work of careers specialists 
(Law and Watts, 1977) suggests that there are four main 
tasks to be achieved in helping school and college 
leavers to make their career plans. A student needs to 
know something about the world of opportunity that 
exists for him; he needs to know something about his own 
self, so that he can know what parts of the world of 
opportunity to focus attention on ; he needs to learn 
something about the nature and skills of decision-making; 
and he needs to acquire some new learning and skill in 
order to be able to cope with the variety of new demands 
that will be made upon him in accomplishing the 
transition from one stage of his life to another. 

Decide lor Yoursell is concerned with laying the first two 
foundational steps to th~t process. It invites the reader 
to engage in exploration both of himself and of the world 
of work ; and to do that exploration in such a way that 
the two can be related. Decidelor Yourself maps the 
path to decision-making. Although the book focuses 
primarily upon career decisions, it can be used to approach 
discussion of other kinds of decisions - including 
decisions concerning what to do with a situation of 
unemployment. 

It is addressed to mid- and late adolescents of average 
and above average academic achievement. With some 
students it could be used as early as the fourth year of 
secondary education. Few students in mixed ability groups 
in the fifth and sixth years of secondary schools or in 
further education will have serious difficulty with the 
ideas in the book. Slower students may need more 
individual attention, but the book is designed to allow 
for a great deal of individual activity. An important 
feature of the book is the extent to which it permits 
each student to find his or her own individual route to 
decision-making. 

The combination of the book's unitary construction 
and the supplementary suggestions made in these notes is 
well suited to mixed ability work. But it is not 
recommended for entire groups of less able students. 

It is written in such a way as to be usable in both 
secondary and Iurther education settings. 

The material in Decide lor Yourself can be used as a 
basic careers education programme, but it can also be 
integrated very readily with other types of course such as 
social education and liberal srudies. There are suggestions 
in these notes as to how this might be done. The material 
is grouped into a number of more or less self-contained 
units. Each unit can be dealt with at greater or lesser 
length, at the discretion of the teacher. Much of the 
material can be used in connection with industrial 
visits, the use of the careers library or resource centre. 
the evaluation of careers information and in individual 
preparation for interview. Suggestions along these lines 
a ppear in these notes. 

There is enough material in the Classbook (main text) 
and the Teacher's Notes to form the basis of a year's 
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work (of, say, one to one-and-a-half hours a week of 
class time). The material in Decide lor Yourseit" alone can 
be dealt with in a much shorter time. 

Practical considerations 

Each student will need to have the use of a copy of the 
Classbook. But a set of C1assbooks can probably be 
shared concurrently, with a little planning, between two 
or more groups of students. In any event the C1assbooks 
are re-usable. They set out a number of questions and 
case-studies for individual and group exploration. As an 
aid to the teacher the issues for group discussion and 
exploration are italicised; so are the case-studies. 

Additional suggestions for group discussion topics 
appear in these notes. 

Each student will also need a copY 'of the Workbook 
to keep. Workbooks are not re-usable because they 
represent a growing account of the student's individual 
career planning. The Workbook contains two types of 
worksheet, Self-assessments and Job-assessments. The 
text of the C1assbook clearly explains how the worksheets 
can be used, and how they can be related to form the 
basis for decision-making. The usefulness of the 
Workbook to the students can be enhanced by 
duplicating additional copies of some of the Job
assessments for those who would like to carry out one 
type of job-assessment on more than one job. The 
teacher may well wish to allow different groups of students 
to linger longer on certain sections - if those sections 
appear to be offering those students a particularly 
appropriate basis for exploration. 

The materials are designed so that they can be changed 
by the participation of the students. The teacher may 
well want to consider the value (in an enterprise as subtle 
and individual as career decision-making) of allowing 
the students room to ' answer back' to the materials in 
this way. 

Additional suggestions for individual exercises appear 
in these notes. 

About the 'Self-assessments' 

The Self-assessments in Decide lor Yourself have some 
similarity to more conventional interest questionnaires 
and intelligence tests. But there are important differences. 
Interest questionnaires and intelligence tests give grades 
which show that the student has more or less ofa particular 
ability or interest than a group with which he is being 
compared. The Self-assessments in Decide lor Yourself 
are not intended to make objective comparisons of that 
kind. They are concerned only with what is 'foreground' 
and what is 'background' for the individual. He is being 
compared only with himself, not with other people. 
Items in intelligence tests and interest questionnaires 
sometimes irritate students who want to argue about the 
content or form of the question asked. It is often 
impossible to deal with the students' arguments to their 
own satisfaction, so the irritation persists. The Self
assessments in DeCide/or Yourselfare designed primarily 
to stimulate intelligent introspection . Questions and 
argument are therefore to be welcomed and encouraged. 



If the student decides that he cannot answer a particular 
question no great damage is done. For, in the end, he 
will make his own assessment of himself. 

The Classbook encourages the student to change and 
add to the items on the worksheets in order to give as 
much flexibility in their use as possible. 

The object is to improve his ability to assess himself, 
not to provide him with ready-made assessments. There 
are therefore no norms for the Self-assessments in 
Decidefor Yourself They are not intended to be objective 
tests. 

About the tone of discussions 

Some of the discussions arising out of the material in 
Decide for Yourself are likely to be personal. Some of 

About this book 
This chapter in Decidefor Yourselfis intended as an 
introduction to the book, It hints at some of the issues 
raised in the book and gives an outline of its main 
structure, The teacher may judge that it is enough to let 
the student read it and pass straight to a consideration 
of ' Influences and Choices'. But the material in the 
chapter can be used as a basis for discussion around 
the theme, 'What makes a good decision?' Everyone can 
say now whether decisions made three years ago were 
good or bad, because the results of those decisions can 
now be seen. But how can you judge whether a decision 
is 'good' at the time it is being made and before the results 
are known? Take Derek's and Sheila's decisions and try 
asking the group, 'What would you have to know about 
how those decisions were arrived at, to know if they were 
good ones or not?' 

Are some of the reasons given in the text of Decide for 
Yourself'good' and some 'bad" Can anyone think of 

them might provoke disagreement from members of the 
group, maybe even from the teacher. Disagreements will 
and must occur. But it is important to maintain an 
atmosphere in which any kind of statement of genuine 
personal feeling will get a fair hearing. Otherwise students 
will be inhibited by fear of disapproval. so contributions 
will degenerate into a series of platitudes designed 
chiefly to get the agreement of the other students - or of 
the teacher. One of the vital tasks of the teacher 
therefore is to maintain an atmosphere in which disabling 
judgements are avoided. 

The rest of these notes contains background 
information concerning the ideas in Decide for Yourself, 
notes for group use and suggestions on how the material 
might be expanded. The headings basically follow those 
in Decidefor Yoursel(with a few supplementary 
sections added. 

other reasons, good or bad, that they might have given 
for such decisions? If you were their parent teacher or 
friend what would you want to ask Sheila and Derek 
about their decisions. to know if they were good ones or 
not? This should provide a list of questions about 
decisions. 

Some impress ion of the complicated, contradictory and 
highly personal nature of decision-making can be 
conveyed by arranging the questions in a column o n the 
blackboard. It might look like this: 

Will her parents let her do it? 
Is he qualified' 
Is it really what he wants to do') 
Is she rushing into something? 
Isn't he being a bit vague') 
Shouldn't she think less aboul what she wants 11011' and 
more about the future? 
Does he know enough about what he says he wants to 
do' 

Members of the group cou ld be asked to say which 
were the most important questions. 
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Stage One 

Influences 
and choices 

There are four sub-sections: 
1. Making choices sets out to explore how different people 
approach decisions in different ways. 

2. How do you choose ? systematically applies the 
different approaches that people have to eight kinds of 
decisions. 

3. How will you choose a job ? invites the student to 
compare the various ways in which he or she makes choices, 
particularly of a career, with those of other people. 

4. Internal and external influences prepares the way to the 
rest of the book by making a broad distinction between 
considerations which relate to a person internally and 
considerations which relate externally to his 
circumstances. 

Making choices 

Some imaginative students may experience little difficulty 
in discussing the extent to which they can or cannot 
identify with the different way in which each of the 
people in this story deals with his or her problem. 
Identification with one or more approach may be made 
easier, however, by first asking the members of the 
group who are experiencing difficulty in making a 
decision why they think they are having that difficulty 
'What is it that makes it so hard to choose a job?'. The 
answers will vary, and some may refer to some of the 
issues in the story - problems of availability, pressure, 
information, etc. The experiences of the group can then 
be used to elaborate, and contradict, the experiences of 
the people in the story which could be introduced at 
this point. 

The key words in this part of DecideJor Yourself are 
needs and values, abilities and personality, because they 
prepare the way for later sections in the book. It might 
be useful to you, therefore, to have some idea now of 
what those sections of the book contain. 

How do you choose? 

This is an individual pupil activity which can be done 
in class or at home. The instructions in Decide for 
Yourself are explicit enough for most students. Some 
might appreciate a blackboard demonstration of what 
has to be done. 

How will you choose a job? 

When the students have done their individual seif
assessments, try to let them have discussions in groups. 
Some might say that they find certain considerations 
more important than others, or that certain considerations 
are more important for particular purposes . Some 
students might notice the difference between 'internal' 
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and 'external' considerations - and discussion of this 
anticipates the next section. 

Internal and external influences 

The distinction between internal and external influences 
is central to the rest of the book, and is not hard to 
develop. There are plenty of characters from history, 
literature and current affairs (including the world of the 
media and of sport) who could be discussed in terms of 
being caught between something in themselves and 
something in their circumstances. There are some subjects 
at school in which students get a chance to examine 
their inner lives, and there are some where the opportunity 
to do so is very limited. There are some societies, 
including some schools, which aim to assist individuals 
to realise themselves. There are some which rely on 
their power to command external conformity. The 
students w~ll have their views about who are the most 
successful characters, the most useful parts of the 
curriculum and the most successful societies. The teacher 
who wishes to arm himself in advance for such a 
discussion could read parts of Riesman (1961 , pages 5-24) 
and Veness (1962, pages 68 ff). Both write of 'inner
directed' and 'other-directed' types of character. Riesman 
characterises the inner-directed type as the person who 
maintains course despite the buffetings of his environment 
- someone with a kind of 'psychological gyroscope'. 
Veness, in a study of the reasons given for choosing 
particular careers, found that certain children would 
characteristically answer in terms of what they liked to 
do or what it was they thought they had to offer. On 
the other hand , Riesman characterised the other-directed 
type as the person who is sensitive to the needs and 
wishes of others, demanding approval and seeking 
acceptance from others. He has a kind of ' psychological 
radar' by which he picks up the needs and wishes of 
others. By the same token, in the Veness study, some of 
the children said they had chosen their jobs in terms of 
what 'runs in the family' or what ' the others do'. This 
study is a rich source of discussion and activity material 
for careers education. 

Further development - the use of careers literature 

A further activity, not mentioned in the text of Decide 
Jor YourselI could be attached here . It is the evaluation 
of sources of careers information. It could be linked with 
an introduction to the use of the careers library or 
resource centre. and could be a group or individual 
activity. Any source of information might be evaluated 
and questions which could be asked include: 

1. How much information is there about the availabiliTY 
of the job? Where is this kind of work available? Would 
it involve moving or travelling? Does it say how many 
vacancies there are, or whether there are waiting lists ? 

2. Is there any attempt to pressurise people to take this 
type of work by the use of attractive pictures or by 
suggesting that it is fashionable or likely to be approved 
of by others? 

3. Is there a great deal of information about the job 
itself? Can you tell what you have to do and what it is 



like to do this kind of work? 

4. Is advice offered? Does it say that it would be ·wise·. 
'sensible' or 'suitable' to do this kind of work? 

5. Is there anything about what kind of abilities, skills or 
qualifications are required for the job? 

6. Is there anything about what sort of personality would 
su it this kind of work, or what sort would not? 

7. Does it tell a person whether he is going to get what 

Stage Two 

Values and needs 
People work best at what is most important to them. 
This section is designed to help students gain some 
insight into what is most important to the individual, 
this being expressed in the words 'values and needs' . 
This is a departure from the more conventional guidance 
use of the idea of 'interests '. The idea of values and 
needs is different from that of interests in the following 
ways: 

1. It is more basic, being much more concerned with 
feelings and personal involvement than interests which 
can, and often are, dealt with at a somewhat detached 
level. 

2. It is independent of occupational information. A 
student can talk of his values and needs without 
knowing a single fact about the world of work. Being 
in terested in an occupational field depends much more 
upon knowing something about that field. 

3. Values a nd needs are probably more firmly established 
parts of adolescent personality than interests. Interests 
shown by young people can change rapidly. Values and 
needs have deeper roots and are generally more stable. 

4. Interests are useful mainly to describe the 'content' of 
jobs. But the different circumstances in which a single 
job can be done afe often more important sources of 
satisfaction or dissatisfaction than the actual job content. 
Values and needs can be used to analyse the 
attractiveness of job circumstances as well as job content. 

There are six sections in the 'Values and Needs ' stage 
of Decide/or Yourself: the first three present the student 
with 120 statements of feeling taken from the world of 
study, leisure and opinion. The student is asked to 
consider how far he agrees. 

What are your values and needs ? shows the student 
how to make his own first analysis of the results of the 
first three sections. 

Eight values sets out in some detail the origins and 
nature of the values and needs on which the 120 
statements are based. 

he needs from his work in terms of salary, security. 
companionship, working conditions, supervision? 

8. Is there anything about why people would enjoy doing 
this kind of work, the satisfactions they would get from 
it, or why it is worthwhile? 

9. What are the most important things to put into a 
pamphlet, film or talk about a particular kind of career? 

10. What things ought to be left out? 

How well da you know yourself? asks the student to 
take a second look at himself and points to some of the 
ways in which we can be deceived about what we really 
feel. 

Education, leisure and opinions 

These sections introduce the student to a series of 
activities in order to seek a rough-and-ready measure of 
what is important to him in his life. There is a serious 
danger that the student might feel that in some sense his 
abi/ities are being measured . It is very important to 
make it clear from the outset what the distinction is 
between values and abili ties. 

What we want to do and what we can do are probably 
related, but they are not necessarily the same. It might 
be useful to allow the students to discuss whether 
wanting something or being able to do it comes first. Do 
we learn to want what we can get. or do we learn to get 
what we want? Illustrations of the distinction between 
wants and abilities can be developed from a comparison 
between a race, which is a fairly objective measure of a 
particular ability, and a queue for a sale, which is a 
rather less reliable measure of how much a person wants a 
particular thing . In general the longer a person is 
prepared to wait in a queue, the more he wants whatever 
it is he is queuing for. The scores that come out of 
these sections are a rough-and-ready measure of how far 
up particular 'queues' the student would want to be. 

The instructions for completing the worksheets are 
explicit enough for most students. Some students might 
appreciate a 'dry run ' in class through the first list. The 
worksheets can be done in class or at home. but they 
should be done individually and independently. It might 
be worth suggesting that, if they want to show their 
parents or friends the lists. they sho uld do so after they 
have filled in the blanks. The student s should be 
encouraged to do the lists as quickly as possible - first 
impressions are often more valuable than subseq uent 
ones. But it is not necessary to do them at one sitt ing, 
though all three can be completed by an averagely 
intelligent student in under half an hour. It is important 
that the teacher gives no indication at this stage of what 
the eight sections on each list represent. It is also worth 
stressing that there are no 'right' o r 'wrong' answers and 
that no answers shou ld be thought of as being especially 
approved of by the teacher or anyone else. 
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The students can go straight on. when they have done 
the checklists, to begin to analyse the results. How this 
beginning can be made is explained in the Class book 
under the next section heading. 

What are your values and needs? 

Perceptive students will probably return to the next group 
with some idea of the structure of the checklists and 
what the sections represent. They may have entered 
tentative headings in so me of the sections on their 
Self-assessment. A useful discussion can be built around 
the agreements and disagreements between students on 
how the sections should be headed. Further suggestions 
for headings will emerge from the discussion and these 
can be entered now. The students should be encouraged 
to look at the statements in each of the eight sections. to 
work out what those sections represent. Other questions 
for discussion appear in the .cIassbook on page 5. The 
last two questions in that list could usefully make a 
topic of small group discussion. 

Fi)1ally, students should be encouraged to select 
between one and three sections which seem particularly 
to apply to them because they have ticked most 
statements in those sections. But point out that they will 
get a chance to revise their assessments later. 

.Eight values 

The opportunity comes almost immediately. This section 
approaches the subject of personal values again, by a 
different route. It describes how values are formed in 
young children and how pursuit of them becomes more 
diverse and sophisticated in adolescence and adulthood. 

This is, therefore, a 'safety net' section, in the sense 
that it gives the student a chance to look again at how 
well or badly the worksheet worked for him. At the 
same time it provides him with a heading for each of the 
value-systems used. At this stage, it would be as well for 
these headings to be entered in the 'value descriptions ' 
column of Worksheet 2. 

There is a picture on page 7 of the Classbook which 
illustrates a variety of value-laden responses to a cat 
stuck in a tree. 

There is room for discussion of the eight 
value-systems outlined in this section. They are based on 
Maslow's description (1970, pages 35-58) of human 
motivation, and there is an account of them in vocational 
terms in Roe (1956, pages 23-39). One way of expanding 
the presentation of the ideas contained in this section 
would be to link it to a discussion of human 
development. Hadfield (1962, pages 68-114) gives a good 
short account which relates fairly closely to this section 
in Decide for Your self 

The students may even be given an opportunity to 
report on the developmental phases of their younger 
brothers or sisters, nephews or nieces. It is not at all 
difficult to link a discussion of child development to a 
discussion of human needs. 

It is worthwhile emphasising certain key words in each 
of the eight sub-sections, particularly with students who 
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may have some difficulty with unfamiliar material. It is 
important to avoid any suggest ion that so me values are 
more 'valuable' than o thers. Some values will be worth 
more to one individual than to another. but it is 
impossible to say that any particular value oughl to be 
given priority by people in general. The difference 
between a need and a value is. perhaps. that a value is a 
need which a person or group of people feels to be more 
important than other needs. For a particular person. not 
all needs will necessarily be values. 

The eight values are: 

1. Practical values - the key words are 'practical' and 
'useful'. Some students may find this value 'materialistic', 
Man does not live by bread alone. but without bread he 
doesn't live at all. 

2. Security-seeking values - the key words are 'safe' and 
·sure'. It is a 'belt and braces' approach to life. Happily 
for all of us, some of us think it worthwhile to keep life 
on a fairly even and predictable course. 

3. Social values - the key words are 'companionship' 
and 'caring'. Some students may find the feelings 
'sentimental' but this value finds general acceptance in a 
Christian, or post-Christian society - on the surface of 
things, anyway. 

4. Attention-seeking values - the key words are 
'recognition' and 'attention'. Some students may find the 
pursuit of such values vain and conceited. But somebody 
may be able to think of ways 'in which our society 
would be a poorer place without people who have the 
nerve to seek such things, 

5. Influence-seeking values - the key words are ' power' 
and ' results'. Some will say that power corrupts, but 
others might say that all societies owe so mething to 
people who have the courage to pursue and accept 
responsibility. 

6. SCientific values - the key words are 'curiosity' and 
'knowledge'. It is important also to emphasise that 
'scientific' can apply to all field s of knowledge, not just 
the natural sciences. It might also be worth mentioning 
that yo u don't have to be intelligent to have a curiosity 
about the world around you. Some students no doubt 
will be scornful of 'mere learning' and of 'over-spending' 
on research, But curiosity is a precious human 
characteristic and ought not to be stifled. 

7. Aesthetic values - the key words are 'senses' and 
'appreciation'. The value can be linked to all the arts. 
music, literature and the appreciation of natural beauty. 
You could argue that no one should own a Picasso until 
everyone has enough to eat. But you could also argue 
that the appreciation of beauty is what distinguishes 
civilisation from brutality. 

8. Achievement-seeking values - the key words are 
'competition' and ·self-realisation·. Some might find 
egocentricity objectionable. but it would be hard to deny 
the benefits derived from man's competitive and/or 
self-actual ising nature. 

The italicised issues in each section here in the 
Classbook are designed to begin to focus attention 



forward to the next stage. They begin to make the 
connection between self-awareness and opportunity 
awareness. 

There is a further way in wh ich this connection might 
be made. involving the development and use of so me 
kind of role-play or simulation. The teacher may be 
familiar with one or other of the 'crisis' and"survival' 
situations which are used in curriculum development 
work as a basis for small-group discussion. Several 
novels with intrinsic appeal to adolescents contain 
descriptions of such situatio ns (notably Lord of Ihe Flies 
by Wiiliam Golding and several of John W yndham's 
novels such as The Day of Ih e Triffids and The 
Chrysalids). Any discussion o f what to do in such crises 
wiil inevitably involve the students in an exploration of 
their own priorities. and of how o ne's personal values 
may influence one's judgement concerning what kinds of 
activity in a society are most valuable . 

How well do you know yourself? 

It is probable that some of the students will want at 
some stage to revise their assessment of their values in 
Worksheel2. But before they do so they should be 
encouraged to read this section, which is about the 
capacity we all have for self-deception. After reading this 
(and the case-studies allow plenty of opportunity for 
group discussion), some students wiil make their 
revisions. 

Further development - values and other kinds of 
decisions 

There are a number of ways in which the discussion of 
values and needs in groups can be developed outside the 
consideration of choice of career, which is not a special 
sort of choice insulated from other parts of the 
personality . It rests upon the sa me foundations in the 
personality which support other kinds of choices and 
preferences. There may be time to discuss the relevance of 
values and needs to other kinds of choices, and 'so me 
possible lines of approach are suggested below. Items 
from the Worksheets can provide discussion leads in 
many of the contexts listed here. 

1. Values and leisure - Could knowing about your own 
personal values help you to use your free time in a more 

rewa rding way? What leisure· time pursuits can anyone 
tell the group about which may be linked to one or more 
personal values ? Does knowing what a person does in 
his spare time te ll you more about him than knowing 
what he does for a living" What good or bad things are 
there about having friends with the same sort of values 
as yourself? 

If there is a high youth unemplo yment rate in the 
dist rict it will be important to give the students an 
opportunity to explore the relationship between self and 
a range of non-paid employment situati ons. 

2. The 'generation gap' and values - Are the values of 
young people today different from those of their parents" 
If so. how and why" Do the values of society change 
with the passing of time " Do people's values change as 
they get older" 

3. Social issues and values - Do people's social 
backgrounds mean they are likely to have certain values 
mo re than others? What about values from particular 
racial backgrounds? Why does background make a 
difference to the development of values? Are a man's 
values likely to be different from a woman's? Could a 
survey be conducted in the group or school to look for 
some of the answers to these questions? 

4. Sex. marriage and values - Can thinki ng about a 
perso n's psychological needs and values help to explain 
his sexual behaviour? Can knowing about his sexual 
behavio ur offer any insight into his psychological needs 
and values" Sex has psychological as well as physical 
consequences. Contraception gives a fair degree of 
control over the physical consequences, but what about 
the psychological side" Freud is interpreted as having 
seen sex in everything. Maybe it should be the other way 
round, maybe everything is in sex" How many of the 
values set out above can find so me so rt of express ion 
through sexual activity" Is it good to marry someo ne 
with the sa me values as yourself. or so meone with 
different values" 

This whole section in Decide fo r Yourself can be 
rounded off quite nicely by getting students to write or 
talk autobiographically on something like: ' How I Came 
to be the Bastard I a m T oday' o r 'Why Society should 
be Proud of what it has Done to Me'. 
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Stage Three 

Values and needs 
at work 
The purpose of this section is to help each student to 
begin to make a fi rm connection between his self-concept 
and the world of occupational opportunity as it exists 
for him. 

There are four sections in this stage: 

1. A survey ofjob values asks the student to look at a 
number of job titles and to ask himself what sort of 
val ues are offered by each. 

2. The right job in the right circumstances sets out to 
make clear the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic 
sa tisfactions. 

3. People choosing jobs is a series of case· studies 
describing decisions which school and college leavers 
might have to make about careers. 

4. Sorting out .the values in a job is a depth-study exercise 
on a particular job. 

A survey of job values 

It will be necessary to allow some students to discuss 
and thereby grasp the connection between the values 
described in the previous section and the statements on 
the worksheet on pages 6 and 7 of the Workbook. 
Encourage tpe students to discuss, modify and add to the 
statements on Worksheet 3. 

Ways are suggested in the Classbook for compiling a 
list of jobs for survey. An additional group method 
would be to pass round appropriate newspaper pictures 
(e .g. general views of the town) to see what kinds of 
job lists can be made, suggested by what is in the 
picture(s). 

When the worksheet is familiar to the group they 
should attempt a survey of jobs as suggested in the 
Classbook. This can be done individually or in a group. 
One way would be to set the group to do individual 
surveys and then compare notes by attempting a group 
survey on the blackboard. 

In group discussion there will be some disagreement 
about how particular jobs should be located in the 
survey. There are no outright correct answers. Different 
people may satisfy different values in the sa me situation. 
The realisation of this is an important objective of the 
exercise. But students should be encouraged to defend 
any statement they make about a job by producing 
information about it. This is a powerful means by which 
you can capitalise on the resources of occupational 
information which the students already have - as a 
group - through their contacts in the community. It is 
also a way of monitoring to what degree misinformation 
is being used. 

Some of the disagreement. however. will be 
attributable to opponents thinking about the same job in 
different circumstances. This issue is taken up in the 
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following section of Decide fo r Yourself 

In any event discussion will provide an exchange of 
a large amount of relevant information about jobs. 
Each student will emerge from the discussion with a list 
of job titles in the value categories to which he accords . 
highest priority. 

The right job in the right circumstances 

This section is largely discussion- and reading-based. It 
is designed to help students accept differences in the way 
they look at particular jobs. Foci for discussion are set 
out in the Class book. 

A whole-group project on this section may be set up 
on the following lines: divide a large wall space - a 
noticeboard would be ideal - into four vertical sections, 
and head the sections 'Setting', 'Branch or Department', 
'Level' and 'Employer'. After discussing and clarifying 
as far as you can the distinctions made in Decide for 
Yourself, issue the students with some expendable careers 
literature - employer leaflets are quite useful for this 
purpose - and ask them to cut out any references to 
each of those four extrinsic considerations. These can 
then be stuck or pinned in the appropriate sections on 
the wall. A quick survey of the chart will give a clear 
impression of the kind and quantity of information 
which is available about extrinsic job satisfactions. 

If you think your students will find this childish, much 
the same task can be done individually by analysing 
material from the literature on a chart set out as a 
supplement to the student 's Workbook . 

People choosing jobs 

There are seven case·studies in this section about which 
the students can talk or write. The purpose is to bring 
together into a single set of discussions both intrinsic 
and extrinsic considerations. The case-studies extend 
over a broad band of ability and the teacher may feel 
that he will want to be more selective in suggesting 
which cases his particular group - or particular 
sub-groups within it - look at. In a mixed ability group, 
where the material is going to be written about, the 
students can be allowed to choose two or three cases 
from the section and , perhaps. to add one of their own. 
The task of writing a problem of this kind can be a 
va luable exercise. The terms of discussion are clearly set 
ou t in the Class book. 

Sorting out the values in a job 

This is the first close look which individual students 
using this book wi ll take at one particular job. The 
object is to find out what kinds of intrinsic and 
extrinsic sa tisfaction a particular job can-offer to the 
seven values discussed earlier. Because it involves a high 
degree of individual activity some groups of students may 
need some guidance as to how exactly you would like 
them to set about the task. Worksheet 3 may provide 
some 'starters' concerning the sort of questions that may 
need to be answered in order to have something to say 
about the satisfactions a job offers. But encourage the 



students to ask and answer the questions in their own 
way, 

Strategies for the use of the questionnaire include: 

1. Sending students on individual industrial visits, using 
the questionnaire as an aid to making a record of the 
visit. It will probably be unwise to show the schedule to 
workers ; it should be used only as a source of questions 
and/or a subsequent means of analysing material 
gathered. Each student will need to talk to one or more 
individual workers. Resulting reports on Worksheet 4 
can be displayed or circulated to the group and made the 
basis of group discussion 'fronted' by the student who 
did the research for that particular job. 

An alternative to industrial visits is for each student to 
interview a member of his family about his or her work. 

2. The schedule can be used as a basis for project work 
in the careers library, each student using it as a means of 
extracting information from various sources about a 
particular job. Again the digested reports can be 
displayed to the group. 

3. The schedule can be used as a basis for taking notes 
from a careers film or a visiting speaker. Selected digested 
reports can then be displayed to the group. One way of 
doing this is to invite representatives of various kinds of 
pccupations and allow one or two of the students to 
'interview' them in the presence of the group. Factories, 
shops, offices, laboratories, etc. in your neighbourhood 
contain a mass of occupational information, but it is 

Stage Four 

Qualifica tions, 
abilities and skills 
This stage opens a new approach to the self-awareness 
task. The emphasis is still upon thinking of jobs in terms 
of people, but this time in relation to what the job 
demands from the person rather than of what the person 
values and needs in the job. 

There are six sections: 

1. What will be your level 0/ qualification ? asks the 
students to make a 'best guess' of what their school- or 
college-leaving qualifications will be. 

2. Eight mental abilities sets out an alternative way for 
looking at mental abilities. 

3. What are your mental abilities? is a self-assessment of 
mental abilities. 

4. Physical and health considerations raises issues 
concerning the demands made by jobs on a person's 
skills and physical fitness and asks the student to make a 
self-assessment along these lines. 

information in the minds of the people doing the jobs. 
Such information is more valuable than that which, 
stereo typically, falls from the fluent lips of recruitment 
officers or occupies the spaces between the glossy 
pictures in recruitment literature. The trouble is that 
workers are. quite often. not gifted public speakers. 
But they can be helped by being put in small groups of 
students with a pre·arranged interview schedule which 
they have seen and had a chance to think about. 

A useful way of using a preparatory class period for 
such an interview would be to assemble the interview 
schedule. Worksheets 3 and 4 might usefully suggest at 
least some of the questions that the students would like 
to ask. 

If the talk is tape·recorded and so me pictures can be 
obtained of the situations described by the visitor, a 
useful ' package' of audio-visual as well as written 
material can be put together to be re·used on future 
occasions in a variety of different ways. 

This method enables you to get close insights into 
on-the-job situations from workers who have a great 
deal to say but would be unwilling to give a formal talk. 

It may be possible to divide a wall into spaces for 
each of the eight value-categories and display selected 
and pictures in appropriate categories . With this the 
students can share a great deal of accumulated 
information. 

5. Short-listing job titles makes the connection between 
what people have to offer in terms of strengths and what 
different jobs demand. 

6. Sorting out the demands made by a job is a second 
chance to look at one particular job in some depth, but 
this time in terms of the physical and mental demands 
it makes upon the worker. 

What will be your level of qualification? 

This section leads up to the student making a prediction 
of his own likely school- or college-leaving qualification. 
It necessarily refers to the statistical notions of 
standardisation of marks by 'dispersion' and 'central 
tendency' . The teacher who is not a trained statistician 
and who wants to have some basic background 
information about such notions could consult the 
appropriate chapter in a textbook of educational 
psychology (for example, Maxwell, 1970 ; pages 134 fI). 
But unless you are likely to get into 11 detailed discussion 
with your group, this is probably unnecessary. 

The discussion in Decide/or Yoursel/of Fred and his 
problem can be used as a basis for classroom discussion 
and it would be worth developing it in terms of the 
particular way in which your school or college allocates 
marks . Some enlightened establishments standardise their 
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marks before they are issued anyway; in which case 
Fred's sort of problem is considerably less acute. 

The self-assessment - Worksheet 5 - in this section is 
an individual activity, but some less-than-brilliant 
students might like to see a worked example on the 
blackboard. 

There is an important point made at the end of this 
section about students being able to enter any given field 
of work at various levels of qualification. This is well 
worth emphasising - both for students with 
unrealistically high. and for those with unrealistically 
low, levels of aspiration. One way it can be <leveloped 
is through the 'Field and Level' game, which is played 
by drawing on the board a chart made up of rows and 
columns. Each column can represent a particular field of 
work - for example 'Medical', or 'Engineering'. Each row 
can represent a level of entry qualification - for 
example 'no academic qualification required' or 
'university degree required', In discussion the teacher can 
work out titles for rows and columns which best suit the 
group. Alternatively, examples of titles for the columns 
can be taken from interest inventory categories such as 
Crowley (1976, page 2), Connolly (1968, pages 9-10) or 
Closs (1969, page 20). The game can be played in 
various ways. One is to draw up the rows and columns 
first without headings, and then ask the students to 
suggest job titles which the teacher fills in until the group 
can identify what each of the rows and columns 
represents. Then the group can go on to fill up any 
remaining blank squares in the charts with additional 
suggestions. A skilful teacher can get the group to 
exchange a great number of occupational qualifications, 
and show the students the importance of looking at 
various levels of qualification within any given field. 

Eight mental ahilities 

This is a self-contained section which can be read by the 
students in preparation for the self-assessment they will 
make in the next section. One important feature of this 
section is the extent to which it insists upon the 
student's non-academic (as well as academic) activities 
as a basis for assessing his mental abilities. A possible 
classroom discussion, extending and strengthening the 
point, would be to ask the group to brainstorm the 
range of academic and non-academic activities in which 
each of'the abilities described here might be used. If 
students can gain some impression of the range of 
activities in which they are engaged; and which gives 
some clues as to where their own personal strengths and 
weaknesses lie, then they will be better prepared for the 
next self-assessment worksheet exercise. 

The headings used in this section are based on some 
psychologists' observations of how different people 
perform in different tests. The method is explained 
briefly in Eysenck (1953, pages 19-39). A general survey 
of the main findings can be found in most textbooks of 
educational psychology, such as Maxwell (1970, pages 
168-195). AnYl'resentation of the ideas to your group 
can be usefully supplemented by showing the students 
examples of test items for each kind of ability. Ask them 
to think of other possible items and then to think of real 
life situations in which that kind of ability would be 
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useful. Some real life applications are suggested in 
Decide for Yourself. Examples of test items can be 
obtained from Eysenck (1953, pages 41-65 and 1962). 
A detailed and highly technical discussion of ability can 
be found in Vernon (1961). 

Creativity is usually treated separately from 
intelligence. It has been integrated with the section on 
mental abi li ties in Decidefor Yourself because it has the 
same kind of relevance to occupational choice as mental 
abilities . Hudson discusses the concept of creativity at 
some length and also provides some material which can 
be adapted for practical group discussion use (Hudson, 
1967. pages 68-92). 

What are your mental abilities? 

Worksheet 6 is an individual activity. A student who is 
able to understand the book should have little difficulty. 
It prepares the way for looking later at jobs in terms of 
mental abilities. 

Physical and health considerations 

This is a relatively simple but very necessary part of 
the self-analysis process. The exploration of these types 
of personal characteristics, which may be of considerable 
significance to some members of the group, can be 
elaborated in terms of the 'brainstorming' exercise 
suggested above for the exploration of mental abilities. 

Short-listing job titles 

We now begin again the route back from self-assessment 
to job-assessment. The Class book shortcuts the· route by 
pointing the students' attention back to Worksheet 3 
and inviting them to analyse there some of the job titles 
which discussion and thought in this section have 
suggested to them. 

But there is a longer route which may be necessary for 
some students. It involves first carrying out a survey of 
job titles (much as was done in Worksheet 3), but this 
time on the basis of job demands rather than of job 
satisfactions. There is no worksheet in Decide for Yourself 
which sets up such an exercise. But such an exercise 
could quite profitably be carried out in full-group session 
using the blackboard instead of a worksheet. The 
blackboard would have to be divided into 20 sections -
corresponding to the twenty sorts of demands described 
in this chapter (eight mental abilities and twelve physical 
and health considerations) with space alongside each of 
the sections in which job titles could be entered during 
discussion. The students will exchange a fair amount of 
occupational information by this means - and some may 
well want to short-list some new titles for re-analysis in 
Worksheet 3 (as suggested by the Ciassbook). 

Sorting out the demands in a job 

Worksheet 8 is the second type of depth analysis of a job 
that students have been asked to attempt. The 
applications and developments suggested on page 9 of 
these notes can be adapted for use with this analysis. 



To maintain as much variety of activity as possible, you 
may care to use one of the suggestions that you did not 
use for the analysis of values. 

A series of rounding-off activities in small interest
groups might be useful. Possibilities include: 

1. Looking at a particular job and deciding what 
employers would want - in qualifications, abilities and 
skills - from people applying for it. Set up a selection 
pane) and interview volunteers from the group who act as 
applicants for the job. The whole group could then 
evaluate their effectiveness in getting the right man for 

Stage Five 

Personal style and 
occupational style 
This is a third framework within which self-assessments 
and job-assessments can be carried out, and cuts across 
the distinction between employer demand and employee 
satisfaction. The word 'style' is used instead of the more 
technical term 'personality traits' to convey the idea of 
public behaviour by which we make ourselves known to 
others. There are four sections: 

\, You: as you see yourself sets out a grouped list of 
styles and the student is asked to say which he feels 
describes him. 

2, You: as others see you invites the student to ask his 
acquaintances how far they agree with his own analysis 
of his own styles. 

3. A survey 0/ matching and mismatching job styles asks 
the student to relate a number of job titles to styles 
which would be helpful and unhelpful in those jobs. 

4, Sorting out the styles in a job is a look in depth at one 
particular job to ask what sort of styles would be most 
helpful in it. 

You: as you see yourself 

A preparatory exercise for the completion of the 
worksheet might be useful. One possibility would be to 
get the group to discuss the ways in which people's 
public behaviour can be described. An initial 
brainstormed list of descriptions could be used as a basis 
for discussing which descriptions might be expected to go 
together - in the sense that you might expect someone 
who is described as 'friendly' also to be described as 
'sociable' but you might not care to make any 
assumption that the same person would be, say, 
'reliable'. The discussion might lead to a jumbled list of 
descriptions on the blackboard being grouped into 

the job. They could also evaluate the applicant in terms 
of his ability to communicate his employability. 

2, Members of the group could be asked to write letters 
of application for jobs, setting out the relevant facts 
concerning their qualifications, abilities and skills. 

3. Looking at some application forms for jobs and trying 
to work out what sort of qualifications, abilities and 
skills the employer is looking for. 

For all these exercises the presence of an experienced 
selection officer from the relevant sector of employment 
would be a useful additional resource. 

' islands' of terms which, in the view of the group, 
constitute recognisable personal styles. The groups need 
not correspond to those in Worksheet 9 - which could be 
introduced, for comparison purposes, at this point. 
Indeed there might be some useful discussion to be had 
from criticising Worksheet9 's construction - and 
amending it until it meets with some degree of acceptance 
by the group. 

The self-assessmen t is an individual activity, although 
some students may appreciate a demonstration of how 
they should set about it. Encourage them to think of 
descriptions of their own to insert in appropriate places 
in the analysis. 

You: as others see you 

One way of getting the assessment of others would be to 
form small groups and allow the students to circulate 
their assessments within the group. They could then 
discuss their mutual perceptions of each other. The 
dangers of doing this may not be as great as they appear, 
because descriptions in the checklist have been phrased 
deliberately in a positive way. None is rejective or 
disapproving. Alternatively, the assessment can be 
circulated by the student in his own time, among family, 
acquaintances and various teachers. 

A survey of matching and mismatching job styles 

The group may need an opportunity to study the 
connection between the list of personal styles on 
Worksheet 9 and the list of occupational styles on 
Worksheet 10. This is the second type of job survey in 
Decide/or Yourself and it can be set up in much the same 
way as the earlier type (see pages 8 and 10 of these 
notes). To maintain some variety for the students, 
consider using one of the approach,es to this survey 
which you have not already used for previous surveys . 

An important feature of this section lies in the fact that 
it introduces the possibility of mismatching a job and a 
person. 

There is inevitably some disagreement among members 
of the group about how a particular job should be 
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located on a survey, and if the group has an opportunity 
to discuss their individual surveys together, that 
discussion can be a valuable part of the course, But 
mismatching becomes clearer where the particular style 
is present in an extreme for.m. An extreme of 'dominant' 
could be 'bossy'; of 'co-operative', 'obsequious'; of 
'sensitive', 'touchy'; of 'resilient', 'unfeeling' ; and so o n. 

A useful discussion might be built around setting the 
group to suggest words which express the extreme - and 
perhaps rather negative - form of the styles listed in the 
checklist. It will then be easier to see where certain 
styles could hinder the carrying out of particular jobs. 

One way of highlighting mismatching would be to 
invite members of the group to prepare sho rt role-plays of 
mismatching styles, One group perhaps could try a brisk 
and vigorous warden of an old people's home with two 
or three of her residents. Someone might have some fun 
with an utterly honest used-car salesman. Other 
possibilities are a dominant air-stewardess, a polite 
drill-sergeant, and a nurse who prefers her own decisions 
to those of the doctor. It would be important at some 

Stage Six 

Focus 
Two points are made in this chapter: 

L Background and foreground information points to the 
necessity of deciding what things are or are not important 
in a consideration of self, and to the fact that each 
person has to decide these for himself. And the resume 
of the Self- and Job-assessments makes the point that it 
is not only desirable but inevitable that a person's job 
should be linked to his concept of himself. 

2. lhstead of a conclusion points out that deciding is a 
recurring experience. Each decision leads to more 
decisions. 

Background and foreground information 

Daws (1968, pages 25-31) argues for the use of what he 
calls a 'comprehensive matching model' in vocational 
guidance. He compares this with what he calls the 
' talent-matching model', e,g. the 'Seven Po in t Plan' 
which was once commonly used in the Youth 
Employment Service - as it then was - and which tried 
to match employers' demands with individual skills. 
Decide fo r Yourself has attempted to set out a more 
comprehensive model which draws not only upon lists of 
employers' demands for skills but also upon the 
employees' needs for satisfaction. One advantage, 
however, which the Seven Point Plan had over anything 
more comprehensive was that, because it was morc 
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point to say that the styles only become a serious 
problem if they are in the wrong setting. Someone who 
gets a lot of agreement to his perception of himself as 
'sociable' should not be allowed to go away with the 
feeling that most other people find him 'a bore' or 'too 
friendly', Such characteristics will only become a serious 
problem in certain settings, including job settings: in 
other, more appropriate settings other people might be 
very grateful for his sociability. 

Sorting out the styles in a job 

Worksheet II is the third of three types of job-analysis 
suggested in Decide for Yourself: but to maintain a 
variety of approaches the teacher can use one of the 
methods suggested earlier which has not yet been used. 

One way of rQunding off this stage would be to 
introduce the group to the idea of personal references in 
making applications for jobs, and invite them to attempt 
to write references for themselves, or for each other, in 
support of applications for jobs which they choose. 

selective, it was less complicated, and so less confusing. 
And so this chapter in Decidefor Yourselfsuggests that 
the student should focus his attention on selected 
elements in his self-concept. He may, after all, decide to 
use employer-orientated criteria for selection. He may, 
for example, focus his attention upon his abilities and 
skills, in which case he will be basing his decisions upon 
a structure which is very similar to the talent-matching 
model which Daws found too limiting, The point is that 
these are limitations which the student is imposing upon 
himself: they have not been forced upon him by a 
ready-made employer-orientated structure. In fal"l most 
students will probably focus upon so me employer
orienlated elements and some self-orientated elements. 

To make these selections the student will go over the 
summary statements at the foot of each self-analysis and 
transfer statements from these to Worksheet 12. The 
group may need preparation for this process by 
re-iteration of the main differences in approach between 
stages two, three and four in Decide jor Yourselland 
by demonstration of examples of how a person could 
select from some of the assessments. 

The summary sheet is short and self-contained. It may 
be possibl e to integrate a copy of it with the school's 
careers record system. It would certainly be worth 
discussi~g with the careers teacher and the careers officer. 
to see if any place can be made for the discussion of 
their summaries with individual students in the careers 
interview programme. In any event doing the summary 
provides a useful preparation for interview with the 
careers teacher or careers officer. It might be possible to 
set up role-play situations in the group, in which 
individual students are interviewed about their 
summaries in the presence of the group. The group 



could then discuss which parts of the summary can best 
be used in an interview situation. 

There is a necessary connection between job and self. 
They are mutually interdependent. Decide fo r Yourself 
has been concentrating on how certain types of persons 
will tend to be attracted by certain types of work . But 
this is only one kind of connection. There are o thers. 
The group could be asked to suggest jobs which will 
influence the personalities of the people who do them. 
Could being a bank official, for example, have any 
effect at all upon a man's political opinions ? Are there 
any issues of the day - reported on television or in the 
Press - on which a bank official's opinion might be 
influenced by his job? Will there be certain newspapers 
that he would be more likely to read, certain areas 
where he would be more iikely to live, certain styles of 
family life which he would be more likely to adopt, 
certain leisure pursuits which he would be more likely to 
follow? [f he is under pressure of this kind, exactly what 
fo rm does it take ? Would you expect the pressures to be 
different for a salesman , a nurse. a deep-sea fisherman , 
a teacher ? Are there jobs where such pressures are 
greater than for others? Must a man go along with those 
pressures or can he carve out a shape for his life against 
the pressures of work? Just how much is a person 
choosing when he chooses a job ? 

One satisfactory way of dealing with material of this 
kind is to form a small panel of representatives of 
various occupations and let them discuss with the group 
the questions raised in this section. The topic does not 
call for great expertise about qualifica tions and job 
opportunities, so it may be more useful not to have 
representatives from the personnel departments of local 
firms, but to call upo n the men and women who do 
the jobs. The parents of group members might be a useful 
so urce of recruits. They will o nly need to know what they 
feel, and to be averagely articulate. 

The task of comparing sel f-assessments and 
job-assessments in Decide for Yourself is an ongoing one. 
Once this point has been reached, there is ample scope for 
bright students to supplement the job analyses they have 
already begun, and to begin. new ones. The linked 
surveys of jobs which appear in the Appendix to Decide 
fo r Yourself are designed only to stimulate thought 
about how different jobs satisfy different personal 
criteria. 

Instead of a conclusion 

It would be interesting to know what differences the, 
reading of Decide for Yourself makes to the way students 
use their sel f-co ncept in making decisions. One way of 
doing this would be to issue a new set of copies of 
Worksheet 1 and to ask the students to do it again . 

Further development - careers games 

A rounding-off activity for the whole group is a 
development of the 'Field and Level' game described on 
page 10 of these notes. [t is played on a chart. like 
those in the appendix of the Classbook. To play the game 
the appropriate blank chart will need to be put on the 
board and the students might make their own copies on 
separate sheets of paper. 

Possible examples of rules are: 

\. The object of the game is to think of job titles which 
go into the squares on the board to 'fit' the two factors 
to which they correspond . A student might have to think 
of a job requiring fluency and offering responsibility. He 
scores if the umpire agrees with his judgement. The 
umpire can be an individual or the group majority. The 
player mig!)t be asked to justify his choice by saying what 
he knows about the job. 

2. Players can mark their personal copies of the chart 
with areas which correspond to each of them personally. 
Each could be given one or two rows and one or two 
columns on the chart. When those areas have been 
pencilled in. students will have three areas on their chart: 
(i) Areas wholly outside their personal area. 
(i i) Area s in one or o ther of their columns or rows. 
(iii) Areas where their columns and rows overlap. 
More po ints should be awa rded to successful . 
suggestio ns for areas (ii) and (i ii ). This rule will 
enco urage individual pl ayers to seek suggesti ons which 
are most relevant to themselves. 

3, The sa me job title can be used more than once, but 
bonus points might be offered for ent irely new 
suggestio ns . 

4. [f a game is left half-played. the students might be 
encouraged to seek out new info rmation to fill empty 
sq uares in the matrix when the ga me is taken up again. 

The game can therefore be played with varying degrees 
of sophistication. It is a matter of time and readiness. 
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Stage One Worksheet J (Self-assessment) 

Influences and choices 

Availability I would choose what was most easily available 
to me, withou t waiting or travelling. 

Pressure I would choose what other people would 
like me to choose or what I was persuaded to 
choose. I would try to suit other people. 

Information I would choose only what I had a great deal of 
information about. I would want to know a 
great deal about what I chose. 

Advice I would choose what people whose opinion I 
respect said was suitable for me. I would take 
advice. 

Abilities I would choose what best suited my existing 
abilities, skills and achievements. 

Personality I would choose what best suited my 
personality, my own style of doing things 
and behaviour. 

Needs I would choose what was most necessary to me, 
what gave me what I needed, something I 
definitely required. 

Values I would choose what was most valuable, 
worthwhile, pleasurable, satisfying or fulfilling. 

-

For me the most important influences in choosing a 
career are ... 

~ 
~ 

o " 0", 
~o ]] .- 0 
Q.o "'.0 

Write influences here 

Revised 

Revised 
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Stage Two Worksheet 2 (Selj-assessment) 

Values and needs 

Section A - In education 

I like using tools, utensils, technical instruments 
or machinery I like taking part in class debates or arguments 

- f--
I like working with my hands on something useful I like writing essays where I must argue a case 

persuasively - r---
I like working with things or objects rather than 

U with books or ideas 

-
I like learning things of practical use to me later 
in life 1a 

I like subjects which are important to my plans 

~ 
and prospects 

f--
I like subjects where I can do the work in my own 
way Sa - r--

I like subjects which will help me to get a well·paid I like subjects where I can be asked for my advice 
job or opinion 

- r---

I like being taught in an orderly. well~lganised 
way I like finding out things by experiment or research 

- f--
I like subjects where you know exactly what yOll 

are expected to do 
1 enjoy subjects which involve thinking, 
memorising or reasoning 

'-- r---
I like teachers who keep students weU under 

KJ 
control 

f--
I like subjects where I know that I am going to be 
able to cope with the work 2a 
I like subjects which are about facts that you can be 

f--
sure of rather than 'airy-fairy' ideas that are hard to 
pin down f--

I enjoy subjects where there is a lot to read about 

{ l-
I like subjects where I am able to satisfy my 
curiosity about things 6. 

f--
lUke working with an intelligent and expert 
teacher 

I----

I like subjects where the teacher encourages a I like subjects where I can crea te something artistic, 
friendly atmosphere musical or literary 

f-- f--
I like subjects which are about the way people I like subjects which deal with attractive or 
think. feel and behave beautiful things 

f-- f--
1 like working in co-operative groups 

~D f--
I like the chance to hear what other people think 

I enjoy subjects where I can present my work in an 

[ attractive way 
f--

I enjoy subjects that develop my understanding of 
and feel 3a art, music or books 7; 

f-- r--
I like subjects where the other students are friendly 

I like working in attractive or beautiful 
surroundings 

f-- r---

I like taking part in class discussions or plays, I like having to use all my concentration and 
readings or exhibitions ability to work 

f-- f--

I like unusual subjects I like doing subjects that ( can do really well 

f-- r--
I like my work to be good, so that it can be used 

~D as an example 
f--

I like or would like people to think I am good in 

I like SUbjects where I am in competition with 

{ others 
r--

I like being kept up to the mark by a demanding 
certain subjects 4a teacher 8 - ~ 

I like to have my work praised 
1 like subjects where I am left alone so that I can 
discover and use my own capabilities 

- -

2 



Worksheet 2 cont. Section B - In leisure 

-
I like learning things that are useful I like the chance to be in au thority 

r- -
I like collecting and keeping things I like being, or would like to be, on an organising 

committee 
r- -

I like looking after equipment or machinery and 

~ 
tools 

l"-

I like making extra pocket money 

I like getting things done effectively and properly 
organised 

~D I"-
1 like making for myself the decisions about what 
to do Sb 

r- I----
I like keeping fit and healthy I like activities which will develop my leadership 

qualities 
l"- r--

I like sorting things out and keeping them in an 
orderly way I have a lot of curiosity 

- r--
I would rather spend my time alone than keep 
meeting people I can't be sure about 

I like documentary TV programmes best 

- r--
I like by self-control to keep my social and leisure I like libraries, museums and other places of 

~ 
life within respectable limits 

-
I generally feel more comfortable with myself 
when I am in familiar surroundings 

educational interest 

~D r--
I would like to be an expert or authority on some 
subject 6b 

- r--
I like to plan for the future so that I can have some 
idea of what to expect I like non-fiction books best 

- I----

I like helping the needy I like making beautiful or artistic things 

- r--
I like doing things in co~peration with other 
people 

I like keeping in touch with good music, art or 
creative writing 

- r--
I like doing things which offer companionship 

r-to people 

-
I like activities where I am with a lot of friendly Th people 

I like the chance to appreciate beautiful things 

~D I----
I like developing my artistic, musical or literary 
understanding 7b 

l"- I----
I like listening to my friends telling me about I really feel more comfortable when I am in 
themselves beautiful surroundings 

l"- r--

I like wearing clothes or a uniform that people I like activities where I must and can stand on my 
lind attractive or smart own feet 

l"- r--
I like unusual activities More than anything else , I like things that I can do 

in my own way even if it means doing them alone 

r- r--
I like the chance to perform or do things publicly 

KJ r-
I like activities where you can win prizes. cups. 
medals or badges 4b 

I only really like doing things that 1 know I can do 
well 

~D r--
I am a competitive person - I like to win 

8b r- l"-

I like the chance to show-off a bit I like attempting challenges where I have to work 
hard to succeed 

r- r-

3 



Worksheet 2 cont. Section C - In opinions - A lo t of people tend to be rather impractical in 
their ideas 

-
I admire people who concentrate on useful things, 
not vague ideas 

-
Mankind has benefited most from the invention of 
tools and machines 

-
Money spent on the needy is wasted unless it 
provides them with adequate food and shelter 

-
One of the first questions to ask of any new 
venture is 'Is it practical?' -

We should all have more respect for parents, 
teachers and others in authority 

-
Wrongdoers should be made to conform to the 
demands of society 

-
Military strength and strong government are basic 
needs of our society -
Society is becoming a bit too chaotic, there is too 
much change and not enough stability 

i--
Law and order is more important than most people 
seem to realise 

r---

What the world needs now is love: not sex but 
caring love 

r---
People don't listen enough to each other's points 
of view 

f---

I admire people who are kind and sympathetic to 
others 

i--
The courts should at all costs be fair to every 
individual 

r---
The worst part of being in need is the loneliness 

r---

I admiIe people who gain and keep the attention or 
admiration of others 

-
Having the respect of other people is more 
important than anything else 

'--

When I see a cheering crowd I wish they were 
cheering me 

r---
The way you dress and behave publicly tells others 
a lot about you 

,--

In our society most people are nondescript. 
anonymous and dull 

~ 

4 

~D 
Ie 

0 
2e 

~D 
3e 

~D 
4e 

00 

~ 
o 

i:>:: 

I admire people who get things done, influential 
people 

-
A good leader must be able to persuade others to 
accept his way 

-
Politics are very important 

~D -
The world needs more 'doers' and fewer 'dreamers ' Se 

-
Many of the problems of ou r society need strong, 
forceful solutions 

,--

I admire people who are well educated and 
intelligent 

r---
Mankind has benefited most from the invention of 
writing and books 

i--
Any new venture is justified if it helps our 

~D 
knowledge of the universe 

i--
It is mankind's ability to learn and solve problems 
which is his most important characteristic 6e 

i--
Schooldays really are among the happiest days of 
your life 

r---

It is art music and literature which have 
contributed most to ~he quality of life 

r---
We must preserve the beauty of nature at all costs 

r---
Pleasant design in clothing is more important than 
following fashions 

~D ,--
More attention should be paid to building and 
lanscape design 7e r---
Artistically creative people are not paid enough 

i--

People should stand on their own feet and not 
rely on other people -
I admire people who face challenges and do no t 
give up 

r---
The happiest people are those who can use their 
abilities and who work hard 

~D r---
People are not given enough opportunity to do 
what they are capable of doing Be 

i--
A person is worth only what he achieves with his 
life 

i--



Worksheet 2 cant. Section 0 - Values and needs: analysis 

A B c D E 

Education Leisure Opinion Totals Value descriptions 

la Ib Ie I 

2a 2b 2e 2 

3a 3b 3e 3 

4a 4b 4e 4 

Sa 5b 5e 5 

6a 6b 6e 6 

7a 7b 7e 7 

8a 8b 8e 8 

The most important values for me are 

Revised 

Revised 
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" Stage Three Worksheet 3 (Job-assessment) 

Survey of job values 
Job titles 

Society needs this job done in order physically to survive 

It means working mainly with things rather than people 

It is a practical job, useful to people 

It is well paid 

It is a convenient job - travelling would be cheap and easy 
~ 

"" .!2, The skills learned could be used to make money outside -;; 
.~ 
ti 
.e 
-

This work makes life safer 

You don 't have to keep on changing the way you work 

It is a secure job 

~ A person with abilities like mine would not be taking on more 

"" than he could cope with 0 
.~ 

CD It is ajob where you can easily fInd out what to do and how to = :!< do it 

" ~ It is a job where the employees are properly looked after and 

C protected by the employers 
·C 
= 
" c}j 

'" 
The job is about helping people 

It involves knowing and understanding clients or customers 

It involves listening to what people have to say 

The work is done in a friendly atmosphere 

There is plenty of company 

~ You can talk to colleagues or workmates while you work "" 0 
.~ 

33 
" Jl 
..; 

It is a job which many people consider important 

It involves a certain amount of leadership 

The work done is looked at or noticed by seniors 

~ 

"" The public see yOll at work 0 
.~ 

CD 
.5 

It is a job that a worker can be proud of in our society ii 
~ It is an unusual job 
.2 -= " ---< 
... 
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Worksheet 3 continued 
Job tides 

The job carries real responsibility 

It means working persuasively with customers or clients 

If it is not done properly the consequences can be serious 

~ You get a feeling of getting things done .c 
.!<, .. 

A perso n ~th my qualifications could be put in charge of = :;;: something 
" !! The work CQuid mean persuading colleagues or workmates what 
~ 

" has to be done = " " 0: = -
vi 

It is scientific work 

The work requires a good educational background 

It involves fmding things out, getting information 
~ .c 
0 It involves providing infonnation to others .~ .. = :;;: It is concerned with books or ideas 
Ii 
'f 

" Further study is required .. 
Il 
"i 
0 

~ 
-D 

The job involves being artistically creative 

It is concerned with decorating things - making things attractive 

It takes you into the countryside 

It involves handling other people 's creative work. 

~ 
It is done in a ttrac tive surroundings 

.c 
0 

.~ Some sense of what is good in music. art or writing is involved .S< -" ;S 
~ 

" « 
.-: 

The work is hard and demanding 

You get on by your own effort and ability 

~ You can do thi s kind of work in your own way 
.c 
0 
.~ 

~ The work involves competition wi th others 
:;;: 
" " A perso n with my ability could get on in this job 'f 
Q 
" A lot of people would be unwilling to a ttempt taking on this job e 
" ;> 

.!oi 

.c 
" « 

00 

Write here the titles of any jobs of which you would like to make a particular study 

7 



~ Stage Three Worksheet 4 (Job-assessmenr) 

i!i!iii Analysis of values in a job 

8 

Job title 

Name of employer (if known) 

Level at which job is being studied (e.g . at 
entry , technician level , management level etc.) 

School-leaving and other qualifications 
req uired for entry 

1. Practical satisfactions offered because ... 

2. Security satisfactions offered because ... 

3. Social satisfactions offered because . .. 

4. Attention satisfactions offered because ... 

5. Influence satisfactions offered because . . . 

6. Scientific satisfactions offered because . . . 

7. Aesthetic satisfactions offered because ... 

8. Achievement satisfactions offered because . . . 

General comments 

Branch or department (if known) 



~ Stage Three Worksheet 5 rSel!-assessment) 

~ School or coUege-leaving qualifications 

Write in the names 
of the subjects you 
are presently 
studying here ~ 

What sort of teaching Non-examination 
group am lin? 

Mixed ability 

Examination groups 
(say which) 

How does my achievement Top 
rank in relation to others in 
the same group Middle 

Bottom 

Will I improve my achieve· Considerably 
ment between now and the 
public examination? A little 

Not at all 

What, therefore , is the Good pass 
'best guess' I can make 
about my chance of Fair pass 
success in this subject? 

Borderline 

Failure 

Not entered 

I can therefore expect to get these subjects in the examinations stated 

Subject Examination and level e.g . GCE 0, CSE 

9 



<5 t.. Stage Four Worksheet 6 (Self-assessment) 

~ Mental abilities 

Things calling for mental abilities and which I do best 

I. Verbal comprehension 

2. Word fluency 

3. Numeracy 

4 . Spatial ab'i1ity 

5. Memory 

6. Perception 

7. Reasoning 

8. Originality 

Write here any mental STRENGTHS 
strengths and weaknesses 
which seem important to 
you in choosing a career 

II 

Things calling for mental abilities and which I do least well 

I. Verbal comprehension 

2. Word fluency 

3. Numeracy 

4. Spatial ability 

5. Memory 

6. Perception 

7. Reasoning 

8. Originality 

WEAKNESSES 

I 
~-. 



~ Stage Four Worksheet 7 (Self-<lSsessment) 

~ Physical and heallh considerations 

My particular physical and health assets 

I. General heallh 

2. Height 

3. Breathing 

4. Skin 

5. Speech 

6. Hearing 

7. Strength 

8. Reaction time 

9. Vision 

10. Dexterity 

II. Co-ordination 

12. Appearance 

Write here any physical ASSETS 
and health assets or 
problems to which you 
want to pay special 
attention in choosing a 
career 

-...-... .=.J 

Physical and health considerations that present me with a problem 

I. General health 

2. Height 

3. Breathing 

4. Skin 

5. Speech 

6. Hearing 

7. Strength 

8. Reaction time 

9. Vision 

10. Dexterity 

II. Co-ordination 

12. Appearance 

PROBLEMS 



= 

~ Stage Four Worksheet 8 (Job-assessment) 

i!i!iiiiii Analysis of demands in a job 

Job title 

Name of employer (if known) 

Level at which job is being studied (e.g. at 
entry, technician level, management level etc.) 

School-leaving and other qualifications 
required for entry 

Men tal demands 

Branch or department (if known) 

J. Word-understanding abilities required because ... 

2. Word-fluency abilities required because ... 

3. Number abilities required because ... 

4. Ability to think in terms of shapes required because ... 

5. Good memory required because . . . 

6. Ability to notice details required because ... 

7. Reasoning ability required because . .. 

8. Originality required because ... 

12 



Worksheet 8 continued 

Physical demands 

I. Good general health required because ... 

2. Height required because . . . 

3. Breathing should be clear because ... 

4. Skin should be clear because ... 

5. Speech should be good because ... 

6. Hearing should be good because ... 

7. Strength required because ... 

8. Fast reaction time required because . . . 

9. Sight should be good because . .. 

10. Dexterity required because ... 

II. Co-ordination required because .. . 

12. Pleasant appearance required because ... 

Further comments 

13 



ha Stage Five Worksheet 9 (Selj-assessmentJ Write the names of your other 
assessors here 

Personal style 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

~ 

'" " E 
'" '" " '" '" oj 

<..!. 
Qj 
til 

Careful - tries to avoid mistakes, large or small 

Thorough - see a task right through 

Gives attention to detail 

Takes pride in work 

- Perfectionist - does not like to see a badly-done job 
..:! 

Concentrates closely " .. 
oj 

U 

-
Co-{)perative 

Loyal - will not let friends down 

Polite - does not like to offend anyone 

" ,:: Responds well to other people's suggestions -.. Adaptable - can fit in well with others ' .. 
" Co 

" 0 
A 'joiner' - clubs, projects, anything that is going on 

U 

,...; 

Dominant - wants to be out in fro nt 

Influences others 

Takes initiative 

- Accepts responsibility 

'" Elected representative by colleagues .. 
'" 's Can handle limelight - even enjoys it 
0 

Q 

O'i 

Active - is always on the go 

Hard-working 

Keeps up to date with work 

Vigorous - plenty of energy 
<.) 

Can manage part-time job without hindering studies 's 
oj 

Plenty of drive '" >, 
Q 

... 
Resilient - stays cheerful 

Overcomes difficulties, even unexpected ones 

Accepts criticism calmly 

Not easily upset or discouraged - Consistent '" ~ Relaxed, not the type to panic 'OJ 

" c.:: 
vi 
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Worksheet 9 continued Write the names of your other 
assessors here 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
~ 

c:: 
" E 
00 
00 

" 00 
00 
oj 

<.!. 

" CI'l 

Self-sufficient, stands on own feet 

Resourceful 

- Usually knows what he/she is doing 
c:: 

.!! Prefers own decisions u 

...: Independent, prefers to handle things on his/her own ... 
= '" Thinks for himself/herself <.!. 

" CI'l 

..0 

Sensitive 

Feeling - reacts to atmosphere, mood 

Aware of other people's feelings 

Wanting to please 

" Tactful - doesn't like to hurt others .:: 
~ 

'';; Interested in others c 
" CI'l 

r-

Sociable 

Easy-going, not qUick-tempered 

Friendly, likes to be with people 

Popular, is well-liked by others 
.!! Wide range of friends .c 
oj 

Good-humoured 'u 
0 

CI'l 

co 

Trustworthy 

Honest 

Punctual whenever possible 
>, 

Rarely absent except through illness .c 
~ ... 

Works well unsupervised 0 
~ - Reliable '" = ~ 

0\ 

Write here what you think are your most characteristic personal styles 

15 



~ Stage Five Worksheet 10 (Job-a.ssessment) 

ii!iiiii Survey of matching and mismatching job styles 

Write here job titles that match the statement 

Not taking any risks 

Paying close attention to detail 

Working slowly and methodically 

l:l 
" Doing the work very precisely 

..5 

.E 

a Doing everything thoroughly 

...; 

Being very co-operative with 
everyone 

Working closely with others 

Waiting to be told what to do 

c 
.~ Always fitting in with the team ., or group -" Q. 

Getting along with others 

~ 
M 

Using initiative 

Telling others what to do 

Taking responsibility 

" u Exercising leadership " " .S 
e Seeking to influence others 
0 

Q 

..; 

Being very active - never pausing 

Always working quickly 

Doing the work vigorously and 
energetically 

e Working to the point of exhaustion 
.la 
e 
" " Working under pressure >. 

Q .. 
Remaining calm under pressure 

Not worrying too much when things 
go wrong 

Being consistent when the temptation 
to 'give in ' is high 

" Able to be detached - not too involved u c 
.!! 

Coping with pain and/or unhappiness '" ~ " of others =: 
.,.; 

16 

Write here job titles that mismatch the statement 

-
0 
<l ... 
c 
S" 
" l:l 

t-> 

f 
"" " il 
a-= 

~ 

0 
0 
:; 
S· .. = " " 

f'-
0 
'< = .. :; 
r;;' 
3 
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Worksheet 10 continued 

Write here job titles that match the statement Write here job titles that mismatch the statement 

Being prepared to carryon alone ~ 

en 

Not waiting to be told what to do 
!!.. 
:i:' 
" -Working alo ne '" .., 

>. ;;. 
u ~ 

" .., 
" '< ·u Being prepared to answer criticism 

I;: -" Wo rking out solu tions to problems .! 
" 

by yourself 
CIl 

-0 

Trying to understand other people 
:-' by listening 
en 
" Being tactful ~ 
~. 

Keeping confidences about personal 3": 
and private matters -< 

C Being influenced by feelings 

~ .;;; Understanding unspoken needs . = 
" en 

,...: 

Making people at ease !'" 

g> 
Talking to peo ple in a friendly way .., ... 

g 
Working in an easy-going way ~ 

'< 

C Being good-humoured 
;:; 
.C> 
.!lI Making a poin t of good personal 
u contacts 0 

CIl 

00 

Always being hones t ~ .., 
Always being reliable 2 

~ 

~ 
0 

~ Sticking to the ru les ;l. 
~ :r 
" s· .5 

Always being where one is expected " .<: ~ 

1:: to be 
~ 

0 

~ 
~ Always doing what is expected 
" -l-
e; 

When you have completed the survey , write here the titles of any jobs that you want to consider more fuUy as possible careers. 
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~. Stage Five Worksheet 11 (Job-<JSsessment) 

ii Analysis of styles in a job 

fob title Branch or department 
(if known) 

Name of employer 
(if known) 

"evel at which job is being studied (e.g. at entry, 
echnician level, management level, etc.) 

;chool-Ieaving and other qualifications required for entry 

4atchingjob styles 

I. Carefulness 

2. Co-operation 

3. Dominance 

4. Dynamism 

5. Resilience 

6. Self-sufficiency 

7. Sensitivity 

8. Sociability 

9. Trustworthiness 

:)mments 

Mismatching job styles 

J 

r 
( 

Sun 

w 

y, 



Stage Six Worksheet 12 (Sel[-assessment) 

Summary 

Name Class/Fonn/Tutor/Year group 

School/College 

Address 

Qualifications to date 

Name of examination Subject Grade Year 
(including level) 

Summary statement This summary can be fIlled in on completion of Worksheets 2, 5, 6, 7, and 9 

Worksheet 2 Values and needs 

Worksheet 5 . Expected qualifications exam/subject/grade 

Worksheet 6 Mental abilities 

Worksheet 7 Physical and health aspects 

Worksheet 9 Personal style 

Year in which Self-assessment completed r Signed 

19 



Stage Six Worksheet 13 (Job-assessment) 

Summary 

Name Class/Fonn/Tutor/Year group 

School/College 

Address 

Summary statement This summary can be filled in on completion of Worksheets 4 , 5, 8 and 11 

Worksheet 4 Worksheet 5 Worksheet 8 Worksheet 11 

Job title Values offered Qualifications Mental, physical Matching styles 
required and health 
exam/subject/ demands 
grade 
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APPENDIX F 

DATA AND CALCULATIONS 



C.M. I. 

RESULTS 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 
14 
15 

E 

E(x.-xf 

CONTROL GROUP 

(n ~ 15) 

PRE-TEST 

34 
32 

29 

33 
45 
33 
38 
29 

35 
26 

z8 

25 

29 

37 
31 

484 

372,9 3 

32,26 

STD 6 

POST-TEST 

34 
31 
26 

32 
41 
31 
J:) 

29 

34 
23 
21 

22 

28 

37 
32 

460 

5)1,33 

3),67 

F-1 

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
(n ~ 15) 

PRE-TEST POST-TEST 

24 32 

25 29 

37 40 

29 32 
31 36 
27 28 
28 27 
27 34 
42 41 

43 44 
38 39 
31 35 
40 45 
29 )J 

28 28 

479 520 

560,93 499 ,33 

31,93 34,67 



STD 6 t-test CALCULATIONS. 

t = 

CONTROL/EXPERIMENTAL PRE-TEST COMPARISON: 
32. , l.~ - 31, 'lJ 

t = J (In, '13 + SGO, '1.3\ 
15.,..'5-2, -; 

= 0,1 b 

CONTROL PRE-TEST/POST-TEST COMPARISON: 
J4,Z(. - 30, (,7 

(,.,-;r., "I- nx,>;) 
\n:x:, X nx.o.) 

t = (372/13 T 501,33) ('S t 15_\ 
\, ,S T 15 - 2 ,S X 15/ 

= 0)7'6 

EXPERIMEt'lTAL PRE-'TEST /POST-TEST COMPARISON: 

JI,'!J - 3'-1,1,7 

t = 

') 11 

CONTRO L/EXPERIMENT AL POST -TEST COlt.!' ARI SON: 

30,n - 34,1.7 

t = 

= 

F-2 



C.M.I. 

RESULTS 

CONTROL GROUP 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 

(n = 

PRE-TEST 

c;J 

27 

32 

J5 

35 

32 

31 

J6 
34 

32 

329 

32,9 

33,45 

* 

10) 

POST-TEST 

25 

24 
32 

33 

32 
25 

35 

32 
31 

J4 

J)3 

30,3 

E B X~J 
"-

• • t X,. • 
X .. 
X.: 

STD 7 

EXP. GROUP 1 EXP. GHOUP 2 

(n = 10) (n = 10) 

PRE-TEST POST-TEST PRE-TEST POST- TEST 

33 J) 3:) 42 
?f5 59 59 41 

Z7 33 23 20 

J3 J3 28 37 

35 29 31 55 
32 J8 19 29 

25 )S 34 34 
?f5 J3 33 34 

J8 43 43 43 

33 37 J3 30 

333 361 323 358 

33 , 3 ?f5,1 32,3 3:),0 

68703,0 (Total Sum of Squares) 

673153 (SlJTl of Group-rotals-Squared) 

2007,0 (Total Sum of Scores) 

4028049 ,0 ( Tot al Sum Squared) 

* (Notation after Huntsberger (1977), P.J)l) 

F-3 



STD 7 

ANOVA 

CALCULATIONS F-4 

TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES: (Total sum of squares of deviation from the overall mean). 

b n 03,0 
4 0 28049 

60 

(Huntsberger 1977, P. :P4) 

AMONG GROUP VARIATION: (Sum of squares of the deviation of the group means 

from the over all mean) • 

X .. 2 
_I 2: X. 2-

n - kn L L. 
(Huntsberger 1977, P.J)4) 

_1-
/,73753 10 1,71 3 4,15 

~ 241,15 

WITHIN GROUP VARIATION: (SlJIl of squares of devi ations of the indi vidual obser

vations from the group means or total swn of squares minus among groups sum 

of squ ares) • 

I: E 
L j 

:t X .. 
LJ 

Iono.3,O 

- 1327,7 

.J... 
n 

b73 75, 3 

(Huntsberger 1977, P.304) 



G.M.I. 

RESULTS 

CONTROL GROUP 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 
14 

15 
16 

17 
18 

19 
20 

1 B (x.-x.) 

(n = 

PRE-TEST 

40 

28 

35 
Z7 

40 

31 

31 

35 
35 
42 

41 

23 

27 
22 

35 

33 
26 

33 
Z7 

37 

654 

8)6,20 

]2,70 

20) 

POST-TEST 

31 

24 

34 
27 

36 
34 
]) 

35 

34 
41 

37 
19 
26 

33 

36 
33 
21 

36 

17 
}!3 

028 

874,80 

31,40 

STD 8 F-5 

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

(n = 20) 

PRE-TEST POST-TEST 

28 34 
40 42 
28 34 
31 j) 

34 35 
31 35 

36 40 

31 43 
;S 36 

31 }!3 

32 35 
}!3 39 

34 35 
35 31 
}!3 45 
31 33 
31 38 
25 26 

36 36 
33 30 

670 628 

])9 356,95 

33,50 36,45 



STD 8 t-test CALCULATIONS. 

x, Xlo 

t = 

CONTROL/EXPERIMENTAL PRE-TEST CCMPARISON: 
32.,7 - 33,S 

t = 

= 

J( b~b>20 1" 30'\) (20'" 20.\ 
10+20-2. ').01.20) 

0,49 

CONTROL PRE-TEST/POST-TEST COMPARISON: 
3).,7 3/,4 

t = ,J (1.%,1. 1- 874,8)( 20t).0) 
20 .,.:loO - .. 20 ~loO 

= 0) b4 

EXPERIMENTAL PRE-TEST/POST-TEST COMPARISON: 

33,S .5b,45 

t = -/(30"1 1" 356,'15)( 20"1"20) 
:loO 1- 20 - 2 20 X 20 

= 2,23 

CCNTROL/EXPERIMENTAL POST-TEST CCMPARISON: 

3 1, It .lb,45 

t = J( f74 >! 1" 35(',95)(:<0 -I" 20) 
20 .,.20 -2 20 KolO 

= 

F-6 



C.M.I. 

RESULTS STD 9 F-7 

CONTROL GROUP EXP. GROUP 1 EXP. GROUP 2 

(n = 10) (n = 10) (n = 10) 

PRE-'TEST POST-TEST PRE-TEST POST-TEST PRE-TEST POST-TEST 

1 

2 

3 

4 
5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 

x 

x 

41 

33 

36 

29 
jl 

39 
42 

40 

33 

38 

:f)9 

:f),9 

:f),52 

* 

41 

Z8 

32 

28 

35 

35 

39 

38 
34 

34 

344 

34,4 

E EX·: \.. LJ 
J X ~ ~ . 
• I. 

x .. 

37 
46 

38 
jl 

37 

31 

34 

34 

39 

32 

:f)6 

]6,6 

80028 

790010 

2176 

X .. ' 4734976 

45 40 jl 

46 39 39 

35 32 32 
:f) ]6 33 

37 40 40 

37 38 34 

35 42 41 

41 Z7 28 

38 37 33 

3l 35 33 

380 366 351 

jl ,0 36,6 

(Tot al Sum 0 f Squares) 

(Sum of Grocp-Totals-Squared) 

(Tot al Sum of Scores) 

( Tot al Sum Squared) 

35,1 

* (Notation after Huntsberger (1977) P.):l1). 



STD 9 ANOVA CALCULATIONS. 

TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES: 

= 

= /11/,73 

AMONG GROUP VARIATION: 

_I r. X.1. 
n L. .... 

I 
= To . 7'10010 

WI THIN GROUP V ARI ATION I 

r; ~ X.·1. 
L · J 

J 

'i! 002. %' 

== 1017 

x .. 1 

h. 
lj731.jg7b 

{,O 

L' 
kn 

Lp 3Lj 'l7b 
(,0 

7GOOI , O 

F-8 



C.M.I. 

RESULTS STD 10 F-9 

CONTROL GROUP EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

(n = 15) (n = 15) 

PRE-TEST POST-TEST PRE-TEST POST-TEST 

1 41 34 34 34 
2 36 36 31 44 
3 41 39 41 41 
4 11 38 31 40 

5 41 41 35 42 
6 34 33 35 11 
7 43 39 36 41 
8 35 35 35 38 
9 32 29 31 31 

10 35 33 36 36 
11 36 33 26 25 
12 40 33 25 32 

13 33 J) 35 44 
14 38 31 42 39 

15 32 32 34 31 

E 556 522 525 563 

ex -xl 182,93 168,40 282 383,73 

:x. 31 ,07 34,80 3S 37,53 



STD 10 t-test CALCULATIONS. 

x, - X,. 
t = (

I: (X,_X,)1 + t:C:C.,.-X.)' 
"X, + "Xl. - 2 

CONTROL/EXPERIMENTAL PRE-TEST COMPARISON: 

37,07 - 3S 

t = 
(

1&2.,93 ..,... 2.82 (IS"t-I1» 
15TI~-:l. )SXI~-

= 

CONTROL PRE-TEST/POST-TEST COMPARISON: 

t = 

= 

37,07 34,8'0 

/~U,q3 "t- 't.g,'lO~('S tiS) 
V \ J'S" TIS -). . ") 's l( IS 

EXPERIMENTAL PRE-TEST/POST-TEST COMPARISON: 

3S 3 1 ,53 

t = -J(2.It2. + 3g 3 ,73)(IS+IS) 
JstJ~ -1. IS l( J~ 

= 

CONTROL/EXPERIMENTAL POST-TEST COMPARISON: 

3/.j,8'O 

t = 

= I b 8 , 

F-10 
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